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TESTING DIDACTICS OF MATHEMATICS IN 3D WORLDS
BOZZUTO Roberto, (I), GIANNETTI Luisa, (I),
GIURGOLA Giliola, (I), MESSERE Maria, (I)

Second Life World
Abstract. The project deals with the experimentation of maths teaching in 3d worlds, threedimensional environments which can be experienced thanks to SLW (second life world), an
opensim managed by ANSAS. The teachers interested in this experiments (not only maths
teachers, coming from different towns) have been planning for a year an activity for teaching
maths in an innovative and interactive way, by using a new methodology of teaching: the
immersive one. Scholars learn by playing, using softwares that are very similar to video-games,
by attending workshops and learning environments, they solve logical tests, they deal with
geometric constructions that are not always reproducible in real world, they improve their
knowledge finding out new things and applications that you do not always find in school books.
This happens by using the opensim on the computer and participating in it like avatars. The
didactic project is still being tested. The aim of the working team is to verify the potentiality of

Aplimat – Journal of Applied Mathematics
didactics in virtual words, testing it in schools. The experience could be reproduced by those
teachers that think that virtual worlds are useful for an alternative way of teaching. participation,
not only for pupils.
Mathematics Subject Classification: Primary 60A05
Key Word: Testing Didactis Mathematics; Second Life World 3D

1.

Introduction of the team

We are a group of teachers who met during institutional meetings among teachers and who
participated in an on-line course in ANSAS, by the application in 3D worlds and by using these
worlds when teaching. We have been in contact for over a year and we have been cooperating in the
projects of didactics of mathematics in 3D worlds, which is still being tested. Luisa Giannetti
(Naples), Maria Messere (Bari), Roberto Bozzuto (Foggia) , Giliola Giurgola (Turin), who started
this adventure and who supported us in teaching. This is an on-line distance collaboration.
1.1

Aim and origins of the project

The project deals with testing didactics of mathematics in 3d worlds, three-dimensional
environments which can be experienced thanks to SLW (second learning world), an opensim
managed by ANSAS, and it also deals with the creation of several activities for teaching maths in
a innovative and interactive way using a new methodology of teaching: the immersive one.
Scholars learn by playing, using softwares that are very similar to video-games, by attending
workshops and learning environments, they solve logical tests, they deal with geometric
constructions that are not always reproducible in real world, they improve their knowledge finding
out new things and applications that you do not always find in school books. This happens by using
the opensim on the computer and participating in it like avatars.The didactic project is still being
tested. The first part (the planning one) has been finished, whereas the second part (the operational
one), where scholars are the protagonists, has not been realized yet. This national meeting is its
starting point. As a fact, some of us will introduce the project in our schools in order to test it with
pupils.We enjoyed participating in the first part. Now pupils will enjoy doing it in the second one
and they will learn and develop logical abilities reaching the objective and having fun.
2.

Second learning world

2.1

Tunnel test

This is a coloured and particular structure, shaped as a tunnel. Pupils should go into it, but they will
find obstacles, which are locked doors, ten doors that contain a mathematical-logical test each with
increasing difficulty (but they are very easy); they can be solved by middle school pupils and by
pupils of first years-high school. If you click on the door, a note card with a multiple choice quiz
will appear, with 4 answers; avatar-pupils have two possibilities and if they give the correct answer,
the door will open and they will go on into the tunnel, trying to solve other tests. If they do not
solve the quiz, a teleport with the image of Homer Simpson will take them back to the starting
16
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point.In the tunnel test, the avatar-pupil will have the possibility to test his logical abilities, by using
mathematical methods unconsciously and he/she will develop new logical abilities having fun.

Tunnel Test
2.2

Fractal labyrinth

This labyrinth is created following the oldest structure (which is probably also the most famous
one) in the world: Hampton Court, not to far from London. It is composed by a system of hedges
and paths and there a logical method in order to reach its centre ( like all labyrinths if you follow the
wall on your left, you will find the end of it; this is always the right method in order to reach it; of
course the way becomes longer and it happens that you go past the same place for several times).
Its feature is that it is not only a labyrinth (which has something of didactical), but the choice of
reaching the centre is linked to a logic to be discovered. Moreover the labyrinth is made of coloured
and creative fractals made by Maria and me. In the labyrinth, not only do you develop logical
abilities in the choice of the way to follow, but also you get to know geometrical objects, like
fractals, that you do not find on school books. These objects give a wider view about Maths, which
is not only an theoretical subject, as you can use it graphically and you can create real artworks.
People will ask what a fractal is: A fractal is "a rough or fragmented geometric shape cthat an be
split into parts, each of which is a reduced-size copy of the whole, a property called self-similarity.
The term fractal was coined by Benoît Mandelbrot in 1975 and it takes its origin from the Latin
fractus meaning "broken" or "fractured", like the term fraction. As a fact fractal images are
considered objects of fractional dimension.
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Hampton’s Labyrinth
2.3 Optical illusion box
It is a cubic structure, containing a wide range of optical illusions of different types. They are
mainly linked to geometry and they have a geometric effect of lines and curves. They seem to have
a three-dimensional movement. Upstairs you will find an exposition of works made by Escher, the
famous engraver of impossible constructions, well-known for its planes with lizards, birds and
fishes. The fundamental feature of his works is geometry and infinity.
The visit to optical illusions or to the Escher wing widens geometry’s horizon: using geometry with
colours creates marvellous effects.

Optical Illusion
18
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2.4

Igloos of mathematical models to infinity

They are semipherical structures that we called igloos: they contain mathematical models on fractal
structure; we called them infinity magic. They have repeating patterns that iterate to infinity: the
star or Cork ribbon, Sierpinski pyramid, Fibonacci spiral, Moebius strip.
Also in this case you widen knowledge in geometry. There are shapes that are different from those
known in Euclidean geometry: they have something magical and charming. Their construction can
be useful to understand geometric structure of plane and solid shapes.
Obviously these didactic structures are only some examples of mathematic application in 3D
worlds; surely there are other possible applications.
2.5

Igloos, magic circles

The circumference, so simple and essential, is a shape rich of geometric possibilities because it
originates an infinite number of curves. In the igloo “magic circles” we can see prototypes of
famous shapes created by mathematicians which represent objects of daily use: Archimedes’
arbelos (old shoemaker’s knife), circle-circle intersection (that originates the shape of a
fundamental sheep-farming too) pelecoid (an axe), Archimedes’ salinon, the clover, the drepanoid
(sickle), triangles with circular edges and the famous half-moons through which Hippocrates could
realize the first quadrature of a rounded area.(To square a rounded area means to find a square that
has the same area of the rounded shape).By building these prototypes, pupils improve their
knowledge about circumference and its parts and they find out in how many models the circle can
be found in the real world.The appeal to famous items of easy construction, created by well-known
mathematicians, generates curiosity and desire of knowing more about them.
The geometric features of every single shape and the discovery of relationships between length of
arches and the delimited area develop geometric interest and pleasure in demonstrations.
2.6

Box of solids and building

Building is amazing and not only. In one of the two boxes there is a whole level dedicated to a
building lab where, thanks to explaining panels, note cards and video lessons shown on the board
with slides, it is possible to attend the first building lessons: construction of a prim (primordial
object), its changes, texture application and more. After having known the first methods, you go on
the second level where Plato challenges students in an attractive and instructive game: the aim is to
find the secret linked to Plato’s five regular polyhedrons. Apart from curiosities, artistic
applications and news, it is suggested to participate in a game where each participant should build
plane and solid shapes and solve easy geometric problems. The first student that hands in the
requested material and who finds out the secret will win.
During the construction, students work with solid shapes that not everybody from high school find
in the ministerial programs; dimensions are modified, proportions between them are analyzed and
their positions is changed by translating and rotating them. Geometric transformations are used in a
recreational way by displaying axis of symmetry and of rotation.
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2.7

Video room and famous mathematicians

An outdoor room to see videos and maths presentations and not only. Thanks to the maxi-screen it
is possible to choose a video and enjoy it comfortably sit, or attend remedial or improvement
lessons, in the middle of a green garden with two paths that take to a small lake. Along the paths,
you will find the busts of famous mathematicians: by clicking on them it is possible to get
information about their life and their works. The video room is an engaging learning environment
where the avatar-teacher, by using the maxi-screen, takes remedial or improvement lessons that
pupils can attend at home also in extra-curricular hours.Pythagoras, Talete are only names linked to
theorems. During the virtual walk it is possible to increase knowledge about famous mathematicians
who arouse students’ curiosity.

Maths Laboratory
2.8

Small port, marry-go-round and natural furniture

The laboratories, the didactic buildings, the igloos and the marvellous labyrinth are located in a
natural and relaxing environment. There are also a Ferris wheel and other playing items.
The natural environment conveys serenity: it is the feeling that everybody should have in the study
of mathematics-The idea of the park, with marry-go-round an playing attractions is referred toa s a
playing methodology that helps in learning mathematic concepts.Buildings, paths, natural furniture..
They conveys a message: in SLW there is not only Maths but there is also the possibility to realize
multidisciplinary projects involving different cultural subjects especially in technical and
professional schools.
3.

Conclusion

Why considering virtual word useful for teaching and learning Maths?
- Because they provide an environment that not only increases co-participation but also interoperability
20
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- Because they give the chance to create innovative environments that can completely change the
nature of didactics.
- Because they can rouse students’ attention, especially those that are not really dedicated to study
- Because also teachers renew their enthusiasm in teaching, which could have decreased because of
doing always the same things
- Because it is useful to face future challenges, by developing general attitudes of mind in order to
solve problems that require interactive and participating approaches, also staying comfortably at
home.
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MORFOLOGY AND MENTAL IMAGERY.
GEOMETRY AND ITS APPLICATION
TO ARCHITECTURAL AND DESIGN DRAWING LEARNING
BRUNETTI Federico, (I)
Abstract. In the teaching of drawing for architecture and design, we have defined some
epistemological concepts about representation and knowledge and outlined basic procedures for
the training of interactive mental space modeling. Three methodological techniques have been
developed by the author: planar matrix, three-dimensional matrix, laminar topologies.
Key words. Drawing, architecture, design, interactive mental space modeling, planar matrix,
three-dimensional matrix, laminar topologies
Mathematics Subject Classification: Primary AMS01A99; Secondary: 97M80 Arts, music,
language , architecture, 51H99Geometry For algebraic geometry; 00A66 Mathematics and
visual arts, visualization; 06B15 Representation theory; 51E20 Combinatorial structures in finite
projective spaces; (GENERAL TOPOLOGY) 54J99 None of the above, but in this section

1.1. “Through Drawing”. Perception, Language, Invention.
Theoretical references and working methodologies. We would like to introduce and describe some
of the concepts we regarded as the theoretical criteria on which to found the thoughts, the work
methods, the interdisciplinary comparisons (correlations) and the working applications in the
teaching of drawing. We would also like to put forward a sort of metaphor bearing in mind that
there exist a significant analogy between activities and abilities relating to the act of writing and that
of drawing.
1.2 Read-write / Observe-draw
The semantic content of verbal thought can be mnemonically preserved and transmitted through
space and time by means of the written support. Similarly, visual thought can convey perceptive
and imaginative experiences connected with visual and spatial forms by the act of drawing. Thus,
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when one learns the structures of the textual elements, the ability to read and write becomes
possible, and in time there seems to be a spontaneous immediacy in the relationship between
thinking a speech, being able to read it and knowing how to write it.
Similarly, it is possible to build the abilities to translate one’s observations of the real world - or the
prefiguration of invented forms - into drawings, by learning the logical-formal structures of
geometry, as well as free-hand drawing, or the perceptive effects attainable through rendering
techniques, thus becoming able users of that universe of signs which is the object of our discipline.
The sciences of language use the term “deixis” to describe the phenomenon whereby, against a
vocabulary made of words filled with different shades of meaning, one can find a parallel increase
in the ability of the speaker to catch a vast quantity of nuances and differentiations in the real world.
In other words, more words one knows, more “things” one can perceive. If one does not know the
right words, it is unlikely that he or she will be able to perceive the complex and variegated
elements of the world that is only visible with the mind’s eye and of the world that surrounds us. A
poor lexicon implies limited perceptual abilities.
In our case, the acquisition of knowledge and semantic forms in the field of graphic representation
leads to a better ability to seize complex and articulated configurations in the world of the real
forms surrounding us and in the world of the imaginary forms that we can project.
As learning the textual language allows us to read and write, similarly learning the expressive
language of drawing allows us to observe more critically and intelligently, which is a fundamental
prerequisite to better drawing. These introductory - and apparently obvious - observations
underscore the importance of the disciplines of writing and drawing, so that we are not confined to
seeing them as a conventional instrument in the relations between communicating individuals, but
we can also highlight the potential for constant improvement that the disciplines of representation
(both textual and iconic) can bring to the thinking individual, a person that knows, names, talks and
writes; and to the draftsman who observes and imagines, configures and differentiates, observes and
invents, recognizes or projects.
1.3

Description – interpretation – prefiguration

In this context, looking at the use of the graphic language as a means of cognitive representation, it
could be interesting to distinguish certain levels of increasing complexity and abstraction in the
relationship between the thinking individual and the surrounding world, which correspond to
similar level of in-depth analysis.
In contemporary epistemology, within the trinomial:
description - interpretation – prefiguration,
it is accepted practice to identify the three criteria of increasing involvement between the subject
who reproduces the object (through drawing or other means of representation) and the object ( that
already exists or will be projected ) of such representation.
Description can be defined as the transcription of the most extensive collection of data the
“observing” subject is able to capture / extract from the object being observed in the real world,
through the expressive characteristics of the languages and the technical instruments at his disposal.
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Interpretation must be understood as the critical selection of the data collected, separated and
actively directed/applied by the subject according to his working needs.
Prefiguration is the invention of new possible configurations of reality starting from the collected
data, which are tampered with, modified or related to each other according to a specific project,
obtained by sublimating the state of things and the pre-existing real world to achieve the project
scenery.
Clearly these three cognitive criteria must be considered as a hypothetical procedural scheme,
replete with possible interferences and retro-actions, since it is often necessary and suitable that
these three actions take place in a mutually synergic and communicating fashion. In fact, the
description cannot be naively neutral, but it carries within the instrumental methodologies and the
thematic approaches characterized and conformed by the disciplines and the languages used.
Archaeologists have a saying that describes the invasive exploration and excavation procedures of
research sites: “you find what you are looking for”; or one can discern what one can recognize.
Cognitive competences and descriptive abilities are inescapably intertwined.
Similarly, the selective modalities of interpretation must inevitably conform to the project’s goals as
they mature, thus creating in the mind of the observer-planner a sort of project -destination, which
makes some elements more interesting than others, so as to stress the need to obtain further
information on portions of reality or on different and heterogeneous orders of magnitude. Finally by
continuity or by opposition the acts of prefiguration - which methodologically consist of the act of
overcoming the existing conditions - must be based on the palpable and local context of actual,
expressed or latent relationships and needs to which they answer.
More precisely, the problem of invention finds its place in our discipline as a factor that
characterizes the intelligent forms of life, and therefore originates the projectual ability. Such ability
can be placed at the intersection of some pre-conditions, summarized as follows:
- the memory of a logical-formal archive of pre-existing elements,
- the ability to experiment new relations among elements which up to that point were not
deemed mutually pertinent,
- the ability to intentionally or fortuitously uncover new factors in the fields previously
explored.
2.1.

Identification of project components

Such definitions do indeed cross the scales of magnitude and relate ambivalently both to the quality
of the objects under scrutiny and to the interpretative ways in which they can be understood by the
observer so as to obtain a better critical understanding. Also in this case we think that the accepted
concepts are adequately verified and shared in a critical and epistemological context, and are
therefore able to forge analytical ability, observation and creative prefiguration for future draftsmen.
The components that have been identified are: morphology, typology, technology.
Morphology1, or the two-dimensional and three-dimensional qualities related to form that define
the structure as a geometric configuration, statically and steadily relevant in the relations between
1

See also a very interesting research : General Morphological Analysis. A general method for non-quantified
modeling. Adapted from the paper "Fritz Zwicky, Morphologie and Policy Analysis", presented at the 16th
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the exterior and interior of the object or the manufactured article, and place its global shape in its
environment. It is also the formal condition of balance which results from the ability to contain
space in its concavity and/or the body of elements and fragments which make up the object or the
architectural work.
Typology, or the articulation and the relations among the parts, the elements and the whole, that
make up the object that is being observed as it relates to its intended function, with special attention
to the potential distributive, systemic and ergonomic valences that permit the physical interaction
with social practices, with the dimensions of the human figure and with the surrounding
environment. It is also the sequence of products or elements of similar shapes, differentiated in
typological, synchronic or diachronic analogy, that allow the comparative and contextual
comprehension of the object observed as a specific solution of a projectual theme/problem.
Technology, or the forms of artificiality that can be found in the object or in the environment and
determine its ability to transform in connection with the resources and the energies of the
surrounding environment, highlighting the operational pivots where this kind of activity is
concentrated within the configuration of the object.
The materials used for the construction of the object fully belong to this technological content, since
the characteristics of those elements already contain some “interactive” capabilities in the relation
with the surrounding materials; therefore they can influence the working qualities of the object with
regard to the operator that uses it and also to the environment where it belongs.
Bearing these concepts in mind, in our classes we have offered the practice of drawing as a way to
question things and products that have a meaning, i.e. that respond to a goal and a function they are
intended for and that require expertise by the designers and users. Hence, drawing is conceived as
an exercise in understanding the projectual intentions that have brought that temporary, but
tangible, “crystallization of the form” to the configuration of anthropized matter executed by human
art.
Therefore drawing is meant as a reconstruction of the mental, spatial and cultural process that
makes up the architectural products and/or the usable objects (utensils /implements) conceived as
the circumstantial solutions to a residential or instrumental problem; or else, it is meant as the
deeper meaning, immanent to the form of things, that is revealed as such to those who look at
reality with an active and questioning eye.
As to industrial drawing, we have tested a representation of the “objects” as signs, fragments of
significance for the daily needs of living, “things” addressed in the transitive verbs of our actions,
interlocutors in the relations with space and between people.
The interaction and the intersection of the three previously identified cognitive levels and
conceptual components allow us to “draw” the forms of reality as a question addressed
simultaneously to the nature of the projectual intentions of the tangible item, to the exploratory
procedures of the cognitive ways of the subject in the dimension of experience, to the possibility to
express a project survey through graphic representation.
EURO Conference on Operational Analysis, Brussels, 1998. © Tom Ritchey, 2002-2010 -- from the Swedish
Morphological Society
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3.1.

“3 Worlds”

At this point we feel we need to refer explicitly to the fundamental epistemological work carried out
by Karl Popper that we read in the published accounts of his memorable conversations with John
Eccles. Unfortunately we need to drastically synthesize this epistemological contribution in order to
include it in this article, but we are well aware of the importance and of the methodological vastness
this citation would deserve in a broader publication. Karl Popper’s three hypothetical “worlds” are
named as follows:
World 1, made up by concrete materiality;
World 2, sensory perception elaborated inside the human subject;
World 3, abstract mental construction, conceived inside one’s mind and therefore able
to theorize and to plan activities relating to the outside environment.
The three areas identified by Popper help comprehend the different relations between the real
/concrete world, the subject who observes it and the representations of reality the observer is able to
build.
World 1, which is totally outside the subject, exists notwithstanding the observer, and it is a solid
foundation of material elements; it is the object of every research that pre-exists and persists
through the cognitive activity.
World 2, stems from the relation between the material data and the subject scrutinizing it: it is the
sum of the relations and sensations generated inside the observer, starting from an interactive
perception of world 1.
World 3 is the sum of images and elaborations the intelligent subject is able to develop in his inner
self, in an autonomous and abstract way, producing theories, imaginations, projects.
In fact World 3 is able to retro-act in the way described in order to draw up perceivable
representations that can be shared in the sphere of the perception of World 2, so that the ideas can
become projects - shared and completed works – that can affect and modify the pre-existing nature
found in World 1.
In this theoretical configuration the act of drawing finds an extraordinary confirmation of its
disciplinary value. In fact, if one acknowledges the inevitable otherness and complexity of World 1,
one can also see the essential and incoercible value of its subjective formulation in the sphere of
World 2 - where the representations belong to those mnemonic apparatuses needed for an in-depth
and shared knowledge - prelude to that inventive transformation typical of World 3, that can redescend [go back] to the preceding worlds to modify their status.
The idea of “conjecture”, as a necessary condition for any cognitive activity, is another essential
emphasis introduced by Popper in the epistemological path. In other words, no representation can
be offered as an absolute and unquestionable reference, but it must be considered as a hypothetical
conclusion, which is structurally falsifiable and liable to criticism from the very act of its definition,
explicitly stating the terms of a possible verification or contradiction of itself.
In this context the desire to know and represent is no longer inhibited by the “fear to make a
mistake”, but is totally focussed on the human attempt to understand the world surrounding us and
ourselves at work with the reality to which we also belong with our ideas, intuitions, desires and
projects. These clearly systematic and interactive working assumptions seem to us extremely
befitting/pertinent in describing all the phases – hypothetical, conjectural and projectual – that
characterize the different ways, meanings and valences of drawing. Nevertheless the roles
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concerning each act of representation are clearly identified, identifying not the self-reference but the
necessary interactions.
In this context, our approach to the introduction to drawing seems to correspond unexpectedly with
the educational path and the student’s cognitive representation experienced during this type of
didactic curriculum/itinerary. The objects and the places that have been explored are considered a
universe (world 1) that must be discovered through a consciously sensitive experience (World 2:
spatial-temporal, analytic or synthetic, subjectively or collectively oriented sensitivity), by
developing artefacts and graphic expressions able to represent the mental and abstract
reconstruction brought forth by the subject (World 3).
Such formulations, transmitted outside the subject, can become iconographic communication,
shared knowledge, projectual reinterpretation, all the way up to the material transformation of the
concrete datum at the source of the whole process. This procedural scheme, now customary for
scientific protocols, provides an interesting paradigm to synthesize the considerations put forward
up to this point. We can in fact trace a synoptic comparison between:
description - interpretation – prefiguration
morphology – typology – technology
World 1 – World 2 - World 3
Within their sequence these 3 conceptual groups show a progressive trend that puts the acting
subject at the centre, starting from the original condition of the object under observation, leading his
interest towards the projectual capabilities, the conditions of artificialization, the transformative
potentials. Such considerations do not necessarily point to univocal solutions regarding the ways to
represent the existing reality or the projectual prefiguration, but they put the possible graphic-visual
formulations in the context of a critical and intentional method of drawing as a cognitive act
4.1

Conceptual Areas. Drawing as Conjectural Practice

(Federico Brunetti 2003)
Perception – Communication
Symbolic representation
Neurosciences
Artificial Intelligence
ALGORYTHM
Geometry
Science / Technology
Analogical / Digital



DRAWING

THEORY
Philosophy
Aesthetics
Word /Text


Philosophy of Science

History of Art
ERMENEUTICS
History
Archives
Monument / Document
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Exploration is a creative act (Karl Popper)
5.1.

Preliminary training drawings

The course design begins with some set of exercises geometric design of the two and three
dimensions. We then develop a series of abstract compositional studies in three dimensional space,
and in the exercise of topologies called laminar (composition in space made up of a support sheet of
A4 in cubic matrices (modular structures of adjusted aggregates). These exercises increase different
abilities in the design and structure: from the essential skills of mental and manual modeling space,
to the necessary capacity to perceive and represent shapes using basic geometric applications, and
finally to train students for understanding and graphical representation of configurations and
phenomena more complex and articulated.
5.2.1. Compositional exercises: Laminar Topologies
We propose a tutorial teaching defined laminar topologies. This definition, in truth a little highsounding but not improper, has as its object the composition and spatial modulations can be
obtained with a sheet of A4 paper of which explore the material structure and flat geometry and to
organize it a series of simple steps. to increase its formal complexity, geometric and static.
The paper sheet, rather than a simple graphical support, obvious and predictable as we are used to
treat, in the hands of students becomes a sort of shape memory material on which to imprint by
hand with tactile sensitivity, a series of topological changes that transform the sense of origin and
alter the relationship with the ground plane that becomes a balancing context and reference.
The surface of the laminar sheet of A4 paper is presented as a plan, usually lying on a table smooth
and level that preserves the flatness, bounded by a geometric quadrilateral rectangle in golden
proportions contour.
The UNI standards in fact have been based on this principle of proportionality, which, in addition to
an intrinsic practicality, implicitly inherits the tradition commensurate drawn from ancient Greece
and present in more informed discussions of the masters of the Modern Movement.
Students were first asked to study the system of geometric proportions in the latent form of A4,
explaining graphically some of the infinite possible solutions, such as a field of forces lying in the
texture of the proportions in the plan. The paper offers the opportunity to immediately verify the
malleability of a flat in the minimum thickness of three-dimensional shape, applying a tactile
model, as Piaget could intend, you can feel the resistance and ductility produced by deforming
mechanical operations, carried out by energy minimum on paper .
5.2.2 Operational modalities and purposes
Some simple rules define the operational modalities and purposes of this exercise three-dimensional
composition: they are: bend, fold and cut.
- curve (radius = n); represents the operation that preserves the intrinsic bending strength of the
material that, in proportion to the energy constraints and etched, arched curve flexion, restricts the
radius of curvature
- bends (radius = n0); represents the operation that changes the material microstructure to
imposing the stay of the energy used in forming a permanent impression in the plane support,
proportionally to the angle and sharpness of folds in the fold line.- cut (topological bifurcation)
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represents an operation that, by cutting the material into two edges, while maintaining some
compositions that allows the joints independent of the spatial coherence logic mechanical deformable only flatness of the paper and allow developments topogically higher.
The constraint to not break the composition into separate parts preserves the nature and geometric
proportion to the original generated stable articulation of the same material.
5.2.3. Design goals: static - structural.
The exercise, after some trials preliminar investigation specifies two targets, otherwise indefinably
Iudic and creative, that is those of organizing:
standing structures: able to stand vertically on its own sheet (which is self-sustainable with the
vertical center of gravity of the shape that is projected within the perimeter drawn from the base)
covering structures: able to produce convexity: to protect and dominate a plan: the underlying
horizontal support spacer.
These archetypes of the primary objectives of construction led to direct research, but at the same
time to discover how many products actually exist are made from laminar materials that were
basically the same topological operations. The same definition of "operation" that modifies the
original shape space, alludes to the codification of such interventions in terms of potentially
reproducible production process and / or automated.
The exercise itself brings a foreshadowing mental exercise from a given object and perform the
manual allows you to check real-time interaction between: form, vision, construction sequence.
Students were offered the following two cases: either to only configure graphic-design forecast and
then build three-dimensional model, or first set the model and then draw the geometry and vision
from the real. It is an experience of interaction between mental imagery and execution of a graphic
representation.
Of course, this exercise allows you to directly address the orthogonal codings sensing the limit of
descriptive geometry, three-dimensional linear surfaces in the face of extremely complex
topological situations, indicating the possibility of a synthetic solution of those problems through
the visual description of the curvilinear patterns generated on a laminated material .
The photographic representation has often come to the aid of geometric projections difficult if not
constructible with countless reconstructions point. But it was an exception that proves the rule!
Finally met experimentally the possibility to define the flat surfaces as a condition of balance
between the concave and convex.
5.3 Compositional exercises: square and cubic matrices
A second exercise involved the composition, followed by the organization to schedule twodimensional modular three-dimensional Cartesian space of a square matrix first and then to
articulate the cubic configurations.
This combination begins with a two-dimensional study, a stochastic potential initiatives – and
further eventual taxonomical classification - evolving interaction between intention and formal logic, operating process, visual feedback of the operation performed in the final configuration
achieved.
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In the feedback of this interaction takes place the progressive establishment of a modular form that
connects values as positional system with finite local relaxation into the global reference system,
defined as the limit of complexity global reach saturation.
This is an exercise in finite elements and free compilers. It is not alien to this exercise a ludic side
of the composition, but the real purpose is, again, develop space modeling mental attitudes.
It is not strange that this method of survey also interest pre-planning method for a modular
organization of space that has so stimulated the aesthetic figures, morfology and mental imagery of
the design and architectural planning.
In our age computer aided design and renderings are a powerful support to the concept of
contemporary ways of drawing, but first of all our minds, eyes and hands (and pencils?) can remain
our best and natural interactive medium to represent and know our world, and to visualize our ideas.
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“The hand makes the mind, the mind makes the hand“ (Henry Focillon)
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Abstract. Some remarkable aspects to understand the adaptive origins of contemporary
photographic technique and its potential creative applications can be found in some theoretical
paradigms present in the “manifestos” of Futurism: the relations between Nature and machine,
Space and Time, speed, vision and memory, as well as the contemporaneity of different
observers in the field.
Key words. Art, Vision, Space, Time, Digital Photography
Mathematics Subject Classification: AMS_01A99

“Verrà un tempo forse in cui il quadro non basterà più, La sua immobilità, i suoi mezzi infantili
saranno un anacronismo nel movimento vertiginoso della vita umana! Altri valori sorgeranno, altre
valutazioni, altre sensibilità di cui noi non concepiamo l'audacia ....”
“Maybe there will come a time in which the picture might not be enough, its immobility, its childish
means will be an anachronism in the dizzying movement of human life! Other values will rise, other
evaluations, other feelings of which we do not conceive the boldness…”
Pittura Scultura Futuriste, edited by Umberto Boccioni Futurista (Milano, 1914)

1

Introduction

One century later, some statements from Futurist manifestos appear to be incredibly coherent with
contemporary Digital Photography techniques and applications; see also the previous work [1],[2]
of two of us (MGL and MF). These statements have a lot to share with the continuous although
sometimes hidden presence of Mathematics in Art, and especially in the contemporary forms of Art
(see [3],[4]). After some time of oblivion, Futurist artists are more and more actual and appreciated:
not only in their the paintings, images or photographs, but also because the theoretical expression of
their artistic movement can be recognizable as an interesting “preview” of many tendencies of
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further modern Arts of XX century (see [4]), that nowadays has become a “standard” of visual
communications, commonly shared in our “society of images”.
Our aim here is therefore two-folded: first we aim to suggesting some original quotations from
public texts of that period, trying to identify some inherent direction in actual tendencies or visual
applications. We shall secondly provide some examples related with a few of our ongoing research
in the field of professional and creative investigations through photographic digital works,
concerning Architecture, Science environments and Science visualization.
Some passages will be collected from original texts of the beginning of the XX Century, directly
from the first edition of Pittura Scultura Futuriste (edited by Umberto Boccioni; see [5]). We shall
also underline some theoretical passages from specific essays that appeared in the catalogue of a
recent and important exhibition on Arts of the XX century ([6]); furthermore we shall suggest some
ideas taken from the theoretical reflections of one of us (FB) about Digital Photography as
abstracted from lessons and books edited for specific courses at Politecnico di Milano, at
Accademia di Brera and other lectures of his (delivered in the time between 1998 and present).
Interesting suggestions come also from a book of Pier Luigi Albini [7] about the relations between
these original documents and the actual cyber debate. All these concepts will be visualized through
a choice of images extracted from a personal gallery of digital photographs of Architecture that
belongs to one of us (FB). The material of this paper refers to a larger project that shall form the
core of a forthcoming extended work in collaboration between us ([8]).
Our goal is not to demonstrate any improbable determinism between Arts and Science (or
backwards), but rather to emphasize the grateful debit (and bilateral credit) that, through the
“history of words”, surely exists in the “history of images”, as well as of ideas, inventions and
concepts. We stress that the renovation in Arts usually appears as an explicit contradiction against
the previous tendencies that are usually neglected in the direction of new visions; moreover, the
developments in Sciences usually appear as a progressive and logical evolution (or, better, a
“revolution”) from former descriptions and interpretations of the Nature; finally, the innovations in
techniques usually appear as an only apparent and neutral modification of tools, materials and
methods in order to obtain “practical results”. However, these histories in Arts, Sciences and
Technologies are sustained and made possible by an invisible and busy “history of the words”, as a
“seed” able to fertilize different fields of knowledge and able to keep messages trough Spaces and
Times, as well as to generate new cultural landscapes. The speed of this cross-fertilization is
evidently increasing in the web age, but the lack of memory of the exact origins of each word-seed
risks to generate languages-plants with superficial roots that are eventually unable to retrieve the
origin of new histories.
We should also remark that some general characters of the Futurist ideal and human profile are very
close to the actual human profile that is deeply and progressively influenced by Digital
Technologies and media. These common profiles are mainly detectable in the relations existing
between Nature and machine, Space and Time, speed and vision, i.e. in the memory and
contemporaneity of different observers in the relevant field.
2

From Futurism to the Web

As we anticipated in the Introduction, many ideas in the direction of finding a fruitful and intriguing
development of Futurism through Digital Art has been already discussed in previous papers of two
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of us (see [1] and [2]). Other important ideas have been pursued in the quoted exhibition “Vertigo”
(Vertigo. A Century of Multimedia Art, from Futurism to the Web), that was hosted by MAMbo
(Museo d'Arte Moderna di Bologna) in the Italian town of Bologna from 6 May to 4 November,
2007. The exhibition Catalogue was edited by Germano Celant, with the collaboration of
Gianfranco Maraniello (see [6]). This section is explicitly devoted to quotations from this
Catalogue, that for us result to be fundamental in order to address our further issues.
We first quote from its Introduction: <<Personally, I believe the museum must go beyond the
monotheism and theology of art in order to represent its ties to other 'archipelagos' of
communication and creation. The aim is to active at a critical point of view that takes on different
forms of exhibition, analysis ad historicisation of visual language, understood as a dynamic energy
and transgressive movement between the arts….. it is rather the history of images and ideas, objects
and documents, and thus must include a aesthetic languages, in their multiplicity and versatility:
art, photography, cinema, literature, fashion, design, architecture, cartooning, theatre, etc […]
Still, such convergences are rarely carried out, because people prefer to support a theology of art
that defends its existence as an absolute, unique religion. This, in me monotheistic and idealizing
intentions of its historians, must not betray the presence of any dialectic relationship to the plurality
of other languages of Communication, from advertising to television, cinema to music.>>
Referring to an event on Art & Fashion that was held in Florence and an event on Arts &
Architecture that was held in 2004 in Genova we also quote from [6]: <<Throughout the twentieth
century the dominant force of emergent technologies - such as photography and radio, telephone
and gramophone, recording devices and television, cinema and the computer - now finds its own
'natural' tempo, allowing such media to stay side by side and inter twine without difficulty. In fact,
what all the historic avant-gardes, from futurism to surrealism, considered 'the future' - that is, the
'de-codification' of the imaginary as a result of the fall of limits and confines between art and
technique - in the twenty-first century has become an established, recognized system. The realm of
art - or, better, of creativity - can come to include communicative and discursive elements. It has
become a multifaceted entity open to any change in social or technological behavior, above and
beyond the unitary, monistic identity that had sustained it. […] With Futurism, artistic languages
found themselves subject to an energetic process that would not be contained within any single
representative model or medium. Heterogeneity and the expansion and overlapping of previous
limits – through their powers of correlation, multiplication and irradiation - are the general
assumptions upon which the originality of futurism's affirmations are based; it is from this
movement, with its discovery of the aesthetic harmony of linguistic and materialistic simultaneity,
that Vertigo's journey begins.>>
At page 10 of [6] we read that in 1933 the father of Futurism, Filippo Tommaso Marinetti together
with Pino Masnata, drew up a manifesto, titled “Aradia”, that was followed in the same year by
broadcasts from the radio station in Milan. Fortunato Depero, author of “radiophonic poems”, took
also part in this. Over the following decades, the magnetic tapes recorded by artists reciting poems
(such as Ursonate, collecting Kurt Schwitters's poems from 1919 through 1927 recited on the
Suddeutsche Rundfunk; or Richard Huelsenbeck's and Raoul Hausmann's phonetic poems) were
transferred to disks. This is yet another broadening of artistic practice and its circulation, as it
increasingly becomes a vehicle for media-based messages in which the speed and distribution of the
image are fundamental, and which increasingly loses its traditional identity to become an ephemeral
“datum”, is associated with a contingent moment and situation. It essentially becomes a visual
“audio-consumer” product that satisfies public demand and offers itself in the form of quick
communication, a consumable gadget subject to wear and tear and rapid obsolescence. This is in
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perfect syntony with what Umberto Boccioni stated in a lecture in 1911: <<There will come a time
when paintings are no longer enough: their immobility will be an anachronism with the vertiginous
movement of human life. Man's eye will perceive colors like feelings in and of themselves:
multiplied colors will have no need of shapes to be understood, and pictorial works will be
luminous emanations, colored gases, etc.>>
At page 49 of [6] Giovanni Lista [9] states: <<Futurism, emerging at the end of the first decade of
the twentieth century, was not a simple aesthetic programme, but rather an anthropological project
aimed at elaborating the new ways of life, new social structures and new conception of humanity
inherent to industrial society. For Filippo Tommaso Marinetti, its founder, it was a question of
constructing the modern cultural identity of the new Italy, born of the Risorgimento and marching
toward the future, as opposed to the Italy of archaeologists, museums and antiquarians. Futurism
was therefore presented as a Herculean doctrine and as activism. On the one hand, it was a workin-progress aimed at the constant redefinition of art in a manner adequate to modern life. On the
other, it was the militant desire for a global avant-garde culture capable of uniting art and life. And
at page 50: “On the base of the 'modernolatry' proclaimed by Boccioni, the between futurism and
me new media of the 'mechanical eye' - cinema and photography- should have been immediate and
prolific Instead, it was slow and laborious - and came about primarily outside officially outlined
futurist movement. This does not mean that futurism ignored the new technological media. From the
very start, for example, Marinetti used both telephone and radio to recite his “composizioni
parolelibere”. But in truth, futurism implicitly drew a distinction between 'hot media' and ‘cold
media, albeit not in the exact same way as McLuhan had formulated them. For the futurists, hot
media are those that, operating via direct broadcast, empower the artist's physiological vibration,
physical and psychic energy, mobility and gesture. In any case, they are what intervene as
“prophetics” of a sort, extending upon human capabilities and amplifying the intensity und
uniqueness of the creative act. Cold media, on the other hand, are those that, via recorded,
postponed broadcast, freeze the élan vital, bringing back only a mechanical restitution, devoid of
life. […] For the futurists, both photography and cinema are cold media. Photography's weakness
as a tool, accused since its inception of “cadaverising” life, is reflected in the futurist polemic
against the “chronophotographic” images of Etienne Jules Marey, accused of rigor mortis despite
the fact that they aimed at portraying the human body's movement. In reality, the futurists were very
interested in cinema and photography, in which they saw a possibility for enriching artistic signs,
but refused each as a viable medium - that is, as a new, autonomous expressive language. In other
words, they preferred to integrate the perceptive data gained from cinema and photography into
traditional media. The freeform words of Marinetti, Buzzi and Cangiullo portray the vital flow of
reality with a film-like fluidity, adapting the word to the absolute and continuous process of
becoming, cinematographically portrayed, as Piero Gobetti wrote, through "speed and variety, the
superiority of physical elements over psychological ones, the kingdom of sensation" Taking up the
kinetic signs produced by Marey and Ernst Mach, or the transparency of bodies made possible by
Wilhelm Rontgen, the futurist paintings of Boccioni, Russolo, Balla and Card adopts the formal
tools unleashed by the photographic experiments that sought to detect the laws of movement and
vital energy. The image produced by the lens was therefore preferred - not only as a tool for
reading reality, but also as an expressive model for an art meant to conjugate dynamism, kinetics
and energy. And yet it was totally excluded as a possible aesthetic medium. Neither cinema nor
photography could be considered new forms of art. This was the paradox that the futurists - an in
particular Boccioni, who was the group's theorist - took from Henri Bergson's thoughts on “the
process of becoming and form”. […] The “mechanical eye” prodigiously scrutinizes the fleeting
nature and invisibility of the interactions between matter and energy, but then produces dead
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images, foreign to art as the futurists defined it - that is, as an immediate reflection of vital
sensation, a lyrical transfiguration of the dynamism that fuels a perpetual process of becoming. A
marvellous instrument for exploring infrasensorial and meta-perceptive realms, the photographic
or cinematographic image nevertheless remains a cold medium, as it does not contain any
reflection of life farce. In short, far the founders of futurism, the artist is still seen as the sole
legitimate mediator between aesthetic experience and the sensory world, because the creative act
implies a transformation in which the artist proceeds by intuition through a qualitative process of
resistance and duration. Intuition, as the source of knowledge, and duration, as the latent,
unconscious, unpredictable experience of the artist - the artist's subjective contribution - are
irreconcilable with the mechanical determinism of the lens.>>
At page 51 we read also the following: <<For the futurists, even insofar as it is a representation of
movement, the photographic or cinematographic image destroys the energetic dimension of an act,
relegating the occurrences to “the immutable fixity of something that has been”, and is the
equivalent of a passive recording: as opposed to a dynamic perception of reality as an absolute
process of becoming.>> And at page 52: <<In the spring of 1911, the brothers Anton Giulio and
Arturo Bragaglia invented “photodynamism”, an approach based on the trajectory of a body's
displacement in space, as opposed to the positivist analysis of kinetic event as happens in the
chronophotographs of Edweard Muybridge and Etienne-Jules Marey. […] In a series of
conferences in Rome, Anton Giulio presents “photodynamism” in form of futurist art. Bringing
back both the unity of gesture and the transition of energy, photodynamism eludes the mechanistic
determinism that had previously defined the photographic medium and becomes an artefact - a fully
complete work of Art - redeeming its contamination with the colder aspects or technology. But
Boccioni is not convinced, and the Bragaglia brothers are not admitted as members of the futurist
movement. […] In the essay with title “Fotodinamismo futurista" (i.e., Futurist Photodynamism),
published in June 1913, Anton Giulio declares that his experimental research, in realizing a
“transfiguration of the kinetic event” comes to demonstrate that photodynamics are in much
greater accord with modern-day needs than any of the representational means now in use". […] In
other words, modernity already requires the advent of a new medium, more efficient and direct, far
aesthetic investigation. By presenting itself as the correct recording - that is, 'hot' recording - of the
experience of reality, photodynamics can substitute traditional means of Painting and Sculpture in
the expression of dynamism. >>
And moreover: <<Anton Giulio Bragaglia's book met with a harsh reaction from Boccioni, who
that August, in Lacerba magazine, wrote: "We have always refused even the most distant relation to
photography with disgust and contempt, as it lies outside of art." But Bragaglia persists, publishing
new photodynamics that investigate other sensations of movement. Among these is a portrait made
with the technique of “sandwich montage”, overlapping two negatives. This images offers yet
another take on photodynamism: a suspended, expanded vision of reality, capable of signifying a
movement perceived only in terms of its duration and the memory of it. Subjective dynamism is one
of the major Bergson-inspired themes in Boccioni's painting. Increasingly irritated, he decides to
launch an accusation; in an announcement published in the October issue of Lacerba he officially
condemns the Bragaglia brothers' photodynamism and excludes any ties to futurism.>>
At page 89 of [6] we find the following useful quotation coming from the direct words of Anton
Giulio Bragaglia in his “Futurist Photodynamism” of 1911: <<First of all, we must draw a
distinction between dynamism and dynamism. There is effective dynamism, realistic dynamism , the
dynamism of objects in evolution, in real motion - which, to be more precise, should be called
movementism - and then there is the virtual dynamism of static objects, which futurist painting is so
interested. Ours - the dynamism focused on here - is movementism, such that, had we not so strictly
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noted the interior dynamism of Photodynamics, it would have to have been called photomovementistics or phot-okinematics. The Technical Manifesto of Futurist Painting inspired me to
explore this concept of photodynamics. We want to realize a revolution, in the name of progress, in
photography: we want to do so harder to purify it, ennoble it and truly elevate it to an art. And I
maintain that, through the means of photographicmechanics, art can be made solely if It surpasses
pedestrian photographic reproduction of the immobile or fixed truth in the guise of a snapshot, such
that the photographic result managing to gain the expression and vibration of vividly lived life
through other means, and detaching itself free from others means, and detaching itself from its own
obscene, brutal and statically, brutal and statically realistic state - is no longer average, traditional
photography, but rather something much more elevated, something we call photodynamic. So, we
aim to create the art of photodynamics - as a special art, distinguished by its ultra-modern endsand, together, we aim to give movementist painting and sculpture that solid base so absolutely
necessary nowadays: we will scientifically show this later on. […] Hitherto, with the results we
have obtained, it has firmly been proven that photodynamics is not only the right sort of creation,
but is even necessary. The fact that many of these results are still imperfect, or not quite convincing
enough, is due to our lack of mechanical means sufficiently suited to capturing and rendering
beings and things in their movement.>>
Going back to page 20 of [6] we read also: <<Cinematography does not trace the shape of
movement, but rather subdivides it - with no rules, with disintegrating and shattering it without any
kind of aesthetic concern far rhythm: it is not within its coldly mechanical power to satisfy such
concerns. Cinematography, in any case, never analyses movement, because it shatters it in the
frames of the film strip, quite unlike the action of photodynamism, which analyses movement
precisely in its details. And it never synthesizes movement, either, because it merely reconstructs
fragments of reality, already coldly broken up, in the same way the hand of a chronometer deals
with time, even though time flows in a continuous and constant stream.>> while at page 55 we see:
<<Indeed, despite contrary assertions, I maintain that, if today photodynamicsis not yet an art, it is
at least a mechanical means whose results more than possess the essential virtues, and procure
emotions identical to those inspired by a work of art. But it is also necessary to consider how given the fact that photodynamics requires remarkable amounts not only of technique, but also of
art, in whoso ever wishes to practice it - it is absolutely absurd to think that it could be obtained as
with straightforward photography, whose execution requires little more than the simple opening of
the lens' aperture in front of an object more or less well lit and well posed. But because
photodynamics requires such artistic virtues - and being enriched as it and its results are by
innumerable emotional elements, more even than a painted picture often is, and producing infinite
vibrations of intellectual pleasure, on a par with the work of arts it has hitherto been defined - it is
becoming known as an art or mechanical means whose results possess the essential virtues, and
procure emotions identical to those inspired by a work of art, as they tend to become denatured and
therefore call the camera much less. And yet you still cannot believe that movement is obtained on a
plate with such ease and facility that even a sucker could successfully manage it. >>
3
The Futurist Idea: Making Explicit Reference to Technology, Science, Time and
Motion
We already spoke of the strong interaction between Futurism and new Science in [1], from which
we like to mention a few points. As we said there, at the beginning of the XX Century new
scientific and technological discoveries changed our perception of the World. The Theories of
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Special Relativity first (1905) and of General Relativity later (1915-1916) led to understand that: 1)
moving “test” bodies have to respect the constancy (and the upper limit) of the velocity of light in
vacuum, thus requiring a new conception of simultaneity and the mathematical structure of a new
Geometry, in which a continuum SpaceTime (Minkwski pseudo-metric and flat manifold) is the
arena of light propagation and determines, de facto, all electromagnetic phenomena; 2) gravity
requires to replace the “flat” SpaceTime of Minkowski with a curved SpaceTime, the curvature of
which will not be given a priori but rather it will be driven by the distribution of masses, so that
SpaceTime itself acquires a dynamics of its own and light will follow curvilinear trajectories. The
change of scientific vision - from flat to curved, from single absolute entities to “manifoldness” –
was followed in parallel by new and revolutionary ideas in Art. While the rigidity of an absolute
Space with a fixed Euclidean Geometry (together with “classical Perspective”) was already wiped
away by Impressionism and Cubism, in the meantime also Technology was rapidly changing the
World. New devices and media for communication (wireless telegraph, radio, airplanes and
cameras) were contributing to a completely new and revolutionary change of perspective about
distances and Time, allowing faraway pieces of our Planet to get nearer and nearer. “Velocity”
became a “must”: in production of goods, in reaching destinations and in communicating news.
Photography was already a well established technique, but at the time it was just able to capture into
a single image a precise instant of Time. It eventually evolved into Cinema, thus giving motion to
pictures: a number of fixed single images corresponding to sufficiently near instants of times were
collected linearly into a unique film that, reproduced at a convenient velocity, was able to create,
through the mechanism of vision, a virtually continuous movement (formed in fact by a discrete set
of frozen images; see also [10]).

Fig. 1 - Photodynamism of a Limo in Niagara Falls; photo by Marcella G. Lorenzi

Having recalled this, we shall here review some yet unpublished remark about the specific
“scientific roots” of Futurism. Some quotations shall be taken directly from Umberto Boccioni [5]
and are now in order to show how the intersection between Art and Science (and in particular
Mathematics) was a “must” for the Futurists. We present here what is much probably the first
English translation of a few of these original quotations in Italian. Futurists wanted to open a view
on New artistic Frontiers: “There is nothing else than a single law for the artist but the modern life
and futuristic sensibility” ([5], p.15) and “As it would not be infinitely sublime the act of upsetting,
that mankind make under the influence of research-and of creation, opening roads, filling lakes,
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submerging islands, launching dams, leveling the ground.” and “Pierce, puncture, break, raise, for
this divine concern that we shoot in the future?” ([5], p. 22). Boccioni claimed then that: “The era
of great mechanical individualities started, and everything is paleontology!” and said also “We
worship the waiter and the bon vivant in the geometrical black and white of their clothes” and also
“The luminous cascade of a shining cocotte in between light and crystals; the strict rigidity of a
tunic of a surgeon, and the sharp cold calculating mood of the train-driver, the aviator, the driver
of a 200 HP car” (see Fig. 1). Moreover: “Man evolves. Towards the car and the car towards the
man. And of this new life the modern painter exalts the mysterious harmony” as well as “The man –
as in the words of my great friend F. T. Marinetti and as symbolized by his Mafarka – with the help
of Mechanics will build living beings!”
A direct appeal to Science was there and Futurists claimed that the supremacy of Science and
Technology was not against “natural laws”: “Scientific experiments with their attempts to graft and
create animals are already in the physiology of another rudimentary but fine example of the victory
of the man over Nature Hip! Hip! Hip! Hurrà! […] Not true!, is a gross error to say that the man is
stepping away from Nature! […] It would be as naive as believing that the animal is closer to
nature than the chemical scientist ... They even understood that new Science has to do with
“complexity”, something that was able to emerge as a scientific discipline only much later: “We
possess a new instinct: the instinct of the complex. […] We can catch all through the complex:
while the “past people” could understand just a little through the simple. … And finally, everything
is simple when it is life or insights! […] What exists is man-made and it becomes for our plastic the
natural element in which we discover the forms. […] We can study – that is we can love - a
machine, any press and make use of its plans, its profiles, its cavities, its motions, as natural
elements for the construction of our landscape. […] Everything is natural beauty and not its
outward appearance, but for its abstract plastic meanings. […] We go beyond the myths! And we're
happy that our creep over can kill them! ([5], p. 24). They understood that new lifestyles required a
new sense of aesthetics (see also [11]). At page 26 of [5] we find the following quotations: “What
value can have the ghost of Icarus for us that we are having lunch, go for a walk, take the coffee
with the aviator that climbs up to 5000 meters and risks to kill himself in order to break a speedrecord? […] It is this passionate love for Reality that makes us prefer a cake-walk American dancer
in contrast with hearing Valkyrie’s Opera, that makes us prefer the chronicle filmed facts of the day
in opposition to a classic tragedy. […] Only the simplest and most spontaneously necessary events
of modern life, from the most deprived of the sublime and culture, we can discover and track the
mysterious movement that leads to the source of future aesthetic. […] We Futurist painters, who
have the gift of hope, we never turn back whenever the dream of ultimate beauty tempts us! […]
And that is why we love passionately the aesthetic expressions of our time, even if they are still
rough and not completely freed from the dross of the latest mergers. […] No matter how vehement
the desire in us to the final, we love in life and in Art everything that today is the sunset between the
old world that collapses and the new one that is rising! […] What fascinates us in the life and works
of our times is that indefinite character and frantic search that shows in the truly modern the
incompetence of people handling a new material. […] We love these events since out of them the
era of a really new Art begins and will continue through future generations” ([5], p. 26)
Against the “artistic cowardice” and the interference of Science into it Boccioni wrote also: “[…]
Today, the artist stands in contrast to essential element of creation. […] Plastic intuition has led
him to new heights and Science, through steam, electricity, fuel gas, radio Hertzian waves and all
biological and chemical research has transformed the world, has destroyed the myths and legends,
has broken the bridges where the crowd could pass and go up closer and closer, never to reach.
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[…] With the scientific discoveries a new feeling arose, that the artist already expressed and that
the crowd refuses to recognize” ([5], p. 45).
4

Futurism Speaks of Itself in Contrast with Impressionism and Cubism

As we already said elsewhere (see, e.g., [1]) the beginning of the XX Century marked revolutionary
changes in our perception of the World. On one side the Theory of Relativity had substituted a
single four-dimensional entity, a dynamical SpaceTime, in place of separated and rigidly fixed
three-dimensional Space and one-dimensional Time. The velocity of light (in vacuum) thus
becoming an inpenetrable barrier so that all physical interactions have to propagate at lower speeds.
On the other side new technological devices (among which radio and telegraph) had contributed to
reduce distances in Space and Time. These revolutions put motion and velocity at the centre of
attention. Across this period, a little bit more than hundred years ago (to be precise, in Milano in
1909) Art begun to develop the movement of Futurism, aimed at introducing dynamism in the
artistic production. Futurism was mainly based on the post-Impressionist idea of “Divisionism”,
suitably re-elaborated in order to depict more expressive space that contained velocity and
simultaneity, as well as on Cubism. There are however crucial differences both with Cubism and
with Impressionism, that we broadly explained in [1] as well as in [12]. The recent developments
of Digital Photography, through the technique known as “painting with light” and generating
variations of the same basic ideas, have refreshed the spirit of Futurism. These new ideas have been
also discussed there in connection with Bragaglia’s definition of “algebra of movement”. As first
claimed by Rick Doble [13], Digital Photography can draw on the ideas, concepts and vision of
the Futurists to bring this new imagery into being: “Photography may be the visual Art best
suited to creating still images of subjects in time. This is because a photograph is made by
recording an object (via the lens) over time (by opening the shutter for a specific duration).
Therefore, a photographic exposure is a combination of space and time, a recording of Space and
Time“ (see [13]).
Boccioni said in [5]: “Why we are not impressionists? […] We have enriched the object, since
“Impressionists”, to create that atmosphere, to an object-unit of 100 subtracted 50 of formal
solidity, to add a same amount of atmosphere. On the contrary, we create a new object-unit having
150 as value. At the end we shall have object (100) plus atmosphere (50) equal to object-ambient
(150). This deeply realistic conception of the structure of bodies has created in Painting and
Sculpture what we call “Dynamism”, that is the solidification of the impression without amputating
the object or without isolating it from the only element that feeds it: life, i.e. motion. With this we
shall avoid to fall into what has been Painting up to now: an enumeration of objects drawn against
a backstage”. Later in his booklet Boccioni says also: “Today our mental evolution no longer
allows us to see a person or an object in isolation from their environment. […] In Painting the
object does not live of its essential reality except as a plastic result between object and
environment. […] Thus we conceive the object as a nucleus (centripetal construction), out of which
the forces (line -shapes - force) that define it into the environment (centrifugal construction) start
and determine its essential character. […] We thus create it with a new conception of the object:
the object - the environment, conceived as a new indivisible unit. […] So, if for “Impressionists” an
object is a nucleus of vibrations that appear as color, for us the Futurists the object is also a core of
directions that appear as a form. […] In the potential characteristic of these directions we find the
plastic mood. […] It is through this new concept of motion of matter, expression as accidental
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values, interpretation and sentimental fiction of the truth, but as a plastic equivalent of life itself,
that we come to the dynamic definition of the impression, which is the intuition of life . […] this is
one of the bases of Futurist Painting” ([5], p. 81).
About what separates the Futurists from Cubism, again we read in [5]: “What we must not forget is
this: the point of view, with futurist dynamism, has completely changed […] modern painting has
always been to date a successive show of images that take place in front of us. […] As far as in
Cubism the subject is conceived in its full value and the picture is composed from a harmonious
combination of one or more complex objects in a complex environment, the show does not change.
[…] What we want is to give the object as being lived in his dynamic becoming, i.e. we want to give
a summary of the changes that the object undergoes in his two motions: relative and absolute. […]
We want to give the style of movement. We do not want to observe, dissect and transport images
[…] we identify ourselves in the thing, which is profoundly different. […] Therefore, for us the
object has a shape a priori, but we can only define the line that marks the relationship between its
weight (quantity) and its expansion (quality). […] This suggests us the lines - forces that
characterize the potential of the object and lead us to a new unit that is essential to the
interpretation of the object, that is the intuition of life. […] Our research is the search of
“definitive” as a sequence of states of intuition. ([5], p. 150). Futurists spoke also of the “Plastic
foundation of Futurist painting and sculpture” and said that: “our idealism plastic constructive, gets
its laws from the new certainties given to us by Science. […] It lives of pure plastic elements and is
illuminated by intuition of a new hyper-sensitivity born along with new living conditions created for
us by scientific discoveries, by the rapidity of modern life in all its manifestations and in the
simultaneity of forces and sensations that ensue from it” ([5], p. 157).
A specific mention of the “mathematical and physical” grounds of Futurism – that we already
mentioned in [1] and in the related previous works of ours – was based on a detailed discussion of
the concept of “motion”, that along new visions of “relativity” was well distinguished into
“absolute” and “relative”. The Section 9 of [5] refers explicitly to “Absolute motion and relative
motion” and there we read: “It is to designate the moving objects as well as in the motion that they
carry within themselves. That is, it comes to finding a form that is the expression of this new event:
the speed, that a true modern temper cannot neglect in those aspects that life has assumed in speed
and in the resulting simultaneity […] Men have hitherto observed the changes that the wind
produces, in plants in the landscape, in the drapes […] One can say that in the normality of speed
at which we see the natural features, stopping at perspective or anatomical observation of the
landscape or any other natural element is now unnatural. […] To make a wheel in motion, no one
thinks any longer to observe it as at rest, counting its rays, fixing the rim and then draw it as in
motion. This would be impossible. […] But this procedure that nowadays seems absurd for a wheel,
one wants to use it instead for the human figure that lives in the motion of its arms and legs and of
the whole of herself. […] This happens because, for an ancient tradition, plants and objects
psychologically are of less interest to us, with respect to animals and man figures. That's why we
apply more easily to these natural forms all the innovations suggested by the necessities of life,
transforming the sensitivity”. Later on Boccioni speaks of “Dinamismo” (Section 19), saying that:
“Dynamism is the simultaneous action of motion characteristic of the particular object (absolute
motion) with the transformations that the object undergoes in its movements in relation to the
mobile or resting environment (relative motion). […] We define lines meaning that the directions of
the color-forms are the manifestations of the dynamic form, the representation of the motions of
matter in the path that is dictated to us by the construction line of the item into its action. […] In
these directions the colored volumes that create the form-color in his infinite mobility are inserted.
[…] Let us put down everything, then, and proclaim the absolute and complete abolition of the
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finished line and the statue closed. Let us open wide the figure and close it in the environment. We
proclaim that the environment should be part of the plastic block as a world unto itself and with its
own laws. […] "That the sidewalk can get on your table and your head can cross the road while
between one house and the other your lamp fastens its web of gypsum beams" ([5], p. 211). And
further he goes beyond these concepts: "What we have said about line forces in painting (see the
preface to the catalog of the manifesto Futurist Exhibition in Paris in October 1911) can also be
said for sculpture, making alive the static muscle line in the line-force dynamics […] My
architectural spiral construction will instead create in front of the viewer: a continuum of forms
that allows him to follow, through form, the real strength that comes from the real form, a new
closed line that determines the body in its material motions. … "The form-strength is with its
centrifugal direction, the potentiality of the real and living form. […] The form, in my writing, is
therefore perceived more abstractly. The viewer should ideally build a continuity (simultaneity) that
is suggested by the forms-forces, the equivalent of the expansive power of bodies. […] From this it
results that nobody before me has found out. This is not - how everyone thinks - just making an
abstract, intellectual painting […] This is, in addition, to implement and make plastic, concrete,
through a refinement of sensibility, all that was previously considered as immaterial, implasmable,
invisible […] With this conception of painting, extreme conclusion of a sensitivity that has been
progressing for thousands of years, the antithesis between idealism and realism painting is finished
[…] Through the lines, shapes and colors-forces the object lives in the dynamism that is the
intuition of evolutionary plastic drama. […] Never before the feelings came at such an high degree
of Power not to make out of outside views an internal interpretation of object, that, discovering an
immanent and mobile appearance, makes it live in duration. […] There are in the object lines,
shapes, ideal infinite colors that depart from the finite form lines and real colors that tie the
actually finished object through the masses - currents - atmospheric volumes and planes of other
objects. […] Speaking of our conception about the construction of the object I have alluded to a
centripetal action starting from the central nucleus of object with centrifugal directions of form and
that was tied to the environment, solid or gaseous, that is less liquid. […] In these centrifugal
directions force-lines, force-shapes, force-colors fit perfectly. […] It is logical and understood that
these directions and forces did not have in the fever work of erecting a definable way to manifest
themselves. […] With each new creation or interpretation one requires a new intuitive effort. […]
They require the artist to make appeal to a terrible tension in order to continuously keep himself
inside the object, living the variability and recreating its unity. […] These forces or directions
appear through endless accidents that are as many inspirations that range from the reproduction of
the rough surface of a convex or curved or flat object, and so on, until the mysterious suggestions of
the lyric deformation" ([5], p. 219).
Futurist and scientific iconography in the representation of matter and energy (CERN experiments
at LHC) were considered by one of us and published in [14] and [15] (Fig.s 2, 5 and 6).
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Fig. 2 – “Gli Anelli del Sapere” by F. Brunetti (see [14],[15])

In the Section 12 of his booklet [5] Boccioni speaks explicitly of the “Solidification of
Impressionism”, by stating: “Make the atmosphere in place of figure means to conceive bodies not
as isolated in space, but as more or less compact nuclei of the same reality. […] Since one must
keep in mind that the distances between an object and the other are not empty spaces, but rather
continuity of matter of different intensity that we reveal through shapes or directions that do not
match the photographic truth, nor the cold analytical reality, such experiences remain always
traditional. […] Our feeling is different and infinitely richer. That's why we have not in our painting
the object and the void, but only a greater or lesser intensity and solidity of space. […] The Space
no longer exists, a rain soaked road and lit by electric globes, sinks to the center of the Earth. […]
Several times a light, a ray of sunshine or a ray of electric light, crosses an environment with a
force of plastic prevailing and fundamental direction. […] This stream of light is seen in the context
of the painting as a direction that you can draw, that lives as a form and that has the tangible value
of any other object” ([5], p. 223-229). See Fig. 3 for an example of the generation of geometric
patterns from light.
Boccioni goes over by discussing how pictorial planes interpenetrate each other (Section 13):
"Sculpture - I said in my manifesto - should give life to objects by making sensible, systematic, and
plastic their extension into space […] since no one today can deny that an object ends where
another begins and that everything surrounding our body (bottle, car, house, tree, road) are not
cutting or sectioning it, forming an arabesque of curves and straight lines” ([5], p. 233). While
Section 14 is devoted to discuss Dynamic complementarities”; he says: “We will put the viewer in
the center of the picture. […] The inspiration, that is the act by which the artist gets immersed in
the subject living its characteristic motion, tells us that in Nature there are not absolute horizontal
lines, or absolute perpendicular lines. Nothing is exactly perpendicular to the horizontal, but there
is only a point at eye looking height, as everything else, above, below and to the sides around us
continues into lines converging at infinity. […] One can therefore say that the feeling of the artist is
the center of spherical currents that surround it from all sides. […] We must remember that what
we have called dynamism and we have shown not to be a cinematographic mania, completely
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disrupts the construction of the framework as it was so far designed until yesterday, that is up to
Cubism” ([5], p. 241). And finally he concludes that: “We then say the opposite of Cezanne: the
edges of the object flee to a peripheral location (environment) of which we are the center” ([5], p.
257) and that “Simultaneity is for us the lyric exaltation, the plastic expression of a new absolute:
the speed of a new and wonderful spectacle of modern life, a new fever for scientific discovery”
([5], p. 261).

Fig. 3 - Generation of Light Waves, photo by Marcella Giulia Lorenzi

In Futurist manifestos and in [5] (Fig. 4) we find in fact the following more detailed descriptions
and summary of “Dynamism” and of all the concepts quoted just above:
Dynamism is:
(-1 Simultaneity of absolute motion - relative motion)
Lines-Force:
(-1 Simultaneity of centrifugal forces - centripetal forces).
Solidification of impressionism:
(Simultaneity of object - environment - atmosphere).
Dynamical Complementarity – Dynamics:
(Simultaneously complementary of color - form – “chiaroscuro”)
Interpenetration of Planes”
(Simultaneity of the interior with the outside - memory - feeling
(see, e.g., [5], p. 265).
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Fig. 4 – From [6], the page that refers to the summary of Futurist ideas

Ending up with this panoramic view on relations and differences with Cubism and Impressionism
we finally mention that: “So even for Cubism and Impressionism, while we accept some cubist
postulates as a starting point […] their development in our Italian temperament leads us to
completely opposite conclusions. … Instead of having a control on the apparent reality of the
painting (Impressionism), instead of reducing the framework to a cold abstract construction of
objective patterns (Cubism), we must develop the purity of feeling and make it in agreement with
the concept of modern life. … Here's what I have always proclaimed and tenaciously defended as a
character of our fundamentally Italian Art, here is the effort of my friends Futurist painters” ([5], p.
277 and 283).

Fig. 5 – From [14], Digital Photography and the suggestion of invisible events in the enormous machine: ATLAS @
LHC - CERN (photo by Federico Brunetti)
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Farther in the booklet [5] Boccioni comes back onto the relations between Futuristic Art and new
Science: “The latest scientific hypotheses, the immeasurable possibilities offered by chemistry,
physics, biology and all the discoveries of science, the life of the infinitely small, the fundamental
unit of energy that gives us life, everything leads us to create similarities in the plastic sensibility,
through these new and wonderful natural conceptions. […] Around us energies wander that are
observed and studied, from our bodies fluid powers spring off, of attraction or repulsion
(Categories: sympathy, antipathy, love, we do not care) […] deaths are foreseen at a distance of
hundreds of kilometers, the presentiments can animate us by forces or destroy us by terror. […]
Hertzian waves lead, the feverish pulse of the races to thousands of miles across oceans, through
deserts […] The microbe is pursued in the unfathomable depth of matter, studied in his habits,
photographed and fixed in its infinitesimal individuality […] Electrons rotate in the atom by tens of
thousands, separated from each other like the planets of the solar system and alike these they have
an orbit and a speed inconceivable to our minds, and the atom is already invisible to our eyes and
our optical instruments ... […] The continents are being cut, one is probing the oceans, going down
the throats of hot volcanoes ... And we artists? […] Let us convince ourselves that if this infinite,
this imponderable, this invisible, is increasingly the subject of investigation and observation, is
because in the modern man some wonderful sense is waking up in the unknown depths of
consciousness” ([5], p. 327). In their “futuristic” struggle, in fact, Futurists went ahead with a
prediction that in recent times has strongly shown to be incumbent: “There might come a time in
which the picture might not be enough, its immobility, its childish means will be an anachronism in
the dizzying movement of human life! Other values will rise, other evaluations, other feelings of
which we conceive the boldness…” ([5], p. 330).

Fig. 6 – From [14], digital images and simulation of Higgs events , construction site of CMS @ LHC - CERN (photo by
courtesy of CERN, photo by Federico Brunetti)
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5

The Futurist Idea Transposed in Digital Photography

Besides what has been already discussed in [1] (and related issues) we want here to reconsider the
matter from a different perspective. According to previous work of one of us (FB - [16] and [17])
we can say that Photography has gained in the joint account, a sort of authentication capabilities: 1)
the state of reality of the referred situation referred, by recognizing in it a local value as a “datum
quality”; 2) about photographic survey as an event that visually connects the viewer with reality, or
the experiential dimension of the observer as an operator and selective interpretation; 3) Finally
within intentions and metaphor, implemented in the time of shooting, such as making contact and
recognition of the transfiguring power of real data to a deeper meaning, and therefore transposed
and universalizing, in the datum and in the local context (see also Parisi in [18]). The digital image
now potentially ignores the objective fact as a present event also being able to produce itself either
from a given virtual datum (the design as the project) or purely by abstract or algorithmic
procedures; it enhances the value of substantial interaction with the virtual image as a possible
“real” that lies beyond the interface. Finally, the immediate possibility of locating the pictures taken
on the network (such as video, sound, etc..) substantially transfers the value characterizing the
metaphorical images toward the viewing experience that can be made by the vision of other eyes on
that same image. This can occur at a global and planetary scale: each image can be transferred
elsewhere, at a delayed time or in real time compared with its entry into the network. The images of
the robotic probe on Mars, for example - that could be easily and directly found in Internet during
the mission - re-propose the concept of tele-vision with a renewed potential value. While, as one of
us (FB) said in some of his unpublished notes: <<the recent controversy on the hypothetical
unreality of the images of the first man on the moon can be seen as a symptomatic episode of the
problematic nature of contemporary images to the possibility of "making history". The role of
current and historic preservation of photo chemical photographs (irreversible), as historical
documents and contextual facts generated in SpaceTime, is put under question by the survival and
manipulability (unverifiable reversibility) of digital images in relation with a fact that in fact is not
as virtual as the image. The current inability to certify the "hic et nunc" (i.e., "here and now") of
the digital image shows it as an open structure in function of the manipulability of the visual
information it carries. One can therefore configure a new level of meta-language within the image
to "photo realism" where no light emanating from the real and reflected are "captured" from the
target, but the final visual image can be manipulated equally well to the level of virtual genesis of
the representation of the source object, both in transmission dynamics and in the visual perception
of forms that appear, and finally in the SpaceTime transition where it can be made a participant,
setting it into environments that may radically change its original meaning>>. As naive, and
therefore only non-innocent, could have been the claim offered so far to the "credibility" of the
photographic image (which was however based on one of the cornerstones of Visual
Communication in this Century and a medium of history information) in the forthcoming present
we shall be surrounded by images whose referentiality in tangible and objective conditions must
first be to in principle submitted to the “benefit of doubt”. So that, rather than speaking of
information about the actual state of things, one can take notice of the desire to imagine that these
conditions of hypothetical reality can be so thinkable and therefore reported. Accordingly, we
envisage “certainly and foremost a global projection from the interiority of the human mind much
more than a local projection of the real exteriority towards the perception of the subject being
conceived as an observer”. Having substantiated this premises, it seems possible to say that an
inescapable dimension of the substantive aspects of photography remains unavoidable, whatever the
technological support of storage: or the “art of survey”. We mean that the ability to follow
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analytically and critically the “antropic space” cannot be delegated to the ”points of view" of others
present on the site. Virtually, all the territory is already observed by a satellite network that will
map each development and movement in every single day. Many views of urban land,
communication networks and places that are most susceptible to the "security" are constantly
monitored by cameras, that are almost invisible. It seems almost to com back to the heated debate
that was raised in the last Century between painters and photographers about the usefulness of Art
in the picture: it was even said that “the "true" should not be limited by the art of copy, photography
had exonerated the Art from the cult of verisimilitude”. Analogously, the current state of urban
space and the city is already covered "photographed", so that it is reasonable to put forward the
question: “Which is the role for the photographer in the space of the landscape?” Maybe this role
is just to rediscover the value of the complexity of the urban landscape in the subjective experience
as an observer who decides that he wants to see by himself, not being exempt from the right and
duty (work) of the vision, but including himself as a subject able to put order into the gaze, as a
unique holder of sense in the urban (as well as natural) complexity. Sometimes using Mathematics
and Physics and Technology an inspiring principle, as it was done by Futurists…. Another new
capability opens up for the photographer through digital image processing, or in the unlimited
possibilities of post-production offered by new technologies, in regard to the handling, interfacing
between images, data, text, sound samples. Under a technical point of view, some immediate
capabilities of the operator are easily opening, those dimensions that Zevi once called the fourth and
fifth dimension, namely the representation of Time and memory as a condition rooted in the
perception of the World, Space, and then also of the Architecture. Reference to previous work of
one of us (FB) can be found in: [16],[17] and [19],[20],[21],[22],[23]; see also [24] – some
examples at Fig.s 7, 8, 9 and 10.

Fig. 7 – Futurist alteration of the frame limits of the image; digital implementation of plane sequence of a graffiti wall,
Milano Bovisa (photo by Federico Brunetti)

Fig. 8 – Futurist alteration of the frame limits of the image; digital implementation of a spherical wideangle wiew of the
skyline, from a crane in a building site, Milano Portello 2006 (photo by Federico Brunetti)
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Quoting from L’Archivio dello spazio Dieci anni di fotografia Italiana sul territorio della Provincia
di Milano (Milano, Palazzo dell’Arte) we can say that: “Becoming aware of this responsibility, that
so far was just linked to an aspect of editorial directorship, seems to offer oneself to a practice not
alien to the art of shooting, and rather to a new awareness of the ability to enrich the idea of
Photography: from an action characterized by a singular and unique capture the fleeting moment
to a more complex perception of the documentary as a matter of memory, recognition of
foreshadowing” (see also [13] and [1], as well as [2]). When we look at the realities surrounding us
the eye focuses on fragments that accumulate and are layered in our minds. Indeed, we can
subsequently reconstruct the images perceived in chronological order to better interpolate them in
free association of ideas. It is exactly in this mnemonic reconstruction of the visible that an attitude
typical of remembering is activated: the creation of mental associations, the subjective attribution of
meaning, the possible metaphorical reconstructions of reality. This evocative dimension of the act
of remembering reveals the quality of a “glance”, irreducibly closer to a conception of passive and
automatic watching. In fact, if the Gestalt theories (see [4] about their role in the mathematization of
the Art of XX Century) suggest that an innate cognitive substrate enables us to know immediately
and emotionally some basic quality of the forms received, one must however consider the potential
cognitive activated by the incessant interaction between vision and memory, between perception
and identification, extended field reception and selective reconstruction of the most significant
relationships between the parts. We see then what is recognized by us; one realizes what we know
how to watch or corresponds, at least in a “circumstantial evidence”, to some previous experience
of ours.

Fig. 9 – The experience of dynamism trough Digital Photography.
Tuscany Butteros riding (left) and Child on a Bicycle (right) - photos by Federico Brunetti

We construct hence the visual experience and the idea of the world and the things that "we have" in
us exactly through this endless cycle of accumulation, layering and metabolism in mental
perception, identification, memory and oblivion (one can estimate that, compared with taking the
typical film sequence of 16 frames per second, a person receives in the normal waking state about
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3000 billion images every 10 years). Photography has the ability to hold moments of visual
perception, fragments taken from the continuous flow of Time, composing images which accurately
portray some individual moments of our lives, elected to be potentially significant icons of the Time
and place.
Current technology and visual culture have made more and more detached and twisted the
traditional distinction between Cinema and Photography, where each image of a video can be
viewed and treated as a photograph, as well as standard assembling techniques tend to reconstruct in
the speed the complex visual impressions by which we are continuously addressed in the
metropolitan landscape. New paradigms are giving back form to the classic conceptions of Time,
place and action, well beyond the narrative sequences of speech. If the frame of an (Art)work has
conventionally defined the outline of its contents, in today's multimedia tools we have been
accustomed to the simultaneity of multi-window, so that visual communication in the near future
will enhance the mutual and interactive “transparency” with various forms of data and images
overlapping onto the same framework. In this way in some of us has also developed the idea of
developing a search that combines the richness of a visual perceptual space between Architecture
and landscape (FB) or of Light and Colors (MGL), capturing the richness of forms and signs
present in environments, offering the overlay method as a photo mode, played with the most
advanced digital cameras. The “overlay”, very expressive technique already gained in the
photograph of the twentieth century, seems appropriate to articulate the complex interaction
between figure and ground, between phases and timelines in the location of places. Digital
Photography almost symbolically expresses these features of today's viewing experience. It
recollects the projected image from the lens on an optical sensor that settles the recovery delay to a
computer memory, under the form of digital data, that can be later treated for a technical or creative
interpretation, finally allowing the transmission on the network or the consultation of files encoded
as a database. Once again, thanks to Photography, we are led between the memory of the visible and
the visible memory.

Fig. 10 – “Painting with Light”. Airport Tunnel (left – photo by Marcella Giulia Lorenzi)
and Traffic Streamline (right - photo by Federico Brunetti)
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LIMITED, UNLIMITED, UNCOMPLETED.
TOWARDS THE SPACE OF 4-D ARCHITECTURE
CAPANNA Alessandra, (I)
Abstract. In the evolution of contemporary project, overcoming the Law of contradiction and
the Principle of Excluded Middle has introduced the concept of flexible space, connected to the
notion of inclusion and of multiple choice, i.e. a structure can contain other structures, a
function other functions, building categories a number of subcategories, but above all, a detail
can contain the generic and a project is invariant under certain kind of transformations
especially in terms of homeomorphism.
Moreover, confirming that inclusion can plug the gaps in discontinuity, an object contains all
the others through the relationships connecting to them. This is supported by Kurt Gödel who
maintains that in order to conclude a theory, it’s not enough to simply measure its postulates,
but it becomes necessary to construct an ulterior, ensuing theory.
Likewise, the figure of the labyrinth, metaphor for a controlled and regulated architecture, a
virtually infinite cycle of perception and fruition, appears to be turned on its head.
From limited to unlimited, suggesting a journey through the changing of architectural shapes,
from the ancient concept of the finite labyrinth, whose centre is so distant as to even become
unreachable, to the labyrinth as a maze of potentially infinite variations, full of multiple
openings and ramifications, in reference to the workings of the mind and memory as metaphor
for the architectural project and metaphor for composing in itself.
Key words. Architecture Music Mathematics Labyrinth Infinite
Mathematics Subject Classification: Primary 00A67; Secondary 97M80.

1

What kind of world do we live?

As architects, we are able to imagine places and to create spaces that we know: it means that human
beings cannot be separated from their history and - above all - from their time. Moreover, especially
people who are engaged in creative activities, or in hermeneutics studies, or in teaching at different
levels, are actors and interpreters of the modernity and instinctively invent and design and are
interested in those shapes that actual geometries have “discovered”.
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Far from attempting to historicize the creative act of composition, it is a matter of facts that some
theoretical achievements in the field of geometry are strictly linked with the advancement of
scientific knowledge.
To trace the main steps, for ancient Greeks and for all those people whose culture they followed to
get rational knowledge (Sumerians, Assyrians, Babylonians, Egyptians), mathematical problems
were geometrical ones: squaring the circle, measuring angles, harmonic relations between numbers
and measures, proportions, golden section. Once, those identities were the expression of the
requirement to understand, to study and to betray the laws of nature, to reach scientific knowledge
and at the same time to ensure the objective aesthetic purpose required.
During the Renaissance – the “Prospectiva Pingendi” was written around 1480 by Piero Della
Francesca – the drawing is no more a pure tool celebrating Saints or the Holy Family emerging
from a flat golden background, or describing the wonders of Creation (at the most); drawing
becomes itself an instrument of knowledge and even if the Man is always right in the center of the
universe, he knows, now, that he can represent a “truer reality” on his bi-dimensional canvas
because he can manage a powerful tool to handle solid geometry, setting common life of common
people in common places.
Also the changing paradigm from a flat to a spherical Earth is part of the answer to what kind of
world are we talking about: the one whose horizon is a finite horizontal line, equivalent to the ends
of the world? Or else are we inhabitants of a land where the horizon is only the borderline between
what we see and what we don’t, claiming to be seen, brought out, discovered, studied, visited?
And finally, Nobody will drive us out of Cantor's paradise. (David Hilbert in "Über das
Unendliche" [On the Infinite], in Mathematische Annalen 95 - 1925).
Georg Cantor’s continuum hypothesis is full of interesting consequences in the particular heaven of
contemporary architects, made with ideas so often coming from different fields of knowledge. Inner
continuity of some objects and the concept of repetitiveness, together with sameness, similarity,
self-similarity, variation and infinite-dimensional spaces are widely used in modern geometry and
topology and in architecture in the same way that in music.
The point is that what we know, now, about science, enables to give a certain validity to our
fantasy: overcoming the ancient flat bi-dimensional limited world, up to our unlimited universe.
What’s more, what we know, now, about science, enables to give a certain validity to platonic
intuition about mathematical structure underlying several subjects, not only in what each theoretical
aspect concerns.
Charles Jencks (American architectural theorist and landscape designer, author of The Garden of
Cosmic Speculation based on natural and scientific processes), in “The new paradigm in
Architecture-Theory (the Architectural Review, feb. 2003) marks down: “The new sciences of
complexity - fractals, nonlinear dynamics, the new cosmology, self-organizing systems - have
brought about the change in perspective. We have moved from a mechanistic view of the universe to
one that is self-organizing at all levels, from the atom to the galaxy. Illuminated by the computer,
this new world view is paralleled by changes now occurring in architecture.”
Math seems to work quite well as to describe our world, indeed; or better still, it is something
through it is possible to express the inner structure of those elements framing the universe (or better
saying, that part of the universe we can detect). At the same time, in some pure mathematical
objects, we can recognize amazing correspondences with the physical world.
So beauty is the result of something right, or at least right for the time we are ready to appreciate.
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2

Towards the Fourth Dimension. Abbott and Möbius, Masters and Commanders.

In Italy, the title of the movie “The Far Side of the World” (Peter Weir 2003) was translated in
“Master e Commander”. The plot was taken from a miscellanea of the epic novels by Patrick
O’Brian telling seafaring stories about Captain "Lucky" Jack Aubrey leading his sailors and his
corvette HMS Surprise around Cape Horn and up to the Galapagos Islands. Lands so far and
unknown in the year 1805, during the Napoleonic Wars, accounted as placed at the worlds end.
"You are travelling through another dimension, a dimension not only of sight and sound but of mind: a
journey into a wondrous land whose boundaries are that of imagination - next stop the Twilight Zone!
It has no limits, like the infinite, and timeless, like the eternity: here is the twilight zone, located between
science and superstition, between the dark chasm of the unknown and the highlight peak of the
knowledge. It is the imagination zone, a place located at the edge of reality. (Rod Serling - author of the
science fiction, The Twilight Zone, Introduction)

The same twilight zone was crossed by Edwin A. Abbott and his alter ego Mr. Square (coming from
Flatland, elsewhere) in the very famous dialogue between Mr. Square and the Sphere in the second
part of Abbott’s Flatland.
"Pardon me," said I, "O Thou Whom I must no longer address as the Perfection of all Beauty; but let me
beg thee to vouchsafe thy servant a sight of thine interior."
Sphere. My what?
I. Thine interior: thy stomach, thy intestines.(...)
I shall always call, everywhere and in all Dimensions, (...)some yet more spacious Space, some more
dimensionable Dimensionality, from the vantage-ground of which we shall look down together upon the
revealed insides of Solid things, and where thine own intestines, and those of thy kindred Spheres, will
lie exposed to the view of the poor wandering exile from Flatland, to whom so much has already been
vouchsafed.(...)
I. But my Lord has shewn me the intestines of all my countrymen in the Land of Two Dimensions by
taking me with him into the Land of Three. What therefore more easy than now to take his servant on a
second journey into the blessed region of the Fourth Dimension, where I shall look down with him once
more upon this land of Three Dimensions, and see the inside of every three-dimensioned house, the
secrets of the solid earth, the treasures of the mines of Spaceland, and the intestines of every solid living
creature, even the noble and adorable Spheres. (E.A. Abbott, Flatland, 1884 – from section 19

Fig. 1 - E.A. Abbott, Flatland,1884 – Part II - Other Worlds – section 16

First remark: Interior design has already crossed this twilight zone, performing some housing
project essentially inspired by the Möbius band, but also following the biological and organic
metaphor. A BiOrganic architecture that assumes genetic processes applying auto-generative
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software. In our land of three dimension - third millennium - we can see the inside of those three-tofour dimension houses, by overturning some surfaces and inner parts from inside to outside.

Fig.2 – UNStudio, the changing room, Venice 2008, 11th International Architecture Biennale (photo by AC)

In 1996 Ben van Berkel - the co-founder of UNStudio with Caroline Bos - designed the Dream
House, a single family house (unbuilt) based on a concept of seamless transitions between exterior
and interior, matching the concept outlined in my first remark.
The Studio experienced even a bottle of Klein architecture in the Arnhem-central Masterplan
project as to wonder how to express much more than new techniques belonging to the extreme
powerful field of computer aided modeling.
Recently, for the 11th International Architecture Biennale in Venice UNStudio has produced The
changing room as part of the exhibition called 'Out There: Architecture beyond building' curated by
Aaron Betsky. The installation located in the Arsenale explored the transformative potential of the
Möbius band in the real world. Together with Villa NM, built in 2000 in Upstate New York (USA)
and burnt in 2007 and with the most famous Möbius House, located in Het Gooi, (NL) those
projects are architectural epiphanies embodying a geometric figure not only because of their mutual
clear similarity. Möbius band is re-interpreted as living space in a knowledgeable complete formal
and meaningful transposition: it is, in fact, possible to see and recognize the Möbius band and to
acquire experience of a reversing reality in its continuum cinematic evolution.
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Fig.3 – UNStudio, Möbius House, Het Gooi, Netherlands 1993-98 (Lotus International n.107/2000)

The idea of two entities running their own trajectories through the 24-hour living and working cycle, but
sharing certain moments, possibly also reversing roles at certain points, is extended to include the
construction of the building. The diagram acquires a time-space dimension, which leads to the
implementation of the Möbius band. The structure of the movement is transposed to the organization of
the two main materials used for the house: glass and concrete move in front of each other and switch
place. Glass facades turn into inside the exterior of the site and transparent internal walls put in
continuity interiors spaces each other triggering a set of multiple reflections. Equally the site and its
relationship to the building are important: thanks to the internal organization of the Möbius band the
geometry transforms living in the house into a walk in the landscape.

Cyclic daily repetition of human activities inside the home and their respective following one
another in space and time draw the Möbius band just like the endless procession of the M.C.
Escher’s ants in the famous xylography Moebius Strip II, 1963. The most interesting evidence of
this correspondence is the coincidence of end and beginning both in the running of the daytime and
of the infinite geometrical points on the strip.
Second remark: Perfect continuity is a time and space experience with rich phenomenological
aspects if we get it in Architecture.
3

The discovery of the Infinite

The Möbius strip is infinite in a limited space.
As we have seen in UNStudio projects, it is so intriguing for architects because its mathematical
construction demonstrate an evolution of a two dimensional plane into a three-dimensional space:
by merging the inner with the outer surface, it creates a single continuously curved surface. It
allows returning to the point of departure after having completed a tour by following a path along
its surface. This paradox can be explained by the fact that even though the strip has only one side,
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each point corresponds to two sides of its surface. Moreover, suddenly presenting on the outside his
internal surface, rooms, inner walls, stairs and corridors, it could be considered – following the
point of view of Mr. Square – a possible 4-d structure.
Infinite is time, in this kind of finite space. Or better, infinite are the possibilities to run across the
inside-out surface.

Fig.4 – F. Kiesler, Endless House

A continuous and plastic space was similarly the main theme of research of F. Kiesler; he talked
repeatedly about an elastic spatial concept, which must be capable, even in a small house, of
providing a suitable response to the very varied social needs. He called "polydimensional" his
unorthodox architectural drawings and plans that were somewhat akin to Surrealist automatic
drawings. His experimental house - characterized by irregular perimeter surfaces (walls, ceilings
and floors) - would form a smooth transition by eliminating any discontinuity thanks to the aid of
the correct use of materials such as pre-stressed concrete, plastics and glass. The effect was a carved
sculpture he called “Endless House” because of the characteristics of surfaces with no beginning
and no end, just like human being are made.
Many contemporary architects and researchers like Ben van Berkel and Caroline Bos themselves,
have studied Kiesler’s work and especially the Endless House as an example to change the face of
architecture.
Third remark: The Infinite is a topic that needs to be clarified with another key-word to be
formalized in Architecture: together with continuity it has to do with repetition and variation; with
discontinuity has to do with modularity and self-similarity. It could be not the same of unlimited.
A musical parallel with the concept we are trying to describe, in terms of perception, we can
experience in the so-called Canone perpetuo, simple but virtually unlimited repetition of the main
musical theme.
Continuity and repetition are immanent topics in every kind of compositions, so we observe the
same structure with stronger effects in terms of physical disruptions in the musical research of
Minimalist musicians. Terry Riley In C - the title comes from the persistent pulse in C of the
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leading piano – is considered the first minimalist composition; it is based on the accumulation of
sound and instruments and on the almost obsessive repetition of the harmonic structure virtually “ad
libitum”.
It consists of 53 short, numbered musical phrases, lasting from half a beat to 32 beats; each phrase
may be repeated an arbitrary number of times. The performance has no set duration: can last as little
as fifteen minutes or as long as several hours, although Riley indicates "performances normally
average between 45 minutes and an hour and a half." The number of performers may also vary. The
original recording of the piece, dating 1964, was created by 11 musicians (through overdubbing,
several dozen instruments were utilized), while a performance in 2006 at the Walt Disney Concert
Hall featured 124 musicians. Each performance is invariant, although different, of course, because
the aim of Minimalism itself is the repetition by subsequent transformation that often produces the
synesthetic spatial perception of the sound of a sine wave or else of an increasing or diminishing
spiral.
4

The Spiral and the Labyrinth

The same Egyptian hieroglyphics means Labyrinth, House and Meander. It
looks like a squared starting part of the logarithmic spiral and the first step of the
Museum of unlimited extension that Le Corbusier designed from 1929 up to the
construction of the Tokyo Museum in 1959.
Labyrinths, Houses and Meanders have in common the essence of intimacy: may
be, this is the concept graphically summarized in the Egyptian simbol. They hold phisically and
metaphorically the core and the infinite.
Another linguistic note: Daedalus, the mythical designer of the prison for the Minotaur, is also a
common word whose name even contributed to its etymological roots (daedalean – a maze of
narrow winding streets in which one loses his bearings) and the word labrys, the two edged axe,
symbol of Knossos Palace, are almost synonymous, forming a tautological cross-bedding that
renders secondary the use of Arianne’s Thread to exit from a journey that is nothing other than a
continuous wreathing furthermore inwards. The myth hides the irrational need for the creative fancy
to be comforted by necessity, and so the inevitable genial intervention of the architect, takes flight.
The invention of the wax wings represents the alternative, the complete altering of the canonical
journey to the exit, that Daedalus obviously must have known, not only because univocal - it is
properly referred to as the Classic 7- path labyrinth with only a single, non-branching path, which
leads to the center and vice-versa - but because he himself had designed it, so he had to know how
to exit.
And so we detect the scent of unpredictability, of the impossible, which is the extreme limit of the
projectual experience, the refusal of standardizations and abstraction from a singular preconceived
order of things.
It is about the several irreconcilable and contradictory meanings of deconstructed text, made of
eternal returns, of a going backwards and forwards that knows no end. Of timeless, fascinating,
unfinished processes, that generally have us prefer form imprisoned in a raw incompleteness rather
than smooth platonic figures, and that in music are identifiable in the progression of the eternal
canons as in the repetitiveness of minimalist music and electronic music loops
The following architectural examples (fig. 5 and 6) are simple bi-dimensional squared spiral,
opened on the top: a massive green Labyrinth in the Italian Renaissance garden and the museum of
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unlimited extension. Fitting with the rules of a correct lighting, the exhibition centers need blank
perimeter walls and lighting from the ceilings; as consequence it must be better only one level high.
The volume disappears the more the building grows in its linear extension: the more the ratio of
height to length is small, the more the building seems flat.

Fig.5 – Villa Barbarigo a Valsanzibio - Padova
(photo by AC)

Fig.6 – Le Corbusier, museum of unlimited extension
(Le Corbusier 1910-65 Birkhauser 1999 p.238)

As to say that this architectural/typological model approaching the infinite, looses a dimension; on
the contrary the same plan pattern, in a multilevel building, beginning with an inclined grass roofing
covering inside spaces partly below the ground level, as to cross the ground level of Flatland,
reaches the fourth dimension by means of glass walls revealing the inside and the below and
forming a three-dimension spiral, such as a squared spring or vortex
Step to step, here are drawn the phases of the evolution
of the concept of a project I have called Building of
multiple possible extension, whose characteristics are:
1. invariance under certain kind of transformations;

2. continuity in the developing of the shape and in the
fruition of the inside and inside/outside space;
3. to be at the same time limited, unlimited,
uncompleted, so that to perform the overcoming of
the Principle of Excluded Middle.
Le Corbusier’ museum of unlimited extension is the “reference image”, a sort of Platonic memory,
my prototype, my first element. Let’s try to think about a building whose size could be invariable
in terms of length, height, width; a building that could be at the same time something and something
else; that could be able to cross the flat partly invisible surface of ground zero; that could grow in
length and height at the same time. We obtain – paraphrasing Le Corbusier – a Building of multiple
possible extension.
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Fig.7 – A. Capanna, sketches of a building of multiple possible extension, 2010

Fig.8 – A. Capanna, a building of multiple possible extension – medium size, 2010

It is limited and completed, because its dimension, functional needs and site are to be considered the
starting points of the project; as architects a project must be not only in the field of pure theory.
It is unlimited because of the open possibility to be considered as invariant if we need to built a size
S, M, L, XL, XXL and all the different increased, intermediate dimensions, with possible upgrade
not only in its folded length, but also in the width of building itself.
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It is uncompleted because of its theoretical setting foreseeing all the different possibilities and of its
evidence: the lateral view, the narrow one, must be opened to the garden, showing this side a
balcony, the only possible temporary conclusion – from the perceptive point of view – with the
shape of a section.
Finally, according to the Fuzzy logic, the building of multiple possible extension is neither limited,
nor unlimited, it could be considered uncompleted, it could be extended, etc.: it could be at the same
time something and something else, even in what it concerns its use (museum, school, civic center,
library, commercial and so on) so overcoming the principle of excluded middle, by demonstrating
the opposite of the Aristotle’s logical statement: “The most certain of all basic principles is that
contradictory propositions are not true simultaneously”.
Final remark: Between the finite of the physical world and the infinite of the mathematical
universe, there seems to be the compositive process, engaged through successive approximations, in
making possible the ideal structure of the project and in achieving the essential freedom from the
mind’s view of reality through intellectual contamination with narrative logical connections.
Current address
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"Sapienza" Università di Roma – Dipartimento di Architettura e Progetto
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PHYSICS IN DANCE AND DANCE
TO REPRESENT PHYSICAL PROCESSES
CAPOCCHIANI Vilma, (I), LORENZI Marcella, (I), MICHELINI Marisa, (I),
ROSSI Anna Maria, (I), STEFANEL Alberto, (I)
Abstract. Physics and dance are, apparently, very distant topics. Nevertheless dance offers to
physics teachers many opportunities to teach physics in a motivating way, showing how models
in physics are constructed and how they are at the base of all human reasoning in interpreting
phenomena and constructing theories. For instance, physics can be used to describe in a very
simply way complex dance motions, such as pirouettes and artistic jumps. From another point
of view dance offers the opportunity to interpret and represent physical processes, through the
opportunity to introduce dynamic actions.
Our research based activities were developed in these two directions. On one hand we
implemented an educational path based on the questions emerging while dance movements are
observed, as starting points to study the dynamics of systems. On the other hand an
interdisciplinary team developed a choreutic performance representing some physical processes,
in particular “time” and the process of understanding what time is.
Mathematics Subject Classification: Arts, music, language, architecture 97M80, Physics,
astronomy, technology, engineering 97M50, Models of real-world systems 91B74, Teaching
units and draft lessons 97D80

1

Introduction

Usually in Physics Education we take into consideration some processes that happen under
controlled conditions, often apparently far from everyday life. In particular, in teaching mechanics,
the tendency to simplify or emphasize the study of dynamics and kinematics using one-directional
motion is very common. Problems in learning reported by the students of different ages seem to be
strictly correlated to similar reductionist approaches [1-6] and to the disconnection of the scientific
knowledge from everyday and experiential knowledge [7]. On the other hand, positive results in
learning are well-documented in approaches starting from situations not far from young people’s
experience, proposing the study of physics in contexts [8-14], using new technologies to realize
active and explorative strategies [3,15-20].
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Dance, which apparently is a context very far from physics, offers from this point of view very
interesting hints to approach different areas of physics in inspiring but not trivial ways. As a matter
of fact, it involves very complex and apparently surprising movements, as the acceleration of
angular velocity of a dancer performing a pirouette or the apparent horizontal trajectory of the
jumps of the dancers, that physics can explain by means of the construction of more and more
complex models. Therefore dance offers to physics teachers many opportunities to explain in a
motivating way, showing how models in physics are constructed and how they are at the base of all
human reasoning in interpreting phenomena and constructing theories [21-23]. Moreover, it allows
to create meaningful relations to other scientific disciplines, as mathematics and biology, or to other
fields, such as humanities, the arts and physical education. From another point of view, dance offers
the opportunity to interpret and represent the physical processes, introducing dynamic actions and
exploiting the metaphorical character of the choreutic performance.
Our research-based activities were developed in these two directions. On one hand we implemented
an educational path based on the questions emerging while dance movements are observed, as
starting points to study the dynamics of systems. On the other hand an interdisciplinary team
developed a choreutic performance representing some physical processes, in particular the concept
of “time” and the process of understanding what time is.
A discussion about how these activities were carried out follows.
2

Models for interpretation of dance positions and movements

This sections presents the contexts and the nodes in which our teaching activities have been
developed. The core of the proposal is based on the analysis of the external forces and their
momenta exerting on the dancer’s body, given by the weight force and by the push of the floor on
the feet of the dancer, and on the construction of simple physical models to represent the processes
taken into account. These models are based mainly on the material point model and on the rigid
body model, and do not take into account the interaction between the parts of the body. Only for the
analysis of the jumps a simulation based on a mechanically linked two rigid poles model. The
model analysis here presented has been conducted following an experimental approach with high
school students, as follows.
2.1

The equilibrium of a ballerina

The movements of a ballet dancer, as every movement of a human body, starts from a situation of
equilibrium that, at a certain point, is broken. However, before dealing with motion, one might ask:
which is the state of equilibrium of a body?
In the case of dance, ballet style, there are few basic positions and several dance steps or moves,
among which the ballerina balancing on one foot is particularly interesting. They maintain their
balance by positioning their centre of mass over their base of support. That is, the body should
assume a correct posture (which differs depending on each person and on the assumed position) in
order to maintain the centre of mass over the supporting base. In the case of the first position, in
which the heels are touched together and the toes are turned out at an ideal 180 degree angle, the
ballerina is in a state of relative equilibrium with respect to lateral movements, while she is less
stable for back and forth motions. In the fifth position, the feet come together, turned out in the
different directions, the toes of each foot reach the heel of the other, touching against each other:
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this position is not as stable as the first one for lateral movements, but it is better for back and forth
shifts.
In the case of a ballerina balancing on one foot (“en pointe”), every little movement is crucial, since
the centre of mass can easily go out the base of support, determining a new situation in which a
couple of forces (weight and vincular reaction of the supporting plane) take action on the body of
the dancer, whose momentum is not null. If we assume that the centre of mass of the ballerina does
not change remarkably the distance L from the base of support (the surface of the ballet shoe), the
angular acceleration acquired by the body of a dancer in an unbalanced position could be evaluated
applying the model of the rigid body:
L
M L2 d 
Mg sen  
2
3 dt

(1)

in which M is the mass of the dancer,  is the angle between the vertical direction and the line
between the centre of mass and the point around which the body rotates (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. The inclined continuous line represents the direction of the dancer body,
on which acting weight P and the floor force FF

Following the hypothesis that sin  , the angular acceleration of the ballerina is given by the
equation:
d 2 3 g


dt 2 2 L

(2)

dq 3 g
0.5q , that is with
dt 2 L
L  1.8m , w  2.9 q t , with q as initial angle. Assuming the model of the material point we obtain
w 3.3 q t . An horizontal movement of the centre of mass of 5 cm implies an initial angle of q°=3°
that would suddenly lead to a loss of balance of the ballerina and would thus require a correction of
the position directly performed by the dancer
where

one

could

obtain
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2.2

The motion of a dancer

How does a dancer start moving? He/she must accelerate, being thus subject to external forces. The
only force that can act from outside should be exerted by the floor. There are two fundamental
mechanisms. In the first case, from a position standing on two feet, one ahead the other, the dancer
passes to a position in which the rear foot exerts a load on the floor. Following the third law of
dynamics the floor will push the body forward. This mechanism is typical of walking. The second
mechanism implies that, starting from joint feet, the dancer lets his/her body fall forward. The more
the centre of mass is forward in respect to the feet, the bigger the push that it is possible to exert.
This is the mechanism adopted by the sprinters in athletics. A third mechanism is typical of dance.
It consists in lifting forward a part of the body, for example a leg as in a movement of degage. The
throw produces a reaction of the other leg, that would have a tendency to rotate backwards, but,
being fixed on the floor, it pushes it backwards. Once again, following the third law of dynamics,
the dancer will advance thanks to the reaction of the floor. The movement on a circular trajectory
implies a centripetal acceleration that determines the shift of direction of the velocity vector during
time. This acceleration could only be given by the external force exerted by the floor on the support
foot of the dancer. In order to receive this push the dancer bends his/her body in the same way the
sprinters that face the stretches of bendy athletics track do. Using a simple model it is possible to
establish that the angle of inclination  of the dancer in relation to the vertical is given by tg=
v2/(rg) where v is the linear velocity of the dancer, r the radius of curvature of the trajectory, g the
gravity acceleration. It is thus recognized that the angle  is independent from the mass of the
dancer and depends only upon his/her velocity. In the case v is 5 m/s (half the velocity of a sprinter)
on a circular trajectory of radius 5 m, a dancer should lean of 26.6° in respect to the vertical.
2.3

The jumps

The vertical jump can be easily described in an analogous way to the bounce of a ball on the floor
and can be analyzed correspondingly to the jump of a high jumper [21]. Also in this case the thrust
Fs must be provided by the floor, as reaction to the push of the dancer to the floor. Given that
Fs  R . P , with R an a-dimensional coefficient, R must be R  1 so that the dancer can leave the
ground, or R  1 when the dancer is still. The thrust Fs has an effect on the dancer since his centre
of mass is in the lowest position (height h1 ) to the moment in which he detaches his feet from the
floor (height h2 ). If we use the material point model in order to describe the dancer, during the
phase of thrust the work of the acting forces is given by:
W  Fs d  P d , with d  h2  h1
(3)
The kinetic energy theorem provides the kinetic energy at the take-off: Fs d  P d  1/ 2 M v0 2 , with
v0 velocity at take-off and M mass of the dancer.
In the phase of flight, the centre of mass goes from h2 to h3, that is the rise is H = h3 - h2, under the
action of barely the weight force. The variation of kinetic energy during the phase of the flight
should be equal to the variation of the potential energy of the dancer:
(4)
0  1/ 2 M v0 2   P . H
From equations (3) and (4) we obtain an expression for H depending only upon d and R:
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H  d  R  1

(5)

that is, the height of the jump H  h3  h2 is equal to the height of thrust multiplied by the factor
R  1 . The heights reached for R  1 (thrust equal to P ), 1.5 and 2 (thrust equal to 2 P ), are
respectively H  0 , H  0.5d (half the height of thrust), H  d a jump of 1 m with a bending of
H
1
0.5 m requires a push equal to R   1 
 1  3 , that is Fs  3P .
0.5
d
Since the only force that is acting on the dancer during the flight is the weight, the time of the flight
depends only on the height H of the jump and is independent from both the mass and the typology
of dancer. If we take into account that the motion during the flight is uniformly accelerated , it is
simple to realizee that the flight time is given by t  2 H / g . Since from that relation it turns out
t
H
t
 0.5
, a percentage variation in the time of flight
that
implies twice the same percentage
t
H
t
variation in the height of the jump H  H .
So how to jump higher? In order to effectively bring the center of mass at an higher level it is
possible to fling the arms high at the same time of the phase of thrust, so to acquire quantities of
motion during the phase of take-off. In order to increase in a simply way the distance of the foot
from the ground, it is possible to gather the legs together during the flight. In the second case the
effect is that of giving a perception of a higher jump, in comparison to a jump with stretched legs.
The same effect is obtained by the ballerinas that perform a Grand jeté: since they splay their legs
in flight, the visual effect is that of a fluctuation in the air.
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Figure 2. Simulation realized with Interactive Physics evidencing the parabolic trajectory of the
center of mass of the system and the near horizontal trajectory of the snodable constraint.
The same happens in the case of a vertical jump made by a ballerina, in which she is subject only to
the weight force. The flight of the centre of mass occurs on a vertical plane defined by the vertical
and the direction of the velocity at take-off and cannot occur on a curved horizontal path. The
trajectory of the centre of mass is parabolic and it is determined by the bare initial velocity at the
moment of the detachment. The motion of the body of the ballerina in relation to the centre of mass,
that determines mainly the visual effect of the jump, satisfies the principle of conservation of
angular momentum. Therefore during the jump the dancer looks like fluctuating in the air since,
while her centre of mass describes a parabola, her trunk, that lowers in relation to the centre of
mass, practically describes an horizontal trajectory. The same effect is obtained by the hurdlers in
athletics. On the other hand, in the high jump following Fosbury flop technique, the jumper bends
his body in a a certain way so that the centre of mass of the body does not clear the bar.
A simulation realized using Interactive Physics allows to account for the visual effect (fig. 2).
2.4

Pirouettes

The Pirouette is certainly one of the most fascinating movements of classic dance. Two aspects are
relevant: the start of the rotating movement and the angular acceleration obtained during the
rotation.
In order to begin to turn, a body must be subject to a momentum of external forces. This is provided
by the thrusts of the floor that act in the opposite direction and along two distinct directions in
respect to the feet of a ballerina. The larger the support of the feet, the bigger the momentum
operated keeping the force constant, since the extent of the applied force is smaller.
The angular momentum of a body can change only as a result of the action of an external
momentum. If a ballerina has exhausted the phase of thrust and started turning, she could only vary
her angular velocity. A simple calculation shows that the moment of inertia of a ballerina
approximately doubles from the position with open arms to the position with arms along the trunk.
Given that the angular momentum is L=I, the angular velocity  of the ballerina tends therefore to
double.
3

Experiments with students

Some learning activities have been experimented by one of us (V. Capocchiani) in high school
classrooms with students of ages 15-16. As said before, the approach followed integrates
experimental explorations with simple modeling, as briefly described in the previous section.
We will take into consideration only the most interesting points of the activities, that is the analysis
of the pirouettes and of the grande jeté.
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3.1

The experimental analysis of the Pirouettes

As explained before, in order to maintain a position of equilibrium, a ballerina should maintain her
centre of mass within the base of support. While performing a pirouette on her toe, the ballerina
must therefore be able to maintain her centre of mass on her toe. So during the turn her centre of
gravity is on the rotation axis. As a result the dynamics of the rotation is determined by her moment
of inertia with respect to the axis of rotation which is barycentric. Once started turning, the twisting
momentum due to the thrust of the floor stops its action. If the system were isolated, the angular
momentum would be constant, but due to the friction the angular velocity ω decreases. The only
possibility to keep the spinning movement at a constant angular velocity during the pirouette is to
diminish the inertial momentum I.
In order to determine experimentally the momentum of the friction forces three distinct methods
have been used: 1) measurement of the angular deceleration of the dancer during the pirouette; 2)
measurement of the momentum of the force necessary to produce a rotation at constant angular
velocity, 3) measurement of the momentum of friction on the toe of the pointe dance shoes.
Method 1 – It is based on the fact that the momentum of the friction forces Ma is related to the
angular acceleration ∆ ω/ ∆ t, following the relation: Ma = - I ∆ ω/ ∆ t. If the longitudinal inertial
momentum I and the acceleration ∆ ω/ ∆ t of the ballerina are experimentally determined, we obtain
immediately Ma.
It has been experimentally measured that the number of turns performed by a student/dancer
(Jessica) has been, on average, of (2.65 ± 0.25) turns and the time of stop has been of (1.46 ± 0.01)
s. An independent method, which uses two motion sensors to detect the passage of a bar attached on
the shoulders of the ballerina, has been used in order to register the mean acceleration. The mean
acceleration estimated by using this method has been of (15.0 ± 0.5) rad/s2. The longitudinal
moment of inertia of the ballerina, as results from the collected data, has been of approximately
(1.07 ± 0.03) kg m2. The momentum of the friction forces has then been of (15 ± 1) N m. This leads
to an estimate of the coefficient of friction of the pointe shoe on the rough floor tiles of (0.6 ± 0.1),
the greater error due to the difficulty on estimating the dimension of the point of the dance shoe, in
order to calculate the effective arm of the friction forces.

Figure 3. Measurement with an on-line sensor of the force needed to put in rotation
the dancer around a vertical axis.
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Method 2. The second method we utilized is based on the measurement of the momentum
necessary to let a ballerina turn at a constant speed, through the direct measurement by a sensor of
the force applied to a cable wrapped around the shoulders of the dancer by means of a bar.
The bar is pulled maintaining the sensor in horizontal position and keeping the velocity of rotation
constant (Fig. 3). Starting from the weight value of the ballerina, the friction coefficient is easily
calculated. Ten tests of rotation in half-point on a smooth plywood floor have been performed,
applying a constant force with the sensor of approximately the same value in the different tests
(ranging from 3.13 N to 3.76 N). Once the arm of the force applied through the sensor has been
evaluated around 0.23 m, and the arm of the friction forces in 0.03 m, a mean value respectively of
the friction force of (22 ± 1) N and of the friction coefficient of K=0.33±0.03 have been obtained.
In addition, five tests of rotation in point on a smooth plywood floor have been performed, with the
following results: the values of 74 ± 4 N for the friction force and of k=0.13±0.01 for the friction
coefficient have been obtained.

Figure 4. The measurement of the inertial moment of a puppet dancer using on-line sensors.

Method 3. The third method measures directly the friction moment operating on the point of the
shoe. In order to measure the friction force during the rotation, the shoe, suitably made heavy, has
been suspended from a dynamometer positioned above it and then laid down on the smooth
plywood used in method 2. The dynamometer calculates the constraint reaction force determined by
the support plane on the shoe. The shoe has been put in rotation at a constant angular velocity by
applying a constant force through a dynamometer hooked on another transversal bar fixed on the
shoe itself. After calculating that the arm of the friction forces is (0.032 ± 0,001) m, the one of the
force horizontally applied through the sensor is (0.063 ± 0,001) m, the value of the weight force of
the shoe made heavier (9.56 ± 0.01) N, the value obtained for the friction coefficient has been k=
0.12 ± 0.01. This result is comparable to that obtained with the second method.
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3.2

The measurement of the moment of inertia of a ballerina

The following section is about measuring the moment of inertia of the ballerina during the rotations
along the longitudinal axis. A dancer can rotate along different axes: longitudinal or transversal.
Measurements have been taken on a doll, tied to a vertical support through a string (that cannot be
extended) of negligible mass. A cardboard fixed in a rigid way on the doll is utilized to easily detect
its position. Then the doll is put in oscillation by applying a couple of forces on the shoulders and
then setting her free to oscillate along a vertical axis. A sensor calculates the linear position of the
end of the cardboard during time (Figure 4). All the measures are repeated putting the doll in the
standard position (arms along the hips and strait legs) as well as with arms and legs in the pirouette
position. By measuring just the oscillation period it is possible to obtain the value of the moment of
inertia of the dancer starting from the one calculated at the standard position.
From the data obtained it turns out that the relation between the moments of inertia is of (1.45 ±
0.07). When the dancer moves the arms nearer to the trunk, angular velocity increases of about
50%. This lets the ballerina continue the pirouette by compensating the diminution of ω caused by
the momentum of the friction forces. Following the same procedure, the relative moment of inertia
of a student/ballerina hanged by an alpine harness has been measured. The obtained data are
comparable to the values of the momenta of inertia reported on the textbooks of biomechanics (i.e.
1-2 kg m2 for a person in standard position; 2-2.5 kg m2 for a person with extended arms 21-23]).
3.3

Experimental determination of the centre of mass of a human body

The human body is not a rigid body, being articulated, that is its segments can position in relation to
the other ones. However, in order to determine the centre of mass in the standard position, we could
nevertheless adopt the rigid body model. We adopted the Borrelli method (1600) to determine the
position of the centre of mass position along the longitudinal axis. The instruments used were the
following: a bathroom scale (sensibility 0.1 kg); a hardwood stiff board 2.11 m. long; a wooden
wedge of height equal to the one of the scale. We measured the masses of the wooden board and of
the person, the lengths of the person and of the board
and the height of the person. The board has been laid
down supported by the wedge on one side and by the
scale on the other side. A person was positioned on
the board and the value indicated by the scale was
recorded. Another value registered was the distance
of the feet of the person laying down from the
position of the scale. From the measures taken the
results indicate that the position of the centre of mass,
expressed in percentage in relation to the height,
assumes different mean values for the boys (56.7 %)
and the girls (55.6 %), comparable to the values
reported on the textbooks of biomechanics.
Figure 5. The measurement of the
center of mass of a human body
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3.4

The jumps

We recorded the motion of a dancer that performs a jump utilizing a Camera (Sony with a 7.2
Mpixel resolution) and transformed the video in single frames (spaced by a constant Dt) with
Windows Movie Maker. In particular, we analysed the grand jeté of a student/ballerina (Valentina).
Shooting was made in an illuminated environment, with a ruler to determine the scale factor (R =
0.072 ± 0.001 in this case), as well as in the dark with a LED light tied on Valentina’s centre of
mass. The trajectory has been reconstructed starting from the single frames. Taking into account the
scale factor, the results show that the initial angle of elevation was v0 = (4.2 ±0.3) m/s and the
trajectory of the centre of mass was: Y= 1.45 X – 0.635 X2. The centre of mass of the ballerina
follows a parabolic path (within measure errors) of range inferior of (0.15 ± 0.02) m to that
obtainable in absence of friction. The analysis of the video shooting enabled us to point out the
almost horizontal motion of the head and the trunk of the ballerina compared to the parabolic
motion of the centre of mass.
4

Using dance to represent physical processes

During the last two years, apart from the learning activities presented in the previous sections,
another research project has been carried out, in which the choreutic performance has been used in
order to represent physical processes. These performances, realized by the students of the same
school in which the formerly described experimentations have been carried out, were presented in
occasion of the outreach activities of the annual weeks of the scientific culture organized by
university of Udine in collaboration with the schools.
The theme represented is that of “time”, that can be recognized in the periodical phenomena, but
becomes meaningful if we consider some irreversible processes and the arrow of time that they
define. We started from the first way used to recognize the passing of time, that is, looking at the
sun daily evolution. Dance represents the solemn walk of the sun in the sky, from dawn to sunset.
The irreversibility of natural phenomena gives the direction of the evolution of the processes, thus
giving the idea of time. Four principle phenomena illustrates this process: the breaking of an object,
represented by the break of a cup because of the impact with a stone/bullet; the heating of a system,
representing a fluid in which the heating is propagated from a point to the other parts of the fluid
itself; the process of diffusion, depicted by pouring a drop of blue ink into water; the vital
processes, illustrated by the fall of a leave from a tree. The representation ends reconsidering the
alternation of night and day, now looked at as a process related to the measurement of time using
the clocks.
The first and last scenes of the performance on time have been devised as frames: in the first one, in
fact, the rise of the sun has been represented, in the last one the flow an entire day (from dawn to
night). We have chosen the music by A. Ponchielli, “The dance of the hours” (excepted from the
final gallop), interlude from “La Gioconda” Opera. In particular, we selected the two minutes
representing the rise of the sun, visually rendered by the performer starting from a crouched
position, moving only the fingers, to mimic the first rays of the sun, passing subsequently to the
maximum extension of the body (likewise Leonardo da Vinci’s Homo Vitruvianus). The following
choreographic piece was developed in the form of arch, in order to symbolize the path of the Sun in
the sky. The four following scenes represent the abovementioned four irreversible processes.
In the first one, on the music of F. Chopin, Finale presto, Sonata op. 35, the breaking of an object
was acted by a group of ballerinas, involved in a choreographic movement aimed at representing a
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circular solid object (for example, a cup) hit by a bullet, represented by a dancer (dressed in grey, so
to be easily detectable from the others) performing a series of fast jumps. A particular importance
has been given to the moment following the breaking of the object, in the construction of the paths
taken by the various ‘fragments’. In the following scene the physical phenomenon of the heating of
a system has been taken into consideration: the group has initially been involved in a simple
movement, identical for every dancer; afterwards a ballerina in the centre of the scene started a
motion progressively agitated, rising from the ground turning and then performing some choreutic
actions, that were transmitted to the other components. A typical Balkan folk music has been
chosen as background.
Followed the representation, on J. Stravinsky’s Firebird, of the diffusion process of an ink drop in
water. Three girls dressed in blue act for the drop, executing at first some simple modern steps
different from the group. Then they spread among the others till the whole group continues the
performance of the initial steps. At that moment it is not possible to distinguish anymore the girls
dressed in blue from the other ones.
The fourth section is devoted to irreversibility of biological process, through the example of the
progressive turning yellow and curling up of the leaves, till their falling down.
The interpreters have performed this process through a contemporary technique, on music by C.
Debussy, “Fueilles mortes”, sez.1, book II, n.2.
At the end, the complete development of A. Ponchielli’s “The Dance of the Hours” music
concluded the show. In this case, a part from the four moments of the temporal flow of the day
(dawn, noon, sunset, night), we decided to represent on the scene the movements of a clock, with a
group of students in radial position involved in a circular choreographic action. In order to enhance
the entire project, all the action was completed by a savvy use of the lighting, a series of slides in
context with the scenes were projected, costumes were designed accordingly and props recalled the
explored processes.
5

Conclusions

The difficulties of the students in managing scientific knowledge as meaningful in interpreting
everyday life processes lead to the necessity to explore new ways of proposing the disciplines,
starting from familiar contexts, easily recognizable by the students, the use of new technologies and
the study of physics in context teaching proposals have paved the way to new strategies of
teaching/learning physics.
We carried on a research about physics in the context of dance and of use of dance to represent
physical processes.
We implemented an educational path based on the analysis of dancer’s movements. The questions
emerged from this analysis constitute the angle of attack context for studying the dynamics of
systems, addressing in deep, for instance, rigid body motion, using modeling activities in very
stimulating ways and avoiding too many calculations. The main concepts considered are: the
equilibrium of the dancer; the accelerated motion of a dancer, from rest to rectilinear movement and
along a circular trajectory; the rotations; the jumps. The educational path was implemented in two
classes of an Italian high school. The path concerned mainly the experimental study of the rigid
body though the analysis of pirouettes and jumps.
Within the other line of investigation, an interdisciplinary pool developed a choreutic representation
of physical processes, representing in particular the concept of “time” through the period of “Sun
daily path” and four characteristic irreversible processes.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE POETIC-MUSICAL INTUITION
IN THE FOUR-DIMENSIONAL SPACE1:
MYTHICAL TIME AND ONEIRIC TIME
COLOMBATI Claudia, (I)
Abstract. The ability to exceed one’s human and historic limits to create, in their deepest
essence, art forms that are unusual for their time, is universally identified with the existence of
Jungian archetypes, as were and still are the depths evoked by the great tragedians of the ancient
world in all branches of human knowledge.
In music, in particular when listening to pieces like the Trio from F. Chopin’s Marche
funèbre op.35 opening out in its ample melodic intervals, or the Adagio movements of Mozart
(Andante from the Concerto KV 467) and Beethoven (Adagio from the V Concerto
“Imperatore”), the divine lengths of Schubert (as they are described by Schumann), and also
extending to the sinuous belcanto melodies of Bellini and the immortal Aria from J.S. Bach’s
Third Suite, how can we say that the ineffable beauty of these pieces belongs to the age in which
they were created ? As the poem says, they are immortal. However, in a meta-inductive
interpretation of the constant and recurrent elements, these can be interpreted as belonging to
immaterial energy so much that, from the words of the various composers, we get a sense of the
creative experience as “divine”, mysterious, oneiric, belonging to the dimension of another
world. Once again, in a metaphysical sense, music appears to be a medium between matter and
immaterial energy of coexisting universes, tending towards the original Unity. Not without
reason Nietzsche defined it as the “metaphysical miracle”. To it, thinkers and composers have
referred the power of the Absolute infinite, which is only possible as a conceptual reality; in
effect the abstraction felt between music as thought and music as played, over the centuries, has
been connected to metaphysical speculations and mathematical symbols in which conceptuality
and history do not necessarily always appear to be connected.
As it can be deduced from the examples of the realizations achieved in masterpieces
according to structural recurrent and constant principles, the manifestation of the Energy
1

The theme was extensively discussed in Claudia Colombati and Stefano Fanelli’s book Un’interpretazione Metafisica
della Teoria Eisteiniana della Relatività, Ed. ARACNE 2009. It refers to the B Part of the text and it was originally
conceived in relation with the hypothesis expressed in the A Part by S. Fanelli. In the present version, the theme is
resumed in a concise synthesis, without the musical examples, and certain fundamental topics are enlarged, in
particular, those regarding the issue of time. A new version in brief although with the close examination of some
fundamental matters, is being printed in the magazine “La nuova critica” 2011. The problem of mythical and oneiric
time is highlighted in the present essay.
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(Λ > 0) becomes a plausible hypothesis: music reveals the immaterial part of matter and this is
why closer one is to it, more perceived is the belonging to space-time.
This same fast-forward into the future forms part of the essence it shares with immortal
art: in this sense the intuition of genius, from Leonardo to Beethoven, from Dante to
Shakespeare, from Bach to Mozart, from Schubert to Chopin or Wagner, cannot be denied.
But for the reason that the past, as such, doesn’t belong to us anymore, one is constrained
to imagine and to interpret it from the historic point of view, in the light of the events. During
our subsistence, it exists only as reflex of memory, with an instantaneous character or in various
dimensions: whereas a central thread appears, inevitably enters the narrative interpretation
necessary in recreating it, in the consciousness of the finite.
Considering then as it is in the phenomenological-interpretative context that appears to us
in a tangible way, the difference between the idea and the musical reality, in which rules,
liberty, different conceptions and applications of temporality, become fundamental in the
reproduction of the greatness of the work, comes finally confirmed the conviction that only the
great interpretations are capable of transmitting that quid, basis of the present research, that the
perspective of an atemporal intuition can render perceptible.
Key words. Space, Time, Fourth Dimension
Mathematics Subject Classification: AMS_01A99
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About the temporal dimensions: Mythical time – Oneiric time

The temporal system is indeed connected to rules according to which determined psychological
structures have been engraved during the centuries: among the historic-philosophical causes,
especially in the western culture, it is found the one regarding the consciousness and therefore the
vision of a new tragicalness, beyond the mythical one, often merged into the research of an escape
of reality in the imagination or oneiric.
According to historical philosophy, from the ontological point of view, the human being is
perceived in his becoming. The ontological ego is conceived, however, in a time that elapses
between its consciousness-raising and the atemporal origin in an interior cyclic tension that can be
understood like in Kurt Gödel’s Universe.2 It is interesting to note how the thesis of the scientist
wanted to demonstrate that the theory of relativity, correctly interpreted, provided “a strong support
to the great philosophers of the past that expressed in a sceptical way regarding the objective reality
of time”3. Nevertheless Gödel’s reflection didn’t touch only the limited relativity, but aimed above
all the general relativity and the explanation of gravity. It became obvious the possibility that
certain reference systems could be privileged: “those that –as he was expressing– follow the
medium motion of the matter in the universe”. The relative time of those systems was nominated

2

K. Gödel has created new models of the world as far as General relativity is concerned. It caused sensation his
contribution to the book dedicated by Paul Arthur Schilpp to the great physician in the occasion of his seventieth
anniversary, Albert Einstein scienziato e filosofo. Then he wasn’t understood or believed in the error. But it was a
philosopher, Howard Stein, to demonstrate –instead- that “according to Gödel time travel could take place only in the
presence of an intense acceleration, that could be provided by a spaceship, and not along the trajectory of the free
falling of a geodesic”, in other words Gödel was able to arrive to demonstrate that his argumentation didn’t contradict
the theory of relativity. Cf. on the topic P. Yourgrau, Un mondo senza tempo, cit., pp.128-129.
3
Cf. K. Gödel, in P. Yourgrau, cit., p.129
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“cosmic time”.4 In all that what Gödel understood as time, during his entire research, was innated
the “dialectic of formal time and intuitive time”, two different conceptions that the philosopher
J.M.E. Mc Taggart “named the A (T) series and the B (t) series”.5 Now, in our intuition - P.
Yourgrau commented - time “is characterized both by the A series and the B series”: in A there is
nothing of subjective, it happens now and slips by, it is not therefore to be understood in Husserl’s
researches regarding the existence of an ‘intern time’; B is a series defined structurally or
“geometrically”, similar to a space. Such conception, transferred in the field of music, takes to the
reflection on temporality / atemporality that distinguish it in its essence as transient form and
atemporal form. All that takes, moreover, to the dimension of the ideal character of time and to
“consciousness levels”: the existence of time as coexistent and compatible way of being (universes).
Mankind needs a temporal conception in order to define his material subsistence which
exists only in the chronological time, but aspires to atemporality: such nostalgia of the unknown
[deeply-rooted symbolically with Ulysses’ myth], manifests as tension through the research of the
already known one in an archaic or mnemonically time [ Icarus’ unlimited aspiration], which
justifies the myth as “history” out of time. Religion, Art, Philosophy and Science draw up the
boundaries of possibilities and modes of it.
“It is believed that Michelangelo said that the one who follows somebody can’t surpass
him” 6 –F. Busoni wrote -: “For this purpose Arnold Schoenberg spoke to a small group of persons
when he demonstrated that the compositional theory is almost useless; this teaches only what is
already known. But the creator wants the unknown. And yet the unknown exists. It has to do only
with getting hold of it. There is no old or new. There exist only what is known and what is yet
unknown”. 7
If Michelangelo’s phrase seems to resound the ancient Hellenized conceptions8, it is also
true that, in virtue of Lorentz’s transformation – limited relativity-, only the projection into the
future is scientifically justifiable in relation to the procedure in the past and the art, as means
allowed only to the artist, represents as real Faust’s metaphor of atemporal “rare moments”. But
studying the human existence in the space-time perspective means either to abstract it in
metaphysics, or to position it in the four-dimensional perspective and this can happen in the
immaterialness of thought, or better, in the field of immaterial energy.
It is inserted here the possible relation between science and philosophy: continuity of
Universes (Einstein), continuity of the being – Being/ Being there- (Heidegger), and Atemporality
(Gödel).
If the myth and the conception of it in the art9, as possible atemporal vision, can be
considered at the base of the human aspiration towards the final or original intuition, the oneiric
dimension represents another important side of it. Therefore, near the “tragic time”, appear a
“mythic time” and an “oneiric time”. Essentially merged with the human three-dimensionality, the
tragic time is expression of the limit, of the powerlessness and of nothingness, but in the same time,

4

If indeed the restrained relativity has introduced the discovery that matter is equivalent to energy, “the general theory
announced the identity of the gravity with the bending of space time. […]” . Cf. P. Yourgrau, cit., p.133.
5
The B ( t ) series is based “on the characterization of dates and times“ in terms of a fixed relation between “before and
after”. The A ( T ) series, instead, “is essentially fluid or dynamic. It contains the mobile “now” or the present moment,
the instant that always escapes.” Cf. P. Yourgrau, cit, p. 134.
6
F. Busoni, Saggio di una nuova estetica musicale, in “Scritti…”, cit., p.142, note 1
7
F. Busoni, Auto-recensione, in “Scritti…”, cit., p.40
8
The reference is to the famous sophism of Achilles and the turtle raised by Zeno and the problem of the Infinite.
9
Great writers, philosophers and musicians have been emblematic for the history of culture, from Herder, to Hölderlin,
from Nietzsche to Wagner and in particular to his “Tristan”.
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imago of the sublime10. Then, the relation between the oneiric dimension and time travel raises
various aspects of the problem.
2

A definition of “travel”

Understood as existential and literary experience, as spiritual and philosophical “wandern”, both in
an ontological and phenomenological sense, the travel, in the light of scientific achievements, it
must be also taken into consideration in the space-time dimension not only towards the future,
according to the “special relativity”, but also towards the past, as it can be hypothesized through an
“extended relativity”. Once again, in such perspective, one can make reference to Gödel’s quoted
thought over a possible universe in which exist closed space-time bends such that, “travelling on
themselves at a sufficient speed, the past can be reached even if travelling in the direction of the
future”. More precisely “these closed bends or circular itineraries have a more familiar name: time
travel”.
But, the scientist asserted that “if in these worlds it is possible to return to our past, which
means actually that it can’t be considered any longer as past” and that it can’t be, consequently,
considered real time, intuitive or subjective. Therefore in Gödel’s universe “the reality of time
travel” points out the philosophical conception of the “unreality of time”. 11
3

The eternal return

It is an essential part of the ancestral myths, those from which one can’t aside and demands a
continuous reappearing of them in the multiform phenomenological visions related to the temporal
history. The travels to the netherworld, it can be assumed, didn’t take place in a 3-d time, but rather
in the “relativity” or atemporality, neither for Orpheus, nor for Heracles or Odysseus (who could
see only the netherworld) 12. In particular, it is the real three-dimensional consciousness raising,
symbolized by the mythical ‘turn over’, that determines the loss of Eurydice by Orpheus, like the
awakening destroys the dream or the effort to give a real shape to the intuition humanely
torments the artist. That Eurydice is alive in the underworld is not really plausible, and, if
hypothetically, all takes place in a “relative” dimension, it is not only from the ethical point of view,
10

Cf. nota 1, infra: C.Colombati and S. Fanelli’s book Un’interpretazione Metafisica della Teoria Eisteiniana della
Relatività, Ed. ARACNE 2009 (Part B of the text) and C. Colombati, in the magazine “La nuova critica” 2011.
11
Cf. in this purpose the theory of K. Gödel (known as the universe of Gödel ) regarding the discovery, by the man of
science, of a “relatively possible universe [in fact a block of such universes] in which the geometry of the world is so
extreme to contain itineraries in space- time, unthinkable in the most familiar universes like ours” ; in P. Yourgrau, Un
mondo senza tempo, cit, pp. 139-140
12
Cf. on the topic: Robert Graves, I miti greci, Ed. Longanesi & C, Milano, 1963, pp. 645- 652, 913-923. Regarding the
last and most arduous effort of Heracles, that of capturing the dog Cerberus from Tartary, writes in an explicit comment
Clara Gallini: “the version that arrived to us is the logical consequence of Heracles’ divinisation: a hero was supposed
to stay in the Netherworld, but a God would escape taking with him his jailor […]”, p. 649 (1). As for Odysseus, he
sailed towards the island of Eea, place where death weaves and sings was guided by the magic words of Circe that at his
return said to him: “What boldness have you showed when visiting the land of Hades! […] Only one death waits for the
major part of human beings, but you will have now two! “. In the note, the Author still averts that if human beings
transformed in animals make think at the theory of metempsychosis, nevertheless, being the pork (animals in which are
transformed Odysseus’ fellows) particularly sacred to the goddess of Death and since she feeds them with Chronos’
cornus, red fruit of dead, it is possible to be only shadows. Cf. p. 923 (5).
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the act of disobedience to the will of faith in order to make it disappear forever with the view of
Orpheus, but the 3-d temporal recall embedded in the idea of the unrelentless of the limit, in that
subita dementia, all of a sudden furor, madness that in Virgil’s13 narration gathers the lover by now
at the exit point of the darkness. It comes in mind also to ask if, in that fatal instant, he would have
interrupted the sound of the lira, guide for Eurydice along the obscure abyss, why would signify an
ulterior element of permeability of music between 3-d and 4-d: once the musical medium is silent,
the 4-d contact disappears: what is thought to be enduring for the human being is only the mythical
idea. Different is Dante’s travel, dream and rather travel of the mind, he didn’t forget the human (3d) and aimed towards the contemplation of God: Dante is present in the 3-d phase, the souls that are
expecting him are in a 4-d dimension, but don’t disappear: those actually live in a space of events
coexistent and the meeting with the supreme Poet is therefore interpreted as an intersection in the
geometry of Einstein’s non-Euclidian space between the 3-d trajectory of the Poet and their eternal
quadridimensional flowing. However it is symbolical the fact that in the world of the ancient myths
situated in different spaces and times, every time death appears, rises a song, sign of the subtle
thread apprised since the most distant recesses of the humanity by an unity between music and the
not “being there”: “The swan sings before dying”. 14
4

The dream

It appears to the artist as an escape from reality, a refuge or possibility of an alternative existence,
frequently getting closer to madness, real or apparent, seen deviously as an imaginary status: some
artists who have become emblematical in the matter are Pedro Calderón de la Barca with La vida è
sueño, William Shakespeare of whose great fantasy the philosopher had to say that “it shows the
dance of the human sufferance (not naturalistically) 15; and so also Caspar Friedrich in his
ecstatically pictorial nocturnes, Friedrich Hölderlin between longing and presentiment, Luigi
Pirandello in Henry IV, Marc Chagall in the mysterious and oneiric charm of some of his paintings,
basis of an encounter between real and unreal that is going to became surrealism. In such
conception seems that the relativity of the perceptible world surges backwards, as Schopenhauer
admitted in the oriental vision of Maya’s fleece laid down on the eyes of the deathly16, a world that
is like a dream of which it can’t be said nor that it exist nor that it doesn’t exist: ephemeral
existence, apparition, representation. Nietzsche, getting closer to Schopenhauer’s thought, but
inserting in the outline of the German philosopher the two components of Apollonian and
Dionysian, was getting into the complex problem of the dream and art, contemplating a splitting
into two of the reality in the dimension of the representative illusion:
“Although referring to the two halves of life, that of the vigil and that of the sleeping, the
first, of course, seems to us without comparison privileged, most important, most deign, most
worthy to be seen, or rather to be the only one seen, I would like, nevertheless, despite any
suspicion of paradox, to assert quite the opposed evaluation of the dream, regarding that
mysterious basis from our being of which we are the appearance. As much as foreseen in the
nature, those omnipotent artistic impulses and in those a fervent longing towards illusion, the
liberation through illusion, more I fell urged to the metaphysical supposition and to that what it
13

Virgilio (Georgiche, IV)
C. Gallini, in I miti greci, cit, (161.4), p. 827.
15
Ludwig Wittgenstein, Pensieri diversi (Vermischte Bemerkungen) (1939-49), Adelphi Edizioni, Milano 1980, p.74
16
Artur Schopenhauer, Introduzione alla filosofia e scritti vari, (translation by Eva Kühn Amendola), “Teoria
dell’intero rappresentare e conoscere”, Ed. G. B. Paravia & C., Torino 1960, pp. 64-65.
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really is, the original one, as eternally suffering and full of contradictions, has in the same time the
need to liberate itself continuously, of the ravishing vision, of the gleeful illusion. […] If therefore
we prescind for a moment from our own ‘reality’ […], then we have to consider the dream as
illusion of the illusion, therefore as a still major satisfaction of the desire of the illusion”. 17
But, to the rational conscience of the Apollonian appearance comes into sight, from “the
most intimate profoundness of the human being, the essence of the Dionysian, unknown force that
bothers and disconcerts the conscience in its analogy with the inebriation. Art, already, and in
particular music for its essence, rejoins the “sublime metaphysical illusion of the science”:
“All that to me is not comprehensible should be by force something of absurd? Maybe there
is a kingdom of wisdom where logic is forbidden? Maybe art is actually a correlative and necessary
supplement of science?” 18
In the symbolical horizon that unclenches in such dimensions, emblematical characters are
shown in their space-time concomitance: the doubt between reality and appearance of the “being”“not being” in which Hamlet moves, the musical evanescence of Ofelia’s “existing” that exhales in
canto, the oneiric evocation of Elsa from Lohengrin, the revealed vision in the Ballade of Senta
from Der fliegende Holländer represented certain indelible testimonials. L. Wittgenstein memorized
in 1942: “Just as a profound and light sleep, like that are the thoughts that occur inside, others that
round on the surface.” 19
Vladimir Jankélévitch in his philosophy of music,20 includes an oneiric dimension that he
finds in the Le Nocturne21, a reflection on the philosophie de la nuit as lieu des révélations,
(Offenbarungen, with the words of Novalis), where just the “négativité nocturne” can reveal the
“positività” of the “mysterium magnum” in which the opposites are founded. The philosopher
returns often, in such purpose, to Pélleas et Mélisande as Debussy’s interpreters of the metaphysics
of the night.
The inspiration in the Ungrund, in the absolute Identity, appears as ascending movement –
intuition of the artist. As “a temporal odyssey”, music could be positioned, as consequence, “at the
limit between language and lived experience”; inside of it the temporality is not theorized, but
deployed; the tragic wouldn’t be object of reflection, “but entirely in act”. In such vision, music reenters in the sound-symbol conception, as principal viaticum through which “the creative potency
arrives symbolical to manifest itself”. 22
5

The rêverie

It is more than natural in this perspective to mention the thought of Gaston Bachelard presented in
La poétique de la rêverie and in La poétique de l’espace. The rêverie, phenomenological, is the soul
that dreams and, contrary to the sleep, “gives rest to the soul”, while the space assumes in its
thought, the value of the poetic intimacy, generating the concentration of the being: “the space that
protects the being, introduces him, in the interiority, renders possible the creative experience, is the
poetical space”.23 The imagination either daylight or nocturnal, of the dreaming conscience and of
17

F. Nietzsche, La nascita della tragedia, Adelphi, Milano 1972, p. 35
Ibid, p. 98
19
L.Wittgenstein, cit., p. 83
20
Vladimir Jankélévitch, cf. La musica e l’ineffabile, Tempi moderni Ed., Napoli 1985.
21
V. Jankélévitch, Le Nocturne, Éditions Albin Michel, Paris 1957, pp. 21-23
22
Cf. Giovanni Piana, Linguaggio ed esperienza nella filosofia della musica, Università di Milano 1987, p. 105
23
Cf. Francesca Bonicalzi, Leggere Bachelard -Le ragioni del sapere, cit., p. 141.
18
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the abstraction of the scientific rationality, between rêverie or rêve, becomes the capacity of
producing “images that exceed the reality, that sing the reality.”
The idea is therefore that of immanence “that revives the transcendence in the dynamism of
the infinite, of the open imagination, of the transfiguration”.24 For Bachelard the dream is not only
“a change of the vigil”, but possesses the experience of the verticality, indicates “the direction of the
spiritual life”.25 It opens wide therefore to the mankind the deepness of its own destiny:“we believe
to be able to prove that, in Nietzsche, the poet explains in part the philosopher and therefore
Nietzsche is the prototype of the vertical poet, of the poet of the summits, of the ascending poet”. 26
Torment of the ascension, energy, directions of existence, the height rêveries of Bachelard
live the verticality as fight, or as spiritual sublimation: “the dream goes more in height, the dream
projects us beyond verticality”. 27 In the vision of the French philosopher, a “temporal particularity”
of the poet is revealed, divided in living attitude in a “vertical time” –for example Charles
Baudelaire- or “horizontal and metamorphic” – like Paul Eluard-.28 It is possible, nevertheless, to
relate such conception also to the compositional act of music: “ils entendent ce qu’ils créent dans
l’acte qui crée”, where G. Dorfles, commented Bachelard’s thought in particular related to the
concept of “poetic word” raised in the presence of a rhythm or an assonance hidden in the soul,
notes down: “Here the phenomenon is still more fascinating, more mysterious. It is not the hearing
any longer in all its complexity that lets them in the silent sonorities of their music; is the interior
sound that is reached through performance in all its rhythmical accuracy, melodicity, timbre, which
resounds inside the soul of the musician in the same time in the image it constitutes itself”. 29
If therefore for the French philosopher, “the imagination is the real ancestor of any
metamorphosis, the same ‘oneiric flight’, one of the interpretative cornerstones of the
psychoanalysis examined through the poets de substance aerienne, assumes the role of creative
potency: “le vol onirique, comme tous les symboles psychologique a besoin d’une interpretation
multiple: interpretation passionelle, esthétisante, rationelle et objective […].“ 30 Creative energy,
consequently as “action imaginante” or “métaphore de métaphore”.

24

Ibid, p. 142
Gaston Bachelard, L’air et les songes. Essai sur l’imagination du mouvement, José Corti, Paris 1943, p. 167, in F.
Bonicalzi, Leggere Bachelard…, cit., pp. 172-173, 174 -175
26
Ibid, pp. 146-147, in F. Bonicalzi, Leggere Bachelard…, cit., pp.. 167-168.
27
G. Bachelard, La fiamma di una candela, SE, Milano 1996, in F. Bonicalzi, cit., p. 168.
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Cf. Gillo Dorfles, Bachelard o l’immaginazione creatrice [from “Aut-Aut”, no. 9, 1952], in “Itinerario estetico”,
Edizioni Studio / Tesi, p. 19.
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6

“From silence to silence”

“L’autre voix, la voix que le silence nous lasse entendre, elle s’appelle Musique” V. Jankélévitch31
has written, leaving to understand in the essence of the music a type of mysterious silence. The île
enchantée de l’art appears in fact as oasis that manifests the silent profoundness on which life flows
and renders precariously the human noise:
“et la musique, toute semblable à la vie, est une construction mélodieuse, une durée
enchantée, une très éphémère aventure, une brève rencontre qui s’isole entre commencement et fin
dans l’immensité du non-être.” 32
There is indeed a silence that anticipates and one that follows, nevertheless in a space-time
dimension where “le silence de la musique est lui-même un élément constitutif de la musique
audible”: the rests, the fermatas, the piano and the pianissimo, the en sourdine in the relative
gradations are for it “comme des silences dans le silence”.33 Claude Debussy often expresses in his
music the instant luminal, as of which silence becomes music; the same inexpressible Mélisande34
seems to rarefy losing herself in the ether. The history of thought, of arts, of religion witnesses that
absence of time, or dilation of the value, which accompanies the loss, the contemplative or ecstatic
dimension. The limit of how much is given to be heard or seen in the subliminal experience makes
that the human aims both to the listening of invisible harmonies of Pythagoras memory and of
distant universes and to that of interior time, latent counterpoint of silent voices belonging to the
past and future in the present uproar: works like Valses oubliées of Franz Liszt, the Preludio Des
pas sur la neige of Debussy, the Nocturnes or the Ballades of F. Chopin appear in this way.
Jankélévitch recalls the poetic words of Fëdor Ivanovič Tjuttčev: “comme la nuit fait apparaître les
étoiles dans le ciel, ainsi la retombée du tumulte vigilant fait apparaître le chant magique de
l’intériorité et les images oniriques de la fantaisie. […]” 35
The musical narrative, in particular, takes place in a time that the composer has projected
and written out according to various parameters of language chosen and various configurations
sensitive to the space-time abstraction. Such dimension considered in the narrative style can be
highlighted as example in Chopin’s Ballades, Scherzos and in the Polonaises.
The II Ballad op. 38 36 begins in silence (sotto voce), in the F major tonality, on the 3rd eight
note from the measure in 6/8 (mm.1-2), ending again in silence, in A minor (mm. 202-204), and
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V. Jankélévitch, La Musique et l’Ineffable, cit., p. 190
Ibid, p.164, 173
33
Daniel Barenboim deals with this fundamental theme form the point of view of the interpreter, pianist and orchestra
director, examining the different possibilities “that are present when giving life to a sound”: “It is borne form the
absolute silence, music either interrupts it or develops from it. The difference between the two situations is that the first
represents a sudden alteration, while the second represents a ‘gradual alteration’. In philosophical terms we can say that
this is the difference between being and becoming. The attack of the Sonata op.13 of Beethoven, Pathetic is an
outstanding example of interruption of the silence. A chord very well defined interrupts it and music begins. The
Tristan und Isolde instead is an obvious example of sound that takes shape from the silence. The music doesn’t begin
with a movement from the initial A to F, but from the silence to A”. And similar also “the last sound is not an element
of the music. If the first note is related to the silence that precedes it, then the last has to be related to the silence that
follows it. […]. […] In a certain way, when playing one is in a direct contact with the atemporality.[…]” Cf. D.
Barenboim, La Musica sveglia il tempo, Ed. Feltrinelli, Milano 2007, pp.14-15.
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From the opera “Pélleas et Mélisande” of Claude Debussy
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Ibid, p. 187
36
F.Chopin, Ballade n. 2 op. 38 and n. 4 op. 52, Edition I. J. Paderewski, TiFC, PWM, Kraków 1977, pp.19-20, 27 e
p.39.
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enclosing the dramatic contraction (mm. 47-48) in contrasts (primarily in F major-A minor
tonalities), brilliantly elaborated during the composition.
Also the IV Ballad op. 52 (Andante con moto) even if in a different compositional manner,
begins with an entire measure in 6/8 (p) (mm. 1-2) in the area of the dominant tonality of F minor
getting into an ineffable narrative beginning before asserting the principal tonality (C major-F
minor). A fermata at m. 7 precedes the entrance of the theme (a tempo – mezza voce) connecting it,
at the beginning, with a free, indefinite value (mm. 7-8). It takes place as introduction in a
temporary contemplative dilation that returns during the elaborated Ballade, in romantic note,
according to the variation technique. A dreaming whispered oasis inside the dramatic dominant
contradiction of the Scherzo in B minor op.20 (in 3/4 Presto con fuoco) introduced, almost as
preparation for the evocation, by some measures characterized by a sublime differentiation of the
various length of the notes between the right and the left hand, appears with the rise of Kolęda
Lulajże Jezuniu (in ¾ Molto più lento -sotto voce e ben legato), motif of an ancient national
Christmas carol developed in an ethereal dimension37; the melody, collected, seems to crop out
from an atemporal past: memory, evocation, state of consciousness belonging to those spiritual
dimensions that the composer, with his habitual discretion, described like this in the last years of his
life:
“I have always one foot in your room, and the other in the nearby one […] and it is not here,
in this moment, of course, but, as usual, in certain strange spaces. For sure these are the espaces
imaginaires, I know, but I’m not ashamed of it […]”.38
This vacillation in the sphere of time, of tonality, of modulations and dynamics represents that
imponderable creative element for which one can presume the coincidence between inspiration
and accomplishment in a superior sphere. It represented, maybe, the famous blue note from which
often arouses the unrepeatable musical intuitions of F. Chopin.
7

Søren Kierkegaard: from Idea to inebriation

In his writing Repetition, the Danish philosopher gave a surprisingly and significant interpretation
of the Idea that appears to be very close, even in a philosophical but not systemic vision, to the total
up dimension of thought seen as 4-d –irresistible and unexplainable attraction- and as natural
detachment from 3-d:
“I belong to the idea. When the idea signals me from far away, I rise and follow it, when
arranges a meeting with me I wait for it for entire days and nights […]. When it calls me, I leave
everything, or better to say I have nothing to leave, I don’t disappoint anyone, I don’t make sad
anyone with my fidelity, nor my spirit has to become sad in the compassion. When I return from
these meetings, nobody reads my face, nobody peers at my appearance, nobody demands
explanations from me that I couldn’t give, because I couldn’t say if on the peak of the highest
happiness or in the abyss of the misery if I have won or lost the life. Well again I’m offered the cup
of inebriation, I inhale its perfume, I already hear the foamy music. […] Long live the flight of the
thought, long live the one who risks life in service of the idea, long live the danger of the struggle,
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F. Chopin, Scherzo in si minore op.20 n. 1, (1831/1832), Edition I. J. Paderewski, cit, pp.13: Kolęda Lulajże Jezuniu ,
in Italian: “Ninna Nanna di Natale a Gesù Bambino” (bb. 305-320).
38
F.Chopin, Letter addressed to the family, Nohant, 18 July 1845, in Korespondencja Fryderyka Chopina, by E.
Sydow, v. II, PIW, Varsavia 1955, p.137
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long live the solemn happiness of the victory, long live the dance in the twirl of the infinite, long live
the wave that drags me in the depths, long live the wave which throws me to the stars!”39
Such expressions that seem to anticipate in Kierkegaard’s thought the conceptions of
Dionysus and of Nietzsche’s inebriation, like some of Aleksandr Skrjabin’s ideas 40, can be
interpreted in the sense of the deepest considerations connected with the scientific thought widen in
a philosophical sense. In such perspective, in fact, also certain affirmation or some existential
attitudes of the artists cease to appear as visionary phenomenon in order to assume a different
consistence; as much as historically screened through analysis of aesthetic, psychological,
psychoanalytical type, nothing takes off from the fact that the accent can be placed on those sublime
equivalence like phenomenon of creative dizziness considered in another dimension.
The artist perceives the pain in the temporal limit even beyond the natural fear of death: it
becomes profound motif of the art, as attempt, or real and relevant mode, to transcend it both in the
creation and interpretation. In the artistic creating the being manifests itself as being there or rather,
translating, the 4-d reveals in 3-d.
Resuming the thought of A. Schopenhauer, music refers to images and memories of spacetime “coexistence”, where the memory assumes the character of relativity in the most limited
Galileo-Newtonian meaning (as reference system):
“The enjoyment of the beauty, the comfort that art can give, the enthusiasm of the artist, that
makes him forget the labours of life, the only privilege of the genius, the one that balances from the
pain raised in the same time with the brightness of the consciousness, and from the squalid
solitude between heterogeneous people –all that leans on the fact that, as it is going to be shown
subsequently, the itself of life, the will, the same being represent an everlasting sufferance, partially
miserable, partially horrendous; while the same being as simple representation, purely foreseen, or
reproduced by the art, free from pain, offers a significant performance”. 41
In the II of “Inactual Considerations” Nietzsche expressed the anguish of time and past:
“Mankind, instead, remembers -and this is maybe his ontological character more specific-. A
character that is a sentence -or at least a very serious threat-. Compelled to remember (to make
history), mankind risks indeed to be crushed by the past. The sensation -of the time that passes
and changes and destroys- can become a paralyzing obsession. The human existence can
configure itself as ‘a being been without disruptions, a matter that lives in denying and in
consuming itself’ ”. 42
Negative value therefore of the past in relation to the infinite time: one lives in time only
because clanged to Mnemousine, as, through memory, capable to project an imaginary future,
giving to it nevertheless a sense already fulfilled (3-d), but, through the potency of oblivion, if
released from the past, it is possible to be in an infinite present? The individual in his human
dimension finds it difficult to accept rationally the inescapable physical decline; the reflection is
displaced then on the entity of the thought that vitiate only in its material part as 3-d (in its
pathology and in its determinate dissolution).
In such awareness rises, in the great artist, the will of a breakage with the normal way of
perceiving the events and of responding to them and is from the ethical base, maximum source of
aspiration towards absolute, that streams the exigency of the indispensable alteration of the
39

Sören Kierkegaard, La Ripresa, Edizioni di Comunità, Milano 1954, p. 119
Cf. on the topic C.Colombati and S. Fanelli’s book Un’interpretazione Metafisica della Teoria Eisteiniana della
Relatività, cit., Part B, pp. 261-265.
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A. Schopenhauer, Il mondo come volontà e rappresentazione, cit., pp. 296-297
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Sergio Moravia, Introduzione in Friedrich Nietzsche, Considerazioni Inattuali (II) “Sull’utilità e il danno della storia
per la vita [UD] 1874“, Newton & Compton editors, Roma 1993, pp. 85-86, F. Nietzsche, [UD], pp. 99-101.
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consciousness: it issues from the genius, through the pain of the mind, the possibility of clutching
in another dimensional vision.
With an ulterior step inside the world of poetry, in such purpose it is revealed the value of
the metaphor: according to Samuel Taylor Coleridge, in the originating itself of creativity, the poet
invents imaginary slight ways; the dynamics of the feeling takes both to the individual vision of the
artist and to the philosophical one of the Absolute in itself, dividing itself, therefore, between
subjectiveness and objectiveness. In the mythological allegoric poetic “vision” of John Keats, for
example, the metaphor appears emblematical in the poetry, in all its potency of abstraction to
express a synthesis of intuition-knowledge. The art therefore exists between symbol and ratio. In
reference to music, if in the three-dimensional thought it can be asked what is the metaphor
itself, such question could be solved in the 4-d dimension, where the extreme and sublime
sensibility of the continuum would substitute the levels of perception, of prefiguration, of
remembering.
That introduces to the already debated and disturbing question of travel into the past always
present in the most ancient mythology, from Orpheus to Ulysses, as experience of precipice
between the living and the departed, evocative-symbolic memory of their visions and aspirations,
bridge between the 3-d and 4-d dimensions, research foundation for their “unique thought”. 43
8

The Oneiric: aesthetic-psychological aspects and quadridimensionality

This is an argument that belongs to a wide theme, area of research which can’t be examined without
an undeniably sense, but throughout a scientific research in the field of various scientific
interpretations as well as those in the philosophical and artistic one. To this research it is
reconnected, moreover, also the ancient Socratic question of consciousness. The reflection in a
conscious process is related to the intellect, but, if the intellect can exist without consciousness - for
example, in the animal world- it can’t be sustained the same fact for the consciousness without
intellect. So, where intellectual activity is reduced to silence, it is more likely to discover a
suspension of consciousness and an opening towards other levels of existence.
Also, it is said that in the near-death one can live again an entire life in an instant: that is
easy to be explained, under the present situations in this context, as a transition to a state of
immaterial entity at the speed of light: between life and death, therefore, the time would stop
concentrating, consequently, the time-period of the entire life in an instant44. It is of disturbing
news, in such perspective - in particular for a unique affinity with Gödel's universe - as stated by
Nietzsche's thought and suffered with “the returning of things” in The Nachlass –from his personal
notebooks- and reported to that effect by Jorge Luis Borges in The Story of Eternity:
“Do you think that you have a long rest until the Renaissance – don’t fool yourselves!
Among the last act of conscience and the first glimmers of a new life there is no 'time' – time goes
by as lightning, even if living creatures could measure it for billions of years, and although they
43

S. Fanelli, Un’interpretazione metafisica della teoria einsteiniana della relatività, Essay I: some mathematical basis,
Aracne editrice, 2007, p. 7. The reference is to the hypothesis indicated by S. Fanelli and synthesized in the questions
raised by the Author as affirmative answer, present moreover, in the development of this treatise:
1) There are immaterial substances, in the 4-d space, capable of producing positive energy or, even, arbitrarily intense.
2) There are immaterial entities “eternal and unchangeable during time’, in the 4-d space, associated to Einstein’s
equations, or to possible universes. 3) In the hypothesis of a time travel in the past, a violation of the causality principle
is achievable” solving the consequent paradox.
44
The reference is still to Lorentz’s transformation .
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could not even measure it. The lack of time and succession are compatible, as soon as the intellect
is moved off”. 45
So, every step taken by the human being in the direction of knowledge and intuition brings
changes in his own perception of himself. Compared to the world of science, such concept confirms
the continuing development of it in human evolution and refers to what had already well been
understood by Seneca when, - “after discussing about the comets –“concluded with the noble
words: Let’s get satisfied with what we have discovered so far. Those who come after us will add
their contribution to the truth.” 46
The archaeological and iconographical research identifies several mythological figures of
Time which can be referred to the phenomenon of temporality experienced by the ancient world:
Aeon, Chronos, Kairos demonstrate the concept actually original of a multiform universe and, also,
the polysemantic feature of the vision of the temporal dimension which gives rise to hypothesis of
disturbing assumptions of the past before and after the historical facts. 47 The tragic myth of
Chronos forced to devour his own offsprings laid at the basis of the inevitability of material
transmutation: the time is the tragic event of the existence.
In music, the example of Tristan und Isolde of Richard Wagner, opens the possibility to
comprehend the incursion between two human beings in an atemporal nocturnal dimension (and not
only metaphysical!) of love-music. Near Chronos, symbol of that which consumes and destroys,
Kairos was represented, with an opposite significance, the time being understood positively as that
element which “renders concrete and effective the behaviour, “appropriate and principle moment”,
instant in the same time indefinable for its length and totally evasive for its peculiarity. It is not by
random the reference to Hesiod, where the Poet assigns to him a qualitative valence, which is a
straight connection between time and event; the last one in fact, in order to have a positive outcome,
must concretize itself in that precise hour destined to it, unique and unrepeatable moment, in which
all the conditions that render possible the turning out well of acting, are converging”.48
Contraposition that seems to symbolize the 3-d tragicalness and the 4-d instant of intuition-passage.
Faust, in the modern time, will recognize a coincidence between past and future, foreseeing it in the
transient moment of the contemplative identity: “Augenblick, verweile doch; du bist so schön! “49
As L. Mittner said, in his great final vision, there is only the exciting aspect of the new
world dreamed; Faust dies in the invocation of such happiness: „therefore he did not enjoy the
supreme moment, and, also, he did not try to stop the fleeting moment, but he remained even more
the „Streber” that projects the present moment in the future actions [….]”. The split between the
various "worlds" represented that what pervades Faust and in particular Urfaust, a conflict of
painful intensity between soul and external reality, synthesized in „the human tragedy and holy
45

Friedrich Nietzsche, Nachlass, in Quaderni personali, cit. in J. L. Borges, Storia dell’eternità, Biblioteca Adelphi 347,
Milano 1997, p.74; cf. of F. Nietzsche i “Nachgelassene Fragmente 1879-1881” (ital. translation Frammenti postumi
1879-1881, in “Opere”, Milano Adelphi 1964. Borges also refers to the relative bibliography: F. Nietzsche, Die
Unschuld des Werdens, Leipzig, 1931 and F. Nietzsche, Also sprach Zarathustra, Leipzig, 1892. By affinity, the
reference is still made to the universe of Gödel, cit.
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Cf. E.U.M. Recami, U.V. G. Recami, E. Recami, cit., p. 25.
47
Cf. Annapaola Zaccaria Ruggiu, Le forme del tempo. Aion Chronos Kairos, Ed. Il Poligrafo, Venezia 2006 and G.
Dorfles, “Intervallo e apocalisse”, [from “Archivio di Filosofia”, 1980], in Itinerario estetico, cit., pp. 301-322.
48
A. Zaccaria Ruggiu, cit., pp. 55, 61, 59: the reference is to Hesiod, Erga, 765 ss.) The Author writes moreover: “In
the Hesiodean culture lies therefore a particular consideration of doing which connects the action with the individuation
of the most appropriate time in which it can accomplish itself. It is not the problem of knowing the appropriate
measures in which time is scanned, or rather the general rules, but of the capacity of gathering that precise moment
unrepeatable in which all the necessary and sufficient conditions arrive at maturity until the action goes beyond the state
of pure possibility in order to reach its effective accomplishment. Ibid, p. 62
49
W. Goethe, Faust, Second part: “If I should ever to the moment say: Oh, stay! You art so fair!”.
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representation in a time”: “Faust is the ideal drama of Leibniz’s monad, that remains closed in itself
and also welcomes and 'represents' in itself huge successive stages of monophonic worlds
increasingly large and high.50
The ancient Aion was finally identifying himself, on the conceptual level, with the totality of
time, but also as invitation addressed to the human in order to re-appropriate of it not in the ways of
his appearance-past, present, future- but in the wholeness of its dimensions. 51 Aspect that sends
back to a vision, common through the ancients and in particular in the context of a lecture with an
Orpheus-Pythagorean character in which the Netherworld was inserted “in the frame of a successive
reincarnation process of the souls”. In such vision there wasn’t a cleavage between real life and the
Hades that doesn’t represent the destination and the conclusion of the beginner’s existence, “but
only a moment of a process and of a flow that maintained in inseparable unity the cycle life-deathlife”. The same conception of body as grave alluded to “a living in this world as dying”.52
And, maybe is it not that of the mankind, the unconscious passing, getting in and out in the
flow of immaterial energy delimitated by birth and death?
Although all this leads to the conclusion that, through music, mankind can perceive the
sense, almost a warning, of another dimension that attracts and repels according to the laws of
nature, in a second stage man, in music, abandons himself to the yearning of a distance that cannot
be grasped or assuaged; however, genius, in the “rare act” of poetry, thanks to an unconscious
ability to accelerate speed c∞, is able to guess at and capture that piece of cosmological dilation, or
immaterial creative energy , thus managing to create both in the contraction of the 3-d realization
that can be perceived by man and in the re-dilation that returns towards the immaterial, with a
poetic inspiration that escapes us. The music itself, therefore, in its different stages, represents in
itself the universal contraction-dilation, but above all allows the separation and the passage from
energy of matter to immaterial cosmic energy.
The question posed by this is that of human dualism between aesthetic abstraction and
ethical intensity that is inherent in Art and Religion; is the immaterial energy a pure creative joy? Is
it always reached, in the 3-d leap, through torment or ecstasy? If it is also possible to affirm the
relativity that exists between function and duration in the various aspects of existence -and this
because the expected duration is fixed according to century old conventions or logical deductionsthen it can also be ascertained that the time-space sections that can be observed from the 3-d
dimension have a relative significance if placed in the 4-d perspective, each one being valid for
itself within its reference system in an equal or similar duration with respect to cosmic space-time.
In particular in music, nevertheless, there is the possibility of thought heredity left by the
geniuses almost as a confession of their creative torment to stop and concentrate in a 3-d humane
50

Ladislao Mittner, Storia della Letteratura Tedesca - Dal Pietismo al Romanticismo (1700-1820), Giulio Einaudi
Editore, Torino 1964, p. 996, 382
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A. Zaccaria Ruggiu, cit, p. 127
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Ibid, pp. 119-120 ss. The references are, above all, to Plato that in Fedone raised the problem “of the opposed”:
“Examining the problem in this way: if the souls of the dead are really in the Hades, or not. There is an ancient doctrine,
/…/ according to which over there are souls that arrive from up here, and then, they return again up here and revive
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translation and notes by A. Traina, Milano 2004, p. 67).
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instant, the infinite dilation of 4-d intuition. Now, if such setting could give rise to believe, from an
ideological point of view, that the conception of art wants to be forced in an elitist sense, the answer
that derives from the essence itself of this research is that, as from the scientific point of view, the
expressed hypothesis belongs also to the study of the cosmos and therefore of the humanity and that
its intuition takes place in different degrees of knowledge.
If, anthropologically speaking, man as a living being has always had a sense of infinite
existence and has found this in the signs provided by nature and by the laws of his own biological
existence, its intuition has been revealed in certain cases that history – remembered history – has
reported: this is the case of the oracles, prophets, priests or saints in the face of the revelation, which
has become the subject of historic and theological research. As regards the arts, in particular theatre
and music, which were originally joined as a form of ritual, these have provided humanity with a
sense of cosmic extension. In architecture, man has attempted to create imaginary structures that
tend to detach themselves from the force of gravity, in painting and sculpture he has attempted to
give glimpses of the spirit lying beyond the body and, at times, a form of ascension; in poetry words
have chased a symbiosis of language, meaning and sound symbol, aspiring towards transcendence.
However it is music that for centuries has remained the art to fear or to make use of,
associated with words in song and rendered absolute in its purely instrumental form, thus becoming
abstract. It is clear that the path travelled by music has maintained a form of parallelism between
two souls: the anthropological soul, destined for more widespread, popular communication, that
refers to cultural phenomena or archetypes that are lost in the mists of pre-history, and the soul that,
sublimating reality in the works of great artists, very few in the overall statistics of humanity,
coincided with the actual evolution of history in its temporal works and which at its maximum
elevations belongs to the field of a-history. Handling the various manners of finding the infinite in
different civilizations, with their consequent characteristics space-time relations, is without doubt an
immense subject that must be dealt with by further research that will allow it to be set out to allow
analysis of the various ways in which intuition of immaterial energy is possible. For what regards
the field of western thought and of its cultural DNA, together with the indefeasible philosophical
and metaphysical definitions of the geniuses of thought, is incontestable that music in particular has
never ceased to be the object of unsolved why, both for the inspiration-intuition and for creationinterpretation, its writing in readable formulas and its sonorous realization. All that becomes
fundamental is the relation between sonority, its infinite intervallic relations, the temporal
dimensions between intrinsic time related to immaterial energy and time defined by the composer in
the act of its material transposition. In the great art, the double valence of music connected with
the quintessence even if rarely included, manifests therefore. The dimension of recognizing, it is
not maybe the intuition of knowing the unlimited? If reaching the experience of the past in order
to digest it towards the future, can represent the research of a certainty projected towards the
uncertainty, the genius, being different from the others, owns already in himself that certainty
and is aware, if not of its origins, of its essence and value. Richard Strauß, understanding in this
way to express, with a latent recall to Orpheus’ power, like W. Goethe, the great German poet had
intuited, with Faust’s descending to the mysterious Realm of the Mothers, a place where doesn’t
exist nor space, nor time remembers:
“The key that opens the ‘realm of the Mothers’ is the music. It is Goethe himself to admit that
the kingdom of music starts where the incommensurable remains unreachable to the reason”.53
53

R. Strauss, Riflessioni sulla ‘Storia universale del teatro’ di Joseph Gregor, in R. Strauss, “Note di passaggio”, cit., p.
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Abstract. The human mind tends to recognize numbers, shapes and forms in the external world.
Geometric shapes persist in Art and Architecture from Prehistory to Modern Age. In this paper
we report about an ongoing investigation into this persistence, starting from sinusoids and
oscillations, catenaries and helicoids, chosen as possible organization centers of the many
recognizable forms. The aim is to understand how, when and why this persistence of forms has
accompanied the parallel evolution of Art and Science. Examples are chosen from
Mesopotamian Art, Gothic, Islamic Art, Baroque and Modern Architecture.
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1.

Introduction

The human mind tends to recognize numbers, shapes and forms in the external world. Visual
perception is transformed into proportions and geometrical shapes that artists and architects have
used in all ages of History to produce their artworks, from paintings in caverns to modern visual
artifacts, from carved stones to urban design, from elementary drawings to mechanically planned
drawing and computer generated images. Forms have been recognized in Nature, used for their
aesthetic value or because of their functionality, probably first understood at an emotional level, to
be later elaborated at more conscious levels, gradually passing from emotion to formal theorization,
and thereon to planning, by exploiting the predictive power of the formalized models. At times
forms, by becoming reproducible and recognizable, lent themselves to visual symbolic
communication, therefore linking to other realms and semantic purposes. In the framework of a
more general project on the persistence of form (to which our papers [1],[2],[3],[4] refer) we present
here our preliminary investigation about some specific curves and curved surfaces.
There is a potentially infinite family of «geometrical shapes» and structures that have crossed
the ages and the cultures, from Prehistory to our days, from Orient to Occident, giving rise to what
we can call the «persistence of forms» (see [5], [6]). The three families of curves and surfaces
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investigated in this paper are catenaries and catenoids, sinusoids and sinusoidal concoids, as well as
helicoids. All three curves: helix, sinusoid and catenary are non-algebraic, all three are subject to
creating surfaces in more than one way, either as ruled surfaces or by revolution, as surfaces
optimizing a potential, which are called “minimal surfaces”. The fact that these curves are nonalgebraic in Cartesian coordinates is visually clear from their curved shape; Euclidean Geometry
gave us a context to discuss straight lines, planes and essentially only conics. A thousand years
later, the introduction of Cartesian coordinates allowed the study of curves as loci of solutions of
specific equations. It was with the advent of infinitesimal calculus that we were finally able to
discuss how curved a curve is, and, by the very same tools, to discuss forces along it [7].
2.

Catenaries and Related Surfaces

In Geometry as well as in Physics a “catenary” is a planar curve representing the shape that an
idealized hanging chain (or a heavy rope) assumes when it is supported at its fixed ends and acted
upon by gravitational Galilean forces (i.e., weight). The name is derived from the Latin word catena
(i.e., "chain"). The curve has a U-like shape and it is analytically related with the graph of the
hyperbolic cosine cosh; it is superficially similar to a parabola, especially in small portions. The
Cartesian equation of a catenary can be written as
y = a cosh (x/a) = 1⁄2[exp(x/a) + exp(-x/a)]
where a is a real parameter, that can be interpreted as the ratio between the horizontal component of
the tension on the chain (assumed to be homogeneous, so that the tension is constant) and the
weight of the chain per length unit.
The history of the catenary is interesting in itself, as it provides an excellent example of the
interaction between experimentation and theory. Guidobaldo Del Monte (1545-1607) was the first
to define it, in his experiments within the flourishing mathematical school in Urbino (Italy) see [8]).
The young Galileo was one of his students and protégées and went on with the study. They both
incurred in errors, of slightly different nature: Guidobaldo erroneously thought that a hanging chain
would assume the same curve, inverted around a horizontal plane, as the trajectory of a heavy body
launched upward at an inclined angle with the vertical; he states that this curve is symmetrical,
explains the physical reasons for it, and indicates that it resembles a parabola or a hyperbola, but
that warns that it is better seen as a hanging chain. Galileo, as is well known (see [9]) correctly
identified the trajectory of launched body as a parabola, but identified also the hanging chain as
such, assuming the identity proposed by Guidobaldo, foregoing the caveats of Guidobaldo as to the
differences between a hanging chain and a parabola (see [8]). He therefore assumed that a hanging
chain has the form of a parabola; this was later disproved by Joachim Jungius (1587–1657) and
published posthumously in 1669. Today we know that the initial mistake was in not noticing that
the successive positions of a ball thrown in the air are not influenced by the constraint of continuity
in the body, which is instead respected both for hanging chains and optimal arches. The correct
equation was derived in 1691 by Gottfried Whilelm von Leibniz, Christiaan Huygens and Johann
Bernoulli. Huygens first used the term catenaria in a letter to Leibniz in 1690. The catenary was
early used in the construction of arches (already at the time of pre-Greek and pre-Roman
Architecture). We can now see this as an inversion of the hanging chain around a horizontal plane;
in antiquity the curvature of the inverted catenary was in fact materially discovered and understood
to be useful in the construction of stable arches and vaults (see [10]). Examples are found in Taq-i
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Kisra in Ctesiphon (Mesopotamia – Fig. 1) while Greek and Roman cultures reverted to circular
arches and semi-spherical vaults, where the curvature of a circle is much less efficient statically, but
could well have a great drawing effectiveness. It somehow remained in Islamic Architecture but
remained thereon forgotten in Europe for long time. It is supposed that its modern rediscovery was
due to Robert Hooke - famous for his studies on Elasticity - who discovered it in the process of the
rebuilding of St Paul's Cathedral. In 1671 Hooke announced to the Royal Society that he had solved
the problem of the optimal shape of an arch, and in 1675 published an encrypted solution as a Latin
anagram in an appendix to his Description of Helioscopes, where he wrote that he had found "a true
mathematical and mechanical form of all manner of Arches for Building" [11]. This idea of an
inversion with respect to the horizontal plane, as we saw, was already in the initial writings by
Guidobaldo [8].

Fig. 1 An (almost) catenary arch in Ctesiphon, 6th Century BC

The catenary is very important in modern Architecture, as the ideal curve for an arch that
supports only its own weight. In a good first approximation, when the centerline of an arch follows
the curve of an inverted catenary, the arch is known to endure only pure compression, so that no
significant torsional moments occur inside the material. When individual pieces form the arch and
their contacting surfaces are perpendicular to the curve of the arch, moreover, it is known that no
shear forces are present at the contact. No specific buttress is required, since the forces acting on the
arch at the two endpoints are tangent to its centerline.
Antoni Gaudí (1852-1926) left an impressive mark that reveals his continuous interest in the
role that Mathematics (and more generally the observation of Nature) plays in Art in general and in
Architecture in particular. For the design of “La Sagrada Família” (see [1]) Gaudí studied and
developed a new method of structural calculation based on models involving ropes and small sacks
of lead shot (Fig. 2). The plan of the church was traced on wood and placed on a ceiling, with ropes
hanging from the points where columns had to be placed. Sacks of pellets were hung from each arch
formed by the ropes. These were in fact catenaric arches, as the Calculus of Variation dictates. He
would take photographs of the resulting plastic model, shot from various angles and then turned
them upside-down, so that the lines of tension formed by the ropes and weights would now indicate
the pressure lines of the structure envisaged. In this way Gaudí obtained many “natural” forms in
his work. Antoni Gaudí made extensive use of catenary shapes not only in the Sagrada Família but
in most of his architectural work, as in the crypt of the Church of Colònia Güell (see [1]).
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Fig.2 Study model made out of actual chains (left) and Model for the Construction,
from the Museum of the Church (right, photo Lorenzi)

The surface of revolution of a catenary, called “catenoid”, is a minimal surface and is
therefore the shape assumed by a soap film bounded by two parallel circles (as it was first proved
by Euler in 1744).
In modern architecture catenaries have been exploited also in the employment of concrete,
which allows an unprecedented levity [13].

Fig. 3 Alvaro Siza Expo 1998, Lisbon, Portugal Pavillion

Alvaro Siza (born 1933), Portuguese architect, winner of Pritzker Prize in 1992 (the “Nobel
of Architecture”), designed Portugal Pavilion for Expo 1998 (Fig. 3). In this building the idea of
levity is realized by hanging chains and then filling by a thin layer of white concrete. Thus the
entire area of 65x58 meters is topped by a geometrical shape molded in only one piece 20 cm thick.
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The sections in two orthogonal directions are parallel catenaries and parallel lines, respectively;
Gaussian curvature is therefore zero.
3.

`Sinusoids and Wavy Forms

Oscillating forms are ubiquitous, and we start our historical search, for the moment, at the
Roman Imperial mosaic floors of the 2nd century AD; starting from the 1500’s, we will then see that
oscillating forms acquire more and more rigor and tri-dimensionality.
Roman imperial floors in mosaic share a waving motive used as framework, that allows
following various shapes, depending on the needs (Fig. 4). Historians of Art call this motive “can
corrente” (i.e., “running dog”) – or also “continuous wave” - and archaeologists1 call it “braided
polychrome bands”, thus pointing to different treatments in different scholarly environments. This
motive is interesting for two apparent reasons: the connection with water, at symbolic and
representation level, and the appearance of a braid, i.e. of a speculation about three dimensional
features and relationships, as “above/under”, represented in a completely two dimensional artifact,
and also worked in more intricate patterns, both in the imperial floors, and later in Celtic designs.

nd

Fig. 4 Augusta Raurica, Switzerland, 2

century AD

The waving motive resists throughout history in heraldic representation, where it acquires the
name of “wavy” (or “ondato”); it is striking that it is maintained throughout various materials and
centuries, as heraldic scopes dictate.
A waving braided motive is found again in the floors laid by the Marmorari Romani, 11th
Century, in central Italy, imprecisely known as “Cosmati”, from the name of one of the most
important families of Marmorari, who were the artisans who gained exclusive permission to reuse
imperial marbles from the Pope.

1

We acknowledge useful conversations with Daniele Manacorda.
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Fig. 5 Basilica of San Clemente, Rome

In churches with floors planned by the Marmorari, no water apparent symbol seems
suggested; the motive, called “guilloche” in this case, is instead of high perceptive relevance, and
has its role in liturgical itineraries (see Fig. 5). This can be better explained in modern mathematical
terms: the believers would stand in areas covered by rectangles filled in multicolor marbles, all
characterized by a finite group. The deacons celebrating would advance along the guilloche in the
middle of the church, stopping where it formed “quinconci”2 or where it crossed another guilloche
[14]. A can corrente is characterized by an infinite group generated by one translation, and
perceptively results in the imagination of movement along the direction of this translation.
One of the realms where wavy motives are found is certain gardens, and successively in
modern landscape architecture. The first example that comes to mind is the black and white motive
on the promenade of Copacabana beach in Rio de Janeiro, 1961. This pavement is part of the
project of Roberto Burle Marx (1909-1994), a foremost landscape architect. The black and white
stone motive is laid using traditional material and techniques of the Portuguese calçadas. Calçadas
are made of square black or white stones, of side between 4 and 5 cm; the stones are therefore rather
large; they rather resemble, in shape, that of the basalt cubes (called “sampietrini”) largely used in
Rome. Calçadas are typically used for pavements of large public places, resistant to heavy use and
easily replaced. In Portugal one can find many different motives, all very interesting. One of these
motives is made of sinusoidal lines, already present in front of the Copacabana Palace, in the
1920’s, and Burle Marx uses it on the entire sea front, laid on a much larger scale, and making it an
unforgettable signature of the landscape (Fig. 6).
Sinusoids and waving forms are often connected with the presence of water, as in the previous
case of a waterfront, but also explicitly in Roman imperial mosaics. They make their appearance in
landscape in the giardino all’italiana (“Italian Garden”) of the 16th Century, mostly as “water
chains” (catene d’acqua - Fig. 7), bordering water flows.

2

Padre Crispino Valenziano, Pontificio Istituto Liturgico Sant’Anselmo, Roma. Padre Valenziano, authority on Liturgy
in a historical and anthropological perspective, relied this fact on special guided visits about Cosmati floors.
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Fig. 6 Avenida Atlantica, Rio de Janeiro: 1930’s (left) today (right), promenade by Burle Marx, detail

Fig. 7 Catena d’acqua o Cordonata del Gambero, Villa Lante, Viterbo

Sinusoid is still used, in quite different material, in open spaces, suggesting a garden, as in the
work of Sandro Anselmi (born 1934), the leader of the Roman group of architects advocating the
planning of “fluid spaces” in Architecture.
Dating from the 18th Century the sinusoid was so well understood that William Hogarth took
it as a prototypical form of balance and elegance in his influential book “The Analysis of Beauty”
[15].
When we look at surfaces, sinusoids can be again employed in architecture allowing levity.
As another example of Gaudì’s creative geometric geniality, we mention that in the “Schools”,
again in Barcelona– designed in 1909 – he made use of small straight segments to construct curved
surfaces. The roof is in fact a conoid with a sinusoidal section, robustly sustained by relatively thin
walls (just 9 cm for a building of 10x20 meters and an eight of 5 mt...!) and also able to produce a
good acoustic; see [16]. The form is thus a ruled surface, and the roof is composed of air-bricks
(also known as foratino) laid in rows, long side along the straight lines ruling the conoid.
As to the historical development of the mathematical function, obviously sine and cosine were
well known in ancient times when they were defined and used for astronomical measures, models
and predictions. Tables of values were explicitly provided, and we today think of tables of values as
“functions”. But if we are thinking of the form of the sinusoid, we are thinking about its graphical
representation in Cartesian coordinates, which came much later. Moreover, nowadays sinusoids are
widely used in signal processing and time series, a topic intimately linked to the realms where they
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appeared as functions, i.e. in dynamics, where the independent variable is time, in itself a modern
idea. We can date the study of oscillations at the beginning of the 18th century, with the pioneering
works of a young Euler, later rephrased and reworked by Euler in the form that influenced today’s
treatment [17]. The study of oscillations is strictly linked with the study of vibrations, and Clifford
Truesdell emphasized that the idea of dynamical equations was slow to emerge [18]. The oscillating
aspect of a sinusoid prompted the problem of isochronicity, studied together with the simultaneous
zero crossings of a solution.
4.

Helicoids

Fig. 8 Santa Caterina, colonne tortili, Palermo (1566-1596)

Sinusoids can be used to design and represent the spiral columns or colonne tortili, a type of
column much used throughout history and places (Fig. 8). It is rather straightforward, visually, to go
from sinusoid to helicoids, via the colonne tortili, which have a sinusoid as profile.
A helicoid is a ruled surface obtained from a helix. It also appears naturally as a minimal
surface when the bordering line is a helical. The helix has a very simple expression in polar
coordinates, illuminating the fact that it was also quite easy to draw, by much the same reason, i.e.
following angles as independent variables, for which mechanical drawing machines can be planned
and built.
Generally the term “spiral stairs” is used to define a type of staircase. From a mathematical
viewpoint, a spiral is a plane curve monotone in the angle  if expressed in polar coordinates (r,).
Thus “spiral stairs” would not change in elevation, and would move toward a centre. The correct
mathematical term for motion remaining at a fixed distance from a straight line, while moving in an
upward circular motion about it, is “helix”.
In 16th Century helical stairs were much in use (Belvedere del Vaticano by Bramante, Villa
Farnese and Palazzo Boncompagni by Vignola, etc…), and we chose some examples pointing to the
three-dimensional static stability of the underlying internal curve (Fig.s 9, 10 and 11).
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Fig. 9 Helical stair Tomar, Portugal (1160-1400)

Helical stairs rise around a pole without a column in the centre: the central support is made
by a helix and this leads to a perceptual effect of emptying. While it is true that the stairs do not
have a conventional straight central support, the tightly wound inner stringer (structure that supports
the risers) functions as one. This twisted central support is built in fact like a giant spring. If the
central helix is close enough, we can see something like a colonna tortile in the middle, instead of
the cavity: that is the real support, the structure.
The gradual upward rotation is very elegant and was used also in narrow spaces, and as we
saw sometimes even in big columns or in pilasters.

Fig. 10 F. Borromini, Helical stair in San Carlino, Rome, Italy1640
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We emphasize that all four cases share having no support in the middle cavity. Such a
structure is so stable that the Louvre one is not anchored at walls either. In this special case, in
which the stair is quite large, the steps are thickened toward the center to ensure stability fulfilling
the function of balancing stresses.

Fig. 11 I.M. Pei Helical stair, Louvre, 1990 (left) and Gaudì stair (1920), Barcelona (right, photo Lorenzi)

Thus the helical stairs can be roundly released from walls and other supports like central
columns or pilaster, returning in this way an image of lightness.
Lightness and a rigorous sense of statics and usability were the inspiring values of the Italian school
of architecture called Rationalism; we present here two examples of helicoal stairs, in fig. 12

Fig. 12 Pagano - Buzzi Helical stair, VI triennale Milano, 1936 (left) and L. Moretti stair, Gil, Roma (1936), (right)
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SIERPINSKY TRIANGLES IN STONE,
ON MEDIEVAL FLOORS IN ROME
CONVERSANO Elisa, (I), TEDESCHINI LALLI Laura (I)
Abstract. On the floors of churches in Rome, dating from the 11th century, a particular design
can be recognized, much similar to what we today call the Sierpinsky triangle. Such floors are
in opus alexandrinum, i.e. in pieces of stone of different sizes cut into the desired shape. The
question then arises on the elementary shapes, their size and their lay out plan, or composition
rules. Multi-scale composition is typical of the floors of the Marmorari Romani, loosely known
as Cosmati, that naturally point to a fractal analysis. We found that a particular composition is
present in several of these floors, more explicitly recognizable as what we today call a
Sierpinsky Triangle, i.e. a subdivision on finer and finer scale of self-similar triangles. The
composition is either isolated in the floors on red porphyry disc, or weaved into lattices. The
instances of Sierpinsky triangles we find are all at least iterated up to three levels.
Key words. Sierpinski Triangle, Multi-scale, Fractal, Cosmati, Marmorari, Medieval art
Mathematics Subject Classification: 01A07, 01A35, 01A60

<<…Ma come mai tali esperienze potrebbero avere un valore probante al di là dei
limiti in cui effettivamente furono esperite? La nostra mente supplisce alle
esperienze effettuate con esperienze immaginate, la cui possibilità di ripetizione
indefinita ci porge la costruzione ideale di una serie infinita di numeri. >>
<<…But, how could such experiences have a cogent value beyond the limits in
which they had actually been experienced? Our mind makes up for them with
imagined experiences, whose possibility for infinite repetition gives us the ideal
construction of and infinite sequence of numbers. >>
Federico Enriques [1]
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1.

Introduction

In visual arts as well as in musical composition, top-down or down-top procedures distinguish
working respectively from the large scale to the small or rather from the small-scale elements
assembled to compose the large scale. These are complementary points of view, seen together in
the mathematical process of rescaling and studying features at different scales. For instance,
“Coarse graining”, is a down-top statistical procedure, at the base of the block spin renormalization
introduced by Leo Kadanoff in the ‘60’s and the subsequent Nobel prize to Wilson. On the other
hand in dynamical systems, when analyzing strange attractors, all characterized by a self-similar
structure on fine scales, we rather seek top-down rescaling.
We find recursive subdividing (or top-down) procedures in the mosaic medieval floors of
central Italy, in the works internationally known as Cosmati floors, due to a group of families today
referred to as Marmorari Romani in scholarly literature. The idea of a self-similar organization in
Cosmati pavements was already suggested in [2] and we go further in this direction, by
documenting explicit appearance of a Sierpinski isolated triangle on the floor of several
Romanesque churches, and by introducing the idea of a “self-similar carpet”. In this documentation,
we make ours the caveat of the Yale group [3], that to make the case for a fractal in an artifact, this
should show at least three clear scale levels of iterations. Sufficient iterations assure that, looking at
the set, perceptively suggests one of the essential features of fractal sets, i.e. that the limit set of the
iteration process be a Cantor set, and not isolated points, as would happen in other rescaling
procedures admitting a limit.
Starting with the middle-third Cantor set in 1883 [4], more and more sets have been
mathematically defined with a top-down procedure, by subdividing a given set indefinitely in an
iterative process; these mathematical objects provided rigorous examples for seemingly very
abstract problems as the hypothesis of continuum, and the very concepts of dimension and measure.
Sierpinski triangle, or gasket, is one of these seminal sets.
The paper is organized as follows: §2 reviews the concept of Sierpinski triangle, or Sierpinski
gasket, its construction and its mathematical properties, including dimension and topological
properties. In §3 we review the historical information available today about the Marmorari Romani,
their geographical realm of activity and we analyze their composition techniques stressing that,
besides what has been called a “vocabulary of (their) motives”, there exists a “repertoire of
compositional rules”, which often result in a self-similar structure of a set. In §4 we report the first
results of the ongoing documentation of the Sierpinski triangles explicitly present in the floors by
the Marmorari Romani, as an isolated motive, on a colored marble disk, and we also document the
ability of the artisans to deal with curvilinear shapes, much in the same fashion.
2

Sierpinski triangles, their mathematical properties

A Sierpinski triangle is a set obtained as intersection of successive subdivisions of an
equilateral triangle. At each step of the recursive procedure, an equilateral triangle of side l is
divided into four identical equilateral triangles of side l/2; now from this figure the internal triangle
is deleted, whose vertices are at the middle points of the original sides. The overall figure results in
three identical equilateral triangles, organized around the deleted one. The procedure is iterated over
all the triangles remaining at any given level. Thus, we begin with one triangle, and obtain three
triangles; at the second level we subdivide each of them again, deleting the inner one, and obtain 9
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triangles, and so on, obtaining, at level n, a set S n consisting of 3n equilateral triangles. The
Sierpinski Triangle S , or Sierpinski Gasket, is the limit set of this procedure, i.e. S   S n .
n

A Sierpinski triangle has interesting topological and dimensional properties, which can be
readily verified explicitly, due to the recursive definition of S. We refer to [5] for a review of
different properties of S, in top-down, and also in down-top procedures as it when arises as an
attractor of a dynamical system. We address here the topological and measure properties.
Topologically, S is both a “perfect” and “nowhere dense” set, i.e. a closed set consisting of points
that are all accumulation points for a sequence of points of the set, and a set which contains no open
(non empty) subsets. Thus, such a set has neither isolated points, nor interior points: it doesn’t fill
completely, or densely, any part of a space, and its cardinality is that of the continuum. The
question arises then as to the measure and the dimensionality of such sets, as a quantification of
their property to fill their container space. Measure of a Sierpinski Triangle is zero, as one can
easily verify by computing the total area of the equilateral triangles contained at the nth level, and
then passing to the limit on n.
A fractal set A is a set with non-integer dimension. The study of “dimension” has seen the
efforts of mathematicians throughout the 20th century and addresses how much a lacunous set fills
up a portion of its container space. The general definition of dimension of a set can be quite
complicated to handle computationally. In recent times, a more computable definition has been
introduced. This definition is called the “information dimension” of A. Such definition is
particularly manageable when the set is defined by recursively subdividing and deleting. The
information dimension, also called the box-counting dimension is computed on especially simple
coverings [6, with the accurate bibliography therein]. If  is a ball of radius , we can define:
N= min {#(B)/A
then the dimension of the set involves studying how N grows with :
dim (A):= -lim ln (N )/ln () as 0.
In the case of the Sierpinski triangle S, we choose  =(√3)/3·2-n. At each level, each equilateral
triangle is completely covered by the circumscribed circle, so we need 3n circles of radius (√3)/3·2-n
to cover the Sn set, yielding:
dim(S)= limn -ln (3n)/ln ((√3)/3·2-n)= ln3/ln2.
Thus the Sierpinski triangle is a fractal set, i.e a set whose dimension is not an integer number.
The self-similarity of Sierpinski Triangle is assured by its method of definition, and is in fact what
makes it easy to compute its properties and dimension.
3.

The medieval floors of the Marmorari Romani

3.1

Mosaic floors in Rome: some history

In Roman tradition, the mosaics were used already in ancient age. The mosaic was used mainly
as a protective waterproofing layer, especially in large public places such as baths. As the Romans
conquered new populations, they also acquired new culture, new techniques and new ways of
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building. For instance the art of mosaic changed and took on significance, both functional and
decorative, when Rome conquered Greece. Later when quarries from lands of the Roman Empire as
North Africa and Syria supplied colored marbles yet unseen, new modes of mosaic were developed,
and came to decorate villas and cult places up to the dissolution of the Empire in the 4th century. In
the subsequent centuries mosaic saw the intermingling of the techniques and compositional rules of
opus alexandrinum, with the new materials (including gold) and compositions coming from the
refined ritual needs developed in Bisanzium.
In 11th and 13th Century, the general process of renovation of the Church by Pope Gregorio VII
(1073-1085), saw the diffusion of new, richer techniques of construction and style of decorations. In
the 11th century artisan marble-workers developed new techniques of mosaics for floors and for
columns and other vertical architectural elements, at times with Benedictine monks who had
traveled east as committents; the families of marble-workers eventually gained the exclusive right
to reuse marbles from the imperial ruins, which, as such, belonged to the Pope. Their techniques can
be seen to this day in the territories once governed by the Vatican. The artisans are generally known
as Cosmati, but beside the Cosmati there were several other Roman families, like the Vassalletto.
All them are today referred at by scholars as Marmorari Romani [7], the name they later took in
15th century when they gathered in an official guild, operative to this day.
Their mosaic style is based on a composition of tiles, circular elements and bands. The tiles, or
tesserae, were cut in different geometrical shapes to compose patterns, like in the ancient opus
alexandrinum (Emperor Alexander Severus, 222-235) and were mainly in white marble, red
porphyry and green serpentine. The round elements, or rotae, are disks sliced from ancient columns
of porphyry or serpentine. In fact it is typical of the Romanesque period the reuse of material from
old buildings to build new ones, that often were churches.
The general composition is based on a subdivision of the floor in a central part with a
sequence of five or more rotae linked by interweaving bands called guilloche, and quinconci composed of five rotae, at liturgically important sites of the central passage. The two lateral areas
are subdivided in rectangular regions, tappetini, and filled by a variety of geometrical compositions
of colored marble tiles in various scales.
As Kim Williams says in [8] “Cosmati floors weave, with a sense of order, a dialogue at
different levels and on different scales: operating the largest division of the interior of the church
aisle and rectangular areas side, playing a wide variety of intermediate symmetries (…) and finally,
at the local level, leading in some areas of the eye to explore deeper into the surface through the
dramatic symmetry of self-similarity”.
3.2

Compositional techniques: fragmentation and composition into “carpets”.

The Università dei Marmorari Romani is still alive, and among their activities is some
documentation of instruments and their history [9]. There is no mention, though, of compositional
techniques, which clearly subtly distinguish different artisan ateliers. As is well known and
documented, the Roman families of Marmorari had exclusive right to re-use the marble from
Imperial monuments in disuse. This very fact resulted in the literal fragmentation of the stones.
Moran-Williams [10], carefully analyze the classification of the motives into tessellation groups,
and propose finer ones. We think it is also important to analyze the multi-scale composition: the
stones were cut into elementary geometrical shapes, in various scales. Two general geometrical
composition rules, ad quadratum and ad triangulum, are well known in Roman and Medieval art.
Both of them have strong symbolical implications that we will not address here, and both are liable
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for several designs. On an elementary level (i.e. reducing to the simpler element), ad quadratum
(fig.1) consists of a square, overdrawn with another square, whose vertices are at middle point of its
sides. Thus the second, inner, has diagonal the same size as the side of the outer. The overall picture
now is composed of a square and four rectangle triangles. One can also say the inner square is
rotated by /4. If the second square has instead the same size of the first, we obtain an 8-pointed
star. Also this is called ad quadratum. In any case, some isosceles triangles result in the procedure.
The first procedure is the one that naturally points to recursion possibilities, and is in fact exploited
at several scales by the Marmorari, in the first centuries of their activity. Later, possibly under the
influence of southern Italy, other ad quadratum appear.
Again an elementary level ad triangulum consists of an equilateral triangle overdrawn with
another one, whose vertices are at the middle points of its sides. The overall picture is now made of
four equilateral triangles; the squares and triangles thus obtained can be reprocessed in one of the
two ways, using smaller tiles. Due to the rescaling, all sizes of the triangular and square tesserae are
in a precise relation, so that an atelier could carry colored tesserae already cut to mount a pavement.

Fig. 1 Ad quadratum carpets Santa Maria in Cosmedin, Rome, left and SS. Giovanni e Paolo (Rome), right

Ad quadratum and ad triangulum are, per se, rules of subdivision. While it is reported that
the Marmorari worked by filling [9,11], we think our change in perspective is what can account for
the general ability of the Marmorari Romani to work controlling different spatial scales: motives
where planned as subdivisions, and laid as filling when on premises. In this way, naturally, by
successive subdivision of triangles into triangles, textures result, that we will call Sierpinski carpets,
at times worked in equilateral triangles, and at times in isosceles right triangles (fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Sierpinski carpets, Santa Maria in Cosmedin, Rome
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4.

The Sierpinski Triangle in Stone.

Not only one can ascertain the existence of a texture in all the floors by the Marmorari Romani, that
coincides with a Sierpinski carpet, but in several cases, we find an isolated Sierpinski triangle (fig.
3), placed on a marble colored rota, in red porphyry or green serpentine. In such design it is very
clear that smallest white (or yellow) stones are not at all fillings, but the actual structure of what we
today we see as the limit set, underlined by being all in one color, all in one size.

Fig. 3 left: San Clemente, Rome (late 11th century) foto Carlini;
right. Santa Maria Maggiore Civita Castellana (12th century) foto Williams.

We present here a photographical documentation of some of its occurrences. We found other
instances, for example in the Basilica di Santa Cecilia and in San Crisogono (Rome, Trastevere). In
the process of documenting the presence of isolated Sierpinski triangles, we realized a new study is
needed, into its occurrence together with other features. For instance, the orientation of the triangle
within the church plan is a debated question, especially in the transitional time under study (fig.4).

Fig. 4 San Lorenzo fuori le mura, Rome, (floor 13th century).
Pavement at the base of the major altar. Rectangle is centered on the altar.
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The stone triangle is usually on the floor and rather large, but it can also be found in other
architectural elements, not meant to be walked upon. In the latter case, the motives are in smaller
scale and vitreous matter could be used instead of stone, allowing brighter colors, golden leaf and a
general more refined processing (fig. 5). The use of vitreous matter in minute geometrical
compositions on the spiral columns is one of the most magnificent accomplishments of this
artisanship.

Fig. 5 San Lorenzo fuori le mura, Rome (date unkown) altar. Foto Conversano.

We stress here that we are abiding by the caveat that to claim for a self-similar organization,
not only the rescaling should point in the limit to a Cantor set, rather than to isolated points, but also
that at least three levels of rescaling should be visible. We therefore include also an example (fig. 6)
in which rescaling is clear down to four levels, albeit the largest central triangle has been filled by
another Sierpinski. If it had been left void, we would have a five level subdivision.

Fig. 6 SS. Giovanni e Paolo (13th century), Rome
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These medieval floors are all in cult places, and the question is open, as far as we know, as to the
symbolic content of such explicit self-similar triangle. We know that this triangle has no liturgical
symbolism attached1.
4.1 Curvilinear Sierpinski.

The ability of the Marmorari to plan and lay stones at different scales can be all the more
appreciated in the motives framed by curvilinear elements. In these motives it is clear that “filling”
involves a deep knowledge, as we all know today from the mathematical tools exploited in image
processing and compression. Again here, documentation resulted in the need for a separate
mathematical study; we present here some examples of motives, which are spread quite widely, in
all the churches we visited. We think that these are the difficult ones to obtain and to plan.
Among the Roman marble in ruins, as we said, were the remains of glorious columns of various
sizes and different colors: the red of porphyry, the green of serpentine, the yellow of broccatello di
Spagna. The columns were literally sliced into disks, yielding rotae of different sizes, that were
then framed and united by a sinusoidal wave of smaller stones. But we also find that either a disk is
presented in its entire area, as a larger scale element in the church, or else it was divided in 4-fold or
6-fold rosettes (fig. 7, 8). Therefore the marmorari had in their vocabulary not only circles, but also
compositions of arcs. They also had the tools to work arcs [12], although we have not found a
historic study of the appearance of the different compasses and instrumentation. The rosettes have
strong symbolical implications2, and both types can be composed into a tessellation of the plane,
respectively in square and hexagonal lattice. We find that whenever a rosette is displayed, either as
such, or into a tessellation (fig. 9), the resulting curvilinear wedges are processed much as in an ad
triangulum, with the subtlety of subdividing a triangle whose sides are circular arcs, and resulting in
a figure which appears self-similar, but not under rescaling according to Euclidean metric.

Fig. 7 San Lorenzo fuori le mura (floor 13th century), Rome. Sierpinski in four fold and six fold rosettes
1

Padre Crispino Valenziano, professor of Lithurgical Anthropology Pontificio Istituto Sant’Anselmo; Rome.
The six-fold rosette is known as “seed of life” and present in various cultures; in its composition as lattice it was also
studied by Leonardo da Vinci.
2
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Fig. 8 SS. Giovanni e Paolo (13th century), Rome. Sierpinski in four and six fold circular wedges.

Fig. 9 Santa Maria in Cosmedin, Rome. Square lattice of rosettes

4.2 Later Cosmatesque works in Rome

Many visitors to Rome can notice carpets of the kind we illustrated, in famous places, such
as the Sistine Chapel in the Vatican. The floors of the Sistine Chapel and of the Stanza della
Segnatura (best known as Stanze di Raffaello, from the famous frescos) have floors dating to the
15th century. It is interesting to notice that while the carpets are rigorous, in this case we have
seemingly attempts to draw isolated Sierpinski triangles, none of which is quite Sierpinski (fig. 10).

Fig. 10 Sistine Chapel, floor detail (left) Stanza della segnatura, Vatican (15th century)
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PAINT AND ART:
A PROPOSAL OF PHYSICS IN CONTEXT
IN A TEACHER TRAINING MASTER
CORNI Federico, (I), MICHELINI Marisa, (I),
SANTI Lorenzo, (I), STEFANEL Alberto (I)
Abstract. Teaching Physics in context is one of the key to open new way of learning for the
pupils. It give the opportunity to understand how physics constructs link between theory and
real world and to make explicit the cultural value of physics for all citizen and not only for
scientist. In particular art is a very stimulating field in which we can build physics knowledge,
evidencing at the same time the interlacing between art techniques and physics laws, useful for
understanding everyday phenomena, connected with other field of knowledge.
We developed a proposal in which the painting properties and the related optical perceptions
stimulate questions, that motivate the search of physical law at the base of observed phenomena.
In the context of IDIFO Master instituted as an application of National Plan for Scientific
Degree (PLS) for physics teachers we carried out a Module of Formative Intervention on this
topic enriched by a discussion in web forum about physics and painting art. One of the main
results for teachers participating was the adoption of new ways for teaching physic and the
relative connection with math culture. Considering in particular the final documents produced,
summarizing the proposal of school activities, emerged three different positions: who suggest
effective context in which motivate the study of physical law; who separate completely the
physics treatment from the successive analysis of painting; who interpret the opportunity to link
physics and art to include humanistic aspect in physics lessons.
Key words. Physics, Art, Paint, Teacher Training
Mathematics Subject Classification: Physics 00A79, Mathematics and visual arts, visualization
00A66, Secondary 28E10, Teacher education 97B50

1.

Introduction

A generalized reduction in interest in physics and a lack of scientific culture in young generations
was evidenced by international surveys [1,2] studies [3-5] and local-national analysis [6]. One of
the main reasons is related to how science and physics are proposed to the pupils at school and in
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undergraduate physics courses. A great attention was devoted to notions, formal aspects, without
stress and make explicit the cultural value, beauty and real importance of the discipline in the social
and productive contexts. Little attention was put, until now, in planning the teaching paths and in
following the student learning processes [8]. The school scientific culture was developed as an
unusable knowledge for practice and common-life purpose, separate part of the culture of citizens
[4,5,10]. A great effort is actually made by science education research to develop new researchbased proposals [5, 9-11], introducing new way of teaching in school and preparing teachers to
teach science - and physics in particular - in new ways and using new methods [8,12].
Context-based Physics is widely accepted as a promising approach of teaching and learning [13-14].
It offers to teachers the opportunity to show the role of physics in everyday life phenomena, in
technological applications, in social aspects. It opens to the students new way of learning, linking
science knowledge and everyday knowledge, integrating science and other cultural fields, social
issues for the pupils. It gives also the opportunity to understand how physics constructs new
knowledge analyzing the real world with the aid of physics models [15].
In particular art is a very stimulating field in which one can find opportunities to build physics
knowledge in structural connection with other cultural fields [16-19]. Following this suggestion we
developed a proposal on Physics, paint and painting techniques. The painting optical properties and
the related optical perceptions suggest the angle of attack of our proposal. They stimulate questions
and motivate to search the physics laws that are at the base of observed phenomena This
contribution to the curricular research proposes an approach based on the observation of paintings
to introduce physics into the colour effects, completely absent in the general physics books:
complex whole of phenomena connected to the interaction between matter and electromagnetic
waves [20].
Our proposal was the base for an e-learning Formative Module for physics secondary teachers,
offered on web in the limit of the II level Master IDIFO, instituted at University of Udine as an
application of National Plan for Scientific Degree (PLS).
Here we present the structure of the e-learning course, discussing in particular the lay-out of the
proposal, documenting the outcomes of the course.
2.

The e-learning course

The training module was attended by eight student-teachers: six of them were graduates in physics
and two in mathematics. It provided first the analysis of materials available to them in a special
folder on the network: an article as introduction to our proposal [20]; the power point presentations
explicating it. In the later phase it was required that student-teachers discuss in web-forum about the
proposed reference materials, doing it on two levels: that of the proposed physical contents and that
of teaching.
A first thread of discussion was about the main physical processes at the basis of the quality of a
painting as we see it. More specifically: A) the different images of a painting when viewed under
different sources of "light", especially with a spectrum different from that of sunlight; B) white light
observation and the role of processes of reflection, refraction and absorption in determining the
quality of the vision of a painting. In the second strand, attention has been focused on the role of
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light diffraction to determine the image resolution, starting with the analysis of paintings made with
the technique of pointillism.
With regard to educational aspects, it has been asked to discuss them aiming to produce micro
teaching sequences starting from the proposal outlined in the reference materials, in particular by
specifying one or two proposals for activities targeted at one or two points among those considered.
In the first phase the student-teachers have been invited to post comments, additions, questions on
reference materials, focusing in particular on the physical concepts to be clarified and/or deepened.
In the second phase, the student-teachers are requested to produce and post in a web-folder
a document presenting their own proposal.
The tutor-teacher intervened by initiating the discussion, answering to specific questions whenever
other teacher-students had not intervened, encouraging the presentation of educational proposals, in
particular by fostering the adoption of approaches to physics in context.
3.

Paintings, Optical properties and optical phenomena: the lay-out of the proposal

3.1.

The motivation of the choice

Though from morning till night our eyes incessantly detect optical signals and images, our brain
processes and selects the related information, concentrating our attention on the message being
conveyed. But what are the physical origins of such images and information? People usually is
enchanted by the colors of spring, marveled looking the beauty of butterfly’s wings, ravished by the
sight of a picture, but do not consider that all that is the result of the interaction between visible
light (the part of the electromagnetic waves usually called “light”), the material of the lighted
bodies’ surface, and its structure. Such an attitude originates interpretations connected to perception
aspects which tend to become rooted in our minds, such as colour being property of an object, light
being a neutral entity which gives luminosity to things, the properties of the microscopic structure
of matter being a small-scale reduction of those of the macroscopic structure.
Painting art is maybe the most suitable context to tackle these subjects. As artists know well, at least
from a practical point of view, the final result of their work is given by the interaction of light with
their paintings. Thus, they are very skilful at using the most varied materials in the most varied
ways in order to give their paintings certain characteristics, and to convey sensations. In such a
context, however, it is extremely difficult to speak in a scientific and rigorous way, as we are used
to deal with art using proper terminology, language and logic.
3.2.

The conceptual knots and the step of the approach

The observation of a painting depends on three factors: the observer, the light and the nature of the
painting itself.
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As far as the first factor is concerned, we will consider eyes just as a detector of light intensity. We
do not consider here the problem of observer’s perception, the treatment of the physiological
structure of the eye and of image formation and interpretation.
The light. As far as the light is concerned, the paintings appearance depends crucially by the
illuminating light source. In particular, colors, shades, brightness and contrasts of a painting will
look completely distorted when we illuminate it with monochromatic light, say red/blue/green, and
in general using a light source having a different spectrum than the natural solar one. Different
interactions are produced, for example, by infrared light and X-rays with pigments and chemical
elements used in the pictures, selecting what is possible to see with a suitable detector. Goya’s
Dona Isabel de Porcel, by infrared light, would appear as a black and white picture. An eye appears
near the woman’s chin, belonging to a previous portrait painted underneath, because the eye was
painted with pigments that interact with infrared radiations. The triumph of Henry IV by Deruet
reveals by X-rays the portrait of a woman in a formal dress hidden underneath Henry IV’s chariot
[18].
Students can realize how the same painting may look different depending on the wavelength of the
incident light and on the kind of detector used. This helps them to overcome the ideas of light as a
neutral entity and color as a property of the illuminated object.
For what concerns the third factor, the nature of the painting, a more complex treatment is required.
As far as natural visible light is concerned, the physical phenomena underlying interaction with
matter are reflection, refraction, and absorption, and it is the interplay among these three
phenomena which originates the sensations of color, light intensity and brightness, shade that we
feel when we look at a painting.
Reflection. The Panza modern art collection “Monochromatic Light” is particularly suitable as a
starting point. They are monochromatic paintings exhibited in seven rooms of the Sassuolo “Ducal
Palace” (Modena, Italy) [21].
The five paintings by the artist Phil Sims represent five colors: red, green, yellow, blue, and purple.
The paintings appears homogeneous, uniform, still and they do not appreciably change, observing
them from different points of view and by different lighting conditions. On the contrary, the ten
blue paintings by Anne Appleby are luminous, lively, appearing as a piece of blue sky in a clear,
cloudless day. The first group of paintings is formed by artworks oil-painted on a linen substrate
which gives surface roughness to the picture, so that light is diffused in every direction, and
therefore its intensity is nearly uniform (isotropic). The paintings of the second group, on the
contrary, are painted in oils and polished wax on canvas. For that, light is reflected very effectively,
and this gives animation to the painting and causes a higher percentage of light to reach the
observer.
Observing these paintings, students can recognize that the luminosity of an object depends on the
phenomena of reflection and diffusion by reflection, i.e. how much light it conveys to the point of
observation.
Refraction. However, reflection does not account for the colour of a surface. This fact was wellknown to Jan van Eyck, who is considered to be a great developer of oil-painting. The brightness
and liveliness of its Annunciation painting is particular. The artist made good use of the optical
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properties of enamels and used to apply several coloured transparent layers on a white background
so that light could penetrate into them, strike the background and be reflected towards the observer.
Light shed on a painting, before being reflected, must penetrate through the surface and travel into
the paint: it is the phenomenon of transmission and refraction. The binders in which the pigment
particles are suspended act as light propagation media in order to facilitate the interaction. For
example, oil colours can be very intense owing to the binder which is left after exsiccation.
In the Rubens’s Holy Women at the Sepulchre (Fig. 1) the light appears to come from the sepulchre
in a dark background. The artist obtained this effect deposing on the painting a translucent layer
with a refractive index intermediate between the refractive indexes of air and of paint. The layer act
as a wave-guide, leading more light to penetrate into the painting and enhancing the intensity of the
observed colors. Analogous result can be obtained by covering a casein paint or a tempera colors
paint with a transparent varnish layer. A simple model of transmitted light into the paint layer
evidence that the maximum efficiency occurs when the varnish refractive index is equal to the
square root of the refractive index of the paint.

Fig. 1 – Peter P. Rubens - Holy Women at the Sepulchre
This kind of analysis can constitute a challenge for the students to explore the role of refraction in
the paintings appearance, do not reducing refraction to the Cartesio-Snell law. A modeling activity
can overcome the qualitative-descriptive level, creating link also with Mathematics.
Absorption. The third phenomenon involved in the interaction of white light and matter considered
here, i.e. absorption, can be highlighted by observing the effects of illumination by white, red, and
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blue light. White light and red light illuminate the red Phil Sims’s picture [21], or on any pure red
saturated surface, unlike blue light which seems to make it even darker. In the first two cases light is
reflected, whereas in the third case it is absorbed by the coloured surface. What appears of an
illuminated surface is light which is not absorbed, and that is the origin of colour.
Nano-particle and transmission of light. The nano particles, the latest result of scientific research
and technology, are, nowadays, very fashionable. Nano phases (30-60 nm) of zinc oxide are used as
optical barrier to protect eyes from UV, or for cosmetic applications in the field of photovoltaic.
Nanoscale coatings are used for anticorrosion treatments, anti-glare, or to give self-cleaning
properties to surfaces. There are tennis balls on the market with a nano layer as a barrier to air
permeation. Finally, we can mention that the nano particles become well known for environment
due to pollution.These innovations are re-discoveries, at least in part. The properties of nano
particles are exploited, for example, by the butterflies to produce the beautiful colors of their wings.
But even the artists have used them for a long time. The alchemists in the seventeenth century used
the nano particles to create the beautiful colors of the windows of Santa Maria Novella in Florence
or the Notre Dame of Paris: by the dispersion of gold nano crystals of various sizes, brilliant ruby
red (70 nm) or yellow gold (100 nm) can indeed be achieved. Thus, nano technological colors, not
molecular colors, but the principle is the same: what determines the color is the radiation-matter
interaction which causes the absorption of certain wavelengths and the reflected of others.
But before that, in the fourth century AD, the unusual color of the Lycurgus vase is linked to the
formation of gold and silver particles sized 70 nm: the vase looks green when viewed in reflection,
red when viewed in transmission (for the same reason why the sky appears blue and the setting sun
appears red).
The same phenomenon, was exploited in the Renaissance period to produce the golden and red
colours of the Gubbio and Deruta (Italy) lusters.
A curiosity: nano bubbles of gas make the obsidian appear black, which in itself is glassy and
transparent. To be convinced, we have simply to release the gas by cooking in a oven at high
temperature, then the obsidian becomes colorless and transparent. An interesting hint is given by the
David Simpson’s painting of the Panza collection [21]. They are four monochromatic paintings of a
pinkish color. The artist created colors that had never been seen before, through the interplay
created by absorption of light by metal nano-particles suspended in a binder. These are the new
technological paints, which make use of the light confinement by ordered nanoscopic-sized
structures. These last aspects may contribute to open a discussion on what color is and which
properties of matter cause its determination.
Interference, diffraction and resolution power. The discussion can be addressed by focusing on
quality and brightness of the colors of paintings made with the technique of pointellism. Paintings
like the portrait of Felix Fénéon by Paul Signac, or the scene of la Grande Jatte by Georges Seurat,
or The interior of a restaurant or Wheatfield with Crows by Van Gogh observed closely show that
the individual brush strokes are put together but well separated on the canvas. When these paintings
are seen from a distance wit half-closed eyes, the individual brush strokes come together and the
breaks between a stroke and the other, disappear, and the colors appear very bright and quite
brilliant.
Going away from a picture the angular distance between two adjacent brush strokes decreases. The
diffraction distribution on the retina of our eye by a single stroke is no longer separated from the
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distribution of the nearby brush. This reduces the ability of the eye to distinguish separately the two
strokes, due to the limited resolving power of the eye. Then an image forms on the retina given by
the sum of the diffraction patterns generated by the light through the pupil. The result of
observation gives that the light perceived by the eye is the outcome of a summative synthesis of
colors. This accounts for the particular brightness of paintings made with the technique of
pointillisme.
The fact that we observe a continuum even when squinting is due to the reduction of resolution of
the eye when the opening through which light penetrates is decreased.
The study of the resolving power of the human eye and its dependence on the wavelength of light
can be easily tested by looking at two strokes of the same color on a white sheet drawn next to each
other at a distance of 2-3 mm. At a distance of 6-8 m we are no longer able to distinguish the two
lines separately. At constant illumination, the distance depends on the color of the lines, and is
greater for blue-violet light, than for red light.
Students from the analysis of pointellism paintings recognize the role of the phenomenon of
diffraction in everyday life and find motivation to fully explore it both in a phenomenological way,
and by modeling on a wave description of light.
4.
The dynamics of discussion in the web-forum and the results of the formative
module
The path discussed in the previous paragraph was the basis for the web-forum discussion made in
the training module offered to students in the Master IDIFO. The dynamics of the interaction in the
web-forum is summarized in the diagram below. It appears a privileged interaction between
individual student-teaches and the tutor-teacher, and between pairs of student-teachers.
Author
Tutor
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Intervention
X X
X X X X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

Fig. 2 - diagram with the dynamics in the web forum
From the diagram (Fig. 2) we can see that five student-teachers have posted two interventions, two
student-teachers took part in the discussion by proposing only a contribution, and one contributed
with three interventions.
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An aspect that has characterized most of the first interventions was the surprise to see how it was
possible to find a lot of scientific content in art and how this enables one to restructure the teaching
of physics providing either new ideas or interdisciplinary topics.
For what concerns the topics covered in the interventions, except for the first six contributions (a
request and the subsequent response about the e-learning environment, four introductory
contributions of the tutor), they have focused on the following aspects: A) specific contents (request
of deepening the meaning and role of the reflection coefficient, the role of reflection and refraction
in determining how a painting looks, the request for clarification on the resolution power of the eye,
how the monochromatic panels produce the color - 4 student-teachers interventions and 4 tutor
interventions); B) educational issues (information on aspects that could be offered in their school
environment or in their classes - 4 interventions of the student-teachers, hints of teaching proposals
for class work - 6 student-teachers and 6 tutor interventions).
The teaching ideas have been translated into didactical micro-modules presented by every studentteacher at the end of the course in the form of diagram and path. The didactical micro-modules
covered the following topics: a) from pointillism to color theory (2 proposals for the first two
classes of an art school); b) subtractive and additive synthesis of colors (2 proposals for the first two
classes of scientific lyceum); c) paintings, images, and optical phenomena (4 proposals for the last
three years of scientific lyceum), d) museum illumination and artworks (1 proposal in a third class
of school of art).
For what concerns how to propose to their students modules integrating physics and art, the studentteachers have evidenced three different ways: A) to use art as a context that raises questions of
interpretation of physical processes, and in such context is motivated a path which reorganizes the
concepts in a non-standard way and develops through ideas and situations of the artistic context; B)
to build the basic scientific contents with a disciplinary approach and then use the concepts in the
analysis of aspects of art; C) to use the references to physics in the arts to introduce into physics
lessons artistic and historical contents.
Who proposed the first way, has built the path based largely on the reference proposal, selecting the
parts considered suitable to its context and deepening interest issues, including also experimental
explorations. The second way, prevalent in the proposals of the student-teachers, has been
accompanied by the introduction of more innovative features in comparison to the reference
proposal, experimental activities have also been contemplated (in three cases) and modeling
activities (two cases), but, also, a traditional approach has been adopted, closely tied to a standard
discussion of content and with a clear separation between the part which discusses the physical
concepts and one in which those concepts are used in the analysis of an artwork. In the third way,
the integration of physics and art is seen as an opportunity to include in physics lessons content and
ways of dealing with the typical problems of the artistic and humanistic disciplines.
5.

Conclusion

For physics secondary teachers we designed a Module of Formative Intervention on physics and
painting art. The Module, experimented on web in a Master course, included: the analysis of a
proposal on optics and physics of materials developed starting from the context of painting art, the
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discussion on web-forum of the proposal on the content and on the related education aspects, the
elaboration of education activities and proposals.
The educational path proposed as reference to the teachers attending the module start from the
analysis of painting to open questions about what kind of physical laws can explain the observed
imagine. We have selected a series of paintings to introduce the appearance of a work of art in a
scientific way as a complex whole of phenomena connected to the interaction between matter and
electromagnetic waves. After some examples to overcome the idea of light as a neutral entity that
simply confers brightness to the things, a discussion about the basic phenomena of reflection,
refraction and absorption of light is proposed. Starting from pointillisme, painting the role of
diffraction in resolution of images is considered. Moreover this analysis clarifies that the color
perceived is created on the eye retina and do not exist on the painting itself.
The analysis of the dynamic activated in the e-learning module, one of the main results for teachers
participating, was the recognition that new ways for teaching physics are possible and unexpected
connections between physics and other culture fields can be explored and used in physics courses.
From the contributions posted in web-forum and the final documents produced by student-teachers,
summarizing the proposal for school activities, three different positions emerged: some people
suggest approaches to physics in art context, integrating the analysis of painting to motivate the
study of physical laws; others separate completely the physics treatment from the successive
analysis of painting; a third group interprets the opportunity to link physics and art to include
humanistic aspect in physics lessons.
The results of the course and the great interest evidenced by the student-teachers attending the
course in the proposal are just two indicators of the needs of teachers to have suggestions from
research about how it is possible re-thinking physics for teaching integrating with other cultural
issues.
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FROM THE “COSMIC EGG” TO THE “BIG BANG”:
A SHORT EXCURSUS ON THE ORIGIN OF THE UNIVERSE
BETWEEN HISTORY, MATHEMATICS AND ART
DE ROSE Luciana, (I), LORENZI Marcella Giulia, (I), FRANCAVIGLIA Mauro, (I)*
Abstract. In the heritage of Poetry, Philosophy and Literature of the classical world - Greek and
Latin - there are speculations about the origins of the World and the Universe. The knowledge
of the Mediterranean environment was enriched by centuries of close contact and exchanges
with ancient civilizations of the Near East. This knowledge has long been codified in poems and
scientific texts; they have been merged, as a kind of cultural heritage, during the CretanMycenaean period, continued from Greek “koiné”, soaking ideas and knowledge of those who
preceded it. Consider also that the area of the Near East has been particularly fertile in terms of
Mathematics and Astronomy, and that the most important “discoveries”, which took place on
the basis of empirical systems, should be especially due to the Babylonians, Egyptians and
Phoenicians. But we must not forget their proximity to areas placed farther East: relations with
the regions of the Indus Valley and its culture have in fact permeated the whole knowledge of
the Near East and, as a consequence, of the Mediterranean basin as a whole.It is therefore not
surprising that all this eventually transmigrated into the works of ancient Greek and was later
inherited by the Romans, who embedded this into European Culture.The ancient knowledge
concerning the origin of the Universe shears amazing and astonishing similarities with current
physical theories, such as the Big Bang hypothesis. These doctrines are in fact derived from a
more “mathematical” rather than “physical” grounds (with this we mean that they have a mostly
speculative nature). In fact, the elaboration of an apparent principle of “cosmic egg” proper of
the ancient civilizations is usually codified by the symbolic number “zero”, a figure of infinite
possibilities that at the same time fascinated and horrified Greeks: a kind of fascinating nil,
impotent if placed in front, multiplier if placed behind. In the external iconographic images of
the egg the “zero” is highly canonized in diagrams and mathematical models, such as in the
Mithraic bas-relief of the Estense Museum in Modena (Italy).
Key words. Cosmic Egg, Cosmology, Arithmetic, Zero
Mathematics Subject Classification: AMS_01A99
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1

The Origin of the Universe

In the heritage of Poetry, Philosophy and Literature of the classical (Greek and Latin) culture, there
are many speculations about the origins of the World and the Universe (the “Kosmos”; see [1] for a
fresh perspective). The scientific knowledge of the Mediterranean environment was enriched by
centuries of close contacts and exchanges with the oldest civilizations of the Near East. Such an
earlier knowledge – that had long been codified in poems and scientific texts - eventually merged,
as a “global” cultural heritage, in those areas where the facies of Cretan-Mycenaean culture had
flourished, rich and prosperous, later continued in Greek koiné, plentiful, in turn, of earlier ideas
and knowledge of those civilizations that preceded the “Greek synthesis”. This phenomenon, that
was in fact a long and slow process, had the consequence that the intellectual heritage of the Near
East was transmitted to Europe, without interruption, through a natural and osmotic process.
The area of the Near East has been particularly fertile in terms of Mathematics and Astronomy, and
the most important “discoveries”, which at the time took place mainly through empirical systems,
has to be mainly attributed to the Babylonians, Egyptians and Phoenicians civilizations. These
people, in fact, had further and strict contacts with areas placed farther East. For this reason, the
interrelationships with the regions of the Indus Valley together with its culture have eventually
permeated the “Western wisdom” and, conversely, from the Mediterranean doctrines they have
been reverberated into the Hindu science.
It is therefore not at all surprising that this can be transmigrated into the works of ancient Greek
authors. Homer and Hesiod were impregnated by these ideas. These two poets - acknowledged as
the first “theologians” both by Herodotus (II, 53) and by Aristotle (984b 23 ff.) - wrote the
genealogy of the Gods (see [2]) and in the perspective of an overall “pantheistic naturalism” they
built in fact a real “cosmogenesis”, behind which there was all the wealth of scientificphilosophical-theological speculations of the earlier civilizations of the Near East. We read in
particular in Aristotle: “There are also some who believe that the ancient [Homer and Hesiod] that
dealt with the gods, long before the present generation, have had this same concept of natural
reality. In fact, as the authors put Tethys Ocean and the generation of things…” (see [3]). The most
important concept that permeates the Theogony of Hesiod is in fact to assume an “a priori principle”
that gives rise to everything (see [4]). It should be noted that also Homer believes this, as stated by
Herodotus, who in the passage quoted combines the poet of the Trojan War and the poet who wrote
Ascra as the “origin of the gods”, as well as Aristotle himself (Metaphisics, 983b 1.I 27 ff.).
The generating principles are - according to Homer (Iliad 14-201) - Oceanus and Tethys,
respectively referred to as “home of the gods” and “mother”, the personification of the wet and
masculine principle, that is “water”, and of the power of generation of water itself. According to
Arrighetti ([4], pp. 25, 30-31) the Homeric antecedents have to be recognized into ancient
cosmologies, such as “that which refers to Philo of Byblos” - which traces his story at some
Sanchuniaton lived before the Trojan War, to whom you have a Greek version, reported by Basil
(Praep. Ev. 1, 10, 1-6) - spoke of a state of reality is still hazy in the form of air windy and dark,
from which they would gradually rise to the individual things”.
Ocean, in the Theogony (133), is the son of Gaia (Γαiα) and Uranus (Οujρανoς), representing
respectively the Earth and the starry Sky (I, 45.106), which appear as an ordering principle which
arises in turn from Chaos (Cavoı,116): a primitive, vague entity, from which, in a sort of
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palingenesis, the first divine couple would eventually be born. This stage - gaseous, aqueous or
igneous - would have produced a series of elements that would have matched, mixed, split,
depending on the gradually predominant sentiment, love or hatred. In the following verses we read
of lightning and storms, gunfire, deception and artifice, the protection of children, life just
generated.
The reading of the Theogony, devoid of the symbolic and pantheistic protection, shows an
expanding and composite Universe, made up of different substances, including the four elements:
Air, Fire, Water and Earth. Going back and back in time, these species were more and more dense
and indistinct. The ancient Theogony, therefore, envisages then a “source nucleus” that looks not so
much different from the expected pre-Big Bang theory.
On the basis of Albert Einstein’s Theory of General Relativity (see, e.g., [5]) today it is usually
assumed that the current Universe should have originated in a phase in which matter and radiation
were not split, but in the vicinity of an initial instant of Time (the “zero Time” of the “Big Bang”)
they formed a denser and denser small ball (see, e.g., [6]). The currently accepted history of the
Universe, therefore, entails a Universe that is gradually expanding from the “cooling of matter and
radiation that made up the initial fireball”.
Everything leads therefore back to the physical principle of the Arché, and pantheistic and ilozoistic
concept of Ionian Naturalists, for which matter and life are closely connected, and the principle of
life is the matter, considered as “living”. If for Thales of Miletus (ca 624-547 BC) the principle was
considered to be the Water, already in Anaximander (ca 610-546 BC) this original stadium had to
be recognized in the apeiron: infinite and indefinite, so that the creatio follows from division and
separation of “contraries”: hot / cold for example.
A conceptual evolution occurs with Anaximenes who leads to Air (pneuma = spirit of the World) as
a first principle of the Universe: life expands by the double process of condensation and rarefaction.
By rarefaction the Air becomes Fire, wind, and so on, while through condensation the Air becomes
Earth and so on.
If the concept of Air brings us very close to the Time "zero", it is the “cosmic fire” of Heraclitus the
notion that suggests the initial “fireball”; in fact, the incipit for the philosopher is due to Fire, as a
physical principle moving parts and destroying, in constant transformation, from which everything
has a beginning and to which we return again according to the binary system already met the
condensation (Water, Earth, Fire) and rarefaction (Earth Fire Water). On the notion of “cosmic fire”
see also [7], frr. 2-9).
2

The Cosmic Egg

Another concept present in Greek speculation, which is closer to a mathematical and physical
archetype model, is the principle of the Universe as a “Cosmic Egg”.
In the Birds [8] Aristophanes shows the Orphic doctrine according to which the Night (already met
in the Theogony in the earliest generations, passim) had laid a silver egg in the dark Erebo, in this
egg there being the “Kosmos”. The egg was fertilized from North Wind (Borea), with his spirit.
From the egg Eros (Love) would be eventually born.
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In the Pelasgian myth the story is almost identical: Eurynome (the goddess of generation of the
Titans, daughter of Oceanus and Thetis) would be “removed” from the primordial chaos, made
fruitful by the serpent Ophion; she would so generate the cosmic egg, which is wrapped by the
snake coils in seven spires, including the expanding Universe (do not forget the resemblance with
the female egg-shaped uterus).
This doctrine was inherited by the Romans: ab ovo (i.e., “at the beginning“) is the phrase made
famous by Horace and it assumed a universal connotation, perhaps luckily due to the fact that in the
Roman Empire also the cult of Mithras flourished (see [9]). Mithras, a god of Eastern origin, took
on characteristics similar to Christ (also named Phanes) is frequently represented in the creative act
of birth from a golden egg.
Once again, the roots of this symbology are to be identified in the Eastern world. In the Near East,
as a cosmogonic archetype, it appeared for the first time with the Assyrian-Babylonian culture
(Sumerian, more precisely), where the structural features can be recognized. Around 2000 BC the
doctrine spreads radially, towards East India, where it appears in the Hindu religion around 1600
BC and in the West: in Egypt and then in Canaan, after in Phoenicia, and finally it enters the
Mediterranean area.

Fig. 1 – “Hildegardis Scivias“ - a miniature of the “Kosmos in Expansion“

Excellent symbol in Greek mythology: Elena (the only daughter of Zeus) was born from the egg, as
well as her twin brother, Pollux, the Dioscur. The story is well known: Zeus, in the form of a swan,
would have loved Leda, the wife of Tindaro, and two pairs of twins, Castor and Pollux, and Helen
and Clytemnestra, were born. Pollux and Helen where children of God, while Castor and
Clytemnestra were human offspring. The story is actually very complicated and symbolic, tells of
the god Zeus who wants to rape Nemesis, goddess and abstraction at the same time, as the daughter
of Night. To avoid the meeting the goddess is transformed in a thousand ways, but when she turns
into a goose, then the god takes the form of a swan. Nemesis gives then birth to an egg, which is
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abandoned, but some pastors bring it to Leda. In this version the brothers Helen and Pollux are
wholly divine (see [10]).
3

Cosmogony and Mathematics: the Number Zero

The egg is represented in the most archaic representations as a symbolic equivalent of the number
“zero”. The term is derived from Late/Medieval tradition (poetically by the prosecution of the
lemma “Zephyrus, the west wind of spring”) or directly from Arabic Zerret (i.e., “things with no
value”), perhaps to indicate the equivalent of nothing (total absence of a quantity), although in the
current numerology the Arabs indicate in fact the number five with a circle (that is, in fact, of Indian
derivation).
Zero is well known to be a “particular number” (it was not in fact a true Number in Pythagorean
tradition). By itself it has no value, but if it is instead postponed to the other numeral digits of the
decimal numeration (from one to nine) it has the surprising ability to multiply by ten, so creating
dozens, hundreds, thousands, and so on (see, e.g., [11],[12]).
The oval shape has remained unchanged over time, so that the ancient Sanskrit and Persian had kept
it up to date, while the Arab express the “Zero” through a point.
Oddly, if the Zero indicates nothing for the Greeks, for current mathematicians it means "the limit
of infinitesimal amounts”; in fact, its symbol “0” (together with the circle) indicates also the whole,
the infinite, the plurality of parallel universes dear to Albert Einstein. It is important to remark that
in Peano’s arithmetics the “empty set” can be considered as the source of all Integer Numbers and
to define this “real null” the symbol “0” is usually barred.
It is therefore not surprising that this number (i.e., the Zero) was introduced rather late in the
Mediterranean culture; it seems however to have been adopted as a mathematical symbol by the
Maya, about a millennium before its use in the European environment. Notice that even the most
advanced people of antiquity (the Egyptians) had no iconic (hieroglyphic) representation for it, i.e.
they had no icon able to attribute a meaning for the unknown.
With Zero we return then to the already recalled female uterus (ovoidal and able to give life), a
symbol of birth, fetal life (unconscious?) and neonatal (conscious). As from zero all is born out of
nothing, so life is born from the egg, the Kosmos, the expanding Universe: in other words by “not
being” to “being”. Zero, as the egg, has something that can become the nucleus for a living, since it
can multiply.
4

Art is “Knowledge of Universals“ - [13]

Everything comes from the egg, the egg-shaped stone, navel, heart: Art, too. The symbolism and
Art have transformed the figure of the egg into an icon: from prehistoric megaliths (Fig. 2), the
tombs of the Neolithic period, through the Buddhist Stupa, Greek vase paintings, Roman reliefs,
until reaching Fabergé and Ernst, the eggs are strongly entering the context of iconographic world.
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Fig. 2 – A stone circle in Roxburgshire

A wonderful collection of polychrome potteries, made from 350 to 252 BC, is found in the Museum
of Lipari. In Eastern civilizations Architecture was inspired by Cosmology, so that the form of the
egg has had a significant impact in it. The god Vishnu was born from an egg and the statues of
Buddha are placed in special niches, named stupas, which have the shape of the egg. Who does not
remember the destruction of the splendid examples of giants in the recent history of
Afghanistan….?
Maurizio Calvesi in Art and Alchemy, commented about the famous “clear vessel” of
Parmigianino, The “Long-Necked Madonna“, pot-egg placed inside to hold the cross carried by
two angels; or how to forget the “Madonna of the Egg”….? Or the famous painting on wood by
Piero della Francesca, executed in between 1472 and 1474 (now at Pinacoteca di Brera) with an
egg suspended above the head of the Virgin Mary in the centre of the shell (Fig. 3).
Long after Piero della Francesca, also Salvador Dalì has echoed the theme of the egg hanging over
the head of the Madonna and developed it into a surreal sense, within the context of “Madonna of
Lligat“ (University Art Collection of Milwaukee); a further recent presence, in 1929, is the
masterpiece of Max Ernst: “In the View: the Egg“.
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Fig. 3 – Piero della Francesca - “Pala di Montefeltro“ (1472-1474) –
this “Madonna in Trono“ is rightly considered as a masterpiece of Perspective

Fig. 4 – Pietr Brueghel the Elder - “The Land of Cockaigne“ (1567)

We recall also the three eggs of the “Garden of Earthly Delights“ by Hyeronimous Bosch, now in
the Prado Museum in Madrid, representing the three stages of creation, and the egg of the triptych
“Findings of Vienna“ (1482) and the triptych “The Temptation of St. Antonio“ (1501). As well as
the egg equipped with legs that runs between the feet of three drunks sleeping, painted by Pieter
Bruegel the Elder in an oil on canvas: “The Land of Cockaigne“ (i.e., of Plenty – 1567, Fig. 4).
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MODELLING THE VAULT
OF SAN CARLO ALLE QUATTRO FONTANE
FALCOLINI Corrado, (I), VALLICELLI Michele Angelo, (I)
Abstract. San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane, as in general roman baroque architecture, has a
remarkable complexity in his forms and volumes articulation, not easy to control trough a linear
relief. In the present analysis, mathematical representation of planar curves have been
superimposed to picture and drawings leading to a three-dimensional parametric model of the
vault. The use of Mathematica software, combining graphical interface to powerful numerical
and symbolic evaluation, has allowed construction and visualization of complex models with a
measure of their validity. We show that the curve at the basis of the vault, an oval formed by
circular arcs very close to an ellipse, is better approximated by an elongated Epitrochoid and the
position of the lacunars can be related to simple hypothesis on their shape and geometry.
Similar problems of modeling other vault’s decorations can be analyzed by changing
parameters.
Key words. Roman baroque architecture, surfaces and curves, parametric equations,
Mathematica software, three-dimensional models.

1

Bi-dimensional Analysis

Borromini’s architectures, despite its appearance, are usually based on an elementary geometry at
the beginning of the design process (triangles and circles), that become progressively more complex
during the evolution of the drawing defining spaces and shapes, attempting a typical baroque
conception. In this case for example the vault’s geometrical origin is based on an apposition of two
equilateral and specular triangles. It is possible to say that many interpretation of the geometrical
construction of the vault’s oval can be reconnected to the ellipse formula as in the following
drawing by Paolo Portoghesi. They are mainly composed by an empirical union of different circular
arcs centred at vertices or at the barycentre of the equilateral triangles.
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Figure 1: A scheme of the geometrical construction of the oval (P. Portoghesi)
1.1

Description of the bi-dimensional curve

Trying to define architectural forms in mathematical models, one of the most common curves that
can be used is the epicycloid: it is the trajectory of a given point on a circle of radius r which rolls
around a fixed circle of radius R.

Figure 2: An epicycloid with R = 2 r
The equation of the epicycloid is:

 Rr 
x(t )   R  r  cos t  r cos 
t
 r 
 Rr 
y (t )   R  r  sin t  r sin 
t
 r 
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As the ellipse is a particular case of an epicycloid (an ipotrochoid, with the chosen point fixed at
distance h > r from the center of the rolling circle), we tested several 2-cusped epicycloid
(nephroid). Both ipotrochoid and epitrochoid (with h < r ) eliminates the cusps but the one that
better describe the vault is the epitrochoid.
In Fig.3 we compare the shape of different epitrochoids together with the corresponding graph ot
their curvature K(t); when h = 1/3 two features are reached: regions with almost constant curvature
(circular arcs) and points with zero curvature (linear neighborhood). Moreover such a curve is as
regular as the ellipse and much more regular than an oval made of several circular arcs.

Figure 3: Epitrochoids whith h = 1, 2/3, 1/3 and 0.
Some additional parameters c, d, were introduced, to stretch the curve along its axis, for a better
adaptation to the vault’s shape:
 Rr 
x(t )  c  R  r  cos t  h cos 
t
 r 
 Rr 
y (t )  c  R  r  sin t  h sin 
t
 r 

(1.2)

As it is possible to see in Fig:4, the ellipse (red) doesn’t follow the vault shape along the diagonals,
and in the middle is very close to a circular arc (green). This particular epitrochoid actually in the
middle of the vault has curvature very close to 0, since it is quite similar to a line, whether in its
lateral sides is very close to a circle.
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Figure 4: Comparison between an ellipse (blue), a circular arc of an oval (green) and the
epitrochoid (red) with R = 2, r = 1, c = 2, d = 1.5 and h = -1/3.
1.2

Variations of some parameters

It has been quite interesting to notice that this model could be adapted to some other architectonical
solutions in baroque architecture. Actually Borromini’s influence has been very important for some
other counter-reformists country during the second half of the seventeenth century, as for example
Bavaria and also Bohemia. Some churches in Bavaria as Asamkirche in Munich designed by Asam
Brothers presents a very similar geometric shape based on 2- oval which is exasperate the S. Carlo
shape apparently similar to an ellipse. Another building is the Chapel of Epiphany in Smiřice by
Krystof Dientzenhofer which represent in his plan and in his geometrical construction a clear
reference to S. Carlino and it determinates how his geometry does not have his origin in an ellipse
but in empirical shapes made of the apposition of simple geometrical elements.
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Figure 4: Examples of influence of roman baroque architecture.
There could have been many other references especially in later-baroque bohemian architecture but
these two could be considered the most explicit in relation to the work we have done.
Here are some other examples:

Figure 4: Other examples ...
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2 Three-dimensional model

Starting from the basis of the vault (the stretched epitrochoid with R=2, r=1, c=2, d=1.5, h=-1/3) a
simple model of the surface can be contructed assuming an ellipsoidal shape: in parametric
coordinates can be formulated as:
1
9
1
25


 (u, v)   6 cos u . cos 3u .sin v, sin u . sin 3u sin v, cos v 
(1.2)
3
2
3
6


The lacunars seems to be bounded by coordinates curves (“parallels” and “meridians”) in a very
regular pattern: alternating crosses and regular octagons on increasing levels seems to rescale
towards the top of the vault. Given the nth vertical level and the number N of lacunars for any level
we can define position and size of a tassel of the surface by the spherical coordinates of its centre
(u0,v0) and the angular “radius” in horizontal (ur) and vertical (vr) direction:
u0 =

v0n 

2π
N

(2.1)

2 n
2b 1  b 
N
n

0

ur = ur =

vrn 


4

(2.2)

π
N

(2.3)

b n 1  b 

(2.4)

where b is the ratio between vertical radii of two successive tassels, that is
b

vrn 1
vrn

(2.5)

Figure 5: A model of S.Carlino's vault.
In order to fix the value of b and of the vertical size of the first tassel we make the hypothesis that it
would be possible to fit an infinite number of successive tassels of constant ratio which ends up at
the pole and which looks like squares with some accuracy.
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The first hypothesis implies that the sum of the vertical size of the infinite tassels in angular
coordinates would be exactly π / 2 , which gives the condition:
∞

∞

∞

π
k
k
0 k
0
0 1
= ∑ 2 v r = ∑ 2 vr b = 2 v r ∑ b = 2 vr
2 k= 0
1− b
k= 0
k= 0

that is
vr0 


4

1  b  .

(2.6)
(2.7)

The condition of tassels of similar size on both vertical and horizontal direction, in a spherical
approximation of the surface, can be fixed by the condition (which depends on the vertical position
of the tassel)
vrn 
or more explicitly
sin


4



N

sin v0n

b n 1  b  

N n
b 1  b  .
4

(2.8)

(2.9)

For b = 2/3 the condition is well satisfied for tassels after the second level, as shown in Fig.6.

Figure 6: Condition (2.9) on square tassels for different levels versus b.
In the model surface the same condition, given as the sides ratio, is satisfied depending on vertical
and horizontal position for b = 2/3 as shown below for eight horizontal tassels in 4 vertical levels:
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Figure 7: The model (b=2/3) superimposed to a picture of S.Carlino's vault.
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GEOMETRIC CONSTRUCTIONS INSPIRED
BY LOOP QUANTUM GRAVITY
FATIBENE Lorenzo, (I), FRANCAVIGLIA Mauro, (I),
LORENZI Marcella Giulia, (I)

Abstract.We shall here present a problem related with the visualization of some techniques introduced algebraically in LQG (Loop Quantum Gravity) through corresponding
geometric structures. We shall briefly introduce the framework and present the techniques
used in LQG. Then we shall discuss their translation in geometrical terms and present a
geometrical structure that represents a solution of the problem. We shall emphasize how
the model is a realization of quite technical concepts that provides a good and powerful
insight, and allows a good geometrical grasp on the theory behind it.
Key words and phrases. Quantum Gravity, Spin Networks, Visualization.
Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 60A05, 08A72; Secondary 28E10.

1

Introduction

Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG) is a proposal for a viable background independent framework
for Quantum Gravity; see [1], [2], [3]. Its aim is to describe the gravitational ﬁeld and the
geometric structure of spacetime in a quantum regime.
As in most Quantum Gravity frameworks currently proposed the geometry of spacetime
turns out to be discrete, i.e. described by some sort of discrete approximation of the smooth
classical model of spacetime. Or better, the classical smooth model arise as an average of
discrete quantum descriptions, which are in fact more fundamental than the classical smooth
manifold which describes the classical regime.
In LQG the (compact) space is described by an abstract spin network which accounts for
a ﬁnite (though arbitrarily high) number of degrees of freedom. A spin network is an abstract
graph embedded in the space manifold, though the embedding is irrelevant except for the way
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in which the graph is knotted. The links of the graph carry a semi-integer label (which refers to
a non-trivial irreducible representation of the group SU (2)) and the vertices of the graph carry
an intertwiner. An intertwiner is an element of an a priori chosen basis of a suitably deﬁned
invariant space where the representations of the SU (2) group act.
Graphically, one can consider a link which carries a label n/2 to be drawn as a multiple line
formed by n lines. When diﬀerent links comes to a vertex the intertwiner is a way of connecting
all single lines to each other through the vertex so that no single line remains unmatched. This
of course set constraints on possible labels carried by links attached at each vertex. It is not
diﬃcult to show that since no lines can cone to an end in any vertex than a spin network can
be considered as a superposition of loops, from which the name of LQG.
1

3/2

1/2
1

Figure 1: Intertwiner
Once spin networks are recognized to describe simple states of the gravitational ﬁeld, one
can implement the geometric quantities, e.g. the volume of a region or the area of a surface,
as quantum operators acting on spin network states. Spin networks turns out to be eigenstates for these operator and their eigenvalues form a discrete set of value. According to the
quite standard interpretation of the quantum world the eigenvalues are identiﬁed with possible
output of a physical measument of the corresponding quantity. The fact that spin networks
are simultaneous eigenstates of volume and area means that those quantities can be measured
simultaneously and that at any measurement event the volume and area measurement must
return a reading which is in the discrete spectrum of the corresponding operator. In particular,
if one wishes to measure a speciﬁc volume the result cannot be an arbitrary real number, but
only a multiple of a speciﬁc quantity (which is related to the Planck scale) which is in fact the
smallest non-zero volume that can be measured.
In this framework a kind of atomic scenario is realized, though it is not matter that cannot
be divided indeﬁnitely, but space itself. One cannot endow half of that smallest volume with a
physical meaning and the quantum of volume cannot be split. Although one cannot show what
follows in all mathematical details, one usually thinks that when one wants to resolve a portion
of a quantum of volume, then an amount of energy is needed and that energy is so high that
it aﬀects the geometry of the space which has to be measured so that the volume of the parts
turns out to be bigger than the initial region.
One can also analyze the deﬁnition of the volume and area can show in detail that the
eigenvalue of area depends on the labels carried by links and the eigenvalue of the volume just
depends on intertwiners. One can consider links to represent quanta of areas and vertices as
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quanta of volume. Accordingly, the spin network is recognized to be the representation of the
graph dual to a triangulation of space. In the dual graph any vertex in fact represent a portion
of the volume and each link carries the information about the surfaces dividing two volumes
associated to the vertices to which the link is attached to.
Let us denote by n-vertex a vertices to which n links are attached. A 4-vertex represents
a tetrahedron (or more correctly a 3-simplex): it is in fact a volume which is delimited by 4
diﬀerent surfaces (its faces).
2

Valence 3-vertices

If this is the situation in LQG, one often has to work with vertices of a spin network and such
a vertex can carry any number of links coming into it. One can use the algebraic methods to
show that one can often limit himself to consider 3-vertices.

Figure 2: Splitting a 4-vertex into two 3-vertices
However, in view of the geometric interpretation of spin networks as graphs dual to a
triangulation a pair of 3-vertices are odd to be interpreted. A 3-vertex would be a volume
delimited by 3 surfaces, when the tetrahedron needs 4 surfaces and it is the smallest simplex.
Can a tetrahedron be split into two parts each delimited by 3 faces?
Of course not is one is allowed to use ﬂat regular faces. However, the spin network only
carries topological information about the connectivity of the parts. The geometry emerges only
classically. At a quantum level there is no such information related to a smooth geometry;
in particular no metric information such as ﬂatness. For this reason the problem has to be
understood by allowing to use curved surfaces.
It is not diﬃcult to show that the splitting surface is all internal to the tetrahedron: it
simply splits it into two regions without aﬀecting the exterior faces. It has to share its sides
with the tetrahedron.
One can use a topological invariant known as the Euler characteristic in order to study
the constraints on the splitting surface. The original tetrahedron is split into two volumes by
adding one face inside. The two parts gets 2 faces each from the original faces plus 1 face from
the splitting surface; they have then 3 faces each.
They get 4 vertex each from the original tetrahedron. The splitting surface does not add
vertices since it shares the origianal ones.
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They get 5 sides each with again no contribution from the splitting surface.
Thus each piece has 3 faces, 5 sides and 4 vertices. Then one glues them along the splitting
surface the resulting volume has 3 + 3 − 2 = 4 faces, 5 + 5 − n = 10 − n sides and 4 + 4 − 4 = 4
vertices. If the result has to be a tetrahedron, hence homeomorphic to a sphere its Euler
characteristic must be equal to χ = −2. This easily gives n = 4 as the only possibility. Thus
the splitting surface must the a quadrilateral.
In the ﬁgure below we show how a quadrilater can split a tetrahedron into two volumes
each delimited by 3-faces. This splitting corresponds to the vertex decomposition presented in
ﬁgure (2).

Figure 3: example caption
Notice that each piece in which the original tetrahedron is split has 3 faces, 5 sides and 4
vertex which accounts for its topological Euler characteristic to be 2. Hence that volume is not
a homeomorphic to the sphere, since for being a sphere its Euler characteristic should be −2.
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THE GOLDEN FLUTE OF GEISSENKLÖSTERLE
MATHEMATICAL EVIDENCE FOR A CONTINUITY OF HUMAN
INTELLIGENCE AS OPPOSED TO EVOLUTIONARY CHANGE
THROUGH TIME
FELIKS John, (USA)
Abstract. Due to the overwhelming acceptance of Darwin-based ideas in modern science a
belief is perpetuated that everything can now be explained in terms of gradual evolution.
However, unexpected mathematical qualities of Palaeolithic engraved artifacts create difficulties
for the evolutionary paradigm. In three studies of a 35–40,000-year old bird-bone flute from
Geissenklösterle, Germany, and comparison with a 400,000-year old engraved bone artifact
from Bilzingsleben, I demonstrate that one aspect of the evolutionary paradigm is clearly false,
namely the idea of cognitive evolution or that the human species has become gradually more
and more intelligent over time. In a prior paper it was suggested that one way to approach the
subject of the intelligence of early peoples, even with evidence as limited as a single artifact,
was by noting the possible presence of mathematical constants whose deliberate representation
within an artifact might be confirmed by their repetition. This was proposed in relation to the
golden ratio (1.618), also known as phi. Positive results reveal artifacts whose true significance
may extend well beyond restrictions placed upon their interpretation through an assumed
evolution and which may actually have served mathematical purposes such as measuring or
calculating and with sophisticated non-mathematical uses very likely. These non-evolutionbased ideas are possible only if we consider the makers of the artifacts to have been our equals
though with perhaps very different value systems than we have today.
Key words. cognitive evolution, Homo erectus, golden ratio, Paleolithic mathematics
Mathematics Subject Classification: Primary 01A10, 00A30; Secondary 00A65

1.

The idea of cognition evolution

The idea that humans become gradually more and more intelligent over time was first advanced as
an aspect of evolution by Charles Darwin in his 1859 book, On the Origin of Species:
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“Psychology will be based on a new foundation, that of the necessary acquirement of each
mental power and capacity by gradation. Light will be thrown on the origin of man and his
history.” –Charles Darwin, 1859: 488
This view of human history is accepted as a given in both evolutionary psychology and
evolutionary anthropology based not on archaeological evidence but upon faith in the general
template of Darwinism and that this template can be applied to anything including things related to
the functioning of human mentality. The sequence of human lineage is commonly taught as
beginning with ancestors of an ‘ape-like’ mentality such as Australopithecus (several million years
ago). The lineage then passes through a stage of mentally ‘half-way-there' ancestors, e.g., Homo
erectus (roughly 2 million to 300,000 years ago). This stage is followed by an ‘almost-there’ stage
of semi-intelligent Homo sapiens including Neanderthal people (roughly 300,000 to 50,000 years
ago). And finally, the story culminates in highly-intelligent modern Homo sapiens, purportedly
continuing to increase in intelligence over the next 50,000 years until they reach our own present
level. However, if the golden ratio studies of a 40,000-year old flute from Geissenklösterle, Germany
(Figs. 1 & 2) accurately represent the level of sophistication present in early Homo sapiens or
Neanderthals then they assuredly do not support the idea that we ourselves are any more evolved.

Fig. 1: Replica of the 35,000–40,000-year old swan bone flute from Geissenklösterle, Germany (original 126mm in
length), showing a few of its many measures of the golden ratio or phi. This figure is used to demonstrate the
concept of phi measurements or ‘phi-based conceptual units’ as a means for understanding early artifacts and the
mentality of those who created them. The flute is one of the three oldest-known musical instruments, all three of
which are flutes from Geissenklösterle. It was reconstructed from 23 pieces. The studies in this paper are based on
the replica at the Parque de la Prehistoria in Teverga, Spain. This figure shows the golden ratio or phi in bilateral
symmetry. The golden ratio as represented here can be understood like this: The length of one blue section plus the
length of one red section equals 1. The diamond-shaped marker where blue and red sections meet occurs at 0.618
along the length of a two-part blue-red line; this is known as the gold point or golden mean. The unique quality of
the golden ratio can be described in this way: The ratio between the larger and smaller sections is exactly the same
as the ratio between the combined length of the two sections and the larger section. The golden ratio is a
ubiquitous aspect of nature and of which there is only one such ratio with as many qualities. (NOTE: The golden
ratio is actually an irrational number whose value has been calculated to as many as 3,141,000,000 digits so far; it
is, in fact, the “most irrational number”–a real number that cannot be represented as a fraction. However, with the
first few digits being 1.61803, it rounds off nicely to 1.618.) Geissenklösterle flute replica photo by José-Manuel
Benito; public domain. Geometric study © John Feliks 2010.

As hard to believe as it may seem, adherence to the idea of cognitive evolution in anthropology and
psychology had even resulted in assumptions that human beings living today must somehow be
more intelligent than such as the ancient Greeks, Egyptians or Babylonians and even subtly more
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intelligent than people living within the past 500 years. This is how far a paradigm can go when
allegiance becomes more important than what the facts actually tell us. Even a cursory examination
of Plato, The Book of Job, or the Epic of Gilgamesh should put all such thinking to rest; and it is
likely that Paleolithic artifacts will one day help us to understand our early ancestors in the same way.

Fig. 2: Linear representation of the Ramanujan-Soldner constant, 1.45136 (AC + CD = AD) abbreviated, in bilateral
symmetry overlain upon the golden ratio measures in bilateral symmetry. It is not suggested that this relatively
unknown mathematical constant by popular standards (one defined as the unique positive zero of the logarithmic
integral function) was deliberately employed by the Geissenklösterle artisan but is only used here as a measuring
device. In fact, it was through studying the artifact replica’s phi geometry that the author, a non-mathematician,
learned about this ratio and its closeness to phi (BD or .90272 divided by AD or 1.45136% = 62.198% or .62198; phi is
.61803). Geometric study © John Feliks 2010.

2.

Continuity by way of constants as opposed to evolution

The cognitive evolution paradigm has been so heavily promoted in science as to create an
impression in the public’s mind that it is obvious. However, the weaknesses of this paradigm are
apparent the moment one begins to look at the evidence objectively outside control of the consensus
scientific community. The particular evidence offered in this and a prior paper is the presence of the
golden ratio observable in bone engravings and other artifacts. These observations suggest that there
has been no change whatsoever in human cognitive ability whether over tens or hundreds of
thousands of years. The idea of a continuity of human intelligence is extendable by other means as
far back in time to whatever point we consider as representing the first appearance of human beings.
At the XV UISPP Congress, Lisbon 2006, I presented two 56-slide programs on the mathematical
and graphic capabilities of Homo erectus people. At the time of this writing the Part 1 paper, The
Graphics of Bilzingsleben, has not yet been published. It contains clear evidence that human
intelligence does not evolve including evidence of straight edge use by Homo erectus. The Part 2
volume 4 (2011), number 4
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paper, Phi in the Acheulian, was published in 2008 without the benefit of the Part 1 introductory
paper and so, its suggestion of the presence of mathematical constants in the Bilzingsleben
engravings seemed to have been so far beyond the capabilities of Homo erectus as to have appeared
out of the blue. In that paper, the idea of ‘phi-based conceptual units’ was introduced as a testable
means of proving early human intelligence over hundreds of thousands of years. It was shown that
Homo erectus, long regarded as an “ape-man,” made unambiguous use of what is known as the
golden ratio or phi (1.618). As a follow-up in 2010, SCIENAR mathematics group published Phibased conceptual units: Pushing math origins back to the Acheulian age. In these papers, a study of
Bilzingsleben Artifact 2 was featured in which a golden ratio compass and straightedge study by
Austrian installation artist Kurt Hofstetter was superimposed over the engraved lines of the artifact
showing that a similar conceptual base was somehow at work even though one of the artists was a
modern individual and the other a Homo erectus person living 400,000 years earlier. Below is a
similar study relating Bilzingsleben Artifact 2 with the flute of Geissenklösterle (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Comparing the 40,000-year old swan bone flute from Geissenklösterle, Germany, with the 400,000-year old
Artifact 2 engraved rib bone (rib bone of a large unidentified mammal) from Bilzingsleben, Germany. The two
objects are overlain with linear representations of the mathematical constants of the golden ratio and the
Ramanujan-Soldner constant (ACD, ECB) to demonstrate that the same level of human cognitive ability existed in
the much earlier Homo erectus as did in the later Neanderthals and Homo sapiens. (NOTES: The artifacts are not
to scale. The mammal bone is 286mm; the swan bone, 126mm. The Ramanujan-Solder constant is used here simply
as a measuring device and not to suggest that the makers of either artifact were aware of that particular constant.)
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The golden mean qualities of Bilzingsleben Artifact 2 have already been demonstrated in detail (Feliks 2008, 2010)
suggesting use of the ratio in engraved artifacts either deliberately or intuitively 400,000 years ago and developing
a case for why this might have occurred. Artifact 2 was also suggested for its potential use as a straightedge (2006
and 2010, in press) and measuring or calculating device, an idea which played off of the original suggestion of its
discoverers, Dietrich and Ursula Mania, that it might represent a sort of mnemonic or recall-assisting device;
Mania and Mania 1988. Similar uses (i.e. apart from musical) are suggested for the flute of Geissenklösterle. Artifact
2 redrawn after Mania and Mania 1988. Geissenklösterle flute replica photo by José-Manuel Benito; public domain.
Geometric study © John Feliks 2010.

3.

Regional as well as design coherence

As far as concerns how the flute of Geissenklösterle and the engraved bone of Bilzingsleben are
related, not only do they demonstrate a conceptual similarity in their graphic layouts but there are
other implications as well, not least being that the two archaeological sites where the artifacts were
found are in the same geographic neighborhood. Geissenklösterle is only c. 320 kilometers (200
miles) south of Bilzingsleben in southern Germany. This means that the two artifacts share an
indisputable regional coherence as well as design coherence.
4.

Conclusion regarding the people of Geissenklösterle and the artifact

The mathematical similarities observed between the flute of Geissenklösterle and the artifact from
Bilzingsleben can be extrapolated to conclude that the capabilities of Neanderthals and modern
Homo sapiens in general were not in any significant way more highly-developed than those of the
Homo erectus people who preceded them. This, along with the added dimension of close proximity
between the artifacts supports the more specific conclusion that no evolution of cognitive abilities
had occurred within a specific geographic region even after 400,000 years. In fact, the possibility
that ancestral traditions from the deep past were valued enough to somehow be preserved across
vast stretches of time is not beyond the range of reasonable conjecture in light of the evidence.
In these and similar studies, the geometry is allowed to speak for itself as to whether or not the
golden ratio is present in such artifacts. Also, the tolerances applied are clearly visible and comparable
with those made for modern artworks. The determination of whether or not the golden ratio’s presence
is the result of deliberate action or the result of an intuitive artistic sense is left open. Either way, the
evidence forces us to consider two equally profound possibilities. 1.) If deliberate, then the accuracy
and repeated use of the ratio as represented in these artifacts are in many cases greater than anything
typically produced by modern Homo sapiens apart from deliberate demonstrations or deliberate
study of the golden ratio. 2.) If intuitive, then the conclusion must be made that the level of human
intuition toward the golden ratio inherent in Homo erectus and the people of Geissenklösterle was
remarkably high suggesting that they were more in touch with nature on a fundamental level than
we are today. In other words, it can easily be suggested that Homo erectus, Neanderthals, and early
modern Homo sapiens were in a more harmonious state with their environment because the ratio so
prevalent in their artifacts is also one of the most ubiquitous in the natural and biological world.
To conclude on a very specific level, these studies are offered as more evidence that the golden ratio
may have been well-understood by our early ancestors and perhaps even highly valued throughout
the Lower, Middle, and Upper Palaeolithic ages. Clearly, in the case of the flute of Geissenklösterle
we are talking about more than a musical instrument due to the engraved lines, perhaps a “mathematical
instrument,” in its own way and for its own time every bit as sophisticated as a slide rule.
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Abstract. A revisiting in Second Life of some study cases where the parallel visions of space,
time and light peculiar to science – mathematics and physics in particular – and to art combine
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1

Introduction

An ancient link binds art and science, especially mathematics and physics. From the idea of
harmony in the Greek architecture, based on the Golden Section, to the link between music and
mathematics defined by Pythagoras, and when, centuries later, at the beginning of the Scientific
Revolution, art offers the tools for observation. Though not aware of the scientific value of
representing the natural elements as accurately as possible, artists like Albrecht Dürer and Leonardo
provide a model of the world through their engravings, drawings and paintings.
Today science gives art instruments for dating, identification, for the artistic production itself
through the chemical research, with new colours and materials that the artists handle to express and
communicate their visions to the world.
In contemporary art the laws of optics and mathematics have been used in a conscious way by the
Impressionists, Pointillists, Cubists. Seurat and van Gogh show how colour contrasts can define the
physical space. An ability which appears intuitive and innate in van Gogh, whereas it is consciously
managed and guided by Seurat. When the latter says: “Some see poetry in my paintings. I only see
science there” [1], he is not repudiating art. On the contrary, he is forcefully claiming that at the
very foundation of the sensations of harmony, symmetry and beauty in art, in sculpture as well as
architecture, in painting, music and poetry, “there are numbers whose employment does not admit
chance” [2].
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Less easily classifiable personalities like M. C. Escher and Dalì have practised their art on the
border between three dimensions. Worlds of the imagination, never-ending, impossible staircases,
Möbius ribbons, transformations and mutations, illusions of four-dimensional worlds are typical of
the whole work of Escher [3]. The reading of Raimondo Lullo, Catalan mathematician and
philosopher lived in the XIII-XIV century, author of De Nova Geometria, inspires Salvator Dalì the
works where he pictures the spatial extra-dimensions and makes use of the hypercube in his famous
Crucifixion [4].
Some artistic tendencies in the last century have given the artwork the quality of manipulability,
installations, usable not only through observation and staring, but also getting into them, playing,
handling them. The appearance of the digital era and the 3D virtual worlds make this especially
easy. In these worlds the building and scripting tools make it possible the direct interaction with the
artwork, that takes three forms. First, reproductions of artworks from Real Life, then the production
of native artworks in forms that only the digital environment allows. Finally, the production of
artworks inspired by scientific theories and physical-mathematical objects, more difficult to build in
Real Life or represent in a bi-dimensional environment. In the virtual worlds the avatar can get into
the art work like he would get into a building, sometimes he can handle it, moving its component
parts, in such a way that meets the requirements of the modern teaching methods and popularization
of science more easily than in Real Life [5]. Whereas the Futurists or Duchamp have exploited
specific painting devices to represent bodies moving through the space, or the animated cartoons
have represented motion by means of the rapid succession of static drawings, the 3D world
produces objects where the user himself, the avatar, can become part of it – for example the
installation at the US Department of Energy - DOE in Second Life, where you can ride a particle
and become a particle yourself, launched towards the meeting with other particles.
In this paper we are going to revisit in Second Life a few study cases and outputs where the parallel
visions of space, time and light distinctive of science – of mathematics and physics especially – and
of art combine into forms that imitate traditions and forms of Real Life or give expression to the
native art, the original output of Second Life, opening new roads to education and popularization.

2

Arts and mathematics exhibitions

Frequent meetings of art and science in Second Life happen in the making of exhibitions, galleries
or thematic museums of science. A typical example is SPLO, interactive Museum of Science, Art
and Human Imperfection at SCIland, created and directed by resident Patio Plasma, where you can
dive into an installation and experience the phases of the Big Bang or float in the Brownian motion
[6]. Another typical case is the organization in the virtual environment of exhibitions of Real Life,
which in the metaverse gain new possibilities for visual communication, teaching and
popularization. Imaginary, the permanent exhibition organized by MiMa, Museum of Mathematics
and Mineralogy, opened in 2009 at Oberwolfach-Walke, Germany [7], has been taken around the
world and can also be visited in Second Life at Eduversa [8], run by Life Art Gallery [9]. It is a
display of geometrical forms, pure mathematical creations, in two, three or even four dimensions.
Both in Real Life and in Second Life people are invited to look at the mathematical creations, not
through the eyes of the occasional visitor, but through the eyes of the mathematician. With
reference to the non-mathematically equipped, or to the careless, it may be true what Voltaire once
said [10]: “Of all the sciences, the most absurd, the most capable of suffocating any kind of genius,
is geometry.” Whereas it is just the perfection of the form that impresses and charms the
mathematician. Actually, even the occasional observer dwelling upon the pictures in this gallery
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cannot but appreciate the evocative power and the innate mystery contained in their symmetric and
harmonious forms.

All the pictures on display are the creations of mathematics, which is the mother of geometry. They
show geometrical objects of exceptional beauty. The exhibition is completed with notes explaining
the origin of the images, their place in the history of geometry and the mathematical concept
underpinning it. The exhibition is quite successful in making us grasp how forms in the space
(geometry) and mathematical formulae (algebra and analytical geometry) are tightly bound. The
strength of the beauty and of the bursting symmetry and accuracy of the image opens the road to
science. Special notes describe the geometric entities presented here in their relationships with other
sciences and their industrial applications or in the environment of our everyday life.

The exhibition in Second Life is not simply substitutive of the corresponding exhibition at the
MiMa in Real Life. It integrates that and has a true value added. Of course, firstly it gives the
opportunity to make a journey into the beauties of geometry to those who cannot visit the exhibition
in Real Life. Also, the possibility to visit the exhibition in Second Life more than once, offers an
occasion to think over what one has seen, to deepen and integrate the subject: a post-event in your
own house and your own library at your disposal. A moment to enjoy again the embrace between
volume 4 (2011), number 4
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graphic art and science. Above all, the visitors in Second Life appreciate that the geometric
tridimensional entities here reproduced can be observed and handled at the same time.
3

The polytope

In Second Life you can also find creations aimed at representing the meeting between inventive
graphic digital structures and scientific themes. One of these is the installation of a “E8 polytope”,
an elaborate algebraic system. An n-polytope is a geometric entity with plane faces in ndimensions, of which the polygon and the polyhedron are the simple forms, bi-dimensional and tridimensional, respectively. The term polytope is used for a number of mathematical concepts, as is
also the case of square, that is either referred to the area bounded by the four sides, or to the sides
themselves or to the vertices alone.
In “An Exceptionally Simple Theory of Everything”, the famous and criticized physicist Garrett
Lisi [11] argues that the particles forming the universe and their interactions are structured under
the Lie algebra E8 at 248 complex dimensions and the symmetries of the E8 polytope make up the
framework that accounts for their behaviour and interaction. The reference to the polytope is to be
taken in its widest sense: the relationships among the vertices of this geometric structure represent
the symmetries of the classification of the elementary particles and the forces that they produce. On
the web you can find an animation that helps to understand the model. We invite the reader to watch
it before going on reading [12].
Wizard Gynoid – the avatar of a student of philosophy of science – has represented the E8
polytope as a transparent sphere floating in a dark space and has created a script that turns the
network of vertices of the E8 polytope into hundreds and hundreds of multicoloured ribbons (not to
be confused with the strings of the well-known theory of everything) that perpetually rise and come
into sight in our three dimensions as the polytope revolves or moves around or along its axes in the
248 complex dimensions. Besides an artistic creation enabling experiences of complete
immersivity, the installation offers an important help to understand the implications of the model.

Lisi himself during an immersion into the installation with his avatar Garrett Netizen said: “Mostly
it's fun. But it gives a good idea of the complexity and beauty of the object. The visualization does
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make a lot of things clear that took mathematicians a long time to figure out; such as all the other
polytopes hiding in this one”. Actually, the structure gives a more intense and significant idea than
the usual bidimensional image used to describe his model.

A bi-dimensional representation of the E8 polytope can be seen in Second Life in the land of
Second Physics as the first quiz of the science contest Guess&Win [13].
Furthermore, the possibility of diving into the structure, selecting its axes, watching and taking
pictures of images that reveal the elegant symmetries implied in our universe, is an effective tool,
not only for popularization, but also as a first teaching level. This is one of the cases where Second
Life, its native art and physics meet in a fruitful way: “The possibility to interact immersively with
an object in Second Life, to rotate or disassemble it, to inspect it at various scales and to reassemble
it are of great importance for understanding and learning” [14].
Other special cases are contests or exhibitions referring to “objects” or installations inspired to a
branch of science, specific physical phenomena, theories or models. The Big Bang, the canon of the
description of the Universe, has inspired an installation by Patio Plasma at the Splo Museum [6],
where the visitor can dive into the environment and “live” the expansion of the Big Bang. At the
Splo you can also find a reproduction of “Newton’s cannon”: it sends the visitor into orbit around a
digital reconstruction of the Earth.
Finally, we recall the contest SCIEN&ART 2010 [15], that has gathered the “artists” of Second
Life, inviting them to create artworks inspired to different scientific themes. The output of these
activities belong to the so-called native art of the metaverse, inspired to branches of science.
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4

The extra-dimensions

In our everyday experience, the space appears made up of three dimensions - length, width, height.
However, while our brain does not allow us to go beyond this perception, the physicists carry out
theoretical studies and experimental research on the extra-dimensions, comprised a temporal
dimension. It is exactly through the hypothesis of the existence of the extra-dimensions, that we
cannot detect directly, that some theories of modern physics, for example the string and the
superstring theory, succeed in explaining their assumptions [16]. Since the 1920s with Theodor
Kaluza and Oskar Klein, the scientists have supposed that the extra-dimensions escape our
observation because they are too small, “curled up”, and because, considering the size of the
universe, distance distorts our vision [17], [18].
The graphic representations on the bi-dimensional surface of paper or canvas suggest “how it would
be like if” we could detect the extra-dimensions. Projection, section and “development”, the
opening of the faces of a geometric solid on the plane, are used to represent tri-dimensional objects
in two dimensions. The same techniques can be used to represent the quadri-dimensional cube, or
hypercube: a four-armed cross, eight cubes intersecting in the various dimensions. The concept of
the extra-dimensions has been given artistic expression in many contemporary pictorial and graphic
artwork. For example, the Crucifixion, Corpus Hypercubus, 1954, by Salvador Dalì, here presented
next to an explicative drawing [17]. And of course M. C. Escher, with Relativity and a number of
his artworks [19], [3].
Our perception of the dimensions is distorted in the same way as the perception of a hypothetical
inhabitant of a bi-dimensional world facing a tri-dimensional object. The section of a sphere is a
circle. To the eyes of that inhabitant, the sections of a sphere progressively going upwards crossing
the plane, get smaller and smaller, they become a point and finally vanish, while our perception
from the outside is totally different [17] [20]. In order for us to detect the extra-dimensions of our
universe, we should place ourselves outside. The 3D virtual worlds make it possible to create and
interact directly with quadri- and multi-dimensional objects. Built in 2006, visited by thousands
avatars so far, inspired by sci-fi cinema and literature, the Crooked House by Seifert Surface in
Second Life is a transparent multicoloured hypercube, whose inner stairs and furniture are visible
from the outside [21], [22], [23].
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The House appears upside down with the hypercube in Dalì’s painting, the longer central part of the
House turned towards the upper part of the scene. But the concepts of “up” – coinciding with our
head – and “down” – our feet – in this case has not so much meaning, as we will see going into the
building. The experience of the Crooked House is interesting because it is direct, tangible and
playful, like most teaching and learning experiences in Second Life. At first sight, the House is
definitely normal. But the sensation changes as one walks through the place. Then you discover
that each face of the cube is a different dimension that can be crossed. The trap door on the floor or
the ceiling is a gateway to another world. The floor you are walking is a ceiling or a wall in another
dimension. Going across the dimensions is possible, though not walking perpendicularly or upside
down along the walls: you will have to fly. Until you will find yourself standing on your feet again,
but in another dimension. “Up” and “down” must be fixed with reference to the dimension where
we are in any given moment.
5

Becoming a particle

One of the most important scientific international projects in Second Life has been carried out by
the US Department of Energy – DOE, that has reproduced immersive examples of its real activities
into the virtual world. On the land the visitors can find texts on the projects of the DOE represented
through Real Life images. A monitor lets the visitor access to their YouTube channel [24], register
to the mailing list and get to the website [25].
But the most remarkable piece of building is the particle accelerator: the avatar can get into the
structure, ride a particle, so becoming a particle himself, running to meet other particles, crashing
with them, and annihilating. A playful experience that gives the visitor an effective idea of how
particles interact.
A particle accelerator had already been built before by Ryushimitsu Xingjian, known as Prof.
Panda. His project took to the building of the present accelerator and to the production of a very
interesting video, making clear its potentiality in the virtual environment [26].
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Other examples of scientific simulations comprise the “Simulation of a lead-lead collision in a
detector”, by Suzanne Graves, inspired to the ALICE experiment at CERN. In her blog, the author
explains how strong the interactions between art and mathematics through building in Second Life
are: “I’ve always been fascinated by 3D math surfaces. You just pick some equation, and see what
it produces. Change a parameter or two, and you have something different. I have spent hours and
nights with Matlab or Mathematica doing this. [...] When I started Second Life, I was expecting to
be able to import math surfaces directly using 3D files. I was expecting to be able to build
incredibly fun stuff. Then I discovered there were only… prims. I don’t want to pile up cubes. But I
can write programs which do that”.
How much the virtual worlds appear an essential instrument for science popularization is also
proved by the recent decision of the American government to develop its activities in Second Life,
recruiting new employees and establishing new partnerships [27].
6

Conclusion

Art and science are two languages for the description of nature, each of them with its own lexicon
and syntax. In their specific contexts and in the uncritical common perception this connection is not
clear. But it is not by sheer chance that the terms the one uses are applied to the concepts of the
other. Volume, space, mass, force, light, colour, tension, density: words either heard in a visit to
a museum or written on the blackboard of the physics teacher. The artist and the scientist both love
“elegancy, simmetry, beauty and aestethics“ [ 28].
“Organize perception is what art is all about”, said Roy Lichtenstein [29]. From Galileo to Newton
until the present era of the LHC, science builds operational models of the universe. Even though
they are often far from each other and far from the public, what Niels Bohr, one of the fathers of
quantum mechanics, stated with reference to physical science, can be referred also to art: “ we must
somewhow pass to everyday language” [30].
In other words, meeting the public, “The medium is the language” [31]. Every new medium gives
the avant-gardes and the scientist a space and a method of communication where art and science
can meet, riassess and reduce the differences in their specific jargons , between them and with the
public. It happened in the past and it is still happening today. The concept of perspective during the
Renaissance, the discoveries of physics at the beginning of last century for the Impressionists and
the Futurists, the advent of the digital era for the pop artist, the synthetic worlds nowadays. Second
Life is one of the stages where the pursuit of communication can be carried out.
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MOTION AND DYNAMISM:
ALEXANDER CALDER ‘S MECHANISMS IN THE SPACE OF AIR
FRANCAVIGLIA Mauro, (I), LORENZI Marcella Giulia, (I), RINAUDO Daniela, (I)
"The movement is as intrinsic to
the gramophone or the airplane in flight;
without it, the object would be something else. "
(George Rickey)
Abstract. Alexander Calder, an innovative artist, was able to integrate the time into Sculpture.
His Mobiles, mobile mechanisms, are symbols of the fleeting movement. While classical
Sculpture carved Time in its immobility, suggesting motion to us, Calder creates his sculptures
“in the space of the air”. In relation to Nature, Calder’s sculptures capture and gravitate in
relation to the wind. Using light materials such as tin, zinc, bones, he constructs strange
combinations that hang at the end of a wire. These combinations can also fold back on
themselves, on a pedestal, falsely inanimate; it is enough just a simple puff of air to revive them.
The Mobiles catch the air that motivates them, giving them an always different fleeting form,
free and subject to rules at the same time. This paper is trying to show how the Arts, with their
own questions, experiences visual explicating works of non-visual ideas linked to the nature of
our Animated Universe.
Key words. Space, Time, Motion, Mobiles, Visual Perception
Mathematics Subject Classification: AMS_01A99

1

Introduction

Dynamic experiments reoccupy similar concepts and purposes in Visual Arts (see [1],[2]): "the
SpaceTime continuum", the “temporalization properties of matter”, the inclusion of a new
dimension within three-dimensionality. In our era obsession with Time and “duration”, as well as a
ratio of SpaceTime continuum, has become urgent and Art does nothing but reflect also these leitmotifs.
As we said elsewhere (see [3]) “the idea of embedding Time and motion in Art is of course an old
one (prodromes can be seen in the antique and medieval attempts to depict in the same canvas or to
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carve in the same sculpture different moments of a single history in order to show the flowing of
Time) [… but] concrete investigations about the possibility of representing motion in Art were
begun […] after the birth of Photography” (see [4],[5]). In a quick historical summary we limit
ourselves to recall here the efforts of Futurists [6], aimed to entering Time into Painting and Plastic
Arts, such as, e.g., some works as “Sviluppo di una Bottiglia” (“Development of a Bottle”) by
Umberto Boccioni, or “Dinamismo di un Cane al Guinzaglio” (“Dynamism of a Dog with a
Leash”) by Giacomo Balla.
But, as we said in [3] “something is to <<depict>> motion, something else is <<truly inserting<<
motion in artworks. For obvious reasons, the simplest idea is to think and construct devices in 3dimensional Space that can be animated and therefore <<seen in motion>>, as Alexander Calder
(1898-1976) did”, as we shall see later – see [7].
After Futurism other artistic movements such as the Rayonnism and the Vorticism occupied
themselves with Time and Movement. Cinematography set up a dynamic principle and had also a
direct influence on the “static” Visual Arts, as one can see in the pictorial and filmic work of Hans
Richter. Finally we mention the Kinetic Art of our days (see [3]), which can be roughly divided into
(at lest) two categories: a) on one side, the self-propelled “moving objects”, like Calder's famous
“Mobiles” – see [8]; balanced sculptures as those of Chadwich; the geometric "Mobili" of Munari,
of Kenneth Martin, and many others; b) on the other, the objects that are put in motion by
mechanisms, such as those of Jean Tinguely, Francois Morellet, the French group "Recherches
d'Art Visuel "; these include Nicolas Schoffer, the South American Vardanega, De Marco, Le Parc,
as well as the “Milanese group MID”. In addition to these two types we must also remember the
Kinetic experiments by "perceptual tricks", as in the case of Vasarely and Soto, where the kinetic
element consists of a shift towards the viewer of the artwork. There is a final category of those
items that "let themselves to be moved" (or, better, that acquire certain characteristics through a
decomposition and re-composition made by the viewer): we recall some properties of the artworks
of Munari, Bury and Agam (see also [3]). Frank Popper [9], in fact, has divided kinetic and optical
artworks into four major groups (as recalled in [3]).
At the basis of these experiments of “transmutation and reproducibility” one must of course put the
oldest and still astonishingly effective rotoreliefs of Marcel Duchamp, that kinetic artists of today
are considering the first “true” kinetic objects of our age.
In this paper our attention will be primarily focused on the first category of kinetic objects and
especially on Alexander Calder’s work.
2

The “Air Space” of Alexander Calder

"Why do not represent shapes in motion? Not just a translation or rotary motion, but a composition
of several movements of various types, speed and amplitude. So as you can compose colors or
shapes, so you can dial the movement. " – see [10].
If until the beginning of the XX Century the specific character of the sculptural language was to
create a solid mass, a volume that occupies Space, the artworks of Calder, on the contrary, represent
and shape the Space. They allow one to see beyond individual elements, they offer transparency,
they become penetrable as the Architecture. It is a decidedly anti-classical work that preserves the
technical nature of engineering studies conducted by the artist, albeit transformed and transfigured
by a strong irony.
In 1932 Calder build lightweight and moving structures, driven by a motor; actual Mobiles (as
Marcel Duchamp called them) are of a few years later, namely the composition of abstract elements
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that vibrate or oscillate suspended from the ceiling or wall. They are cut shapes or folded aluminum
(or other material), variously connected together by metal wires. The shape of different profiles is
also variable according to the weight of the materials they are made of. The spatial composition has
an unstable equilibrium, just a breeze or the touch of a hand is enough to move the whole structure,
with largely unpredictable effects. Images evoked by Calder's mobiles are kites, gliders, the motion
of the thinner branches of trees with a dense foliage.
Despite of the lightness of the two-dimensional works by Calder, they possess a strong sense of
plasticity, thanks to their formal peculiarities, to the manner in which the forms are in equilibrium
and consequently also to their “dynamical results”. The old style of breaking down the volume in
planes, that was especially liked by to the neo-constructivists and in particular to “neo-plasticists”,
was often nothing but a mechanism for stable elements. In Calder’s Mobiles, on the contrary, the
artworks acquire a different meaning: planes are exactly the elements which, with their seemingly
simple games, make up the volume of the work; the volume is the space filled by the virtual area of
the movement.
As J.P. Satre said once: "A mobile is so to speak, as a small, private celebration staff, an object that
has its unique setting in motion and has no reason to exist. " – see [10], page 261

Fig. 1 - Alexander Calder, Ritou I, 1946
3

Conclusions

Just to stress once more the importance of Calder’s work in the wide panorama of Kinetic Art and
throughout the efforts that Art of the XX Century put into the search of a “true” embedding of
Time and Motion into Artworks, we like to conclude this short note by recalling (again from [3])
what the famous Italian semiologist Umberto Eco wrote in 1962: “inserting in the artworks the
possibility of change one was in fact allowing in it a certain degree of indetermination, in spite of
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the <<calculations>> that might have been useful to conceive it”. After all, “living” is also
“moving” and the need of representing “motion” and “Time flow” into visual art has been a
perpetual dream of Humanity. Modern Art of the XX Century and of the new Millennium (see [3])
– thanks also to Calder – has finally reached a way to transform the dream into an exciting reality.
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GALILEO AND LEONARDO DEBATE
ON THE PREDOMINANCE OF SCULPTURE VERSUS PAINTING:
PANOFSKY EXPERIMENT REVISITED
FRANCAVIGLIA Mauro, (I), LORENZI Marcella Giulia, (I),
RINAUDO Daniela, (I)
Abstract. The particular literary genre known as “Debate” (a competition for supremacy
between two contenders) involved also Sculpture and Painting in the Hellenistic period, while in
Medieval occidental culture Painting and Sculpture had been relegated to the status of the
“mechanical arts” and could not participate in the challenge to the “liberal arts”. It was only
around the XIII Century that the privilege of “Debate” was again extended to the “fine arts”, so
that Painting and Sculpture entered anew the game. Leonardo da Vinci launched a famous
debate within “liberal arts”, claiming the superiority of Painting onto Sculpture; the arguments
of Leonardo da Vinci where later reconsidered by Galileo Galilei. A few years ago the famous
“art philosopher” Erwin Panofsky revisited the ideal experiment proposed by Galileo Galilei to
establish the supremacy of Painting against Sculpture. This article, in turn, is revisited here in
this short note, on the basis of the new scientific and technological discoveries of the last
Century.
Key words. Art, Light, Visual Perception, Geometric Optics
Mathematics Subject Classification: AMS_01A99

“Vision is to touch with the eye”
(M. Merleau-Ponty)
1

Introduction

The “Debate” was a particular literary genre originated with the Greeks from the fifth century B.C.
It is a competition for supremacy between two contenders. Sculpture and Painting became part of
the “Debate” in the Hellenistic period, when the Neo-Platonic doctrine was reinterpreted and reelaborated so as to enhance, rather than denigrate, the “arts of imitation”. In Medieval occidental
culture the Debate was a very popular literary genre, both in Latin and in vernacular, and the
number and types of the contenders was changed forever. Painting and Sculpture had been relegated
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to the status of the “mechanical arts” and could not participate in the challenge to the “liberal arts”.
Around 1400, however, Cennino Cennini claimed that he wanted to paint the “rightful recognition”
as a liberal art; this privilege was gradually extended to the “fine arts”: Painting and Sculpture
began to debate the record.
Leonardo da Vinci – who, as is very well known, was at the same time a Scientist and an Artist launched a celebrated Debate within the territory of the “liberal arts”, claiming the superiority of
Painting not only onto Sculpture, but also in Music and Poetry. This claimed supremacy was based
on scientific considerations concerning, at the very end, the properties of light (conditions of
illumination), as well as the perceptive properties of the object.
A few investigators in Art and Science went beyond the arguments put forward by Leonardo da
Vinci, by one notable exception, i.e. the famous Italian scientist Galileo Galilei, who is known to
have also cultivated a passion for artistic expression.
In recent times Erwin Panofsky has revisited, along with this debate, an ideal experiment proposed
by Galileo Galilei in exactly this framework. This paper, in turn, wants to revisit here this famous
debate, by proposing a further idealization of Galileo and Panofsky’s considerations.,
2

Leonardo and Galileo Debating about Sculpture and Painting

It is said that in the early XVII Century Cigoli found himself in Rome in a boring debate between
Sculpture and Painting. Being contrary to these theoretical speculations he asked for help the
intervention of Galileo Galilei, who replied with a letter dated June 26, 1612. In this letter Galileo
relied on properties of the light, to claim the supremacy of Painting against Sculpture.
Leonardo had earlier argued the inferiority of the Sculpture to Painting by first introducing the
theme of light and, implicitly, of three-dimensionality: “S’ella (la natura) non soccorresse tale
opera (dello scultore) con ombre più o meno oscure, e con li lumi più o men chiari, tale operatione
sarebbe tutta d’un colore chiaro e scuro a similitudine di una superficie piana” (i.e.: “If Nature
would not help the work of the sculptor with more or less obscure shades, and with more or less
clear lights, this operation would produce an object completely clear and/or obscure as a planar
surface”) – see [1], page 26.
In this way Leonardo wanted to show that the plasticity of a 3D object depends solely on the
lighting conditions under which the object is seen, while a painting already contains the "right light
conditions". While Leonardo spoke of an experience which is repeated according to lighting
condition that already exist in Nature, Galileo wanted on the contrary to demonstrate the superiority
of Painting onto Sculpture with an experiment that one can instead play at any time. He said in fact
in his letter: “…se esporremo ad un lume una figura di rilievo, et anderemola in modo colorendo,
col dar di scuro dove sia chiaro, sinchè il colore sia tutto unito, questa rimarrà in tutto priva di
rilevo” (i.e.: “If we expose an object in relief to a light source, and we shall give color to it, putting
obscure where it is clear until the color will become uniform, this figure will remain completely
deprived of its own relief “) – see [2]. In a sense, Galileo was trying to describe the fact that
Painting (i.e., using light and colors) can cancel 3-dimensionality and that 3-dimensionality can be
enjoyed only if light is “appropriate”. He was thus describing what human intervention can do to
alter the natural conditions that are given a priori.
Therefore, whence Leonardo invites us to imagine, Galileo urges us instead to perform an
experiment. We have of course to remark that Galileo has a genuine interest in this problem, since
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he more or less implicitly used it to describe and depict his telescope discoveries on the existence of
reliefs on the surface of the Moon and the way of drawing them into his books on new Astronomy.
In his writings Panofsky has recently reproduced and re-proposed this experiment, by giving to it a
status that can be obtained by relying on Photography. In turn, we reconsider here the experiment at
the light of “virtual reality”, also to emphasize how Arts and Science, as well as Imagination and
Experimentation, are “de facto” originating (and not happening) in the same context of human
activity.
3

The plasticity of a 3D Object

In our renewed experiment two rubber balls, placed perpendicularly one above the other, are
photographed, maintaining the same lighting conditions (Fig. 1). This situation can be experimented
in a direct way, but it can also be reproduced into a virtual environment, by adopting 3D graphic
techniques and virtual reality to possibly animate the objects; [3].
The illuminated portion of one of them has been previously been painted with a dark color. Notice
how the photo at the right shows the two balls as three-dimensional spheres, while the
photography at the left is perceived as one of the two balls would in fact be a flat black disc.

(Fig.1) Photo by Daniela Rinaudo, Illustration of the Experiment.
Galileo said in fact: “E’ tanto falso che la scultura sia più mirabile della pittura, per la ragione che
quella abbia il rilevo e questa no, che per questa medesima ragione viena la pittura a superar di
meraviglia la scultura: imperciocchè quel rilevo che si scorge nella scultura, non lo mostra come
scultura, ma come pittura. Mi dichiaro. Intendesi per pittura quella facoltà che col chiaro e con lo
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scuro imita la natura” (i.e.: “Is also untrue that Sculpture is more significant than Painting, for the
reason that one has relief and the other not. For the same reason it is in fact Painting to superate
Sculpture in astonishment: in fact the relief that is seen in Sculpture is not shown because of
sculpting but because of painting. I declare: Painting is that faculty of imitating Nature by clear
and obscure”; see again [2])
According to these considerations, Painting is therefore just a “tactile imagination”, it is an illusion
of three dimensions: a form is really a form only if it can to originate into the conscience of the
three-dimensional reality, of the fourth-dimensional, and more (see also [4],[5],[6]).
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PROBABILITY AND THE ORIGIN OF ART:
SIMULATIONS OF THE PALEO-CAMERA THEORY
GATTON Matt, (I) CARREON Leah, (I)
Abstract. One of the most befuddling conundrums of human development is how we began
making signs and figures that stood for real objects. Since we are not hardwired for art, what
cultural or environmental experiences could have spurred the idea of representation? The Paleocamera theory holds that rudimentary Palaeolithic dwellings coincidentally acted as simple
camera obscuras, where small holes allowed sunlight to pass through and project moving
images of the outside world onto the interior surfaces. The inverted two-dimensional images of
animals, plants, and landscapes cast onto the wall may have played a role in the development of
the concept of representation. Palaeolithic tent reconstructions have established the plausibility
of the Paleo-camera theory, but how probable is it?
How frequently Palaeolithic people would have seen projected-light images inside their tents
was analyzed using Bayesian techniques. Given different situations regarding weather
condition, type of dwelling, field of view, and aperture size; the probability of a person
observing a projected image inside a Palaeolithic dwelling can range from 1% to 8% per day, or
4 to 29 times per year. Multiplied by the number of days per year, the range of years that
hominids made dwellings before the onset of art, and the estimated population; the camera
obscura images could have been observed anywhere from 5.48x1010 to 4.38x1012 times.
Keywords. Paleo-camera Theory, Palaeolithic dwelling, projected image, origin of art, concept
of representation, probability, Bayesian analysis.

1.

Introduction

The invention of art (and eventually the written word) enabled communication in the physical
absence of the communicator, spreading ideas and beliefs, and engendering social cohesion over
greater distances and populations. Representational visual communication was the engine of our
advance. The archaeological record charts the evolutionary changes in the homo lineage and the
progress of material culture: there was a time before art and then there was art. What happened?
How can a development so pivotal be so murky?
The answer is ultimately obscured by our biological design. We come into this world
completely unprepared to survive on our own, but are endowed with vast capacities for acquiring
the information. Proper nurturing activates the capacities. The system is dependent upon compiled
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cultural knowledge being handed down from generation to generation. Developmental psychology
shows that we must be taught language, art, or writing. Art is a learned behaviour. So how was art
first learned? Where did anyone get the idea of depiction, that it’s possible to make a small flat
approximation of a real object? How could a person stumble upon the idea of images on a wall?
Harsh climates during the Palaeolithic forced members of the human lineage to make
rudimentary huts and tents. Survival depended on the ability to seal out the elements. The Paleocamera theory holds that small random holes in these rough shelters coincidentally and occasionally
formed camera obscuras, projecting moving images inside the dwelling spaces. Though the term
‘camera obscura’ sounds like a piece of modern of technology, it is, in fact, nothing more than a
dark chamber (of any size) with a hole (or holes) in the side. The camera obscura is the simplest of
optical principles and is unfathomably ancient. Outside the chamber, light reflects off an object in
all directions. Some light travels through the hole, projecting a moving image onto the interior
surfaces of the chamber (Figure 1). The images are inverted because the rays of light reflected from
the bottom of the scene travel upward in a straight line passing through the hole to the top of the
interior wall, while the rays of light reflected from the top of the scene travel downward through the
holes toward a lower portion of the wall, and all lines in between top and bottom similarly pass
through the center of the aperture. These ghostly images carried with them spiritual, philosophical,
and aesthetic implications: imagine a Palaeolithic family waking in the morning to see the image of
clouds floating across the floor and a herd of upside-down bison grazing on the wall. How would
these peoples react? What would they make of the vision?
The people inside the tent camera obscura could not see the living animal outside at the
same time they saw its image inside. The image and object were in opposite directions from each
other. In that perceptual moment the animal on the wall was independent of any real object — it
was a representation, a two-dimensional approximation of the physical world. A randomly projected
image stands for a real object; it says bison without being a flesh and blood bison, planting the idea
of a referent, the conceptual beginning of art.

Figure 1. Palaeolithic tent as accidental camera obscura
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Experiments with Palaeolithic tent reconstructions in the United States and Europe have
established the plausibility of the Paleo-camera Theory. But plausibility is not probability, so the
question remains: how frequently would Palaeolithic people have seen projected images inside their
dwellings?
2.

Methods

The archaeological record is a graph with each excavation functioning as a data point. Due to
the natural decay of materials over time and the vagaries of preservation and discovery, there are
often sizable spaces between established data points. The uncertainty inherent in very small and
unevenly distributed sample sizes forces archaeologists to connect dots, string together webs of
inferences, and operate within very large time ranges. This investigation into the probability of
Palaeolithic tents accidentally acting as camera obscuras is based on a series of assumptions, which
are grounded in the best available information.
Though the peoples of the Palaeolithic are commonly referred to as cavemen, they did not live
in the deep cave. They lived in tents and huts from at least 600,000 BCE (and likely back beyond
one million BCE). H. erectus, the original hunter-gatherers, first developed the microclimate strategy
— shelter and fire — which was adopted by subsequent types of humans: H. heidelbergensis, H.
neanderthalensis, and our own H. sapien. Of the hundreds of Palaeolithic habitation sites that have
been excavated, none is in the dark region of a cave. All dwellings are located in or adjacent to
daylight, either in-the-open, under a rock overhang, or at a cave mouth. The deep cave was
inaccessible to hominids until the invention of a long burning, low smoke, portable light source—
the fat burning lamp—about 35,000 BCE. Cave painting necessarily post-dated the fat burning lamp
breakthrough. The probability that a Palaeolithic dwelling was located in a daylight location is
certain, or 100%.
Much of what we know about Palaeolithic tents comes from excavations of dwelling
footprints, reconstructions, and ethnographic parallels. Palaeolithic dwellings — whether animalhide, brush, or mud-stick — were prone to have a smattering of small holes, or apertures, because
of the rough nature of the materials and methods used in construction. The process of preparing
hides was arduous. Hides were punctured with stakes in order to be stretched, scraped with a sharp
stone, and punctured and hung over a fire to be smoked. Before a hide was tied to a tent frame it
already had few small holes. Mud covered sticks develop holes as the materials dried and were
exposed to the elements. In the Palaeolithic, peoples employed a circuit of campsites, moving from
camp to camp, exploiting resources (fish, eggs, plants, animals, etc.) as they came available.
Excavations show a pattern of repeated short-term occupations. Tents were left standing and
returned to on seasonal cycles. At the time it was impossible to breakdown dwellings and take them
from place to place as was done after the domestication of animals. Palaeolithic dwellings were
used for several years, until they weathered, rotted away, collapsed, and were rebuilt. The
probability that a Palaeolithic hut would have a few small holes is presumed to be 100%.
Holes smaller than 2mm in diameter project images, but they are normally too dim under
most conditions to be observable. Holes between 2mm and 30mm diameter project readily
recognizable images (depending to some degree on focal length); holes larger than 30mm project
amorphous blobs of light and colour. A hand processed animal hide normally has a handful of holes
averaging about 10mm in diameter. These holes enabled the strapping of hides to the tent frame and
allowed the inhabitants a means of seeing outside. It was a very dangerous world and life was short,
so a few little peek holes were a very handy way to assess what was outside the hut in every
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direction before committing to going outside. The probability that 33% of the holes where an
adequate size is a conservative estimate.
One commonly held misconception about camera obscuras is that the interior space must be
completely dark for the images to be observable. Other light sources, like an open entryway, a roof
vent hole, other holes, or a fire in the pit, do not preclude an observable image being projected in
another part of the tent or hut.
A dwelling’s exposure to the sun varies throughout the year according to latitude. There are
extremes of lengthy summer days and dark winter nights toward the poles and consistent exposure
along the equator. Taking a yearlong view, any site averages 12 hours of day and 12 hours of night.
The probability that it is day is 50%.
Images are not projected on dark days, either when the weather is particularly foul like during
heavy rainstorms or blizzards, or when catastrophic events occur like forest fire smoke or volcanic
ash fall. A range of 40% to 85% of the likelihood of a fairly clear day was estimated given the range
of climates and the vagaries of weather and natural disaster.
Even a tent in use is not always occupied and there must be a person inside the tent to see the
image. We estimate that a tent is occupied by at least one member of the family group as little as
33% of the daylight hours in summer and as much as 85% in winter.
Dwellings were erected in three main types of contexts: in-the-open, under a rock overhang,
and at a cave mouth. Most non-specialists are unaware that natural shelter was supplemented with
human made shelter. Even though the rock overhang and cave mouth sites are protected from the
full brunt of the elements and are far more likely to be preserved and excavated, we still have a
sizable number of open air sites. It is estimated that 25% of the dwellings were under rock
overhangs, 25% were in cave mouths, and 50% were in the open air.
Each of the three dwelling contexts has a different field of view toward daylight and thus
probability of projected images. A tent in the open has a 360° field of view giving a probability of
100%. A rock overhang has a 180° field of view giving a probability of 50%. A cave mouth has 90°
field of view giving a 25% probability.
The potential time range between the beginning of shelter construction and the start of art is
between 300,000 and 1,000,000 years. The oldest known dwelling is a roughly 600,000 year-old h.
erectus site from Kamitakamori, Miyagi Prefecture, Japan. Because the structure was sophisticated,
elaborate, and sizable it is assumed that it is not an early or first attempt at construction, but
represents the result of a long process in the development of architectural know-how. Moreover,
there is a compelling argument that h. erectus could not have spread from tropical Africa and
colonized lands across Eurasia, from Germany to Japan, without command of the microclimate
strategy, fire and shelter; pushing the origin of architecture back beyond one million years ago. The
oldest known representational artworks are two small rudimentary carved figures that have been
attributed to h. erectus and date to about 300,000 BCE. The conventional position is that
representational arts began during the creative explosion (starting about 35,000 BCE) from which
hundreds of thousands of representational artworks have been discovered. The shortest time span
between architecture and art, the oldest known hut and artwork, is 300,000 years. The longest time
frame between architecture and art, between the presumed beginnings of dwelling construction over
one million years ago and the creative explosion at 35,000 BCE is roughly 1,000,000 years.
There are no definitive population tallies for the period between one million and 35,000 BCE.
There are estimates that at the end of the last Ice-age (10,000 BCE) there were between one and 8
million people on earth. Further complicating matters, the last one million years has seen different
brands of hominids — H. erectus, H. heidelbergensis, H. neanderthalensis, and H. sapien — who
have sometimes existed simultaneously. We may look for parallels with other branches of great
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apes (chimpanzees, bonobos, gorillas, and orangutans), which even in their current diminished state
have a total population of over 400,000. But these apes occupy limited territories in warm
equatorial climes, whereas those in the human lineage inhabited much greater land areas across
many types of climates. With no real data to draw on, we decided to err on the side of caution and
estimate the total human population (H. erectus, H. heidelbergensis, H. neanderthalensis, and H.
sapien) between 50,000 to 150,000.
These numerical assumptions were analyzed using standard Bayesian probability techniques.
A chance tree was created using TreeAge Pro 2011 (Williamstown, MA) to calculate conditional
probabilities given the previous probability assumptions regarding the general context of a shelter,
the presence of an aperture, the aperture size, amount of sunlight exposure, weather conditions, tent
occupation, type of dwelling and field of view (Figure 2).
3.

Results

Given different situations regarding weather condition, type of dwelling, field of view,
occupation, and aperture size; the probability of a person observing a projected image inside a
Palaeolithic dwelling can range from 1% to 8% per day, or 4 to 29 times per year. Multiplied by the
number of days per year, the range of years that hominids made dwellings before the onset of art,
and the estimated population; the camera obscura images could have been observed anywhere from
5.48x1010 to 4.38x1012 times.

Figure 2. Probability Tree

4.

Discussion

Previous investigations into the camera obscura aspect of Palaeolithic dwellings have centered
on site-based experiments inside of reconstructions, which conclusively showed a propensity for
projected images. Clearly the original structures were not built for the purpose of projecting images,
but rather to fend off the elements. The camera obscura effect is a curious, unintentional by-product
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of simple shelters. The current study builds upon the information learned from a small group of
reconstructions and projects numerical values over the long course of the Palaeolithic, providing
evidence about the frequency of observable projected images. This analysis indicates that projected
images were rare but not uncommon events in the daily lives of Palaeolithic peoples occurring
anywhere from 4 to 29 times a year. To the inhabitants of Palaeolithic dwellings, projected images
may have seemed random, or even providential, but were actually the result of optical physics
acting in a predictable manner. A single event may have been adequate to spur the idea of
representation.
The camera obscura’s images are readily socializable, meaning that everyone in the tent can
see the same image at the same time, unlike a dream or a hallucination where only one individual
has an experience and can only share it with others later. With the camera’s image the group can
collectively experience, discuss, verify, confirm, investigate, and interpret (Figure 3). One of the
sticking points of the origin-of-art has been that the notion of representation must be socially held.
And it is the communal aspect of the camera’s image that makes the paleo-camera theory
anthropologically feasible.

Figure 3. Image of a horse projected onto the face of man inside a bison-hide structure.

Let’s pass over the controversial nomenclature issues related to H. erectus, H.
heidelbergensis, H. neanderthalensis, and H. sapien; and the questions of who spawned whom, or
who interbred with whom, because the critical point is that these people in their various diaspora
and reaction to local climate change had to make shelter. The larger issue is that human evolution
occurred within the context of randomly projected images. Over time many eyes saw the images.
The open question is in whose brains would the ideas of representation and spirituality slowly begin
to germinate?
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THE DECORATION OF CERAMIC VASES WITH BÉZIER
CURVES’ TEMPLATES IN PREHISTORIC EUROPE
GHEORGHIU Dragoş, (RO)
Abstract. The prehistoric ceramics of the South Eastern Europe Neolithic and Chalcolithic
display a set of Bézier curves patterns, which can be reproduced experimentally (as virtual and
physical experiments). Such a precise structuring of the incised, or painted, patterns with the
anchor points positioned on pre-determined places infers the existence of a
structured/standardized action of drawing, which could have had a ritual character. The present
paper suggests an approach to interpreting the human gesture through a combined perspective of
art and science.
Key words. Prehistoric ceramics, Bézier curves, anchor point, ritual.
Mathematics Subject Classification: Polynomials

1

Introduction: curvilinear patterns in the prehistoric visual grammar

One of the most frequent patterns found in the majority of the societies of prehistoric Europe was
the coiled pattern. Coiling could be associated with a wide range of household technical activities
which used the operation of twisting, to cite only the twirling of textile fibers (see Barber 1991), or
the clay coils (Gheorghiu 2010), therefore it held an important place in the imaginary of the past.
A particular case of the prehistoric coiled patterns are the Bézier curves, which are produced when
one twists a flexible twig, or semi-rigid threads, or mixes two different viscous substances (Fig. 1).
The Bézier curves are the most interesting to approach as a subject of art and mathematical study, as
a result of their strict geometrical determinism. It is fascinating to realize that these parametric
curves discovered in 1959 by Paul de Casteljau and publicised in 1962 by Pierre Bézier (see
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/B%C3%A9zier_curve) were utilised in an intuitive manner by potters
living some six millennia before us.
In the visual grammar of the South Eastern European Chalcolithic societies (5th – 4th millennia
B.C.), to cite only the Starčevo-Criş (the phase with painted patterns), Precucuteni, Cucuteni (A, AB and B) or Gumelnita (A and B) traditions, the Bézier curves are dominant as part of the
decoration of ceramic vases.
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Fig. 1. The mix of two different
colours creates Bézier curves.
Fig. 2. The creation of Bézier
curves by acting on anchor
points (in AutoCAD).

A Bézier curve is defined by a series of attractors which generates its coiled shape, specifically by
four knots or control/anchor points situated on the curve line as follows: two at the end of the curve
and two on the curve line
(see http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/~dfg/AndysSplineTutorial/Beziers.html).
The order of the points on the curve conforms to the following sequence: anchor, control, control,
anchor, control, control, anchor
(see http://lahosken.san-francisco.ca.us/manual/geos/Graphics/Shapes/Shapes_b.htm), the curve
extending from anchor point to anchor point as the result of a group of standardised actions.
Only by acting on these specific points can the shape of the curve be controlled (Fig. 2).
Upon close examination, the surface of the prehistoric ceramic vases revealed the anchor points
were positioned exactly on the surface of the incised curves (in Precucuteni and Gumelnita
traditions), or on the painted lines (in Cucuteni phases A, A-B and B). In these points the incised, or
painted, line was interrupted so as to change the drawn direction of the next part of the curve.
On several ceramic shards one can observe incised signs at the position of anchor points. I deduced
from these examples that they could represent the indexes of the positioning of a template on the
surface of the vase (Gheorghiu 1998), whose role was either the correct positioning of the anchor
points before the drawing of the Bézier curves by free hand, or to help to draw the curves along the
profile of the template.
2

Experimental archaeology

The hypothesis to be tested first through experiment was to verify if the Bézier curves are specific
to the bending or coiling of semi-flexible materials like twigs or soaked threads (Gheorghiu 1998:
37), which could have been used as templates (Gheorghiu 1996; Gheorghiu 1998; Gheorghiu, in
press).
Though experimental archaeology is still regarded as a subset of archaeological science (Mathieu
2002: 1), at the end of the 20th century it became an essential method to approach the past,
especially those cultural products which do not leave obvious traces in the archaeological record, to
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cite only the rituals. An experiment could be carried out “virtually”, as a series of simulation studies
that are close to mathematical modeling (Hodder 1978: 134), or in a “material” way, as physical
replications of the processes to be studied.
3

Virtual experiments with bézier curves

To generate the curves seen on the ceramic vases, I have used the graphic Auto CAD program. The
resulting curves were overlapped on the curves of the incised ceramics of Precucuteni tradition and
on the painted ceramics of the Cucuteni phase A-B, to see if their anchor points coincide with those
of the simulated curves.
One can observe that on the Precucuteni incised vase (Fig. 3) the curve stopped at an anchor point,
and was not continued due to a mistake in the preliminary positioning of the pattern on the surface
of the vase (the line incised below). The curve incised on the upper part of the vase also stopped at
an anchor point, but was later continued beyond this interruption.

Fig. 3. Unfinished Bézier curve incised on a Precucuteni shard, stopped in an anchor point

All the Cucuteni A-B phase shards (Figs. 4 & 5) show a clear overlapping of the virtual and
physical anchor points, where the painted lines were interrupted and later continued.

Fig. 4. Simulated curves overlapped on painted curves on Cucuteni A-B phase shards.
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Fig. 5. Simulated curves overlapped on painted curves on Cucuteni A-B phase shards.

4

Physical experiments with bézier curves

This series of studies consisted of the comparison between the position of anchor points identified
through a series of experiments with textile templates and the anchor points visually identified on
the prehistoric ceramics.
By attaching templates of soaked thread to the vase walls and fixing them with nails to take the
shape of the curve, I realised that, to copy prehistoric patterns, I should fix the fibre of the template
only in the control and anchor points of the Bézier curve. If at the beginning of the experiments I
fixed the template’s thread at many points (Fig. 6), after some practice I was able to reduce the
number of control points to a minimum and to observe the rhythm – anchor, control, control,
anchor, control, control, anchor – and trace the curve along the template’s line with a pointed tool or
fine brush. At each of these significant points, the line was interrupted because this was where the
template had been fixed with a nail.

Fig. 6. Fixing a wet textile thread on a vase surface to create a Bézier curve pattern..
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Other experiments showed that, even when drawn without the help of templates, the generative
points are observed when tracing a Bézier curve. Therefore a Bézier curve drawn by free hand was
composed of a series of separate segments, sometimes traced with interruptions, sometimes
overlapped to avoid gaps in the continuous line.
Through all the physical experiments, beside the material aspects of the tracing of Bézier curves, I
tried to understand if the mathematics supporting the technological process of tracing the curves
would not have had a more complex cognitive significance.
5

A ritual technology and an art based on mathematics

My approach to understanding the prehistoric mind started from the inference that the human action
(i.e. the chaîne opératorie of the curve drawing) was modeled by a mathematical principle which
structured the gestures. It is known that routines, or in other words structured behaviours (van
Gennepp 1960; Turner 1969), or a stereotyped and redundant activity (Tambiah 1985), characterize
ritual activities (Bell 1992).
Since ritual was a principal trait of prehistoric people’s lives (see Bradley 2005), the drawing of the
Bézier curves on vases became a technological rite determined by a natural principle we can today
visualise as a mathematical formula.
For contemporary people the aesthetics of the decorative patterns on Neolithic and Chalcolithic
ceramic vases emerge from their “naturalness”, i.e. from the fact that they copy vegetal curves like
the Art Nouveau/Liberty style did at the beginning of the 20th century AD.
It is possible this aesthetic dimension resulted from copying a natural design would have functioned
with an apotropaic (i.e. magical protection) role, being perceived as the result of a set of ritual
gestures acting upon natural materials. This is the reason why I suggest the aesthetic dimension was
only instinctive, like the use of the Golden ratio in the proportion of Palaeolithic tools (see Feliks
2008), and also why I restricted the use of the word “decorative” when referring to the Bézier
curves drawn on vases.
In conclusion, I believe the patterns on the prehistoric artefacts discussed above are a very
interesting subject for archaeology, art, and mathematics, since they open a window of
understanding of part of the ancient human cognition and gestures.
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ALGEBRAIC VARIETIES IN THE ART OF NINETEENTH CENTURY:
FROM THE CONCEPT OF HYPERSPACE
TO “EXACT” RATIONAL ART
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Abstract. We shortly discuss the presence and importance of “algebraic curves” as sources of
inspiration and artistic themes in the geometrical forms of Modern Art, throughout the XX
Century. Examples and historical notes are given.
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1

Introduction

After the work of Descartes (XVII Century) and after introduction of Calculus (dating back to late
XVIII Century), in XIX Century we have gained fundamental advances in the study of algebraic
curves, reaching a new concept of "space environment”, free and independent from the concepts
and the metric Euclidean Geometry, and ensuing as a framework for the classification of “algebraic
varieties”. A (real) algebraic curve is a surface in 3-dimensional (or possibly also higher Ddimensional) real space R3, and it can be defined as the set of zeros of a “polynomial equation of
degree n” in variables x, y, z. When the curve does not present “singularities” it can be seen as
smooth surface (the differential of its equation must be non-zero at each point). As an example, it is
easy to verify and that the equation x + y + z -1 = 0 represents a plane: a smooth surface and
therefore with no singular points. Surfaces in Euclidean space defined by quadratic equations are
called "quadrics" and, as an example, the equation x2 + y2 + z2-1 = 0 describes a smooth quadratic
surface (a sphere). Along with the attention given to them by many mathematicians of the XX
Century - that was at first mainly focused on the study of cubic and quartic curves - these figures
captivated also the Art world.
The surface of Clebsch (Fig. 1), an example of a smooth cubic, has the distinction of being
described as the sum of five equations of planes:
α1: X = 0;
α2 :Y = 0;
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α3: X = 0;
α4: x + y + z +1 = 0 ;
α5:2x +2 y +2 z +1 = 0)
each one being raised to the third power; its form is made explicit by the following equation:
x3 + y3 + z3 + (x + y + z) 3 - (2x +2 y +2 z) 3 = 0
and in the past it has been a subject of so many important scientific publications on “geometric
shape“ that led to the claim that every rational cubic is smooth and contains a number of lines equal
to 27.
In Physics, instead, the quartic curves were the subject of special studies, especially in view Optics
and, more recently, of applications to other physical models (e.g., so-called String Theory). Both
Ernst Eduard Kummer and Felix Klein studied their properties, until reaching the most fascinating
conclusions on properties of cubics. Famous was the "Klein quartic" and also the "Kummer
surface” (a conical surface with 16 singular points; see Fig. 3).
The difficulty of representing these curves in the plane has led researchers to build mathematical
models, including models made by using wood, also useful for teaching purposes, able to be
suitably used in order to illustrate their properties (see [1]). Obviously, the surfaces of fourth degree
are not an “arrival point” for research in Mathematics and for the classification of algebraic curves,
which – as is well known – goes well beyond (see, e.g., [2]). They will be simply the subject of this
paper aimed at discussing their presence in the Art of XX Century.

2

Art and Mathematics

In the early twentieth century, the so-called Constructivism (see [3]) begun to develop its ideas in
former Russia. It was a movement of avant-garde Art and Culture, featuring the artistic world of the
time, that proposed to investigate the relationship of Space and Time through “dynamic searches”.
From the sculptors and painters V. Tatlin and A.M. Rodchenko (founders of the movement) up to the
of Russian-born brothers Naum Pevsner, called Gabo and Anton Pevsner in Art, we are talking
about a new Art, creating real forms in real space, variously described as "exact", because similar to
the work of engineers, as it was explicitly evidenced by the project for the Monument to the Third
International (Tatlin): two large metal coils that evolved in the opposite direction circumscribing a
conical volume.
Those special geometric shapes - about which almost every major European university possessed a
collection for research and teaching in various branches of Mathematics (especially for Geometry
and Analysis) - had also become, even if unconsciously, models of artistic inspiration.
To the various Art exhibitions were presented with compositions created by suspended sculptures
(e.g., those of A.M. Rodchenko), tension structures (s those of K. Ioganson), architectural
constructions (V. & G. Stenberg brothers) as, e.g., the exhibition entitled "5 x 5 = 25", reaching to
create abstract sculptures made of industrial materials (mixed compounds of iron, wire and plastic).
Absolutely “retrò” became the easel painting, as announced by N. Tarabukin in the volume “From
Easel Paintings to the Machine”, written in 1923.
In Europe, the Constructivist theory and its artistic practices spread through the work of El
Lissitzky, who in 1922 organized the "First Exhibition of Russian Art" at the Van Diemen Gallery in
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Berlin. In Germany, the Bauhaus was then to further develop the principles set out through the
teaching of the famous Hungarian artist László Moholy-Nagy, who in 1920 worked in solidarity
with El Lissitzky himself.
Constructivists were initially very attracted by Science (and by Mathematics in particular), both in
developing their artistic vision, both in their vocabulary of forms.
The first sculptures of Gabo (Bryansk, 1890 -Waterbury, Connecticut, 1977), were influenced by
Cubism, as for example in the “Head No 2” of 1916 (Phillips Collection, Washington): it recalls
surface models made of assembled material, composed of sheets of cut metal, cardboard and
celluloid.
The “Study for a Stone Carving” of 1933 resembles the model of a grooved surface and suggests
that Gabo, being a careful researcher of new Art forms, could have visited and taken inspiration by
the Poincaré Institute during his stay in Paris.
The sculptor A. Pevsner, Gabo's brother - even if he denied any direct mathematical influence on
his work - with the series “Developable Surface” of the mid-30's refers to specific models of ruled
surfaces. In fact, these works seem to be built just as the development of sets of lines.
At the same time, in France, Surrealism was born - an artistic and cultural movement defined and
theorized by the French poet and essayist A. Breton. Its artistic expression was intended to be based
on spontaneous and random elements, somewhat related also to the “metaphysical painting”. In a
famous artwork known as “Crisis of the Object” (May 1936) he writes: "The laboratories of
mathematical institutions around the World already show alongside with each other objects built
according either to Euclidean or to non-Euclidean principles: both apparently bewilder the layman,
but nevertheless they possess a fascinating and ambiguous relation to one the other in Space as we
generally conceive it. "
Also the Surrealists, while not admittedly, made use of algebraic surfaces as models, since they are
“generated” by algorithms and, then, they are “scientifically rational”.
It was probably Max Ernst, always interested in Science and Mathematics (see [4]), the first to
really contribute to the dissemination of these principles, probably after seeing the collections at the
Poincaré Institute (in Paris); slightly later, Man Ray was to bring together, in a deliberately
impressionistic style, Art, Film and Photography. In his mathematical objects, Man Ray proposed in
fact surface models inspired by photographs that appeared in the 1936 edition of Cahiers d'Art,
accompanied by an essay by C. Zervos (Greek Art reviewer) concerning the interactions between
Mathematics and abstract Art (see [5]). At the International Surrealist Exhibition held in London in
those years, the catalog explicitly highlights the appeal of mathematical models on the movement:
the cover reproduces in fact a collage of surface models created by Max Ernst (a “reptile-headed
statue with models of algebraic surfaces in its hands”), including the Kuen surface; as well as
several other collages and paintings including the “Feast of the Gods” and “The Chemical
Wedding” (both of 1948), “Youngman Intrigued by the Flight of a non-Euclidean Fly” (1942-47),
which contains forms that recall the surface as a “fuse ciclid” and a “ciclid horn”. This, still
referring to geometric techniques, to allude to a mathematical description of the designed World: In
his artworks (as in the work "Design in Nature", “The phases of the Night" and many others)
through his "dripping paint" he always refers to an “experimental Mathematics”.
The Surrealists' interest for models of surfaces was basically just an aesthetic one. The relationship
between models of algebraic surfaces and the Art world was superficial. Probably there was never a
concrete dialogue between mathematicians who had built those models and artists, or
“constructivist surrealists”, who certainly used them as a source of inspiration.
The Art world treats today them as objects whose builders had not grasped their real aesthetic
quality. In our opinion this is not entirely true, if one thinks that they are in any case a tangible and
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strong manifestation of the “intrinsic beauty of Mathematics”.
In this direction we should also mention the notable artworks of Salvador Domingo Jacinto Dalí
Domènech Marquis de Púbol, who was also interested in Mathematics as clearly shown by some of
his paintings (a famous collection of 1950) where the subjects are represented as being composed
by rhinoceros horns (a form that fascinates Dalí, as its geometry evolves according to a logarithmic
spiral). Or as in the "Corpus Hypercubus" (painted in 1954), where one can observe the
development of a 4-dimensional (hyper)cube in the three-dimensional Euclidean space (Fig. 2), a
solid that entails the fourth dimension. It can be defined as a set of ordered 4-tuples of real numbers
(x, y, z, w) forming a fully symmetrical polyhedron formed by 3-dimensional cubes, having thus 8
cubes as faces, 24 two-dimensional square faces, 32 edges and 16 vertices in total (see [6]).
If Ck is in fact the number of k-cubes of an n-cube, then we have

a “polytope” which is also called the “four dimensional tesseract” (from the Greek words τέσσερις
ακτίνες, or "four-and-haul"). The hypercube of size n is in fact the polytope P contained in
Euclidean Space of higher dimension - in fact, at least (n+1)-dimensional - defined by the equation:
The man who first “saw” the fourth space dimension was Charles Howard Hinton, an English
mathematician who abandoned an academic career to devote himself to the attempt to display and
popularize the fourth dimension. In his representation of a four-dimensional cube (as it can be
shown in three dimensions) he started from an ordinary cube in three dimensions and consider its
development in two dimensions by opening up its 6 faces (square) on the floor. In a completely
similar way, Dali opens up a 4-dimensional cube by presenting its 3-dimensional realizations by 3dimensional cubes glued along common (surface) edges. In this surrealistic and evoking painting he
follows, in a suitable sense (see [7]), also the path traced by the findings of Albert Einstein on fourdimensional Space(Time) – see [8], but also the description of Plato's dialogue "Timaeus", where it
established that the five “Platonic solids” together with Empedocles' four elements (Fire, Air, Water
and Earth) together with the “quintessence” form the structure of the Universe (see also [9], [10]
and [11]).

Fig. 1 – The Cubic of Cayley (left) and the Cubic of Clebsch (right) – by V. Iorfida

Some of the physical phenomena that are difficult to be understood in three dimensions may find a
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simpler explanation, and even become trivial, if we imagine them to be four or more dimensions.
For example, in the four-dimensional space of Theodor Kaluza (see [12] for a review on “Classical
Alternative Theories of Gravitation), where the laws of Gravity and of Maxwell’s electromagnetism
find an interesting though physically inappropriate attempt of unification; and in the 5-dimensional
“hyperspace” of Oscar Klein, where extra-dimensions are seen as curves being curled up. Fresh
ideas that, even in spite of their mathematical inability to generate a real “unification”, would
eventually lead in the second half of XX Century to the unification intrinsic of “Gauge Theories”
and, eventually, to the beauty of “String Theory” as we know it today (see [13]).

Fig. 2 – The Hypercube: tesseract, left; the Grande Arche in Paris, right (photo by V. Iorfida)

3

Conclusions

Modern techniques for the mathematical representation of multi-dimensional spaces and objects is
that of "parallel coordinates" introduced by A. Inselberg in the '80s, through which an hypersphere,
passing into three dimensional space, would be perceived as a ball that comes out of nowhere,
expands and then decreases until it disappears. Computer Art has allowed to represent visually this
(see [14]).
To date, advanced mathematical algorithms make it possible to study the polytopes from the
scientific point of view, present in both the physical and mathematical elements such as
architectural and artistic.

Fig. 3 – The Quartic of Kummer – by V. Iorfida
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RANDOM WALKING ON SCIENAR WEBMATHEMATICA PAGES
KOVÁČOVÁ Monika, (SK), JANČO Roland, (SK)
Abstract: With the advent of computers, programmers recognized the need for a means of
introducing randomness into a computer program. This need appears also in art concept
especially in visualizing the un-realistic art objects, scenes or in transformation process between
standard mathematical algorithms and art visualization for these algorithms.
This processes are used also in generative art. By the same way as the ability to generate
pseudorandom numbers is important for simulating events, the same ability should be used in
process that should stimulate art process done by machine. It means the difference between
random processes in math and the random processes in art are very gently.
We will speak in this article about difference random simulation based on webMathematica
techniques which should be used as a part of Scienar result and are based on random processes.
Key words and phrases. generative art, computer art, webMathematica, Scienar.
Mathematics Subject Classification: Primary 00A66

‘Generative art’ is where you lose control of a machine
which does exactly what you tell it.”
1.

Randomness and generative art

The ability to generate pseudorandom numbers is important for simulating events, estimating
probabilities and other quantities, making randomized assignments or selections, and numerically
testing symbolic results. Such applications may require uniformly distributed numbers, nonuniformly distributed numbers, elements sampled with replacement, or elements sampled without
replacement.
In ordinary language, the word random is used to express apparent lack of purpose or cause. This
suggests that no matter what the cause of something, its nature is not only unknown but the
consequences of its operation are also unknown.
In most technical senses, randomness has an additional positive meaning related to some of the
statistical properties of the observed. Thus, the landing location of water droplets from a waterfall
will be random in the ordinary sense as it's impossible to determine just what forces have applied to
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this or that droplet causing it to fall where it does. But in a statistical sense, and depending on the
scale of observation, droplet landing spots are not distributed randomly at all. All droplets are
confined to a relatively small area about the base of the fall, and within that area have a distinctly
non-uniform distribution. On the other hand, the instantaneous sound intensity at any chosen
frequency of an electrical circuit noise is technically random as well as conventionally random.
This processes are used also in generative art. By the same way as the ability to generate
pseudorandom numbers is important for simulating events, the same ability should be used in
process that should stimulate art process done by machine. It means the difference between random
processes in math and the random processes in art are very gently.
On first appraisal, the question “What is Generative Art?” may seem a simple one. But, as is the
nature of generative art, there is an emergent complexity even to its very definition. The elucidation
most often cited in recent years is attributed to Philip Galanter, Artist and Professor at Texas A&M
University, from his 2003 paper “What Is Generative Art? Complexity Theory as a Context for Art
Theory”
Generative art refers to any art practice where the artist uses a system, such as a set of
natural language rules, a computer program, a machine, or other procedural invention,
which is set into motion with some degree of autonomy contributing to or resulting in a
completed work of art.
While this is accurate and descriptive, and a very long sentence with all the right words, a
single phrase like this is not enough. I don’t think it quite captures the essence of generative
art, which is much more nebulous. In my mind generative art is just another bi-product of
our eternal titanic battle between the forces of chaos and order, trying to work out their
natural harmony, as expressed in a ballet of light and pixels. But flowery crap like that isn’t
going to get us anywhere either.
We have to be very careful treading
around this topic, as we want at all costs
to avoid trying to define “What is Art?”
which is an argument best left alone.
The concept of Art can be so fragile and
fuzzy that if you were to prod it too much
it would simply evaporate.
So instead of trying to carve up a subject
that doesn’t want to be dissected in
search of a pithy description, in my four
posts to follow I’m going to take a more
delicate and obtuse approach.
James Faure Walker: Loose Eight, archival epson print, 40 x 51 cm, 2007

With the advent of computers, programmers recognized the need for a means of introducing
randomness into a computer program. This need appears also in art concept especially in
visualizing the un-realistic art objects, scenes or in transformation process between standard
mathematical algorithms and art visualization for these algorithms. However, surprising as it
may seem, it is difficult to get a computer to do something by chance. A computer follows its
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instructions blindly and is therefore completely predictable. This way is controversially to art’s
desire to create some unique based on mathematical algorithm.

2.

Back to SCIENAR

During the 2008 – 2010 years were realized the project Scienar supported by EU Culture
Programme. The Project SCIENAR takes into account the links existing between Science and Art;
it used the innovative possibilities that new media and ICT offer for a better Visualization and
Communication. Visualizing and Communicating theoretical achievements of present Culture are
by no means simple; moreover, presenting them in an innovative way is a fascinating challenge
dictated by new trends of Society. ICT allow us to explore and represent these fruitful relationships
in a way unthinkable before.
The project Scienar which takes into account the common European cultural heritage and was
profoundly based on the links existing between Science & Art, from the very beginning of Greek
Culture, through Renaissance, until present time, built an interdisciplinary approach using mainly
digital technologies. It aims were to explore the present day interactions of these two facets of
our culture, bringing together both communities of “Human Culture” and “Scientific
Culture”.
The starting and leading idea is that these two facets are NOT separate entities – as they frequently
happen to be considered – but just two facets of the SAME Culture, which encompasses all human
endeavors to understand, represent and transcend the whole of our know-ledge of “reality” in which
we live. Two facets are share a common past, a common present and a common future; two facets
share the mutual interrelationships of which are profound and extremely important.
As it was stated in the declaration of SCIENAR, Mathematics has evolved along with our way of
conceiving, perceiving, experimenting and representing “reality”; while Art develops the
means to harmonize, describe, represent aesthetically, transcend and transfigure the World of
our sensations and perception. A completely analogous pathway is recognizable in other forms of
Visual Art, in Architecture, in Music, in all forms of “modern and contemporary Art”, from
Photography to Film, up to Digital Art.
The project SCIENAR explicitly aims in particular to create an interactive environment for
both Scientist and Artists, where Scientists can explore the role that Mathematics plays in
understanding and making Art, as well as produce mathematical objects that are useful in
Art; while Artists can found mathematical structures and forms that they can directly use,
without needing the subtleties of Mathematics, to inspire and produce their artworks.
In this paper we will refer on one part of general concept on the border between science and Art –
random walking, especially about random number generators and the possibility to transform their
potential to the graphic form and inter alia on the results created by artists based on the random
walking mathematical concept. We will refer also on web-Mathematica techniques suitable for
fulfilling the previous main goals and ideas.
3.

webMathematica visualization techniques

WebMATHEMATICA is a new web technology that allows the generation of dynamic web content
with Mathematica. It integrates Mathematica with a web server. webMATHEMATICA harnesses the
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full range of Mathematica technology to build sophisticated web applications, especially in creating
dynamical web art objects, or the graphical objects for teaching.
WebMATHEMATICA provide immediate access to the technical computing software with very firm
abilities especially in Mathematica graphics from any web browser. It allows incorporate also
dynamical possibilities to creating graphics objects, so the graphics are live, interactive and
responsive to user needs. In Scienar project there are these special webMathematica abilities used as
a tool to produce new artistic works.
WebMATHEMATICA is the clear choice for adding interactive calculations to the web. This
unique technology enables the user to create web sites that allow users to compute and visualize
results directly from a web browser. This approach can be used in teaching fundamentals of
computer graphics or geometry, but also as a tool for artists. Based on the world's leading technical
computing software and Java servlets, a proven server technology, webMATHEMATICA is fully
compatible with Mathematica and state-of-the-art dynamic web systems. These techniques allow to
users, e.g. artists, to create artistic works and to better explore how mathematical algorithms work.
They do not need to know the algorithms for creation Penrose tiling; they should experiment and
use their sense for beautiful works in creating process. They do not need to install nor special
programs, or special working space, only web browser is need. It is very advantageous for artists,
due to they need no special tools and techniques.
WebMATHEMATICA allows a site to deliver HTML pages that are enhanced by the addition
of Mathematica commands. When a request is made for one of these pages, the Mathematica
commands are evaluated and the computed result is inserted into the page and delivered to the client
browser. This is done with JavaServer Pages (JSP), a standard Java technology, making use of
custom tags. After the initial setup, all that you need to write webMATHEMATICA application is a
basic knowledge of HTML and Mathematica. webMATHEMATICA is based on two standard Java
technologies: Java Servlet and JSP. Servlets are special Java programs that run in a Java-enabled
web server.

4.

webMathematica likes Randomness

As a part of Scienar experiments were created several random experiments on the border between
pseudo random number generators and graphical objects. First of all very simple concepts for
generating artistic objects had used, then more complicated algorithm were prepared and
webMathematica applications. Here are some of them included with artist’s works inspired by these
random algorithms.
In the next picture there were generated a random walk and rotate a modified version of this walk
around the starting point. Simple algorithm based on three pseudo-random numbers were used, in
which n presents the number of direction to go, m presents number of copies and p number of
line segments of one line.
randomLines[
n_Integer?(# >= 2&),
m_Integer?(# >= 2 && EvenQ[#]&),
p_Integer?(# >= 2&)] :=
With[{pi = N[Pi]},
Graphics[{
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{Thickness[0.001], GrayLevel[3/4],
Line[Append[#, First[#]]]& /@ Transpose[#]},
(* the black lines *)
{Thickness[0.001], GrayLevel[0], Line /@ #}}&[
Function[l, MapThread[Function[{rm, dl}, Map[rm.#&, dl l, {-2}]], {
(* rotation matrices *)
Array[N[{{ Cos[# 2pi/m], Sin[# 2pi/m]},
{-Sin[# 2pi/m], Cos[# 2pi/m]}}]&, m],
(* list of random distances for the rotated lines *)
1 + Rest[FoldList[#1 + #2&, 0,
Nest[Function[r, {Flatten[{#[[1]], #[[2, r]]}], Drop[#[[2]],{r}]
}][Random[Integer, {1, Length[#[[2]]]}]]&,
{{}, Flatten[Array[{1, -1}&, m/2]]}, m][[1]]]]/m}]][
{Re[#], Im[#]}& /@ (* the points of one black line *)
NestList[#1 + Exp[2pi I Random[Integer, {0, n - 1}]/n]&,0,p]]],
PlotRange -> All, AspectRatio -> Automatic]]

An here are several results

The next examples were taken a curve given in the form of line and reflect parts of this curve on
some randomly selected segments of list of points. Both of these objects were created randomly
with webMathematica pseudo-random generator.
multipleReflector[pointList_, pp_(* how often *),pk_(* how many *)] :=
Graphics[{Thickness[0.001], Map[Line,
NestList[Function[l, Function[l, If[Length[l] < 3, {},
Function[{p, n}, (* mirroring on the first line segment *)
((p + 2n(n.#) - #)& /@ (0.9 (# - p)& /@ Rest[l]))][
l[[2]], #/Sqrt[#.#]&[l[[2]] - l[[1]]]]]] /@
DeleteCases[Flatten[(Function[l, If[l === {}, {},
(* generate pk random parts *) Drop[l, #]& /@
Union[Table[Random[Integer, {1, Length[l]}],
{pk}]]]] /@ l), 1], {}]], {pointList}, pp], {-3}]},
AspectRatio -> Automatic, PlotRange -> All,
Frame -> True, FrameTicks -> None];
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These objects were used also for art inspiration look as follows. Young artists from School of
applied arts J. Vydru from Bratislava created several photo-montages based on webMathematica
random concept during the Scienar meeting in Kremnica.

As a part of Scienar experiments were created several random experiments on the border between
pseudo random number generators and graphical objects. First of all very simple concepts for
generating artistic objects had used, then more complicated algorithm were prepared and
webMathematica applications. Here are some of them included with artist’s works inspired by these
random algorithms.
One of the main concepts in randomness was used Koch's snowflakes.
RandomSpike[line_List] :=
Module[{d, normD, perp, normPerp, ra},
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d = line[[2]] - line[[1]];
normD = Sqrt[d.d];
perp = {d[[2]], -d[[1]]};
normPerp = Sqrt[perp.perp];

(*
(*
(*
(*

the
its
the
its

chosen line segment
length
normal vector
length

*)
*)
*)
*)

ra = 2 Random[Integer, {0, 1}] - 1;
(* a random number in (0, 1) -> (-1, 1) with y = 2x - 1) *)
(* the four new segments *)
{{line[[1]], line[[1]] + d/3}, {line[[1]] + d/3,
line[[1]] + d/2 + perp/normPerp Sqrt[3] normPerp/7 ra},
(* the 7 serves to prevent self-intersections *)
{line[[1]] + d/2 + perp/normPerp * Sqrt[3] normPerp/7 ra,
line[[1]] + 2d/3}, {line[[1]] + 2d/3, line[[2]]}} // N]

We start with equilateral triangle
startTriangle =
{{{-1, 0}, {1, 0}}, {{1, 0}, {0, Sqrt[3]}},{{0, Sqrt[3]}, {-1, 0}}} // N

Then iteration process follows
st[1] = startTriangle;
Do[st[i] = Flatten[RandomSpike /@ st[i - 1], 1], {i, 2, 5}];
Show[GraphicsArray[
Map[Graphics[Line /@ #]&, {st[2], st[3], st[4], st[5]}, {1}]]];

The next pictures shows 48 random versions of iteration stage 4. Snowflakes look like the results of
very randomness process. These pictures were created as a part of Scienar artist's works in working
with prepared web-Mathematica tools.

Here the various iteration stages for a single curve are stacked on top of each other.
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We examine also more substitution tilings and Roger Penrose’s famous nonperiodic tilings of
the plane. First, we give an example of a tiling using a Penrose rhombus. Here, we will present a
very simple implementation of 2D tilings.
We need just two distinct rhombii for our first implementation. Here is the first (type a) rhombus,
along with its subdivision rule. It is not really a tiling in the true sense of the word because parts of
the new rhombuses stick out of the old one, and parts of the old one are not filled out.
4

3

3

3
2 4
2

4
2

1 1
1 4

3
1

3

2

2

1

4

Certain vertices in the subdivision coincide with vertices of the original rhombus: 1 in the original with 3 in the lower
left rhombus, 4 in the original with 3 in the upper left rhombus.

Here is the subdivision rule for the second rhombus (type b).
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The rhombus that is created in the lower right corner (with interior angles of 36 and 144 ) is split as in the diagram.
Again, some vertices of the subdivision match those of the original. Here, the following vertices coincide: 1 in the
original with 3 in the left rhombus, 4 in the original with 2 in the upper rhombus.
The vertices are numbered because the orientation plays a role.




We now define the initial object, using the string "A" or "B" to differentiate between the two types
of quadrilaterals. Although the type of quadrilateral can always be determined from its vertices, it is
faster to keep track of it using a string in the second argument. And subsequently iterate the
replacements.
s[1] = startRhombusA;
s[i_] := s[i] = s[i - 1] /. {ruleA, ruleB}
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Show[GraphicsArray[#]]& /@
Map[Graphics[{Thickness[0.0001], Line[#[[1]]]& /@ #}]&,
{{s[1], s[2]}, {s[3], s[4]}}, {2}];

Here is result
Show[Graphics[{Thickness[0.0001], Line[#[[1]]]& /@ s[7]}]]

Artists in this case can experiment with the angles, number of iterations. More artistic works could
be received by taking six translated copies of s[5] and map them into a disk.
Show[Graphics[{
MapIndexed[{Hue[0.24 #2[[1]]/4], #1}&,
Transpose[Partition[(* map to disk *)
Apply[(1/6 + #2){Cos[#1/6 2Pi], Sin[#1/6 2Pi]}&,
Flatten[Table[(* translated copies *) Map[# + {x, 0}&,
Polygon[#[[1]]]& /@ s[5], {-2}],
{x, 6}]], {-2}], 4]]]}, AspectRatio -> Automatic]]

Also several applications based on fractal turtle graphics and the random processes were created
during the Scienar realization. These applications were presented during the previous Aplimat
journals.
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Conclusion
In our days Science in general and Mathematics in particular, play a direct and explicit role in
several forms of Art (visual, plastic and musical). Very well-known is, for example, the existence of
methods to generate Art and Music by means of computers and electronic devices. It follows that
Mathematics is not only an essential tool for Science and Technology, but also for Humanities and,
in particular, for Art.
But while the development of Generative Art has been closely tied to the evolution of the computer,
computers are just a useful convenience. The real tools of Generative Art, the underlying constants
to the various tools we can use, are the algorithms. Algorithms are a part of the natural world; they
have a universality that transcends medium. So while the systems capable of creating Generative
Art change over time, evolving as technology evolves, the algorithms remain the same. Generative
Art may not quite as old as Art itself, but it might be said to be at least as old as mathematics.
More webMathematica applications should reader find on the project web-pages –
http://www.webmathematica.eu/Scienar/index.php
On these dynamical web-pages are available jsp files for creation simple fractals, Lindenmayer
systems, fractal plants, fractal flames, rosettes and other applications concern to e.g. random
walking processes.
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THE ROLE OF MATHEMATICS IN CONTEMPORARY ART
AT THE TURN OF THE MILLENNIUM
LORENZI Marcella Giulia, (IT), FRANCAVIGLIA Mauro, (IT)
Abstract. As is well known, a strong interaction existed between Geometry & Art since the
antiquity. In this paper we shall discuss the role that Geometry in particular, and Mathematics in
general, have played in the developments of new artistic sensibilities in the Art of XX Century
up to the turn of the third Millennium. We shall shortly recall the revolution of Impressionism
and Cubism as a prelude to a concise but also detailed investigation of the following specific
movements that were more or less explicitly inspired by Mathematics, Science and Technology:
Futurism; Geometric Abstractism; Kinetic and Optical Art; Digital Photography; Minimalism;
Fractalism; Digital Art; Installations in Art & Science. Particular attention will be given to the
fundamental work of Vasily Kandinskii, Max Bill and Alexander Calder. Emphasis will be
given to the role that Relativity, Quantum Mechanics, Psychoanalysis and Gestalttherie have
played in forming the new sensibilities about the representation and the perception of “reality”.
The aim is to show that without understanding their mathematical and technological roots it is
not possible to focus appropriately the new forms of Art that developed in the Century that just
passed by and opened a new age of artistic and scientific sensibility..
Key words. Art, Geometry, Geometrical Shapes, Dynamism, Fractals
Mathematics Subject Classification: AMS_01A99

“The artist and the scientist each substitute a self-created world
for the experiential one, with the goal of transcendence”,
Albert Einstein
1

Introduction. Art & Geometry in Interaction

As is well known, the name “Geometry” comes from the fusion of two Greek words: “Geo” refers
to the Mother Hearth, while “Metry” refers to the act of “measuring”. Geometry was in fact born
out of much older knowledge as that part of Mathematics that is explicitly devoted to investigate
shapes in Space and to eventually measure their extension; born as a rather practical discipline,
during the Greek age it became an elegant and formalized theoretical instrument of thought [1].
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Looking at primordial forms of Art – those that belong to prehistoric paintings in the caves and to
proto-artistic drawings in Pleistocene and subsequent pottery [2] – we understand that the concept
of “geometric form” slowly arouse from the observation of the forms already existing in Nature and
hidden in the structures through which our mind tends to perceive the “Order of Nature”. It is not
yet clear whether Mathematics is the language with which our Universe is explicitly written, as
Galileo said in a famous phrases of his celebrated treatise “Il Saggiatore” (1623): “La Filosofia è
scritta in questo grandissimo libro che continuamente ci sta aperto innanzi a gli occhi (io dico
l'Universo), ma non si può intendere se prima non s'impara a intender la lingua, e conoscer i
caratteri, ne' quali è scritto. Egli è scritto in lingua matematica, e i caratteri son triangoli, cerchi,
ed altre figure geometriche, senza i quali mezi è impossibile a intenderne umanamente parola;
senza questi è un aggirarsi vanamente per un oscuro laberinto”; [3]; or rather it corresponds to the
encoding that our brain (as well as the brain of most evolved animals) uses to transform “external
perceptions” into “internal feelings” and “stored data” [4]. But, in any case, it certainly arises as the
language that we use to understand the structures existing in “Kosmos.” A language that is formed
by the intertwining of Numbers (those concepts that we associate with the act of “counting”) – that
ancient Greeks codified in that part of Mathematics known as “Arithmetic” – and “Forms” (or
“Figures”), that do form the core of Geometry [5]. Most of primordial forms of Art do in fact
contain those “primordial forms” that were later encoded in Euclidean Geometry: in two
dimensions straight lines, triangles and other more complicated “polygons” (that account for the
structure nowadays called the “linear and affine structure of Euclidean Space”) as well as circles
(that account for the structure that we call the “metric structure of Euclidean Space”), together with
their three-dimensional extensions known as polyhedrons and spheres. These “primordial forms” do
constitute - in a view that was first formalized in Euclid’s book on “Elements of Geometry” [6] (and
later embedded into the vision of Felix Klein’s “Erlangen Program” [7], aimed at understanding all
possible “geometries” as being encoded in the groups of transformations that leave basic structures
invariant) – the building blocks of Euclidean Geometry together with its more complicated shapes.
Accordingly, Euclidean Geometry was at that time (and especially later) used to understand or
generate other “geometric forms” with nice properties for the eye, such as: “conical sections”
(ellipses, parabolas and hyperbolas); ovals; algebraic curves; knots; cusps; catenaries and catenoids
[8]; more or less regular polyhedrons (“Platonic Solids”, “Leonardian Solids”, etc.); cylinders,
cones and other revolution surfaces; helicoids; and so on. A potentially infinite family of
“geometrical shapes” that have crossed the ages, from Prehistory to our days, giving rise to what we
can call the “persistence of forms” (something that shall be addressed in another contribution to this
volume; [9]); and we mention also the “Golden Mean” [10],[11] – together with other “metallic
means” [12] – that can be considered as part of this family of “forms without an age”.
Before going on, we have to shortly recall that this interaction between Art and Mathematics have
been rather fruitful for both disciplines throughout the ages [13],[14]. Starting from Antiquity, when
the Euclidean structures together with their symmetries become the standard paradigm for most of
artistic expressions; passing through the revolution which took place in Renaissance through the
developments of theories and pictorial techniques apt to treat points at infinity as ordinary points
and at the same time to “paint what the eyes see” (Perspective and Projective Geometry); up to the
revolutionary ideas of XIX Century, when the “rigid” and “static” (flat) paradigms of Euclid left
room to non-linearity and higher dimensionality, with new artistic and scientific investigations
aimed at “painting how the brain perceives” and to understanding a four-dimensional world in
which Space and Time mingle into a single entity (from Impressionism to Cubism; from Newton’s
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Physics to Einstein’s Theory of Relativity; from the predominance of staticity, locality and flatness
to dynamism, globality and curvature; from the rigidity of “metrical forms” to the plasticity of
“topological forms” - see [14],[15]). Leaving the general subject of “form persistence” to other
papers [9], we shall here instead address explicitly how the simple forms of Geometry – and more
generally, Mathematics - have again become in the XX Century a fresh source of inspiration for
Art, in a kind of “backward travel in time” towards a renewed aesthetics of “simple forms”: circles,
straight lines, triangles (“senza i quali mezi è impossibile a intenderne umanamente parola” as
Galileo said; see [3]), as well as squares (see [16]) and other geometric constructions.
2
Geometry in Art at the Turn of the XX Century. From Impressionism to
“Geometric Abstractionism”, through Cubism and Futurism
As is well known, the turn of the XX Century (more specifically, the years between the last two
decades of XIX Century and the first two decades of the new Century) saw great revolutions in
thought, related to new understandings of the physical world, of Technology, of the Psychology of
vision and perception, along with the artistic sensibility that refers to these new issues. A coherent
theory of Electromagnetism was formulated in 1864 by James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879);
Maxwell died at the age of 48, in the same year in which Albert Einstein (1879-1955) was born in
Ulm: light became afterwards the measure of all things. Relativity Theories (the “Special” one in
1905 and the “General” one in 1915-1916) changed our way of understanding Space and Time. In
parallel, the studies of Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) culminated in 1895 with the birth of
Psychoanalysis, while the Gestalttheorie (the “Psychology of Forms”) was born in Germany exactly
around the turn of XX Century, starting from earlier work by Ernst Mach (1838-1916) and Edmund
Husserl (1859-1938). Photography (born earlier, around the beginning of XIX Century) became
well structured only in the last decades of the Century, while its dynamical evolution known as
Cinema can also be set back to 1895, when Auguste (1862-1954) and Louis Lumière (1864-1948)
projected their first movie at the Grand Café des Capucines.
A new age was thence born: the age of Motion, Light, Dynamism, Perception and Visualization, as
well as of the new ways of putting them in relation with the way in which brain reacts to external
stimuli. Art transformed itself from a pure exhibition of static objects (paintings, sculptures, other
handiworks) to the construction of “Installations”, often formed by moving objects that can sit
everywhere and allow interactions with onlookers; in many cases of recent times also entangling
Science with Art (as for instance happens in most of the work by Michael Petry; see [17],[18]).
2.1
The New Art of Space, Time and SpaceTime: Cubism, Futurism, MultiDimensionality, Photography, Cinema, Digital Art
In previous papers of ours [14] we already mentioned how Cubism operated a cut in our way of
representing reality in Painting, interpreting it as the superimposition of multiple views from
different viewpoints rather than the effect of a single glance; with Cubism paintings of XX Century
become “manifolds” and, in a sense, they were also able to embed a fourth spatial dimension into
two-dimensional canvases (see, e.g., [19],[20]). A similar revolution towards artistic multidimensionality was operated also in Architecture at the turn of the Century: see [8], where we
already discussed the role that Mathematics played in Gaudí’s innovation in Architecture (Gaudì,
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1852-1926); innovative Architecture culminated later in the works by Le Corbusier (CharlesEdouard Jeanneret-Gris, 1887-1965), Iannis Xenakis (1922-2001), Santiago Calatrava (1951; see
[21]), just to mention a few names. About new perspectives on 4-D Architecture we also refer the
reader to the recent work by Alessandra Capanna (see [22] and ref.s quoted therein).
The introduction of Time as a fourth dimension of SpaceTime was instead pursued in Art through
the artistic movement known as “Futurism”, about which we wrote in [15] and [23]. If the problem
of “embedding Time in Art” was in fact felt from the very beginning of artistic expression (see [19]
as well as our comments in Section 4 hereafter) it is clear that only the new ideas and technologies
of XX Century had allowed to solve it in a definite and concrete way. A fresh start was the “purely
perceptive solution” given to it by Futurism, but we have to mention here also the new forms of Art
related with the development of Photography and Cinematography; the same problem was instead
given a “concrete solution” by other modern forms of Art known as “Kinetic Art” (but we should
better say “Dynamical Art”) about which we are discussing in another part of this Volume; see [24]
and again later in Section 4.
Alphonse de Lamartine (1790-1869) wrote in 1859 that: “Photography is an Art. Photography is
more than an Art. It is a solar phenomenon, where the artist collaborates with the Sun”; while in
1923 the famous movie director Dziga Vertov (1896-1954) declared: "I'm an eye; a mechanical eye.
I, the machine, show you a world the way only I can see it. I free myself for today and forever from
human immobility. I'm in constant movement. I approach and pull away from objects…This is I, the
machine, maneuvering in the chaotic movements, recording one movement after another in the most
complex combinations. Freed from the boundaries of Time and Space, I co-ordinate any and all
points of the Universe, wherever I want them to be. My way leads towards the creation of a fresh
perception of the world. Thus I explain in a new way the world unknown to you."
Photography has later evolved into “Digital Photography” and allowed even more powerful artistic
expression (see the wonderful book by Rick Doble [25], where can find an exciting overview about
the artistic possibilities opened up by this modern form of Art; see also [26]). Doble said: “Digital
Photography could be a major Art form in the next century. It may be the culmination of the
development of Photography. Digital cameras may give us the power to set Photography loose”. As
we already discussed in [15] and [23] Digital Photography allows indeed new forms of Art than can
be ascribed to so-called “Generative Art” (see [27]); Philip Galanter himself declared once:
“Generative Art refers to any art practice where the artist uses a system, such as a set of natural
language rules, a computer program, a machine, or other procedural invention, which is set into
motion with some degree of autonomy contributing to or resulting in a completed work of Art.”
We end up this short overview by mentioning that many of the lines of new artistic expression
related with new technologies - and especially those related with the use of computers in the second
half of XX Century - eventually culminated in so-called “Digital Art”, where one can encounter a
strong intertwining between Art & Science (see, e.g., [28]); we shortly spoke of this also in [29]).,
text.
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2.2

From the Cubist Revolution to the Age of “Visual Art”

As mentioned above, at the turn of XX Century (also through certain aspects of Cubism) the
evolution of artistic research for innovative expressions generated a kind of “reverse process”. In
its continuous struggle for ways to represent reality in an as faithful as possible manner, Art had
generated investigations about the best way to reproduce the “seen” (Perspective), about the ways to
transfigure reality under the guidance of “impressions” and “deformations” (Impressionism), about
the very nature of our vision of colors (so called “Pointillisme”). Parallel to the understanding that
our Universe is not a simple object but rather largely complicated fusion of simpler fragments
(something that in recent times has generated a whole domain of scientific investigation known, in
fact, as “Complexity”; see, e.g., [30]) after the XIX Century the search for “reality” in Art has taken
different paths. Photography first, and Cinema later, did in a sense deprive of meaning the search of
ways to “reproduce reality” by painting techniques, thus inducing artists to search for ways of better
“transfiguring it”: according to subliminal and psycho-analytic perceptions, on one side, but also to
the pursue the need of “deconstructing forms” through their reduction to “plastic models” or to
“simple constituents” (to be ordered and considered as “fundamental entities”). Also because of
this, Artists at the turning point between the XIX and XX Century begun to use Geometry, and
especially his “primordial forms”, as sources of inspiration to produce their artworks. A renewed
attention arouse towards the evocative power of simple geometrical forms - such as circles,
triangles, regular and irregular polygons, but also solids as spheres, cubes, cones, and other
polyhedrons – that soon became central themes for new researches on the “reduction of reality to its
fundamental constituents” (on one side) as well as a way to better understand mechanisms of
perception through a clever mix of “shape-reconstruction” and color entangling. Cubism (or at least
a part of it) slowly transfigured into what we can call “Geometrical Abstractionism” (see [31],[32]).
Fundamental work in this direction is, e.g., due to Vasily Kandinskii (1866-1944), who also
investigated in depth the strong relations existing between artistic expression and scientific
methods; his famous treatise [33] is a fresh look into the new dimensions of thought and expression
that can be opened by a courageous wedding between Art and Mathematics (see also [34] and the
recent paper [35]; we refer the reader also to recent exhibition catalog [36]). And, of course, we
cannot forget the deep contribution of Mondriaan to this line of thought and artistic expression (see
[37] in these Volume).
We like now to mention here the important recent monograph by Angela Vettese [38] - who freshly
touches the controversial theme of “how can we understand Contemporary Art” - from which we
shall in the sequel borrow and (sometimes critically) comment some consideration. Let us first
remark once again that, in our opinion, the XX Century has seen a strong intertwining between Art
& Science, as well as Art & Technology, partly because of the rapidly developing interest of
Society towards new scientific research but also because of the growing interest that artists had
shown about new expressive techniques and new means to obtain them. We quote from [38], page
7: “After late ‘900 artistic practice has been enriched by a set of technologies such as video, color
photography, digital images generated by computers (NdR, see [39]) and frequently produced for
Internet. The language of Art has been endowed with a number of expressive possibilities never
seen before: Painting and Sculpture have not disappeared, but they seem to be more and more
contaminated by our new ways of perceiving; even if traditional techniques do periodically live
moments of rebirth, the mechanical images that we are continuously facing are persistently
changing their lexicon”. Accordingly, Vettese claims that there was “a progressive divorce
between Art and Aesthetics” ([38], page 10); something that we can only partly agree – requiring at
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least the addition of the adjective “classic” – since, in our opinion, Aesthetics of the XX Century
has in fact evolved, by rapidly changing its direction in order to follow the rapid change of taste that
was being generated by new scientific understandings: in a sense, passing from linearity to
curvature, from staticity to dynamism, from continuity to “fractality” has in fact changed not only
Mathematics but also our own way of perceiving the notion of “beauty” and “order”. After all, as
David Hume said: “Beauty is not an inner quality of things, it exists only in the spirit that
contemplates it.”
The XX Century has thus become the “Century of New Visual Art” (see [40]); we quote again:
“Visual Art is one of the fastest expressions of thought, i.e. one of the activities that more rapidly
recollect the spirit of Time […] the waves of sense that walk together with History” ([38], page 16)
– we can interpret this by saying that “Art is able to understand the sense of change”. Elsewhere
[14],[15] we have already discussed about new artistic expressions suggested by Non-Euclidean
Geometry: the triumph of curvature against linearity, as in the “deformed reality” of Impressionists
and Cubists first; of Surrealism and of “Metaphysical Painting” later, of which the Italian painter
Renato Guttuso (1911-1987) was one of the major interpreters [38], page 83; but also the research
performed on Non-Euclidean forms by the “Constructivist Artists”, among which we like to
mention the famous Bratislava master Milan Dobes (1929; see [41],[42]) and most of the artistic
shapes that were in exhibition at the House of Arts in Bratislava last year, under the Exhibition
“Borders of Geometry” [43].
These “interferences” between Art and Science are not at all casual (see, e.g., [19]). We quote
again from Vettese: “Geometrical Abstractionism has deep roots in the antique Pythagorean
conception according to which the basis structure of Nature should have a geometrical
character: this theory has extended in the history of Science and Art through the mediation of
Plato and many medieval and Renaissance neo-Platonic philosophers; in the artistic domain
it has mainly produced the humanistic insistence on central perspective, in the XIX Century
one can find its echo in Cézanne, who notoriously saw Nature as a set of geometric solids, as
well as in Picasso, Braque and all cubist painters. If Cubists still maintained a strong relation
with figurative painting, only the Russian Abstractionists really gave body to an absolute
pictorial geometrism” [38], page 87). Let us remark that in one of his famous phrases, the
French painter Guillame Apollinaire (1880-1918) said as early as in 1913: “Today scientists
no longer limit themselves to the three dimensions of Euclid. The painters have been led quite
naturally, one might say by intuition, to preoccupy themselves with the new possibilities of
spatial measurement which, in the language of modern studios, are designated by the term:
the fourth dimension. Regarded from the plastic point of view, the fourth dimension appears
to spring from the three known dimensions: it represents the immensity of Space eternalizing
itself in all directions at any given moment. It is Space itself, the dimension of the Infinite”. In
1917 Theo Van Doesburg (1883-1931) published the “Manifesto of Concrete Art”; as
mentioned in [38] (pages 87-88): “this term wanted to replace that of <<Abstract Art>>
(considered as vague) and soon became synonymous of a geometrical and impersonal
painting”.
2.3

The Influence of Futurism on Contemporary Art: Time, Motion and Fractals

As we already discussed elsewhere (see [15],[23]), almost at the same time the Italian movement of
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“Futurism” was growing, aimed at introducing motion, dynamism and a new sense of progress into
all artistic expressions (see [44]). A large part of the Art in the second half of the XX Century has
gained from this artistic movement, that has recently celebrated his centennial and is finally regaining an overdue consideration. With “Il Manifiesto Blanco” (1946) the so-called “Spatialism”
was born. Says Vettese ([38], pages 71-72): “This movement aimed at adapting the language of Art
to the conquers of scientific progress. Practically, in the attempt of describing a multidimensional
Space, in 1947 Fontana [NdR: Lucio Fontana (1899-1968)] begun to punch paper and afterwards
the canvas; a gesture that at the same time was scarring the traditional support and giving it a new
vitality […] the ambient installation aimed at creating unusual sensations able to put in doubt the
most rooted perceptive habits […] The intention subordinated to these works was always that of
overcoming the planar surface of the painting, by integrating a baroque and aesthetics-producing
virtuosity with the futurist dynamism.”
It is known that Futurism (also through its photographic counterpart known as “photodynamism”;
see [15]) profited of the new ideas belonging to Photography, among which the famous studies [45]
of Eadweard Muybridge (1830-1904); these did in fact inspire many other artists of the XX
Century. For example, Francis Bacon (1910-1992) who is by someone considered the greatest postwar painter: “The artist worked by getting often inspiration from photographical images […] In
particular he was attracted by the famous treatise […] of Edward Muybridge, in which one could
find several sequences of naked men and animals portrayed in various phases of their motion”
([38], page 80). The French painter George Mathieu (1921) has in fact written in 1959:
“Introducing rapidity in western aesthetics seems to be a particularly important phenomenon.” It
is therefore not surprising that a whole chapter of XX Century Art has been devoted to introduce
motion (and Time) into artworks. This whole set of artistic researches can be collectively called
“Kinetic Art”; we shall come later on this subject, as well as more deeply elsewhere in this volume
[24].
In previous papers of ours we have also commented on the presence of new mathematical objects
such as “fractals” (see [46]) in the paintings of Jackson Pollock (1912-1956); see [14]. Besides
recalling that a whole school of “fractalism” has in fact evolved in the second half of XX Century,
after the possibility of using computers to generate shapes and images, we like here to mention (also
following [38]) that fractal painting and modern music share several points in common: the
electronic music of John Cage has in fact a fractal structure, but also older jazz performances reveal
at least a pre-fractal structure. Speaking of Pollock, Vettese claims that: “During the
<<dripping>> period the artist eliminated each symbolism and his painting became pure
abstraction; he accepted also the influence of jazz music: it is in fact possible to make a parallel
between his method and the improvisation of <<be-bop>> masters as Dizzy Gillespie and Charlie
Parker” (see [38], pages 30-33). As she also remarked ([38], page 107) the musician John Cage
(1912-1992), having formed near to Karlheinz Stockhausen (1928-2007), had reacted to musical
traditionalism by inserting noises created by things and persons into his musical compositions.
These new ideas did have a strong influence on Allan Kaprow (1927-2006) about whom we read:
“The meeting with John Cage induced Kaprow to abandon his pictorial style, abstract and
expressionist, to embrace a form of Art that involves explicitly the variable Time. He wrote in
Artnews, in October 1958: <<The act of painting, the new spatiality, the personal marking that
gives birth to an own proper form and meaning, the endless trace, the great stairs. New materials,
and so on, are nowadays the new clichés for a scholastic Art>> ([38], page 108). In a famous book
of his [47] he wrote: “It follows that public by itself is totally eliminated. All elements – people,
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Space, specific materials and ambient characters, Time – can be integrated in this way”. Adds in
fact Vettese: “Kaprow saw in Happening the most logical consequence of Action Painting; with
tones evocative of the first Futurist manifestos he spoke in favor of the use of <<visual substances,
sounds, motions, people, smells, touches. The materials for new Art are objects of whichever
nature: painting, chairs, food, electrical and neon lights, smoke, water, old stockings, a dog, a film
and thousands of other things>> (quoted from Kaprow, in “Artnews, October 1958); see [38], page
109.
A further way to introduce Time into sculpture (and Installations) is the recursive use to specific
materials that change their status with age (or because of other reasons). As an example, we quote:
“In the same way a sculpture in felt by Robert Morris [NdR, 1931] profits of gravity force and the
interaction with the elasticity of the material to deform in Time, adapting to its own weight […]
These sculptures suggest the observer to feel the weight of his own body as well as his mutability
when Time passes by”, as remarked also in [38] (pages 223-225).
3

Max Bill and the “Mathematical Approach in Contemporary Art”

We should now mention most of the artistic work of Max Bill (1908-1994), who gained a lot of
inspiration from Geometry: on one side, in Painting, we recall his important investigations about the
use of simple geometrical forms that can produce emotions through side-by-side joints and a clever
use of complementary colors; on the other side, in Sculpture, his insistence on some new
geometrical shapes suggested by new Mathematics (and especially Topology), such as solid shapes
inspired by the two-dimensional surface known as “Möbius strip” (see the exhibition catalog [48]).
Abandoning “classical forms” and reverting to “topological forms” has thus become a new way of
expression in Sculpture: “The Informal can be considered as the convergence point of several
artistic expressions matured in previous years, in particular of Cubism, Expressionism and
Surrealism, all sharing a certain refusal of Rationalism. Abandoning the control of reasoning was
reflected in abandoning also forms” ([38], page 51); and moreover: “In Sculpture an important
position has to be given to Arnaldo Pomodoro (1926) who animates metallic surfaces by the
contrast between polished surfaces and areas signed by scrapes, perforations and wedges: this
polarity, together with the abolishing of the pedestal and the insertion of motion into the artwork
contributes to give his sculptures an anti-monumental and tormented aspect” ([38], page 57).
Among recent experiences where Art and Geometry find a common path we like also to mention
the “Third way to Sculpture” of the Italian Sculptor Guido Moretti (1947), whereby new 3-D (and
also 4-D) effects are searched by means of Lissajou’s figures (see [49],[50] and ref.s quoted
therein).
In 1949 Max Bill wrote a rather famous essay [51], from which we borrow some clear-cut citation:
“By a mathematical approach to art it is hardly necessary to say I do not mean any fanciful ideas
for turning out art by some ingenious system of ready reckoning with the aid of mathematical
formulas. So far as composition is concerned every former school of art can be said to have had a
more or less mathematical basis. […] the same methods have suffered considerable deterioration
since the time when mathematics was the foundation of all forms of artistic expression and the
covert link between cult and cosmos. […] Kandinsky had indicated the possibility of a new
direction that […] would lead to the substitution of a mathematical approach for improvisations of
the artist's imagination. […] Let me take this opportunity to explain why it is impossible for many
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artists to go back to the old type of subjects. In the vast field of pictorial and plastic expression
there are a large number of trends and tendencies that have more or less originated in our own age.
[…] most of the modern work which is often held to have been largely inspired by mathematical
principles cannot, in point of fact, be identified with that entirely new orientation I have called the
Mathematical Approach to Art. […] I am convinced it is possible to evolve a new form of art in
which the artist's work could be founded to quite a substantial degree on a mathematical line of
approach to its content. […] since it is Mathematics which lends significance to these relationships,
it is only a natural step from having perceived them to desiring to portray them. This, in brief, is the
genesis of a picture. […] As the artist has to forge his concept into unity his vision vouchsafes him a
synthesis of what he sees which, though essential to his art, may not be necessarily mathematically
accurate. […] Hence abstract conceptions assume concrete and visible shape […] The difference
between the traditional conception of art and that just defined is much the same as exists between
the laws of Archimedes and those we owe Einstein and other outstanding modern physicists”. After
having properly quoted some of the “golden oldies” - Archimedes, Phidias, Raphael and Seurat –
Max Bill concludes: “But since their days the orbit of human vision has widened and art has
annexed fresh territories which were formerly denied to it. […] And despite the fact the basis of this
Mathematical Approach to Art is in reason, its dynamic content is able to launch us on astral flights
which soar into unknown and still uncharted regions of the imagination”.
A few years ago there has been an impressive exhibition in Milano about Bill’s work, which we had
the fortune to visit and enjoy (“Max Bill”, Milano, Palazzo Reale, March 29 – June 25, 2005; see
[48]). In one of the panels it was remarked that: “Bill works for more than 50 years with Möbius
strip, an infinite strip. The principle of this strip is absolutely simple: one side [NdR: of a rectangle]
is turned by 180° along its axis and glued to the other. The end becomes the beginning, while the
upper side joins to the lower one. By making a gold covering of these sculptures, Bill obtains an
effect of homogeneity and dematerialization, which ensues from the reflections produced. The
choice of a noble material emphasizes moreover the research of a value durable in Time. In this
case Bill applies the mathematical principle, while in his geometric paintings he pushes this method
to its outmost consequences” (free translation from the panels in Italian at the Exhibition).
Let us now remark that, in an attempt to renew the “Bahaus Movement”, a school was opened in
1949 at Ulm (the native town of Albert Einstein); his first Director was the already mentioned Swiss
artist Max Bill. “His approach to Art had a mathematical or at least logical character, antisubjectivist, addressed to the relations between form and color as well as to perceptive answers by
the onlooker. One of his first important writings was in fact <<The Mathematical Approach in
Contemporary Art>>: here one reads that Art should not be considered as a substitute for Nature,
nor a substitute of individuality and spontaneity. Art cannot rise and grow until when individual
and personal expression is not subjected to the principles of order” ([38], pages 88-89). Continues
Vettese, specifying how Bill was in fact influenced and/or directly inspired by Geometry: “The
Concretism of Max Bill […] has expressed itself through a re-elaboration of simple but at the same
time complex and mysterious forms: from the circle of Möbius [NdR: sic! – the term “circle” is of
course rather improper in Mathematics] to the square and the sphere […] Also the titles of his
works seem to be cold and descriptive, similar to mathematical equations [NdR: sic! – these are
“propositions” or “statements”, rather than “equations”] such as <<Irregular Pyramid with a
Spherical Surface>> or <<Triangular Surface in Space>>. His declared aim was what in his
opinion should have been the duty of each artist, i.e. the <<generation of energy fields>>” (REF
V, page 89). Out of this experience a new body of artistic expression was born, that can be called
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“Constructed Art”; about it Vettese claims: “[it] maintained a transcendent address, a research of
beauty and truth; its objective was to bring a vast complexity of elements back to regular forms,
aimed at embodying a problem or a reasoning” ([38], page 90). Among his followers there was
Richard Paul Lose (1902-1988); in the second half of XX Century he developed a new
mathematical way for artistic expression, i.e. “a geometrical painting founded on the series and the
permutation of colors according to sequences that reproduce the chromatic spectrum either in
horizontal or in vertical, starting from numerical diagrams” (again from [38], page 90).
Concerning his method, the artist himself writes indeed: “We can produce modular constructions
through a flexible principle based on a specific law or by multiple manipulations of a basic module.
The extension and the triumph of the schema give rise to a dynamical organizing principle, the first
operation predetermines the last one, the largest constellation of forms contains the smaller one,
both in Architecture and in Art… Behind us we have the tradition of technique, in front of us the
field of an unlimited flexibility and new orderings” (quoted from [38], page 90).
Before concluding this Section we like to mention also the geometrical contributions of the
movement that is usually called the “Hard Edge Painting” streamline, whose major interpreter was
Ellsworth Kelly (1923). Vettese says about this: “In his most representative works the artist has
emphasized the perimeter of the canvas together with its proportions, by destructing the
constructivist geometry founded on perpendiculars: minimal variations of the square angle
characterized his paintings […] by the side-.by-side positioning of two or more separated surfaces,
each one painted in a single color, or by zones with strongly contrasting and different colors”; [38],
pages 46-47.
4

Motion and “Kinetic Art”: Alexander Calder and Beyond

The idea of embedding Time and motion in Art is of course an old one (prodromes can be even seen
in the antique and medieval attempts to depict in the same canvas or to carve in the same sculpture
different moments of a single history, in order to show the “flowing of Time”). As we mentioned
above, concrete investigations about the possibility of representing motion in Art were begun by
Futurists, after the birth of Photography (see [15]); but something is to “depict” motion, something
else is “truly inserting” motion in artworks. For obvious reasons, the simplest idea is to think and
construct devices in 3-dimensional Space that can be animated and therefore “seen in motion”; as
Alexander Calder (1898-1976) did, as we shall see later. More recently – thanks to a clever mix of
new technologies and the subtle use of specific properties of light (that shall be discussed here in
subsequent Sections) - motion (and therefore Time) has been embedded also in Painting and other
forms of Art. All these forms of Art should be collectively called “Dynamical Art”, even if the
name that is usually adopted is “Kinetic Art”; we prefer to speak of “dynamical” rather than
“kinetic”, because of the subtle distinction that in Science exists between “kinematics” (the study of
motion by itself) and “dynamics” (the investigation of motion along with its causes and sources).
We have also to remark that those artworks that include dynamism through light effects are better
called pieces of “Optical Art”.
For an historical perspective we quote once more from Vettese: “One of the most evident outcomes
of this renewed attention to rationalism by Concrete or constructed Art was embodied by part of socalled “Kinetic Art”. [….] The artworks born in this framework did abandon staticity of Painting to
become moving objects, tridimensional and often developed at an ambient scale. […]. Antecedents
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could be found in Marcel Duchamp’s [NdR, 1887-1968] works. Later on the American artist
Alexander Calder had conceived moving sculptures (that he called in fact “mobiles”) deprived of a
pedestal […] they were conceived as devices formed by suspended colorful forms and the metallic
surfaces that constituted the structure were free to move, pushed by wind or by the hand of an
observer, so going against any rule of monumental sculpture. The birth-year of <<Kinetic Art>>
as a specific movement can be set to 1955, when Guy Weeler organized at the Cantonal Museum of
Beaux Arts in Lausanne the historical review <<Le Mouvement dans l’Art Contemporain>> and
when, at approximately the same time but with a different propositive stress, the gallery of Denise
René hosted an exhibition in which only works conceived to be put in motion were exhibited: among
invited authors […] Pontus Hulten [NdR, 1924-2006], Roger Bordier [NdR, 1923], Victor
Vasarely, Duchamp, Calder, [Antonio] Jacobsen [NdR, 1850-1921], Jean Tinguely [NdR, 19251991], Jesus Raphael Soto [NdR, 1923-2005]. Already in that occasion one could see the two faces
of raising Kinetism: on one side that represented by Calder and Tinguely, aimed at including into
the artwork motion as a way to introduce casual changes of the shape […]”; [38], pages 92-94.
Frank Popper [53] has divided kinetic and optical artworks into four major groups: 1) Artworks that
induce a psychophysical reaction in the public through instable and mutable design (e.g., those of
Bridget Riley (1931) or certain pieces due to Milan Dobes; [42],[43]); 2) Artworks that create a
disorientation using explicitly the relative motion between the artwork and the observer (e.g., those
of Soto and Agam); 3) Self-moving structures (such as the “Mobiles” of Calder; [54]) - see later and
also [24] in these Proceedings; 4) Structures in which motion is induced mechanically by engines or
other devices. All these forms of Art had created a great fascination in public, since they were
explicitly aimed at conjugating Art with Science and Technology (as correctly claimed by Vettese
in [38], at page 101). She also says: “However, such an alliance [between Art and Technology]
revealed itself to be a chimera; today’s artists in fact have practically no access to advanced
technology, even in those recent cases of a specific relationship with computers: their knowledge of
the potentiality of the machines is almost always rather scarce so that the results achieved by artists
show, with respect to those obtained by programmers, a background ingenuity”; [38], page 101).
However- even if we can at least in part agree with her that the “alliance between Art &
Technology” was much probably a little bit more than a dream in the core of the XX Century - the
same criticism cannot at all be applied to the forms of Art that have ensued after the growth of
computers and all new technologies related with them; as we shall also say in our conclusions, in
fact, the most recent forms of Art that mix artistic expression, visual perception, digital and virtual
worlds together with all possibilities given by a clever use of computers by “true artists” – which
can and should be considered, also in view of Bill’s words above, a direct outcome of all early
attempts to kinetic and optical Art – represent a genuine and far-reaching domain for artistic
production at a great level, both of aesthetical result and of technological achievement. Just for the
sake of reference to something near to us we can quote the essay [55] (see also [56]) where the
author shows his artistic visions induced by recent experiments at LHC in CERN, Geneva; or [57],
for a review of the scientific installations realized by Mario Canali between 1992 and 2004.
But what better sums up this fruitful alliance can be encountered in the “fractalist” movement;
while Benoit Mandelbrot (1924-2010) speaks in [58] of “representations of infinity through finite”
and of “non integer dimensions”, several artists of XX Century had in parallel freed themselves
from predetermined models and have focused their activity on the “search of unpracticed and unexperienced dimensions”, so determining new viewpoints and new models through which one can
experiment “reality”. As an example, we may recall what was once said by its Italian leader Habel
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(pseudonymous of Antonio d’Anna; 1934), in an interview recently given to Giudi Scotto Rosato
[59]: “Observing reality through the algorithmic formulation means to contemplate the <<true>>
image of reality, to grasp its mechanisms, to understand its secret codes. […] Accordingly, all
constraints, all obstacles, all bridgeless abysses between Art and Science disappear… […] The
scientific component is present only at the level of study […] the creative act is by no means
mortified […] and it remains the un-discussed protagonist. […] It would be impossible to repeat a
painting, while repetitivity is a founding value of scientific work. […] Fractal Geometry configures
a new theoretical and metaphorical field. The rigid boundaries that have traditionally separated
Art from Science are falling down one by one. Interdisciplinarity is extremely open minded: it has
no limits, no boundaries, it is infinite as Fractal Geometry is.” Speaking of his own method (as well
as the spirit that animates “Fractal Art” as a whole) Habel contionues by claiming what follows: “I
realized that something revolutionary happened: finally a new Geometry able to penetrate in
<<other>> dimensions, conceiving - differently from the Euclidean one - dimensions with a
fractionary and non-integer value. […] working with a computer I could verify that a segment AB
[…] became longer or shorter when iterated by decimals […] creating internal shapes in the form
of triangles […] Euclidean Geometry offers no alternative: a segment AB is one-dimensional and
that is all; while Fractalism allowed me to find completely different shapes. […] Letting the eye and
a mathematical hand to work one could not only represent visually the complexity of natural
phenomena, but he can also discover a new, hidden and fascinating beauty. […] Mandelbrot
discovered the world of fractals as a scientist, I have crossed his road following my sensibility of
artist.” Fractals – as is well known – are in fact strictly related with “Chaos” ([60]) and
“Complexity” ([30]); they have been, together with Non-Euclidean Geometry, a great source of
inspiration also for the artistic work of Maurits Cornelis Escher (1898-1972; [61]).
Coming back to Kinetism, we have to mention that one of the most ambitious installations ever
constructed in the framework of Kinetic Art was done in Liége in 1961, by the addition of sounds
and artificial illumination to its movement; his author, Nicolas Schöffer (1912-1992) wanted in fact
to build a “cybernetic tower” of 52 meters of height, with the insertion of surprising effects of
optical nature. Vettese claims (but we do not agree with her) that “Nicolas Schöffer’s work, at the
very end, generated only a quick astonishment. It is not casual that the United States, where the
most advanced research centers in Science and Technology are situated, did always look upon the
kinetic-optical stream with a certain detachment. Because of this and other reasons, this stream
remained European in prevalence, as well as his masters; in America those artists have been
considered as academicians, empty, provincial and a little bit more than funny” ([38], page 101).
Of course this is an excessively simplifying analysis, that in or opinion does not take into account
two major points of reflection: 1) Europe has been in the past – and still is – one of the major
reservoirs of real investigation in Science and Technology. Even if US research is probably and
usually better funded, the sensibility of Europe and its achievements in Science do in fact constitute
a major source for inspiration in the World. It is enough to quote the experience of CERN (see also
[55]). Because of this it is not so astonishing that Europe has been and still is a little bit more
sensitive to the interaction between Art & Science (something that deserves however a careful
wording, since to our knowledge also in US there is a lot of attention about these explicit
interactions). 2) This predominance is not due to the lack of scientific activity but rather to a
different way of perceiving Science as something that it is not only looking at the future but also as
something that is deeply rooted into millenary traditions of study, that started from Pythagoreans
and never ended, passing through Leonardo da Vinci, Galileo Galilei and others (see also our paper
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[62], where we revisit an older debate between Galileo and Leonardo, later reconsidered by
Panofsky).
As a part of Kinetism we should also mention the so-called “Programmed Art”, born around the
sixties in Europe. In the dépliant presenting one of his first exhibitions (“Arte Programmata”,
Milano, 1962) the famous Italian semiologist Umberto Eco (1932) wrote that “inserting in the
artworks the possibility of change one was in fact allowing in it a certain degree of indetermination,
in spite of the <<calculations>> that might have been useful to conceive it”; [38], page 96. In
Programmed Art “artworks were often animated by mechanisms and small engines, sometime with
a recreational intention, sometimes scientific and mathematizing: these two poles never ceased to
interact within this tendency […] as derivations, respectively, of Dadaist and concretist
conceptions. […] the <<Groupe de Recherche d’Art Visuel>> […] started from premises near to
the Theory of Perceptions […] some of its members were mainly interested to another aspect of
motion, that they described as <<development that tends to organize a new visual situation>> […]
showing to be independent on calculations and projects about the relations between Space, Time
and images. François Morellet (1926), one of the most active protagonists, proposed works totally
deprived of casual aspects, such as spheres obtained by a perpendicular entanglement of straight
segments or nets of horizontal vertical and concentric lines” (see [38], pages 94-95).
5

Colors and Optical Illusions: from XIX Century to “Optical Art”

Another important domain of intersection between Art and Science in the XX Century is a whole
field of artistic (and scientific) researches that mix up the theory of colors, the properties of light
and the problems related with the “Theory of Perception” (see, e.g., the treatises
[4],[63],[64],[65],[66]). This mainstream, as we said already in Section 4, takes the name of
“Optical Art” and is rooted in the work of Vasarely. We quote from [38], pages 92-94: “On the
other there was the soul nearer to Concretism, mainly represented by Vasarely. […] In the forties
[…] he begun to use programmed painting systems, based on permuting geometrical models and
variations of sharp colors until luminescence; what he added to traditional Concretism was the
aspect of optical tension […] As an example, his Orion MC (1963) is a rectangle that contains 420
squares, including in turn circles and ellipses of different dimensions, put on convergent axes and
placed coherently with the variations in chromatic intensity”.
From artistic positions similar to those of Vasarely so called “Optical Art” (abbreviated also “Op
Art”) was born. As Vettese recalls ([38], page 98): “The name was given by the sculptor George
Rickey [NdR, 1897-2002] in 1964 […] the artworks being designed by concentrating onto optical
effects such as consecutive images, illusions, inversions in the ratio between figure and
background. […] The peculiar aspect of this conception of movement, if it really can be
distinguished from Kinetic Art, is here found in the fact that Op artworks set movement in the
observer himself rather than in the observed object. The visual apparatus of the onlooker is obliged
to perform continuous adjustments to overcome the ambiguities that are presented to it”. The
framework of Optical Art was rooted in much older prescriptions having as a common background
the skillful repeated use of color decomposition and visual microstructures: first the “Pointillisme”
of Georges Seurat (1859-1991) and Paul Signac (1863-1935), between the end of XIX and the
beginning of XX Century; but also some Futurist work (e.g., the “Compenetrazioni Iridescenti” by
Giacomo Balla; 1871-1958). Older antecedents can be found in the studies by Johann Wolfgang
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Goethe (1749-1832) on the nature of colors (we refer the reader to [67] and [68] for a nice reading
on this problem), in the attention that Turner and most of the Impressionists gave to light effects,
but also in the experiments about abstract compositions of colors that were at the bases of the
colorful paintings of Sonia (1885-1979) and Robert Delaunay (1885-1941). Adds Vettese: “as well
as in the <<Fluttering Hearts>> of Marcel Duchamp (1933), that can be considered as the first
image explicitly created to give an illusion of movement even if it remained static. Moreover,
extremely important for optical researches had been the experiments of Laszló Moholy-Nagy [NdR,
1895-1946] who among 1922 and 1930 elaborated a series of artworks known as space-luminous
modulators” ([38], page 98).
The progressive diffusion of Gestalttheorie was crucial for this new form of Art [63],[64]; Vasarely
himself so described his ideas: “The basic notion of Kinetism, the one that conferred it the name, is
the very idea of movement. However this is an ambiguous concept, since one speaks of Kinetism
also for works in motion, both if put into action by engines, as it happens in what Nicolas Schöffer
[NdR, 1912-1992] does, or by natural forces, as in the Mobiles of Calder… Not! For me Kinetism
is what happens in the spirit of the viewer when his eye is obliged to organize a perceptive field that
is obliged to be unstable. In other words, the reality that is shown to him is not a given one, which
would be the “good” vision of the artwork; there are on the contrary multiple realities that are
interchanged according mechanisms strictly related with Psychology. It is here that we meet
Gestalttheorie, founded on the fact that the eye is by no means a passive receptor for visual
information… What astonishes me in this change of perspective is that, alike in Renaissance, Art
and Science … rejoin together to promote a new vision of the World”.
Gestalttheorie was also at the bases of Structuralism. It started from the idea that visual and
cognitive perception follow internal rules proper of our sensorial apparatus, that are able to act
already at the pre-cortical level much before the stimulus reaches the brain: as an example, retina
perceives a continuous line even if it is designed just as a discrete sequence of (sufficiently near)
aligned small segments (see [38], page 98). This is also at the bases of the still unsolved dilemma –
out of which a famous debate arouse between Einstein and Bergson about the very nature of Time;
see [69] and also [70] – whether Cinema is an illusion of movement (since motion is continuous
while Cinema is formed by a sequence of static frames) or, rather, motion is a step-by-step process
as in D’Alembert’s principle (see [71]), while the apparent continuity of motion is nothing but the
way in which our brain interprets a discrete set of “quantum jumps” (see [72]). The transfer of the
new ideas of Gestalttheorie to Art was certainly favored by the publication of the studies of Rudolf
Arnheim (1904-2007; [65],[66],[73]) on the relations existing between Art and visual perception. A
masterpiece in this line of thought is the beautiful work “Inner Vision” by Semir Zeki ([4]).
Among the Italian authors that were associated to Optical Art the already mentioned artist Bruno
Munari (1907-1998) was a significant trait d’union between Futurism, to which he was affiliated in
his youth, and the movement of Concrete Art. Here we would like to mention his persistent interest
towards “elementary and primordial” geometrical shapes (the square, the circle and the triangle, in
particular) that he collected into a nice series of booklets [16]. Among other Optical Artists we
should mention (with [38], page 100): “Getulio Alviani (1939) […] interpreted the paradox of
metallic surfaces that are static as far as their position is concerned, but are seen as moving
because of vibrations that light imposes to them as a consequence of specific textures. […] Pol Bury
(1922-2005) has elaborated structures in which optical illusions are mixed with effective motion,
noise, misleading perception of physical phenomena such as fall or deformation. The English
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author Bridget Riley (1931) has worked for long time on the apparent motion of a painted surface,
obtained through serial repetitions of curved lines, either black-and-white or colored, aimed to
establish in the viewer a sensation of visual drunkenness in spite of their extremely rigorous
ordering. […] Jesus Raphael Soto is the author of striped patterns on the front of which light
suspended laths move and confuse view: the work never acquires a definitive aspect, as the
interaction between painted lines and moving laths present it in a way that is always different and
ambiguous with respect to depth effects. Luis Tomasello (1915) is known for the colored shades
thrown on white canvases by small cubes positioned in a regular sequence along their diagonal
axis, whose internal invisible faces are pigmented.”
Quoting Carlos Cruz-Díez (1923), Karl Gertsner (1930), Yacov Agam (1928), Jeffrey Steele
(1931), Almir Mavignier (1925), Gerhard von Graevenitz (1934-1983), Richard Joseph
Anuskiewicz (1930) and Lawrence (Larry) Poons (1937) Vettese says moreover: “The aspects on
which these authors have mainly worked were periodical geometrical structures such as spirals,
concentric circles, networks and other regular patterns, mainly elaborated on bipolar tones of
black and white, whose deformations give rise to deep sensations of depth and chromatic vibration.
The complexity of forms is balanced by their geometric order and by the recurrence of serial
structures. In the framework of color they have investigated effects of luminescence, contrast,
interference and illusory depth. As it is also correctly remarked by her (see ([38], page 339) most of
the “optical artworks” searched for “secondary perceptive effects” (i.e., visual effects that rise not at
a first glance but only when the brain has begun to codify and decode the visual impressions), so
that their fruition usually required a sufficient elongation in time and especially a good
concentration of the viewer, as it happens for instance when looking at “optical illusions”. In a
sense, an optical artwork becomes effective only when it is really perceived through an active
participation of the observer; moreover, the artist’s intervention is based on a sort of “absolute
objectiveness” that leaves aside emotional expressions. Vettese claims then that: “because of this,
optical artworks became easy subject better than others for a mechanical reproduction and serial
repetition”.
A final quotation about Optical Art has to be made on a famous work by Olafur Eliasson (1967),
that was presented into the Danish pavilion at the 2003 edition of “Biennale di Venezia”. We read
about this: “[…] installations made of light and colors also in open space; the spectator was taken
into a kaleidoscopic game of reflections, colors and optical tubes. The perceptive disorientation
through light and spatiality […] might stigmatize that contemporary man is loosing his own
orientation. […] The tendency to be spectacular is also testified by the huge diffusion of video in
each of its possible manifestations [… that] satisfies the research of narration and realism that the
Art born with a conceptual ascendance had compressed, by also allowing that hypnotic emotion
typical of moving objects”; [38], pages 337-339.
6
Art

Numbers and Shapes as a Mathematical Form of Inspiration in Contemporary

The use of Numbers and Geometric Forms as sources of inspiration is definitely not new in Art.
They – of course – appeared many times in classical Art, but they existed there just as details
included into compositions only with the purpose of indicating a real counting. Only in the XX
Century the Number has instead become a constitutive element of the painting. We may quote the
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famous “Numeri Innamorati” (“Numbers in Love”) by the Futurist painter Giacomo Balla; but also
the Numbers that appear systematically, with an evident esoteric meaning (there is in fact a
predominance of “magic numbers” such as 3, 5 or 7), in the artworks of the contemporary artist
Horia Damian (1922), that we had the fortune to see at the recent exhibition of 2009 in Bucuresti;
[74].
In “Minimalist Art” the form that most appears is the square (see also [16]). We read again in [38]:
“together with the circle it represents the simplest geometrical form, that originates from the
multiplication of a single measure, differently from the circle, however, it is far from any
naturalistic appeal, such as the Moon or the Sun: it encodes therefore simplicity, coldness and
rationality, characteristics opposed to those proposed by the noisy pop-art”. According to the
historical analysis of [38] the term “Minimalist” appeared the first time in 1937 in a paper by John
Graham (1886-1961), but its new meaning was inaugurated by the philosopher Richard Wollheim
(1923-2003) in 1965, in the New York “Arts Magazine”: in that article Wollheim collected under
such a new definition inhomogeneous artworks by Marcel Duchamp, Ad Reinhardt (1913-1967),
Andy Warhol (1928-1987), Roy Lichtenstein (1923-1997), Donald Judd (1928-1994), Robert
Morris (1965) and other young American artists. Recalls Vettese that: “the authors used preexisting objects and images, or sober geometrical forms. […] Roughly speaking this method is
based on executive essentiality, on a tendency to monochrome, on the intent of provoking a strong
initial impact in the observer but also a sequence of successive micro-perceptions”; [38] page 214215.
Among people that worked explicitly on mathematically inspired rules we should also mention Sol
Le Witt (1928-2007). We follow Vettese again: “his first significant artworks are threedimensional structures that repeat all possibilities to suggest a cube, by indicating only some of its
sides trough wooden boards, or murals in which each possible reciprocal position of straight lines
is investigated, combinatorial games of horizontal, vertical and diagonal lines, and more recently
designs and mural paintings that, according to precise rules, combine together fundamental colors
and forms. Among his personal sources of inspiration Le Witt recalled the seriality of photographs
on movement by Muybridge, the <<Tributes to the Square>> by Albers, the repetitivity of the
square in Reinhard’s paintings, the paintings of Jasper Jones about numbers, the black striped
paintings of Stella, modern architecture, serial music’s of Arnold Schönberg, Steve Reich and
Philip Glass. The peculiar aspect of his works is their setting as the development of rules decided
once for all, usually adopting mathematical systems subjected to a strict logic, that arises from the
premises in a predictable way, able to generate an exact number of possibilities; afterwards the
work proceeds by itself according to an almost inevitable rhythm and its execution resides in the
realization by assistants of the instructions that were given to them”; [38], pages 219-220.
Another movement that deserves being recalled here is called “Analytic Painting”; it has explicit
reference to the “Minimalist Art” that involved mainly Sculpture but also Painting. According to
Vettese “the elder protagonist, Agnes Martin [NdR, 1912-2004], begun to develop her style in the
first sixties: her white square canvases are covered by an extremely subtle grill, drawn with a
pencil. Differently from the surface of the painting this grill appears to be rectangular rather than
square, creating a dissonance that confers the canvas a suggestive luminosity and offers a sensation
of dematerialization of the work itself. Inserting subtle colored lines sometimes strengthens these
effects. […] The work of Robert Mangold [NdR, 1937] are often the result of two geometrical
figures: one is the perimeter of the square, the other is designed by black graphite in the interior of
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the canvas and is opposed to the perimeter itself”; [38], pages 219-221. And later we read also:
“Moreover, while the European geometric Abstractionism had moved starting from a kind of a
mystical conception of Geometry, whereby he Number was assumed as a basic structure for reality
and as an ultimate law of Nature, the American Minimalism was instead born from a
geometrization that corresponds to a maximal simplification of reality”; [38], page 225.
Another interesting example of Art somehow inspired by Numbers resides in the work of Roman
Opalka (1931) and Hanne Darboven (1941-2009). According to [38] (pages 239-240) ”[Opalka]
transfers the rigidity of the Number in the flowing of his personal existence: after 1965 he composes
essentially two types of artworks. On white canvases he draws a progressive enumeration, starting
with a brush that gradually passes from pure black to become grey with Time. Adding each year a
higher percentage of white, the artist claimed that the counting will continue until the end of his
life, a moment that should more or less coincide with the total disappearance of black in favor of
numbers painted in white over a white background: and end that becomes endless”. A further
interesting example is given by the artwork of Hanne Darboven: “[she] begun to dedicate herself
to drawings on graph paper by the half of the sixties. Later on the artist begun to construct her
diagrams by just using numbers, accumulated first on sheets of graph paper, and later in
pentagrams, postcards […] Starting from numerical sequences taken from calendars […]
Darboven has later begun to construct personal codes that often were impossible to understand
even by a careful observer, whereby a strict logic tries to dominate what is instead the product of
an irrational and irritated sensibility: system are such that, e.g., the successor of the Number 71 is
8 (being 7 + 1). In many cases these repeated numerical systems have given rise to obsessive music
that had been executed by regular orchestras in theatres”.
Numbers appear also – not as a casual structure of the artwork but rather as determining
components of it – in the sculptures of the Italian artist Mario Merz (1925-2003). We quote: “[…]
concentrated on proliferation processes of Nature, such as the mathematical sequence elaborated
by the mathematician Fibonacci (1,2,3,5,8,13…) that gives rise to objects in the form of spirals,
such as snails and tornados. The attention to natural forces met with that for the dynamics of
human communities, described by the <<igloo>> form”; [38], Page 259. We like here to mention
that the shape of an “igloo” (i.e., a typical Hinuit “ice house”) reminds in fact the simplest and most
beautiful 3-dimensional shape of Nature, i.e. the Sphere, since an igloo is essentially half a sphere.
What is much probably the latest version of an igloo by Merz is the dark grey stone fountain that
occupies a prominent position in a square in Torino, whereby the surface of the semi-sphere is
formed, as in a triangulated manifold, by the use of a chart covering formed by a number of
irregular flat patches. Not to mention that Merz has also inspired the municipality of Torino to put
neon lights with (the start of) the Fibonacci series onto the cupola of “Mole Antonelliana”, i.e. the
monumental symbol of his hometown in Italy. Merz declared in 2009: “Fibonacci has been my
personal chance to understand Space, to understand Relations and whom we are”.
7

Conclusions

We like to conclude this paper by first quoting again from [38] (pages 322-323) that: “Thanks to the
informatics innovation we are rapidly approaching an <<always on>> society, in which most
inhabitants of rich countries will be continuously connected with the network […] the <<global
village>> theorized at the beginning of the sixties by Marshall McLuhan is becoming a reality. […]
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In the meantime visualization has assumed an increasingly important role: the language of images
has become the true international jargon. Techniques as Photography, Cinema, digital and
computer-aided reproductions [….] telescopes as Hubble and electronic microscopes, as well as
(obviously) Television and Internet, have invaded scientific research and our daily life, drastically
changing our ways of perceiving. […] Frontline artists have begun to use mainly and at the same
time several techniques, neither one representing the only way of expression: from time to time the
same artist can pass from the production of video to pictures, sculptures, performances” [and we
would add also installations, NdR].
Moreover, we like to mention that Marvin Minsky (1927) has pointed out the importance of artistic
representations to better understand scientific concepts: “No matter what one’s purposes, perhaps
the most powerful methods of human thought are those that help us find new kinds of
representations. Why is this so important? Because each new representation suggests a new way of
understanding; and if you understand something only one way, then you scarcely understand it at
all. Perhaps this is the way the Arts so often precede the flowerings of tulture”. Stephen Wilson
[75] pushes the concepts even further, demonstrating through a rich variety of examples that “the
role of the artist is not only to interpret and spread scientific knowledge, but to be an active partner
in determining the direction of research”.
To summarize, we stress once more that the interrelationships between Art & Science, in general,
and Art & Mathematics, in particular, have increased across the change from the XIX to the XX
Century, growing more and more throughout the whole Century (see, e.g., [76],[77]). In spite of
reductive opinions that tend sometimes to minimize these interrelationships, on the basis of a
presumed separation between Art and Science as independent domains of human Culture, this
mutual relation is instead due, in our opinion, to the fact that Art and Science had evolved together
and reciprocally gained since the beginning of human Culture, so that in the age of “New Science” a
separation of Art from the impressive development in human scientific knowledge should have
been a rather strange event. As the post-modern literary critics Katherine Hayles (1943) once said:
“Artistic expression and Science are cultural products that, at the same time, express and
contribute to form the matrix of the Culture itself out of which they emerge”; see [78].
Fortunately - and in a sense also obviously - the Art of XX Century has developed a fantastic
connection with the new frontiers of Science and Technology and has strongly adapted its way to
represent the World to the new ways of describing it by scientific models. We read in [79]: “Un
voyage à la découverte d’un monde toujours plus riche et mystérieux que nous ne pouvons le
percevoir. Un voyage à travers les regards croisés de l’Art et de la Science sur cet Univers qui nous
a fait naître et que nous n’aurons jamais fini d’explorer.” Machines and new Mathematics (see
again [46]) have gradually become instruments and sources of inspiration for new forms of Art
tending to transcend the experiential world rather than trying to reproduce it in a stereotypical way.
At the turn of the Third Millennium we cannot do anything else than waiting to see where this
mutual and far-reaching synergy will bring new Art, new Science and new Mathematics towards
new common goals in new Culture [80].
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INTERCONNECTION – A SCIENTIFICAL SCENARIO
TO RECEPTION/GENERATE AESTHETICAL STRUCTURES
LUPU Cristian, (RO), SAMOILĂ Gheorghe, (RO)
“The knowledge has two forms: it is an intuitive knowledge or a logical knowledge;
a knowledge by the imagination or a knowledge by the intellect; a knowledge of
the individual or a knowledge of the universal; of the things considered each separately
or a knowledge of their relations; it is, finally, a producer of images or a producer of concepts…
The intuition means, frequently, the perception, i.e. the knowledge of the happened reality,
the perception of something as real” [B. Croce, Aesthetics].

Based on the concept of structural self-organization it defines the “collectivity” as a set related by
the structural relations. While the structure (aesthetical or not) is a concept, the representation or
the image is an intuition (according to Croce). Nearby the structure, opposite to the function, is the
image as an intuition. The aesthetical structures are characterized by significant intuitive
representations. Thus, the perception of the structural self-organization of a work of art is, finally,
an intuition. The “aesthetical function” is the expression of the work of art.
1.

Structural self-organization. Collectivities

A complex system perception, as of a work of art, means first of all the perception of a selforganization of the system or of the relations that organize the system. To perceive a complex
“means to perceive the relations of its constituent parts in a determined way” [2]. On the other hand,
one of the natural characteristics is the association in collectivities. We can observe collectivities in
the not living world (universe galaxies, solar systems, crystalline units), in the living world (ant
hills, bee swarms, nations) as in the artificial world (cities, architectures, paintings, especially the
abstract ones). What properties are behind the relations that organize the collectivities, or, better
said, the relations of association in collectivities? Maybe is the gravity, the symmetry or the
survival instinct or, maybe, an aesthetical property? In one word it is structural self-organization.
The self-organization is based on structural relations (not dependable on time) between structural
entities. The self-organization can be structural or functional (relations dependable on time).
The definition of the term collectivity deduces from the definition of the term set. “A set can be
selected by a membership or can be constructed by a relation which substantiate the membership or
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by bringing in the set elements which fulfill the relation defining it” [3]. Because N. Bourbaki
names “collectivizing relation” the relation defining a set, we name collectivities only the sets
selected or built based on relations [8]. Therefore, we exclude the sets selected by the membership
(the most general definition of the set). A collectivity does not mean, in our point of view, a set
made, for example, of an enumeration of elements without no connection (relation) only the
membership to the set: {a star, 5, a planet, a crystal, c, an ant, a bee, a man}.
The structural relation that proves the membership to a collectivity is resulted from its
structural properties: a collectivity is made of smaller structural entities. For example, a structural
interconnecting relationship is composed of a set of nodes and links, which is equivalent with the
graph definition (a set X of nodes and an application Γ of X in X which gives the set of connections).
The link, the connection is a structural property for an interconnection or a graph.
2.

Aesthetical Structure and Intuition

A basic concept in this article, which we have used but not explained, is the concept of the
structure. The structure concept, at the beginning with the meaning of building, has slowly
advanced. The abstraction of the word makes slowly: only in the XVII-XVIIIth centuries it appears
the sense of a reciprocal relation of the parts or the constitutive elements of a whole, determining
its nature, its organization [5]. During the XIXth century, structure is generally opposite to function.
At the end of this century it appears a new meaning of the structure concept. It will not represent a
static organization, but a whole made by solidary elements, in which everyone depends on all the
other ones and can be what it is only in and through them [5]. The connection between parts (the
first meaning) is something less necessary than the total interdependence system of each part with
all other parts (the second meaning). If the first meaning is a sum, the second is a whole. The whole
can dominate the part [6].
The structure is a concept while the representation and the image are intuitions. Nearby the
structure, alike opposite to the function, it places the image as an intuition. The aesthetical
structures are characterized by significant intuitive representations. Thus, the perception of the
structural self-organization of a work of art is, finally, an intuition. “The result of a work of art (the
conception and/or the reception) is an intuition” [1]. The representation, in Croce’s opinion, is an
intuition that detaches and emphasizes on the psychic background of sensations. The representation
is an elaboration of sensations and, therefore, is an intuition. The concept of the aesthetical
structure and the intuition of the aesthetical representation (of the image) form, in our opinion, the
two sources of the conception/reception of a work of art. By the aesthetical structure and by the
intuition, a work of art closes itself. The functional behavior of a work of art isn’t necessary to be
understood it (except the design and the other “functional” works of art). The work of art is a pure
structure, an aesthetical structure, which must be understood, inferred.
The aesthetical structures are aesthetical collectivities, i.e. sets built with the help of the
aesthetical relations resulted from the aesthetical properties. An aesthetical relation is a relation
that spiritually expresses the connections between the collectivity entities on the basis of the
aesthetical properties (e.g. synthesized by the binomials beautiful-ugly or symmetric-asymmetric).
The aesthetical relations are by definition structured (non-functional). “The complete process of the
aesthetical production can be symbolized in four stages: a) impressions; b) expression or aesthetical
spiritually synthesis; c) hedonic accompaniment or pleasure of beautiful (aesthetical pleasure); d)
translation of aesthetical fact in physical phenomena (sounds, tones, motions, combinations of lines
and colors). Anybody observes that the essential point, only which is proper aesthetical and indeed
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real is the point b, which is absent to the naturalistic manifestation and construction, and which is
nominated, at their turn, by metaphor, expression” [1]. The (aesthetical) expressions are
representations or images of an aesthetical structure (works of art) which can be perceived in a
certain a temporal succession (non functional). The structural self-organization of a work of art
means a spiritual aesthetical synthesis or an (aesthetical) expression. “The aesthetical functionality”
is replaced by an “aesthetical process”, the essence of which is, according to Croce, the expression.
The structure of an aesthetical collectivity can be, as any structure, self-organized locally and
globally. An interconnecting structure is locally estimated by neighborhoods. The locality is the
behavior or the structural self-organization of an (aesthetical) collectivity around an origin. In case
of an aesthetical collectivity, the origin can be spatial (e.g. paintings) or temporal (e.g. music). The
article refers to the spatial origins of a structure and to the locality definition covering the first
meaning of the structure concept (connection between parts). The globality is the behavior or the
structural self-organization of an (aesthetical) collectivity around a property. For example, the
works of art can be estimated by the help of symmetrical or asymmetrical properties. The globality
definition refers to the second meaning of the structure concept. Therefore, an aesthetical structure
can be estimated, as any structure, by measures of the locality and the globality.
The architecture of an aesthetical collectivity is a concept of connection between the aesthetical
structure and the aesthetical function (the expression of the work of art). This connection concept
produces a global meaning of the collectivity, an intuition of the collectivity with the aim to
understand the unity between the structure and the expression of that aesthetical collectivity. We
can talk about universe’s architecture, a crystallographic system’s architecture, a house’s or a
town‘s architecture, an enterprise’s architecture, a computer’s architecture, an interconnecting
architecture, a communication architecture or, finally, an aesthetical architecture (of a work of art).
The aesthetical architecture measures by the degree of membership to certain aesthetical global
properties. The symmetry, hierarchy, homogeneity are aesthetical and, also, global properties. We
must not to confound the architecture concept, leading to an intuition on the collectivity, with
globality concept, which is a measure of the collectivity.
In the following sections of this paper we try to analyze, as example, a painting (an aesthetical
structure) from the point of view of the locality. Analyzing in this way, we probably have succeeded
to algorithm the expression of the work of art. And to understand it, inferring. Our application can
lead towards an “artificial” aesthetics.
3.

Aesthetical Interconnected Collectivities

The interconnections made of N nodes and L links model very well, in the sense given by
Wittgenstein to the perception of structural self-organization, a collectivity. The nodes are the
members of the collectivity that are tied by links. This type of collectivities we shall name, further,
interconnected collectivities. The interconnected collectivities will not limit at the sets with the
same type of nodes (resulting collectivities with non homogenous nodes) and/or at the sets with the
same type of links (resulting collectivities with non homogenous links). What is certain, the
structural entities, which form the collectivity, are interconnected one way or another. We should
limit, without losing too much of generality, to the orthogonal interconnections or orthogonal
collectivities. Any number of nodes of an interconnection, N, can be represented as a product of
integer numbers, N=mr·mr-1·…m1. On the basis of this representation, to each node of an
interconnection we can associate an address X with r digits, 0 ≤ X ≤ N-1. Further, we present some
orthogonal interconnections as collectivities (sets selected or built by relations).
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A generalized hypercube, GHC, is an orthogonal collectivity with N=mr·mr-1·…m1 nodes
interconnected in r dimensions. In every dimension i of the collectivity the mi nodes are
interconnected all by all. A generalized hypertorus, GHT, is another orthogonal collectivity with
N=mr·mr-1·…m1 nodes interconnected in r dimensions. In every dimension i, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, the mi nodes
are “collectivized” in a torus. A generalized hypergrid, GHG, is, also, an orthogonal collectivity
having N=mr·mr-1·…m1 nodes interconnected in r dimensions. In every dimension the mi nodes are
being collectivized in a chain, or, better said, every node X is connected in a grid.

Figure 1. GHT Interconnected Collectivity

GHC, GHT and GHG are collectivities represented as homogenous at links interconnections or
homogenous interconnections (the collectivities are homogenous at nodes, also; this paper does not
refer to the non homogeneity at nodes). Most generally, the non homogenous collectivities can
represent as non homogenous (at links) interconnections. Examples of non homogenous
collectivities are the collectivities represented by generalized hyper structures, GHS, [4].

Figure 2. GHS Interconnected Collectivity

In the figures 1 and 2 we give two examples of simple associations in collectivity modeled by a
homogenous interconnection (fig. 1) and by a non-homogenous interconnection (fig. 2). At
homogenous regular interconnections, as the GHC or HT, the origin position, “point of view”, does
not matter. The collectivities, which they model, are spherical: the diameter is the same, doesn’t
matter the point of view. At irregular networks, as GHG and other non-homogenous
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interconnections (e.g. GHS), it matters where the position of the origin is, it matters the point of
view. The “structural” behavior around the origin at the collectivities modeled by these
interconnections is not spherical anymore. Why does the origin position matter? Because the
structural non-homogeneity of an association in a collectivity from an origin is equivalent to a
“functional potential” or, in this article’s case, an “aesthetical potential” from the same point of
view. For example, the more numerous and more varied the links in an interconnected collectivity
from a point of view spatial and/or temporal (an origin) are, the more sophisticated, more adaptable
at a demand, or more self-organized the possible functions are. The interconnected collectivities,
homogenous and non-homogenous, can be appreciated, at the beginning, by two general measures:
the locality and the globality. The present paper refers only to the locality.
In the figure 3 we present an interconnected collectivity from the artificial aesthetical world, an
aesthetical interconnected collectivity. It is a work from 1930 of Piet Mondrian, one of the first
abstractionist painters. In the beginning Mondrian knew a cubist period, working in Paris with
Braque and Picasso. It wasn’t long till he separated from them, because of his need to draw of
cubism the “logical conclusions”, which they did not draw. Regarding the object, which is still
visible in cubism, it could keep the lines, the rhythms and the colors, and order the painting canvas
with only one aim, the creation of an autonomous composition [7]. The Mondrian work, except the
colors, may resemble with an orthogonal collectivity the nodes of which, in a first phase of study,
are at the intersection of the colors. In the figure 4 we present the bidimensional interconnection
that corresponds with the Mondrian composition from the previous figure.

Figure 3. Mondrian: Composition in red, blue and yellow

Figure 4. Interconnected Orthogonal Collectivity Overlapping to Mondrian Composition
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4.

Aesthetical Locality

The collectivities structurally modeled by the interconnections (nodes and links) may be
structurally estimated at the beginning, as primordial measures, by locality and globality. The
locality, as we explained before, is the spatial behavior of a collectivity around an origin. As in
Physics, where the gravity characterizes the attraction between objects, the locality defines a
collectivity: the nearest the entities that compose the collectivity are, the best communicated, the
best interfered, or in the case of the interconnected collectivities, the nearest the nodes are, the
bigger the interconnection power is. In the aesthetical collectivities, a bigger interconnection power
can mean a bigger expression power. Therefore, a perception of the structural self-organization of a
work of art is bigger. Consequently, the intuition of the structural self-organization of a work of art
is bigger, too. The intuition of a work of art is more intense. We name this kind of locality,
aesthetical locality. The aesthetical locality helps us to understand (partially) an aesthetical
collectivity.
As we have explained in the introduction, the locality definition refers to the first sense of the
structural concept, the connection between entities or, in interconnected collectivities (and
aesthetical ones), the links between nodes. Analytically, the locality in an interconnection measures
by neighborhoods, neighborhood’s reserves, Moore reserves and, synthetically, by diameter, degree
or average distances. As any property which organizes the entities, the locality may be studied first
structurally (topologically) and then functionally. In the present case, the aesthetical functionality is
replaced by the expression, as we have already explained. Therefore, the locality of an aesthetical
interconnected collectivity will be defined by two partial localities: a structural locality and an
expressive locality (which replaces the functional locality from my earlier works). The structural
localities appreciate by the simplest measure: neighborhoods. The neighborhoods divide in surface
(or radial) neighborhoods and volume (or spherical) neighborhoods. The surface neighborhood of
an interconnected collectivity represents the entities, components or nodes number at the logical
distance d, SNd(O)=Nd(O), where O is the arbitrary chosen origin. The volume neighborhood is
VNd(O)= ∑i=1dNd(O). The neighborhoods are analytical measures of the structural locality of an
interconnected collectivity. But the structural locality can also be measured by synthetic measures,
e.g. by diameter: at the same number of interconnected entities, the less the diameter is, the bigger
the locality (in the meaning of the agglomeration) is.
The neighborhoods and the diameters are functions on the original position. At the collectivities
interconnected in homogenous and regular structures, as the generalized hypercubes or hypertori
are, the origin position does not matter. At the collectivities interconnected in irregular structures, as
the generalized hypergrids and other non-homogenous structures (for example GHS), it does matter
where the position of the origin is. The topographic model presented in some of my previous works
helped us to describe and, therefore, to study the “structural” behavior of the interconnected
collectivities in homogenous and, especially, non-homogenous structures. The properties of the
locality can be better “read” by the diameter contour patterns in the structural relief of an
interconnected collectivity.
Besides the contour patterns, we have also introduced a measure that helps us to estimate this
structural relief from the locality point of view: the state of agglomeration. The structural localities
of an interconnected collectivity are more or less agglomerated and can be read by the help of the
diameter contour patterns, as we have explained in the previous paragraph. The depth of the valley
(minimum diameter) informs us about the maximum agglomerated locality, and the height of the
peak (maximum diameter) about the minimum agglomerated locality. Thus, the structural state of
agglomeration of a node (entity) of an interconnected collectivity is given by the interconnection
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diameter computed with the origin in the corresponding node. The contour patterns of the structural
states of agglomeration constitute a map with the structural relief of the interconnected collectivity.
The surface and volume neighborhoods, on the one hand, and the diameter or the degree, on the
other hand, are analytical and synthetic evaluation means of the interaction capacity of an
interconnected collectivity, measuring the structural locality. By the expressive neighborhoods and,
synthetically, by the expressive average distance express which part of the structural locality is
used in the aesthetical process implemented on an aesthetical collectivity. The expressive
neighborhoods and the expressive average distances express the expressive locality of the
aesthetical collectivities.
Let us come back at the bi-dimensional aesthetical collectivity of fig. 4 and let us address the
nodes corresponding to a mixed radix number system. From figure 5 results a “logical” GHG
interconnection (logical because it does not take into consideration physical distances). GHG of fig.
5 is an interconnected collectivity with N=m1×m2=4×5 nodes, from which 5 are intersection points
(nodes) “false”, “non visible”. The network is a kind of “logical” raster of Mondrian work
specifying the visible and non visible “nodes” (the intersection points of the colors). The
generalized hypergrid, GHG, is a non homogenous (non spherical) network, the structure of which
is not the same, regarding each node as an origin. In brackets are written with bolds the diameters
depending on the origin position or on the “point of view”. The structural relief is like a valley or,
better said, a doline in a karst areas and it is drawn in the figure 6. The maximum agglomeration
(the bottom of the doline having the minimum diameter) is in the middle of the “logical” network
where there are the two nodes with diameter 4. We notice that the two nodes are not invisible.
Coming next, raising up towards the doline edge, there are six nodes (from which two are false)
having the diameter 5, eight nodes (from which three are false) having diameter 6 and, finally, the
corners of the network with diameter 7.

Figure 5. GHG Interconnection Corresponding to Figure 4

Let us comment this distribution of states of agglomeration on the GHG collectivity
corresponding to the Mondrian work [8, 9]. The maximum agglomeration (the minimum diameter,
4), an inverse “ridge” with two visible nodes (intersections of colors), is placed between the two of
the most interconnected areas, on the left side and on the right side of the painting, in the “logical”
middle of the interconnected collectivity. Climbing up to the doline edges, we come across a
contour pattern with diameter 5 that have the invisible nodes asymmetrically arranged (an invisible
node in the left colors intersections and an invisible node in the right colors intersections). The
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asymmetry of the invisible nodes increases at the contour pattern with diameter 6 towards the righttop side, the asymmetrical part of the painting. Mondrian leaves us, towards the right-top side, only
with the painting edge, the red square, the biggest one. Mondrian painting is an asymmetrical work
“as far as it is devoted to the worship of the Imperfection, deliberately leaving some things
unfinished to complete by the play of the imagination” [6]. In this way, the Asymmetry is a
structural communication, a kind of a structural dynamism [4] in the physical collectivity
representing Mondrian painting and in which there are two areas of local importance, the nodes
{00, 02, 03, 04, 10, 12, 13, 14} and {20, 21, 22, 30, 31, 32}, placed asymmetricaly and non
homogenously.

Figure 6. Structural Relief of Mondrian Painting Modeled with an Interconnected Collectivity GHG

Conclusions
The (inter)connections are “patterns of discovery” [10]. The interconnected collectivities are
our models to aesthetical behaviors. We have begun to model aesthetical behavior (reception) by
aesthetical locality, a measure which can be estimated by neighborhoods, expressive states of
agglomeration, expressive relief of the aesthetical interconnected collectivity. We have exercised
the aesthetical model based on aesthetical locality on an abstract painting of Mondrian, reading this
work by another language: of the locality and of the symmetry. The aesthetical locality makes the
connection between the interconnection power and the expression power.
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COGNITIVE-SCIENCE APPROACH TO ANCIENT TOPOGRAPHY:
THE CASE OF THE MIDDLE KINGDOM PYRAMIDS
MAGLI Giulio, (IT)
Abstract. The cognitive science approach to archaeology is the study of past thought, as
inferred from material remains. It involves the relationship between art and mind and the way in
which ancient thought was embodied in such things as rock carvings, cave paintings, megalithic
monuments and so on. In particular, a key point is understanding how ancient geometry and
astronomy were embodied in buildings and man-made landscape features, starting from
geometrical properties, visive and astronomical alignments inferred from the archaeological
records. I present here briefly the main results of a research project in which such a cognitive
approach was applied to the topography of the mudbrick pyramids of the Middle Kingdom,
constructed during the renaissance of Egypt as a unit country occurred with the 12th dynasty
(2000-1800 BC circa). The topography turns out to be explicitly related with the “double”
building projects carried out more than six centuries before by Snefru at Dahshur and at
Meidum-Seila. This connection involved geometry, perspective and astronomical alignments in
the progressive, chronological planning of the pyramidal complexes. In such a context, the
architectural choices of the last great king of the dynasty, Amenemhet III – who built two
pyramids, one at Dahshur and the other at Hawara – appear to be due mostly to symbolic, as
opposed to practical, reasons.
Key words. Middle Kingdom pyramids of Egypt, Cognitive Art, Cognitive Archaeology
Mathematics Subject Classification: Primary 01A16, 51-03.

1.

Introduction

The cognitive-science approach to archaeological remains, or cognitive archeology, can be defined according to Colin Renfrew - as the study of past ways of thought as inferred from material
remains. As such, it clearly involves the relationship between art and mind and the way in which the
ancient thought and lore were embodied in such things as rock carvings, cave paintings, megalithic
monuments and so on [1]. In 1973, two of the pioneers of this approach, Alice and Tom Kehoe,
wrote [2] that, in archeology, concrete objects can be understood only “as percepts in topological
relation to one another within the cognitive schemata of human beings." In recent years, who writes
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carried out a wide research project aimed at such a “cognitive-topological” approach to the
topography of the pyramids of ancient Egypt (see [3,4] and references therein).

Fig. 1. The archaeological sites cited in the text (north to the right; image courtesy of Google Earth).

I present here briefly the main results of the analysis of an important set of such monuments,
namely the mudbrick pyramids of the Middle Kingdom (a complete discussion can be found in [5]).
These pyramids were constructed during the renaissance of Egypt as a unit country occurred with
the 12th dynasty (2000-1800 BC circa). Due to their bad state of preservation, they are not widely
known to the general public. However, the original projects paralleled many of the Old Kingdom
projects, such as Menkaure at Giza [6,7, 8]. Indeed, although constructed in mudbricks, they were
conceived and built to be a visible symbol of power and to convey a series of messages related to
the divine nature of the kings and their dynastic rights to kingship, exactly as those of the Old
Kingdom. Part of such messages are related to the emerging role of Osiris in the funerary cult, and
the contemporary decline of the “Heliopolitan” Sun God Ra in favor of Amun, the solar divinity
coming from the heartland of the kings, Thebes. It is indeed widely accepted that reflections of this
change can be seen in interior arrangements of the pyramids, e.g. in the “winding” design of their
corridors [9]. However, what about the topographical choices made for the placement of subsequent
monuments? Were such choices dictated by religious and dynastic reasons, as most of those of the
Old Kingdom? As we shall see, the cognitive approach enables us to propose an affirmative answer
to this and related questions.
2.

Royal pyramids of the Middle Kingdom

The first pyramid builder of the Middle Kingdom was Amenemhet I (accession date 1991 BC
according to Baines and Malek [10] chronology, which will be used throughout). During his reign a
close recall to ancient traditions and values occurred. The king left the native Thebes and choose to
found a new capital in the north, near the modern village of Lisht, approximately half-way between
Meidum and Dahshur (Fig. 1). The king's pyramid was also constructed at Lisht, and located near
the ridge of the desert, a rule always followed later on. The complex resembles those of the Old
Kingdom, with a valley temple, a causeway and a funerary temple located on the east side of the
pyramid. The bulk of the pyramid was built with mudbricks, but the surface was covered with slabs
of white Tura limestone, the same used in the Old Kingdom. The entrance was in the north face at
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ground level, as was the standard in the 6th dynasty, with the chamber on the pyramid's vertical axis.
However, as in Theban tombs, the chamber has a vertical shaft entrance.

Fig. 2. The pyramid at El-Lahun, view from the north-east (Photograph by the author).

The son Senwosret I (1971 BC) choose a site about 1.5 Kms to the south of that of his father. The
pyramid was called “Senwosret beholds the two lands” and included as much as 9 queens pyramids.
Again, with an estimated height of 61 meters and a carefully laid casing of white stone, it was an
imposing monument, constructed with the aid of a framework of radial walls.
In spite of the fact that the pyramid's field at Lisht was readily available for the construction of
further monuments, the successor Amenemhet II (1929 BC) drastically changed the building site to
Dahshur. The Necropolis at Dahshur was already very old at that time: since 600 years were
standing there the so-called Bent and Red pyramids, two giant monuments built by king Snefru
(2575 BC). No one knows the reasons why Amenemhet II decided to leave Lisht and to choose
Dahshur, and this problem is usually overlooked in the specialized literature (see e.g. [11,12]). The
monument lies to the east of Snefru's Red Pyramid and was surrounded by a huge rectangular
enclosure oriented east-west. It is, unfortunately, in a completely ruined state due to the several
despoliation occurred in the past, so that it is impossible to estimate its original height.
Senwosret II (1897 BC) changed again the building site and decided to construct his pyramid at ElLahun (Fig. 2). El-Lahun is located on the southern rim of the desert ridge just before the mouth of
the Fayoum oasis channel. The choice of such a place is usually explained with the “interest in the
Fayoum oasis” by the king, who is credited to the completion of the drainage works which
ultimately led the area to become the green and beautiful oasis we can still see today. The
monument, originally around 50 meters high, is relatively well conserved, also due to the fact that it
is constructed on an outcrop of yellow limestone. For the first time in pyramid's history, the access
is not located on the middle of the north side, but in the pyramid courtyard near the east end of the
south side. Clearly, concepts connected with the rebirth of the king in the circumpolar (northern)
stars' region, which were mandatory in the Pyramid Texts of the Old Kingdom and consequently in
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the pyramid's architecture [13], have lost their importance. Rather, it is the rising of the Osiris cult
which influences the architectural choices. It has in fact being suggested that the “interest for the
south” is due to the fact that Osiris' tomb was supposed to be located in Abydos, the main cult
center of this God, and that the interior arrangement originated by analogy with the God's
“apartment” in the underworld.
The successor Senwosret III (1878 BC) returned to build in Dahshur. His pyramid complex is
located north-east of the Red Pyramid. It was a huge project, probably as much as 78 meters high
(thus higher of all the pyramids from the 5th dynasty onward). Its entrance is located near the
northwest corner. From there a vertical shaft drops to a descending corridor; the corridor then turns
two times and arrives to a burial chamber which contains a huge granite sarcophagus, decorated as
a sort of miniature replica of the Djoser Step Pyramid enclosure wall at Saqqara, another tribute to
tradition. The room looks however to have never been disturbed or ravaged, and no funerary
equipment has ever been found in it. Thus, the pyramid was perhaps not used for the king's burial; it
was, however, used for the tomb of a queen. If the king was not buried here, the Dahshur pyramid
was conceived as a cenotaph, the word generically used to signify an empty tomb with a symbolic
meaning (a clear example of a royal cenotaph dating to the Middle Kingdom is the so-called Bab
el-Hosan, located in the forecourt of the tomb temple of Mentuhotep at Deir el-Bahri). The true
tomb of Senwosret III is probably located in Abydos, were this king built another funerary complex
[14]. The complex is located some 2 Kms to the south of the Abydos center cult of Osiris. It is
composed by a a funerary town, a mortuary temple near the cultivation and an extended
underground tomb, whose entrance is in a T-shaped enclosure just below a conical hill. The axis of
the complex is oriented towards this peak, an orientation of topographical origin. Indeed the peak is
pyramidal in shape, so that in a sense we have here a first example of a tomb located under a natural
pyramid, as of course will be the case in the New Kingdom with the Valley of the Kings located
under the El Qurn peak of western Thebes. The complex actually incorporates already many of the
elements which will appear in the 18th dynasty burials.
The last great king of the 12th dynasty was Amenemhet III (1844 BC). As that of his father, also the
funerary project of this king comprises two monuments. This time, however, both monuments are
pyramids, one in Dahshur and one in the Fayoum. The Pyramid at Dahshur is today called the Black
Pyramid. Although badly ruined, it is a quite imposing presence near the ridge of the desert to the
east of the Bent Pyramid. The monument was probably 75 meters high, and its substructure is quite
complex. It comprises two apartments, internally connected by a corridor and usually denoted as
king's and queen's sections respectively; in the king's part, the burial chamber contains a pink
granite sarcophagus, again with niches imitating the perimeter wall of Djoser's Step Pyramid. The
queen's section lies under the southern quadrant of the pyramid and was used for the burial of two
queens. The pyramid was violated in antiquity, but bones and a few items of funerary equipment
were found in the queen's chambers. The place chosen for the second pyramid is near the village of
Hawara in the Fayoum. This place is not particularly favorable for a building site, being just a flat,
relatively low land of desert. In any case, the pyramid is relatively well preserved (Fig.3). The
entrance is located on the south face near the southeast corner. Inside, the corridor leads north up to
a death end. However, as in the Abydos tomb of Senwosret III, a corridor hidden within the ceiling
leads, trough two other turns blocked by portcullises, first to an antechamber and then to the burial
chamber. The accepted explanation for the construction of two pyramids into two completely
different places is purely functional: it is thought that the Dahshur pyramid was considered unsafe
due to the appearance of structural problems and it was decided to build a new pyramid at Hawara
[11,12]. However, there is practically no doubt that the construction of the Amenemhet III pyramid
at Dahshur started during a co-regency of the two kings, when an enlargement of the Senwosret III
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complex was not yet realized. If we believe that the Senwosret III pyramid was designed only to be
a cenotaph and a family burial, why the Amenemhet III pyramid, located less than 3 Kms far and
probably designed by the same architects, was not?

Fig. 3. The pyramid at Hawara (Photograph by the author).

Further, the structural problems (crackings in the ceilings and fissures in the corridors, due to the
weight of the building overhead) were carefully addressed by reenforcing the corridors with
wooden frames and mudbricks walls. As a matter of fact, with such operations the collapse of the
interior apartments was halted by the builders, and some of the works carried out after the
appearance of the crackings were clearly inspired by aesthetics rather than necessity. In particular,
the basis of the king sarcophagus was carefully plastered with the aim of concealing the
inhomogeneity of leveling due to the bulging of the floor (for a more complete discussion see [2]).
All in all, many clues seem to indicate that, as proposed in the 60' of last century by Egyptologist
Ahmed Fakry [15], the Black Pyramid – similar to nearby Senwostret III monument - was a
cenotaph, and that the true tomb of the king was conceived from the very beginning to be the
pyramid at Hawara.
3.

Cognitive aspects of the topography of Middle Kingdom pyramids

In the present section we shall re-run the chronology of the Middle Kingdom royal pyramids,
paying attention at collecting their “cognitive” connections of geometrical, astronomical, and
artistic nature. As we shall see, this will help us in understanding the choices made by the architects
of the 12th dynasty.
As we have seen, Amenemhet II was the first king to return to Dahshur. To understand the reasons
for this change of location, it should be observed that the choice of the building site for Old
Kingdom pyramids was indicative of the king's closeness to selected predecessors.
Further, explicit symbolism was embodied in visual axes between dynastically related king's
monuments (for a complete discussion see [16] and references therein).
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Fig. 4. Air view of the Dahshur central field (north to the right)
1) Bent Pyramid, 2) Red Pyramid, 3) Amenemhet II, 4) Senwosret III, 5) Amenemhet III.
The causeways of the Bent Pyramid and of Senwostret III' pyramid are highlighted, as well as the geometrical
connections between monuments. (Image courtesy of Google Earth, drawings by the author).

It is perhaps worth to put in evidence that nothing was “hidden” – or even worse “esoteric” - in this
kind of topographical connections between monuments. On the contrary, the kings' will was to
make explicitly visible their closeness to traditions, ancestors, or sacred sites trough the
architectural features of their tombs. In the case of Amenemhet II, a pretty similar mechanism
occurred: Snefru was worshiped as a sort of “local saint” at Dahshur and the king choose to state his
closeness to the Snefru tradition. We can see the king's will also in the topography. Indeed, a
unexplained feature of the pyramid complex of Amenemhet II is that it is relatively small – the side
base of the pyramid is estimated to be only 50 m. Actually however, in this way the complex could
be located in a carefully chosen position with respect to the Snefru complex. Indeed if the line of
the south base of the Red Pyramid is prolonged due east, it intersects a dense area of 4th dynasty
tombs which certainly could not be removed. Immediately to the south of this area, runs the north
side of the temenos wall of the Amenemhet II pyramid. It seems, therefore, that the complex was
planned to obtain a perspective effect with the much higher, but farthest in the desert, Red Pyramid
of Snefru, thereby creating a visual – and symbolic – relationship (Fig. 4).
The second pyramid constructed in Dahshur, that of Senwosret III, was planned to the north of that
of Amenemhet II. Again, the complex was geometrically connected with the pre-existing projects.
A first topographical relationship holds with the Amenemhet II complex. This relationship, similar
to those existing between the pyramids of the 6th dynasty in Saqqara south and the Saqqara central
field, ideally connects the two complexes by means of a meridian (north-south) line which runs
along the west side of the temenos wall of Senwosret III and along the front (east) side of the
temenos wall of Amenemhet II. Astronomy plays a role also in a second relationship between
Senwosret III and the already existing projects. Indeed, the causeway of the Bent Pyramid is
oriented (from the Valley Temple to the pyramid) at 240° (Fig.5).
At the epoch of construction the azimuths of the setting sun at the winter/summer solstice at
Dahshur with a flat horizon were ~242°/298° respectively (sun azimuths do not depend on
precession; they vary a bit due to the variation of the ecliptic's obliquity, so that today they are
slightly displaced). This means that, for an observer looking along the causeway, the Sun at the
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Fig. 5 The Bent Pyramid at Dahshur seen from the Valley Temple, looking along the causeway.
(Photograph by the author).

positioned at the center of the Valley Temple, perhaps facilitating calendrical observations. The
architects who designed the causeway of the Senwosret III complex choose to create a configuration
symmetrical to that adopted more than 600 years before for Snefru. Indeed the causeway is oriented
at 298°, and therefore points to the setting sun at the summer solstice. Since the pyramid is slightly
to the north of the junction between the causeway and the temple complex, the mid-summer sun
was seen to set framed between the south-west corner of the pyramid and the summit of the
temenos wall. The name of the pyramid made reference to the Ba of the king as those of the middle
5th dynasty complexes of the “solar” kings did, perhaps emphasizing the solar connotations of the
monument. When the architects of Amenemhet III started to project the king's pyramid, they took
into account the existing monuments in order to harmonize the new element in the human-made
landscape to keep Maat, the Cosmic Order, in the already old royal Necropolis. First of all, the
existing meridian (connecting Amenemhet II and Senwostret III) was taken into account: it runs
indeed along the west side base of the Black Pyramid. To fix the position of the pyramid along the
meridian, the project took into account the position of the Bent Pyramid to the west, and again the
new pyramid was planned in order to create a perspective effect between the new and the old one,
as was the case for Amenemhet II and the Red Pyramid. The perspective effect might have been
even strengthened by the fact that the slope of the Amenemhet II pyramidion, miraculously
recovered intact at the beginning of the last century and now in the Cairo Museum, is the same of
that of the lower courses of the giant “counterpart” of the Black Pyramid, that is, the Bent Pyramid.
A final clue to the “harmonization” of the king's project with the pre-existing ones can be seen in
the choice of the direction of the causeway, which runs due west. If we analyze the causeways at
Dahshur from south to north we see that their orientations obey the following “order”: winter
solstice sunset (Bent Pyramid), due west (Amenemhet III, Amenemhet I and – probably – the unexcavated Red Pyramid's causeway), summer solstice sunset (Senwosret III).
What remains to be investigated is the pyramid at Hawara. A complete analysis of the topography
of this monument can be found in [5], where it is shown that the choice of this site was probably
due to the idea of “replicating” another Snefru project, that of the pyramids of Meidum and Seila.
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TRANSFORMATION:
REFLECTION, ROTATION AND TRANSLATION
McADAM FREUD Jane, (GB)
1.

Introduction

Art is my area of expertise. Mathematics is quite the reverse. I have so far managed a life without
its meaningful consideration in my art. However, I acknowledge that when and where required the
necessary calculations have been indispensible, such as those required in making a larger than lifesize head, where I multiply the measurements taken from the model by the percentage differential in
scale. (1, 2)

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

The novelist E. M. Forster wrote ‘visions don’t come when we try but they come by trying’. With
this firmly in mind I will try and envisage my processes in terms of basic geometry. My expertise
lies specifically within the concerns and practices relevant to my own explorations in the field of
sculpture and conceptual art. Therefore my approach will be art led. I am sure that the
mathematicians among you could find additional overlaps and would be better placed to speak
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about the mathematics involved. I will try to make the connections between what I have made, and
the mathematics that have come into play. I will look at some mathematical terms and also look at
the same terms as they are used in reference to my art, in order to recognize my process through a
mathematics perspective and so bring together two seemingly ‘unrelated relations’. Examples will
be illustrated from my body of works.
To put my work into a wider context, I would say that its main concerns consider the links between
psychology and art with specific reference to Freudian psychoanalysis, its ‘images’ and ‘objects’
and their interpretation through art. Many of my works make allusion to the ideas of dualism
prevailing in Freud’s writings and concepts.
2.

2D Transformation

The recent project that led me to look at my work in relation to geometry, utilizes basic printing
processes. I appropriate the language of Mathematics to describe the various results of this printing
process. The aim of the project was to make new works for a solo exhibition (titled War Works) at
the Jewish Cultural Centre in Krakow, Poland (Oct. 2010). With the idea of dualism driving the
creative process I decided to work (as I often do) with a process of pairing: That is to pair objects or
subjects – in this case to make pairs of images as a vehicle to express psychodynamic concepts. For
the printing process, the technique I employed was a simple form, which I call Duo-Printing. Duoprinting (recalling Rorschach’s psychological test) results in a pair of images on paper: In my DuoPrints one image or word is painted and the other taken from the first by either folding the paper or
placing a new sheet of paper on the first painted image and obtaining a print from it. The terms I use
to explain the process are terms, which are also used in describing the geometrics of Transformation
as applicable to Mathematics.
In image (3), a reflection seems to depict two seated workers, working. Made using an arbitrary
approach of putting paint on paper with no specific intention regarding subject matter, the result
seems to be a clear figurative image formed from the globules of colour which, when printed move
about to form this coincidental image.

Figure 3.

Image (4) uses the word(s) EVILWAR, which in reflection and rotation becomes RAWEVIL. (5) I
have deployed an additional ‘transformative’ device to achieve this relationship from EVILWAR to
RAWEVIL by initially reversing the ‘R’ in WAR.
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Figure 4.

Figure 5.

10/10/10 (6), is the title and also the date I made this work which is interesting in it’s reflection. It
reflects to read 01\01\01, which could be interpreted as ‘the beginning’ in a Christian sense in that it
reads the first day of the first month of the first year, which brings about questions of time and
beginnings. There are also implications of the binary system of course.

Figure 6.

The work gagdad (7) starts with the painted word gag and its rotated reflection ‘dad’. When this
rotated reflection is displayed in translation (reverse order) with its original form ‘gag’ it reads
dadgag. dadgag makes reference to Pop Art ie ‘dad’ equating to pop in the language of American
popular culture and gag equating to joke. Pop Art was at its outset not well received as it made joke
art or ‘low art’ out of the seriousness of ‘high art’.1 The names of art movements often started as
derogatory backlash.2 dadgag is a commentary in the post-modernist tradition of Art commenting
on Art. Regarding mathematical transformation the gagdad in triptych might be translated as a
reflection with a final computer generated translation to bring them into alignment.
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Figure 7.

7
Image (8) an apparent image of dancing figures, when perceived in reflection becomes two figures
in combat. (9)

Figure 8.

Figure 9.

When Love’s reflection (10) is rotated it takes on a completely different aesthetic, evoking a
Chinese calligraphic work. (11)

Figure 10.

Figure 11.

EastWest (12) when in reflection makes the word ‘mess’ which is an interesting summary of the
situation in reference to global issues.
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Figure 12.

The word NEWS (13) whichever way you look at it carries the letters which together signify the
four corners of the globe North, East, South and West.

Figure 13.

Of significance in the work USEU (14) (is how the US becomes the SU when printed. The United
States becomes the Soviet Union in reflection, which makes an uncluttered comment on how
extremes meet, as defined in Freudian Psychoanalysis. Another observation about this image is how
the abbreviated forms of United States (US) and the European Union (EU) when put together,
include the word ‘use’.
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Figure 14.

NO ON (15) when linked, read ‘NOON’ a reference to midday – a description of a central position
in time. NO ON however take up either/or positions. ‘No’ and ‘On’, mathematically speaking
could be paralleled with either end (end or beginning positions) of a line. As ‘positive’ and
‘negative’ the equation might follow. If ‘No’ is a linguistic negative and ‘Yes’ a positive, ‘On’
could also be described as positive if contrasted with ‘Off’ as it’s reverse. The use of this concept
On/Off is of course also binary.

Figure 15.

This brings me onto the positive and negative casting I use when making medals in this case for All
Souls College. (16) A positive master is made using a modeling medium from which a negative
plaster cast is taken for carving the inscription (in reverse). This could be said to be its reflection
and the final positive an inversion. This final positive inversion is used for striking a medal in
metal. (17)
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Figure 16.

3.

Figure 17.

3D /4D Transformation

I make many two sided objects, which I intend to be picked up and seen from the hand. This
medium of sculpture is an offshoot I call the small dog of sculpture, in short Pups (acronym of Pick
up Pieces). These are medallic in form containing two sides, an obverse and a reverse. To view
these objects – a 3D/ 4D3 translation must occur while the viewer moves them into range. To turn
from one side to another, a rotation and again a 3D /4D3 transformation must occur to bring the
reverse into view from the hand. (18).

Figure 18.

4.

Inverse Translation

I now turn to some of my larger sculptures. PARTRAP/TRAPART (20) is an inverse of the work
Four Leaf Clover (19). Four Leaf Clover was used as the mould from which I formed the partner
work PARTRAP/ TRAPART. This work employs double reflections (see detail (20a)). The first
reflection creates the word TRAP from the word PART while the second forms a reflection of the
combined word. Both PARTRAP and TRAPART (20b) are phonetic palindromes.
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Figure 19.

Figure 20.

Figure 20a

Figure 20b.

PARTRAP/TRAPART (20) is also an inverted transformation in that it is created in parts from an
inverse of its original form and then the separate pieces are put together (transformed) to display the
work as complete. The text is in place to highlight the resonant nature that an artwork embodies.
Once seen it cannot be unseen. Rather like our reflections in the mirror that we learn to live with we
learn to live with what we have seen through art. We are trapped for better or for worse with arts
resonances.
5.

2.5D Topological Transformation

Topology with its concern for spatial properties preserved under continuous deformations of objects
can be aligned to my category of 2.5D works, which I earlier introduced as Pups. The 2 final works
that I show here come under the heading of Topological transformations. They are from my series
‘On the Edge’ and the touring exhibition of the same name. The first, titled Replicating (21), is a
coca-cola can, cast in bronze and painted with enamels. While the original was a standing can the
crushed version is topologically transformed. What I think is interesting is that what was once the
body of the can holding the top and bottom has now become the front and back of this
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contemporary medal form (Pup). The component parts of the standing coca-cola can are
reconfigured into obverse, reverse and rim.

Figure 21.

In what I call Dominant Rim (21) the top and bottom have been cut off a bakebean can which I
poured plaster into, made a mould from and cast in bronze. After deformation this topological
object, is reformed to correspond to the criteria of a medal, with its obverse and a reverse now
formed from the body or sides of the can. The rim or edge of the orginal baked bean can now
dominates the form giving rise to the title.

Figure 22.

An example of a work I have felt compelled to make is 1+1 (23) which was made as a metaphor for
the therapeutic process. It is intended to be a uniting work in that it is something that resonates with
all humanity oblivious of cultural differences: A universal truth? Truth for me is not the same as a
‘scientific truth’. It is however to do with getting in touch with ‘authentic’ knowledge of life i.e.
how it actually is not how we rationalise it. My process is to allow this knowledge free reign. It is to
do with ‘freedom’ in terms of non-repression of the known and accessing/accepting the repressed
unknown. ie, all that knowledge that is the ‘unconscious’ self, the part that is asleep to the rational.
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Figure 23.

Concluding statement
Connecting with the non-edited, primitive, driving forces in my life, my intention is to make
artworks that deal in universal truths. Freud’s idea of sublimation is the channelling of libidinous
energy into achievements like making art where displacement serves a higher cultural purpose. The
definition of art in the sense that I am using it includes all inspired pursuit i.e. literature and music,
technology and invention etc. In contemporary terms I would say that ‘art’ in its sublimatory sense
includes Science and Mathematics, i.e. where creativity comes into play. In simple terms one could
say that Contemporary Fine Art is a ‘reflection’ of what we/societies repress, a translation of it
(concepts translated through object/image means) or a rotation of it (‘turning on its head’ looked at
askew and anew).
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COGNITIVE EMOTIONS IN ART & MATHEMATICS
MENZIO Maria Rosa, (I)
Abstract. I have been working on “theatre and science” since 1999. The ideas I put down here
are the basic concepts on which I will write and direct some of my dramas to come.
Key words. Theatre, Mathematics, Geometry
Mathematics Subject Classification: AMS_01A99

1

One

We are in a theatre and we have just heard the overwhelming words of Omar al-Khayyam, from one
of his most well-known quatrains (Omar al-Khayyam has been one of the greatest poets of the
eleventh century: he had previously lived in Baghdad and later on in Isfahan He studied and worked
in the astronomy, mathematics, poetry, alchemy and astrology fields. I have picked up the following
quatrains within his most famous ones:
XXXII
There was the Door to which I found no Key;
There was the Veil through which I might not see:
Some little talk awhile of Me and Thee
There was - and then no more of Thee and Me.
Well, let us try to understand the emotion we feel in our hearts listening to this quatrain. It is
something that moves us, as if a lamp had been lit and soon after switched off.
Now let us image there is a maths teacher who talks about a demonstration of a theorem.
The angles at the base of an isosceles triangle are equal.
There are at least two demonstrations of this problem.
The first, the longer one, utilizes graphic methods (like the prolongation of segments).
The second for some people is less convincing even if it is quicker.
It is a smart reasoning, but a little elusive.
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It is a synthetic test, and not an analytics one.
We follow the second option.
That is that now the teacher will demonstrate the theorem following the quicker way.
The demonstration is based on the property than an angle can always be reversed.
Let us start from ABC triangle; we know it is an isosceles one.
We also know that AB=AC.
We want to demonstrate that also B angle is equal to C angle.
Well, let us consider A’B’C’ triangle, that comes from ABC starting triangle inverting A angle.
Practically we have made our isosceles triangle rotate completely, now it is seen from the back if
we like this way best.
The two ABC and A’B’C’ triangles have the angles A and A’ coinciding, besides, AB is equal to
A’B’ which is our old AC turned over and AC is equal to A’C’ which is the old AB turned over.
So the two triangles have an angle equal and also equal are the couples of the sides which
comprehended them: that is to say that they are equal for the first equality criterion. And they have
all the elements equal. In particular they have the corresponding angles equal: B and C’ angles are
equal, but C’ is our old C angle!
It is what we wanted to demonstrate.

The demonstration gives us a thrill we want to say: “Well, now I have understood” it is kind of
enlightenment.
Both the geometrical demonstration and the quatrain give us other suggestions. I would like to say
without exaggerating an aesthetic suggestion: beauty in poetry and beauty in reasoning, so quick,
and together intuitive, at the same time brilliant and rigorous.
Elegance reasons would be at the base of either the best poems and of some mathematics
demonstrations…
2

Two
<A real Parisian drama> by Alphonse Allais (1855 – 1905).
Here is now a love story that moves along towards the building up of impossible worlds. A story
which is very near to mathematics logic. I give a short summary with some quotations…
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The main characters of this story are Raoul and Margherita, a young couple just married. Their life
together could have been considered a happy one, but both had bad temperament… Well they both
wanted to be always right. The result was broken plates or heavy battering. One evening our heroes
had gone to theatre, to watch a play: “The Unfaithful”. Margherita was all eyes for the young actor,
Raoul did the same with the star actress. At home a jealousy row occurred.
One day Raoul got a short letter:
“If you want to see your wife who is having a good time, go on Thursday to the Incoherent Ball at
Moulin Rouge. She will be in a fancy dress (a Congolese Pirogue). To whom interested… A man
friend.”
The same day, Margherita received a similar letter: “If you want to see your husband who is having
good time, go on Thursday to the Incoherent Ball at Moulin Rouge. He will be in a fin de siècle
Templar fancy dress. To whom is interested… A lady friend.”
The two started to elaborate some strategies on Thursday:
“My dear, said Raoul with an innocent air, I shall be compelled to leave you till tomorrow. Urgent
business call me to Dunkerque.”
“What a coincidence!” Said Margherita, in a very innocent way “I have just received a telegram
from my aunt Aspasia who is ill and she wants me to be near her beside.”
The reader rightly thinks of a world where Raoul and Margherita betray each other.
The Incoherent Ball that evening was terrific.
It was a general madness and the wish to enjoy themselves touched everyone but two people who
were isolated: a man in a Templar knight disguise and a woman in a fancy dress disguise of a
Congo Pirogue.
At 3 a.m. the Templar knight got near the Pirogue and invited her to dinner.
The Pirogue without speaking nodded, and the couple found a place to be together far from the
others.
The Templar knight asked the waiter to leave them alone to have time to choose the menu, after that
they would call him back.
“The waiter went away and the Templar knight shut the door of the room, then with a sudden jerk
took away his helmet, and tore away the pirogue woman’s small mask. They both let out a loud cry.
He… wasn’t Raoul. She… wasn’t Margherita.
They presented each other reciprocal apologies and soon became friends thank to a lovely dinner
that I am not going to tell you about” (…)
Now we discover that the two people don’t know each other, they aren’t the ones we think they are,
and the reader thinks that the author is talking about another world, a B world.
First effect of logical confusion.
The little mishap helped Raoul and Margherita. From that moment onwards, they didn’t quarrel
anymore and they lived happily and pleased with themselves. They have no children yet, but in
future they will have some, you will see.
The author mixes the cards up and says that “all this is useful as an example”, then he goes back to
A world.
The reader is obviously disconcerted.
Second effect of logical disorientation.
Umberto Eco suggests in “Lector in fabula” that the reader has produced some impossible worlds,
with his own expectations, and has discovered that these worlds are inaccessible to the short story
world. But the short story, after having judged these worlds inaccessible, make them its own.
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How can it be? Certainly not reconstructing a world with contradictory properties. It may us only
think that these inaccessible worlds could be in mutual contact.
And where does logic go? A lady asked me once.
I suggest that the author has enjoyed himself not only pulling the reader’s legs but building up a
story on the reader’s expectation. On his world full of logic. In fact none of the possible “coherent”
explanations of the story never works out. There is always a detail that doesn’t fit in. Think about it.
This short story has much in common with Penrose “Impossible Triangle”.

The same lack of logic after an apparent intransigence. Here it is.
We shall remember that because of their centrality inside the human mind, the logic laws are the
most supported against each settlement from the habits power. Though habits are useful: thinking
that the future will be like the past, we avoid many traumas…
3

Three

IMRE LAKATOS
Imre Lakatos’ thesis “Speculations and confutations” has been defined by Matteo Motterlini an
“error comedy”. It is set in a grammar school classroom, where Eulero’s theorem demonstration
about polyhedron is taking part. It is like a Platonic dialogue. And it is the first example in history
on “theatre and mathematics”.
The author talks about Eulero’s speculations affirming that in each polyhedron V-S+F=2.
Let’s go back a little: in a polygon between the number of vertices V and the number of sides L
there is a simple relationship of equality that is V=L. We wonder if for a polyhedron a similar
relationship that ties faces, corners and vertices can be valid. After the demonstration that for all
regular polyhedron the relationship V-S+F=2 is valid, we wonder if by any chance this conjecture
(called Eulero’s) is valid in all polyhedrons in general.
The discussion takes place in a fictional classroom, between a teacher and the characters of the
theatre pièce.
TEACHER
ALPHA STUDENT
BETA STUDENT
GAMMA STUDENT
DELTA STUDENT
EPSILON STUDENT
And so on… till
OMEGA STUDENT.
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And now the most important part of the text.
Teacher: let’s imagine that the polyhedron is hollow, constituted by a thin surface made of rubber.
If we cut off a face, we can layout the remaining surface, without tearing it out, on the blackboard.
The faces and the corners would be deformed, the corners could be bent, but the vertex number V
and the corner number S would not be modified.
Then via the triangulation proceeding, the teacher demonstrates the conjecture. He goes out, feeling
pleased with himself, sure that his demonstration has ended this way, with a smile on his face and
the statement dear to all mathematicians “as we wanted to demonstrate” when…
The students are not at all convinced and they rebel.
Here is the first “disturbance element”: Alpha Student.
Alpha Student: ”I have a counter example” (counter examples as the word itself says are examples
that criticize a theory).

Let’s imagine a solid limited by a couple of cubes one inside the other: two cubes of which one is
inside but doesn’t touch the other one.
Taking away a side from the internal cube, the polyhedron is impossible to be laid on a plane. And
further more it won’t be of any help to take away a side from the external cube… besides for each
of two cubes V-S+F=2, so that for the whole hollow cube is V-S+F=4 .
The class starts to worry when…
The teacher goes further on: “The conjecture has undergone a criticism with Alpha student counter
example. But it isn’t true that the demonstration has failed. You are interested only in
demonstrations which <show> what they are meant for. I am interested also in demonstrations
which failed that. Columbus didn’t reach India but discovered something of interest”.
Here it comes another “disturbance element”.
Delta student: “This is a crooked criticism. The couple of cubes one inside the other isn’t a
polyhedron at all: it is a monstrosity, a pathologic case, it is not a counter example. What you
showed us were two polyhedrons: two surfaces, one completely inside the other. A woman with a
child in her womb isn’t a counter example to the fact that human beings have only a head. A
polyhedron is a surface constituted by a polygons system.
Teacher: “We accept Delta’s student definition. Can you destroy he conjecture, if we mean that a
polyhedron is a surface constituted by a polygons system?”
Alpha student: “Certainly so. Let’s take 2 tetrahedrons with a corner in common. Or let’s take 2
tetrahedrons with a vertex in common. Both these couples of Siamese twins are joined.
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Both form a unique surface. You can check that for both V-S+F=3.”
At this point we have the dramatic turn of event.
Alpha student: “Why not defining “polyhedron” just as a polygons system for which the equation
V-S+F=2 is valid? This perfect definition would end the discussion once for all. And that is all.
What has happened?
We started from the proposition that we wanted to demonstrate, to the attempt of comprehending a
concept (which belongs to what we wanted to demonstrate) just through this proposition that now
becomes a definition.
Amazing, isn’t it!
From demonstration to definition!
Teacher: “I am sorry to interrupt you. But I at first haven’t defined the word polyhedron. I have
presumed a familiarity with this concept, that is the capacity of distinguishing a thing that is a
polyhedron from another one that isn’t. It is what some logisticians call knowledge of the extension
of the concept of polyhedron. We saw that, instead, the extention wasn’t at all obvious, and that
definition are often proposed and discussed only when a counter example comes along.”
Gamma student: ”Another counter example: a star polyhedron that I shall call hedgehog.
Delta student: ”I start to loose interest about your monstrosity. In mathematics I look for order and
harmony while you only create chaos and anarchy. I don’t reduce the concepts, you are the one who
enlarge them.
Alpha student: “It seems impossible to me that the sentence “V-S+F=2” once was an amazing
conjecture that provoked much interest and sensation. Now with your bizarre meaning shifts, it has
become an ugly dogma fragment”.
Delta student: “Monstrosities don’t favour growth, in the natural world and in the thoughtful world.
Evolution always follows a harmonic and ordered route.
Gamma students: “Fills! A genetics student would easily contradict you”.
Alpha student: “Let’s consider a cube, and on top of it a smaller one.
For this “cube with a crest”, V-S+F=3.
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Iota student: “And this shows the fundamental unit of demonstrations and confutations”.
Teacher: “The greater part of mathematics doesn’t think of being able to demonstrate and
contemporarily confute a conjecture.
He would either demonstrate it or confute it”.
Kappa student: “There is a regression to infinite in demonstrations: that is why demonstrations
don’t demonstrate. Demonstrating is a game, that must be played till amuses you and then stopped
when you tire of it. And then just think a little: if God had created polyhedrons such as that each
universal true observation about them – expressed in human language – had to be very very very
long?
Then another thing happens.
Omega student: “Are you sure that our problem regarded the true about V-S+F=2?
Zeta student: “No, it wasn’t! Our problem regarded the finding of a relationship between V,S and F
for a whatsoever polyhedron. Only by chance we were familiar in the first place with a polyhedron
for which V-S+F=2. But a critical survey on these “Eulero’s polyhedron” showed us that there are
many more not Eulero’s polyhedrons that Eulero’s ones. And you are fond of the problem of
discovering where God traced the line between Eulero’s polyhedrons and not Eulero’s ones.
Going on, you look for definition after definition about the concept of polyhedron to protect
Eulero’s conjecture. Who makes over and over meaning shifts, (the meaning of “corner” for
example) even considering the cylinder at the same level of a polyhedron.
There are always some implicit assumptions that are not considered, there is always something that
is taken from granted. In respect to what the teacher had demonstrated, there were some hidden
basic assumptions. And no one thought that if there was a counter example to a conjunction, the
statement wasn’t always wrong, but at times the kind of demonstration is.
And so is what Kappa student says.
Kappa student: “For each proposition, there is always some interpretation close enough of its
concepts so it results true, and some interpretations sufficiently wide so it results false.
We are arguing about demonstrations, about classifications of monstrosities. But we must always
keep in mind that when the knowledge grows up, also the language changes. Only one example:
after having clarified some distinctions, in a subject like zoology the whale has no more been
classified among fishes”.
How does the discussion end?
Eulero’s conjecture, first formulate in a naïve way, has been translated in the vectors algebra, and is
finally shown.
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At this point, I think important to deepen a key element of this theatrical mathematics experiment.
One of the strategic points of the debate, one of the most felt is the request of Gamma student that
there are mathematics critics like there are literary critics, to develop the mathematics and to stop
the pretentious banalities wave.
“Literary critics can exist because we can appreciate a poetic composition without considering it
perfect: the mathematics or scientific critics can’t exist up to when we appreciate a mathematics or a
scientific result only if it gives the perfect truth!”.
So, if we leaf through a text book used in high schools, we understand immediately a substantial
difference. If we deal with a collection of literary works, there are merit judgements at every page.
And how delicate is the sonnet and how much expressive strength we find in the novel, even if is
weak from the point of social reasoning….
Instead if we are facing a maths book, or a physics one with theorems and entries and
demonstrations, we never read a critic regarding the reasoning development: this proof of the
theorem is much more convincing, more elegant or less essential, because it uses up a greater
number of corollaries… it is a real pity we never read sentences of this kind.
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THE THIRD WAY TO SCULPTURE
MORETTI Guido, (I)
Abstract. The “third way to Sculpture” is an alternative to the two classical methods of
“adding” or “subtracting” described by Michelangelo Buonarroti. The idea is to produce forms
starting from simple projects and methodologies, in the attempt to imitate Nature not so much
for its “outcomes”, as for its “methods”. On the basis of “orthogonal intersections” Squares,
Circles, Cubes and “Impossible Solids” give rise to an infinite family of more complicated
forms that express the generation of Nature from a kind of “genetic code” based on elementary
forms as ancestors.
Key words. Sculpture, Geometric Shapes, Impossible Solids, Squarcles
Mathematics Subject Classification: AMS_01A99

1

Introduction. The Third Way to Sculpture

The aim of the research I have been conducting for many years in the field of sculpture is to
produce forms starting from simple projects and/or methodologies, in the attempt to imitate Nature
not so much for its “outcomes”, as for its “methods”.
It is an ambitious project that I have been cultivating with such a coherence in time that I am
astonished myself. This journey began nearly twenty-six years ago, after the end of a “figurative
period”. It allowed me to find a “third way to Sculpture” [1],[2], as an alternative to the two
classical methods of “adding” or “subtracting” described by Michelangelo Buonarroti.
In this fascinating journey I have encountered and applied three methods to “generate shapes”:
stratification (see Fig. 1), rotation (see Fig. 2) and orthogonal intersection. One can follow the
entire path by visiting the website [3] - “the third way to Sculpture”).
The last one of these three methods is by far the most significant and surprising, so that at this
moment I cannot think of Sculptures realized in other ways.
What is this method exactly? It is a way to “extract” forms that are “largely unpredictable” from the
basic material, starting from a cube or a parallelepiped and cutting it along two (or even three)
independent directions in Space. These cuts follow predetermined patterns and can be executed by
the most advanced techniques, adapted to the chosen material.
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To illustrate this method I believe two examples (Fig. 3 and 4) are enough. Following the traces of
the two designs transferred to the faces of the cube in Fig. 1 one can obtain, after having eliminated
the remaining material, the “Hieroglyphic Sculpture” of Fig. 4. I have later learned to avoid such an
elimination, discovering the possibility of obtaining several sculptures by “separation” from a
unique block of matter.

Fig. 1 – “Spiral Galaxy”, © Guido Moretti

Fig. 2 – “Butterfly”, © Guido Moretti

Fig.s 3 and 4 – “Hieroglyphic Sculpture”, © Guido Moretti (right) together with its genesis (left)
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2

Nature and the “Genetic Code” of Sculpting

To my understanding the way in which sculptures emerge from matter is similar to the way in
which Nature produces its forms.
Forms in nature, in fact, are born and grow according to the following scheme:
1) Project. The “genetic code”, that is nothing but a complete constructive project for the form,
self-modifies by obeying casual logics, without any apparent relation with the form that will
be produced at the very end.
2) The process of “form constructing”. If suitable conditions are met that allow the
continuation of the process, then a form will be eventually generated.
3) Success of the new born Form. If the modifications that have been casually produced in
the genetic code will have generated a form that is useful to surviving in Darwin’s sense,
then these forms will remain for long time.
4) My sculptures are generated by following the same fundamental scheme.
The Hieroglyphic born by the “cubic seed” has surpassed also the final phase. This “Hieroglyphic
Sculpture” had success since the artist (in this case myself), by applying his own aesthetic criteria,
has found interesting the form ensued from the cube. Otherwise, in case of a negative response, the
new sculpture would have been destroyed or, at least, would have not been transformed into a
definitive artwork by means of a fusion process.
At this point I have realized that my fundamental problem was to individuate designs such to be
“promoted on the battlefield” and become “genetic codes” to be used to fecundate Space and
produce new forms.
Exactly in this way, using particular mathematical curves (Lissajous’ trajectories) - generated in
turn by the “orthogonal intersection” of two harmonic motions – I have learned to avoid eliminating
some specific parts ensuing from the cutting operation, so discovering the possibility of obtaining
many different sculptures by “separation” from a unique block. Exactly in this way I have found the
“Third Way to Sculpture” (see Fig.s 5 and 6). Matter is sectioned in such a way to produce
autonomous forms (one being always a kind of negative of the other) always intertwined by a
magic, fascinating and mysterious relation.

Fig. 5 – “Harmonic Intersection n. 2”, © Guido Moretti
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Fig. 6 – Cutting a block in three independent directions –
The “Violet Homage to Brancusi”, © Guido Moretti

The analogy with the “natural method” has been pushed so far to allow me to let sculptures generate
“descendants”. I try to better explain this point. Starting from drawings of a Square and a Circle,
and intersecting them in perpendicular according to my techniques, I have obtained a sculpture that
I called “Quarchio” (i.e., “Squarcle” – Fig. 7). At this stage I have thought that, being three the
independent directions of Space (excluding of course the fourth dimension of Time), it would have
been interesting to try to understand what can be done in the direction left out from the above
process.

Fig. 7 – The “Squarcle”, © Guido Moretti
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At a certain point it seemed to be interesting to “cut” also in this third direction, to see how these
three independent cuts would have modeled or shaped three-dimensional Space. This hypothesis
has been investigated in depth with rather satisfactory results (“Violet Homage to Brancusi” - see
Fig. 6) A second hypothesis was to just “look” into this third direction, by recording the image of
the sculpture seen from this particular viewpoint.
This particular image has been attributed the role of “genetic code” of the Squarcle (being it
produced by applying the orthogonal intersection method between a Square and a Circle).
At this new stage I got the idea to apply the intersection method once again, by using again this
design (that I had interpreted as a “genetic code” for the Squarcle) to see what else could have been
generated in this way. To my great astonishment the result was much more similar to a flower than
to a geometric shape (see Fig. 8). I imagined that this was a kind of demonstration for a Theorem,
according to which Nature, even when it does not look like so, produces forms that are rather
precise and have a geometric origin.

Fig. 8 – The first descendant of the “Squarcle”, © Guido Moretti

Besides this, of course, I got enthusiasm from the idea that I had in fact produced an Artwork that
could be rightly considered as a “daughter of the Squarcle” and, at the same tine, a “nephew” of
both the Square and the Circle. In other words, the adventure was going on in a crescendo of
wonderful discoveries and new ways to follow and explore. It was a really fantastic experience!
3

Illusion and Reality in Sculpting. From Cubes to Impossible Solids

Another interesting stream of this “tree” with multiple branches consists in what I call the “Stream
of Illusion and Reality”. Always working on my research, at a certain point I wondered what could
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have happened if using a misleading design, i.e. one of those two-dimensional drawings able to
produce the “vision” of a three-dimensional object.
Everything has ensued from my research project about specific three-dimensional paths generated
by a Cube (see Fig. 9).

Fig. 9 – The drawings for the search of the Cube, © Guido Moretti

The idea was to use their two-dimensional images to transfer it into the third dimension through an
orthogonal intersection. In this way I would have again obtained a group of “daughter sculptures”
from the Cube.
Obviously, I have first used the drawing of the whole Cube itself, since it allows – differently from
each single face – to create the “illusion of a solid”. This revealing experience (that was not at all
obvious from the beginning) let me realize that the drawing of the Cube, even “dissolving” into the
three-dimensional space, still continued to impress in the new solid generated by orthogonal
intersection the original perception of the Cube, the one already evoked when the Cube was at its
“two-dimensional stage”.
Emotion was great. My project to generate the descendants was put aside (but not abandoned!).
After that moment I begun to give a lot of attention to all images of not exceedingly complicated
geometric solids, to transform them according to my method into solids with a magic mimetic
power.
The horizon was further widened when a friend mathematician suggested me to make use of some
“impossible solid” à la Escher. I begun by using the famous Penrose Solid Triangle (called in Italian
“Tribarra”) to generate the Artwork that I called “Cubo-Tribarra” (see [3]) that gave me a great
satisfaction. I have thus seen that a new complex and “unknown” solid was growing in my hands. It
was endowed with the extraordinary capacity of mimesis, by showing itself on one side as a
“relaxing and known soli” (the Cube) and on the other side as a “known but impossible” solid
(Penrose Triangle).
Until then I had seen “drawings” able to represent real solids, ambiguous or even impossible, but I
had never seen before solids able to show themselves as different solids. I had discovered “mimetic
solids” (see Fig. 10).
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The encounter with Al Seckel, President of the California company “Illusionworks”, allowed me to
get later in touch with other extraordinary drawings by the Swedish artist Oscar Reuterswärd. This
has allowed me to produce many more artworks able to show such a mimesis (e.g., see Fig. 11). I
have been using ambiguous and/or impossible drawings to create three-dimensional “real” objects
able to show up as “ambiguous” and/or “impossible solids”. It has been an extraordinary human and
intellectual experience.

Fig. 10 – “Ambiguous Cube”, © Guido Moretti

Fig. 11 – “Ring and Impossible Parallelepipeds”, © Guido Moretti
– three different views

4

Cubes from Hexagons

Recent work has shown that an hexagonal structure can also produce a square structure. There is of
course a geometrical interpretation based on the way in which solids are perceived from polygons,
but besides the mathematical explanation it is an astonishing fact. In Fig. 12 an hexagonal design
formed by hexagons (bees know very well how to make one….) after having been self-intersected
orthogonally (See. Fig 13) generates a structure that bees much probably do not know! Looking
from a third independent direction this shape one obtains the image of Fig. 14. If, on the contrary,
one uses the object of Fig. 14 and self-intersects it, one obtains a new object that, seen from the
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diagonal of the resulting Cube (as in the “Cube of Squares” in [3]), shows the evidence of the
formation of hexagonal structures. This work is actually in progress.

Fig.s 12 and 13 – Hexagonal Structure (left) and self-intersected (right)

Fig. 13 – Hexagonal Structure seen from a third direction
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A MEDIEVAL ECLIPSE SCIENTIFICALLY REGISTRED
WITH REFERENCES BY IMAGES ON CONSTELLATIONS
PALICI DI SUNI Cristina, (I)

An exciting discovery: the chapters of the Romanic church of S.Secondo in Cortazzone (Asti
Piedmont), decorated with "fantastic" pictures of dragons, peacocks and double-tailed sirens, have
not only a peculiar medieval interest but they are also a very precise report on important
astronomical phenomenon: the partial solar eclipse of 20th March 1140, the moon eclipse of 19th
August 1141 and the anular solar eclipse of 26th January 1153 (using with Julian calendar dating
system).
The report on capitals is made by images, using the peacock with his wonderful tail to symbolise an
unusual natural phenomenon like the eclipse. The tail shows the phases of one of the eclipse (the
1153 one) reporting with quite a good precision the position of the Sun referring to the
constellations where the Sun was in that day, in that moment.
The sky, according to the geocentric vision of Universe, is the rotating referring system used by a
mysterious astronomer-monk together with its constellations as referring points.
In a similar way are shown the dates of the two other precedent eclipses.
The idea of this didactic activity comes from a newspaper article of prof. Giovanni Ferrero
"Giornale di Fisica" October-December 1998 Ed. Compositori Bologna.
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Main aims of the didactic activity (done in an high school of Torino by myself and a friend of me
Lidia Nuvoli) are:
1.the possibility of a multidisciplinary work involving the teacher of History, History of Arts
and Physics or Science;
2.the using of some, among the many different, software reproducing the sky in the past in
order to let the students go deeper in the understanding the apparent movements of the sky
(without a planetarium) and also concerning the very slow movement we call "precession of
equinox", the very slow rotation of Earth axe in a conic way;
3.the opening of a methodological discussion to point out how it is possible to receive different
messages from the same object according to different reading codes.
The capital indeed, when you look at it as an artistic object, shows geometrical, animal and
vegetable life in sculptured images, when you study it from an historical and religious point of view
it is an interesting document of medieval life while in an astronomical reading code it is a precise
report about the evolving of an eclipse.
So let us visit the church together!

In the first right and left capitals it is recognisable the partial solar eclipse
of the 20th March 1140.
We can see that it is a solar eclipse because of the two peacocks sculptured (on the right chaptrel)
cross each other with their heads put upon and because of a ring around a sphere.
As for the year of the eclipse, our monk used the Sunday of Palms as a reference. The date is
indicated by three shells (March) and eleven points in a triangle formed by a bunch of palms , while
the position of the Sun is indicated by the 18 rays among two fishes.
In fact our monk makes us understand that in that year, in the Palm's Sunday the Sun arose at 18°
from the constellation of Fishes (Piscium).
Thus it is possible for us to find the year when we know that the Palm Sunday (the first Sunday
after the full moon following the Spring equinotium ) was 11 days after the exceptional event of the
eclipse.
Using our software we can find that in the year 1140 the Palm Sunday was the 31th March
and 11 days before there was a partial eclipse .
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Moreover we can notice that, in about 1000 years, the very slow rotation of the Earth axe
makes a little but appreciable difference of what is called gamma point, the point to determine the
Spring (and Autumn of course) equinotium: according to our stellar maps of ancient sky in the
computer we can see that in the Spring Equinotium of 1140 the Sun really arose as the monk tell
us.

The Sun in the Pesci constellation

In the second chaptrel on the left we can recognise, in a similar way,the moon eclipse.
The peacocks now have the tails crossed upon as used in other different medieval symbology. The
astronomic date is indicated by the fact that the moon is in the Piscium Constellation and it is
possible to use a quite difficult counting system sculptured in the little abside of the church, as prof.
Ferrero indicates in his article. About the timing, it is necessary to go deeper in the research because
of the hour counting system used in medieval age and used now. (Is it possible that the monk did
count the hours beginning from midnight like us, and not from the sun set?).
Anyway we prefer not to use this part for our students.
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The third capital on the left is the most important for us because it is the only one which has a
description of continuing phases of an eclipse. It is the one of 26th January 1153, a totalanular solar eclipse.
Now we have to follow the corresponding sky maps and the figures sculptured in the faces of the
chaptrel. Beginning from West (toward the entrance door) the first face of the chaptrel, not finished
in the construction, indicates the position of the Sun a little after 9 o'clock in the morning. At the
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meridian of Cortazzone we find in line the head of Dragon and the Mars planet while alfa Cefei is
still at East.

Dragon_Pegasus

At the central moment of the eclipse , 12h 36m, we have the passage at the meridian of alfa Cefei
and looking to the West, low on the horizon we can notice Arturo of Bootes, a very well visible
star in the night skis and surely visible during that total eclipse .
But our astronomer monk wanted to add other astronomical information to let us know his
knowledge related to the nightly systematic observations .
So on the corner of the chapter it is shown that at the moment of the last contact between the
shadow of the moon with the edge of Sun, the Pegasus constellation was passing at the place
meridian instead of the Dragon Constellation while the head of Serpente (snake) is falling down.
In the following face we still can find a corresponding situation between the map of the sky and the
sculptures on the capital: in fact we can see, using the computer reconstruction, that the sky was
showing the passage of beta Ceti and alfa Cassiopea while Pegaso constellation was going away.
This is indicated by the monk with the tails of horses crossed to simulate the movement. This is an
interesting topic to discuss with the teacher of Art, because it is used in modern art.
In the last representation the head upside-down can indicate a star of Toro (Bull) constellation
which culminates when Pegasus is falling down.
So we have a precise report about the evolving of an eclipse and we can understand how happy was
the monk to assist to this extraordinary event and how he wished to share it with people used to sky
observation; he was not afraid of the eclipse indeed, as the simple people we know they were.
The students of the high school in Torino (Istituto Sociale ,Classic and Scientific Lyceum)
appreciated the presentation of this activity. They underlined the “thriller aspect“ : how can we
investigate to know who was the mysterious monk? Are there in Europe other similar report in
some other old church? Of course another aspect of the activity they liked was the possibility of a
multi-language (multidisciplinary) point of view. A visit to the little church of San Secondo in
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Cortazzone in a green quiet hill near Asti (one of the region of good white wine) is suggested to
everybody! I can give you information about:
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COMICS BOOKS:
A JOYFUL WAY TO MATHEMATHICS AND OTHER SCIENCE
PATTERI Piero, (I)
Abstract A joyful approach to scientific concepts is attempted digging in comic books. These
often contain gag or situation based on relevant physical or mathematical cases which could be
exploited for creative better insight into the subject.The development of the old problem of the
‚magic chessboard‘ is presented here, togheter with a few hints for additional physical cases.
Keywords. comicbook, chessboard, exponential growth, combinatorial, sorting.
Mathematical Subject Classification : Primary 20D60 - Arithmetic and combinatorial problems;
Secondary 00A35 - Methodology of mathematics, didactics

1.

Introduction

The peculiarity of media evolution in last decades has been an increasing availability and
use of images and pictures. An early form of this communication mean has been the comics strip,
published on popular newspaper since the beginning of XX century. They are no longer considered
only a childish and entertainment production, and their effectiveness as communicative artistic
expression is widely recognized and exploited.
Comics characters have been created to obtain a friendly presentation of science subjects, namely
for young people, and on the opposite side, successfull essays on the peculiarity of 'physics'
involved in popular characters have been published. Here is presented a slightly different approach,
looking for and exploiting mathematical and physical topics which are hidden (not too much,
actually) in just a few drawing, based on amazing gag or joke. The goal is not to provide a
systematic presentation of whatsoever subject, inasmuchas to give hint of reflection, training he
mind toward a scientific analysis of the case at hand.
The cases discussed here can be classified as variant of well known problems of combinatorial
mathematics. They are based on drawings with Disney characters and situations, since a huge
amount of material, providing hint of very different level of complexity) can be found in web sites
of comic fan communities, e.g. http://www.papersera.net [1](in italian) or the worldwide database
about Disney comics http://coa.inducks.org [2]
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2.

The magic chessboard

The plot of this story is based on the quest for a magic chessboard, which doubles the
amount of rice grains from one square to the next, as shown in Figure 1. It is a well known problem
showing the tremendous effect of the exponential growth, often presented with different flavours
(see e.g. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wheat_and_chessboard_problem [3])

Figure 1 – The original comic strip about the magic chessboard found in Paperiade [4](© Disney 1959)
In the first drawing Uncle Scrooge explains the multiplicative property of the chessboard, then in the second drawing
asks:- The tiles are 64, so how many rice grains do you obtain with consecutive doubling?
The young ducks answer: - may be a few hundreds?

It is worthwhile noting that the answer given by Gyro Gearloose and Uncle Scrooge is wrong: this
is obviously of no relevance for a didactic point of view. Moreover, it could be said that these
events, which are rather common, are a useful handle to discuss the problem. The total number of
grains is 18446744073709551614 and is easily computed from of the content in the Nth tile,
N 1

observing the recursive relation C(N )  1  C(n) as derived in the Table 1.
n 1

N 1

Tile # N

C(N)

 C(n)
n1

1

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

7

...

...

…

N

N-1

N

2

2 -1

Table 1 – Tabulation of exponential growth on the magic
chessboard
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Figure 2 – A partial representation of the exponential
growth on a magic chessboard
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3.

The reconstruction of a 64-tile chessboard

The most intriguig point is in the following, when the chessboard is broken, and the
responsibles are forced to rebuild it. How many different, and undistiguishable way there are of
rebuilding a 64-tile chessboard?

Figure 3 – Angry Uncle Scrooge threats the nephews: - You have to try all the combinations (i.e. permutations nda)
possible with 64 tiles. (© Disney 1959)

The number of ordered combination of 64 tiles is 64! ~ 1.27·1089, but reordering a chessboard
separately for white and black tiles is enough, so the result is 'just' 32!·32! ~ 6.89·1070 << 64!
Nonetheless, it is a huge number since our Universe has existed for just ~ 3·1017 seconds.
The problem can be considered a variant of the Travelling Salesman Problem (see e.g.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Travelling_salesman_problem [5]) which obviously cannot be solved
with brute force method, but has been tackled successfully also in case N >>64 with a variety of
heuristic approach. The field of combinatorial mathematics dealing with problems of sequential
alignment has become of the utmost importance in modern genetics, where very long sequences of
genetic fragments must be orderly reorganized.
The complexity of mathematics in our case can be overcome neglecting the assumption that the
magic chessboard works only when it is completely reassembled. As often in science, an
unmanagebly complex problem can be tackled when broken in smaller parts.
Assuming that the magic multiplication happens if just a strip of four tiles are orderly reassembled,
no matter their final position in the chessboard, a working strip is obtained, starting from a casual
choice of a white tile, trying in the worts case just 31·(32·31) combination, where the first factor
accounts for attempts required to find the right white tile, and the factors in the brackets accounts
for the different choices of the right pair of black tiles. Denoting with CBW(N,4) = N  (N  1) 2 the
number of combinatorial trials to select a ordered 4-tile sequences from a set of 2N black and white
tiles, the overall trial count to select the sixteen sequences is
CBW(32,4)+CBW(30,4)+...+CBW(4,4)+CBW(2,4) = 127464
The last step in order to reassemble the chessboard asks for a proper sorting of the sixteen
sequences. Again a smart sorting procedure can replace a brute force trial of 16! permutations. After
at most 2·15 trial two 4-tile sequences are matched, and therefore the overall count for 4-tile
sequence matching is
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2·15+2·13+...+2·3+2 = 2·

 2n  1 = 126
n 1

Therefore if the magic property of the chessboard can be obtained in limited subset of the whole
chessboard, following the previous assumption, the whole reconstraction can be done in at most
127464+126 trials.
4.

Further hints from magic chessboard

A close analysis of the problem of reassembling a broken chessboard show further
intriguacies, which so far have been neglected . The count of trial required for finding 4 tiles in the
proper sequences become again a huge number if the four-fold rotational symmetry of each tile is
taken into account; moreover, an additional degree of freedom is involved if top-down flipping is
considered. In this case even the choice of the first white tile implies 8 trials and the trials required
to match another white tile are 8*31 . The number of trial to sort each 4-tile sequence increase by a
factor 84; it is worthwhile noting that this factor does not become smaller as the selection proceeds.
Based on this heuristic approach, a more general problem can be considered: what is the optimal
short sequence (i.e. 2-tiles, 3-tiles, 4-tiles or else?) which minimizes the overall count of trials?
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FOLDING AND UNFOLDING SYMMETRIES
PĂUN Marius, (RO)
Abstract. This paper emphasizes some connections between symmetries and the tries to escape
from them by spirals. The perfect equilibrium of symmetrical artifacts is opposed to the idea of
movement induced by spirals. Albrecht Durer’s “Praying hands” versus Brancusi’s
“Mademoiselle Pogany”, Newton’s hue circle versus Frantisek Kupka’s “Disks of Newton”.
The last part is dedicated to a connection between a hypothetical spiral of a painting of
Mondrian and Euclid algorithm.
Key words. Symmetry, spirals, Brancusi, Durer, Krupka, Mondrian, Newton, Euclid
Mathematics Subject Classification: 91F99

1

Symmetry and spirals

We need, as human being, to accomplish two tasks. One task, concerning our necessity of
order and simplicity, which has a direct effect on our safety, the internal feeling of security, the
familiarity and the other one task to fulfill our powerful desire to exploit new opportunities or
explore new possibilities namely the need of conquering the unknown. Living in a world where
biological bilateral symmetries are common, our eyes, the main gates of acquiring information, are
drawn to symmetrical objects. The sphere, the cube, the tetrahedron are perfect images of our
aspirations. But our artifacts are not spheres and cubes and tetrahedrons because those objects have
an excessive degree of symmetry. So, our life is a continuous struggle for surrounding vicinity
where we put the needed amount of symmetries and broken symmetries. The balance between them,
the proportion of them is a matter of education. When we first have a contact with an artifact we try
to “define” it in the way Aristotle said “proximal genre and specific difference”. We consider it
globally, we “touch it” to see if we are comfortable with it. It is a synthetic opinion where the
general feeling of symmetry plays an important role. We don’t need a special kind of education for
that, it is a feeling, and that is “proximal genre”. Then we “read” the artifact using our higher level
of knowledge, our best capacities of understanding, our best tools of analyzes and that is “specific
difference”. We are looking now for breaking symmetries, asking why and hoping we can find an
answer.
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Marvel in marble in the museum of Tunis, a wall and ceiling of a room, XIII-th century. Here you
can find something for any viewer even two wallpaper groups. Broken symmetries are used here in
compensation with the lack of colors.
Let us see in parallel three objects of art: Durer’s “Praying hands” a Byzantine Icon and Brancusi’s
Mademoiselle Pogany.

The first one, highly symmetrical with all the nature imperfections, connects your soul with God,
you can touch the silence, and everything is motionless. The second, containing two symmetric
components starts revolving. Something is happing, the motionless is broken. The third combines
the previous symmetries completing a spiral and letting your imagination free. Mademoiselle is
sleeping as well as she is dancing or playing.
Not all the symmetries involved in art are as direct as the biological symmetries. A very different
and yet interesting one is the symmetry of colors. We know now that colors, for the human eyes,
mean light. Different sources of light, different intensities, different angles of the rays of light
change the perception of the colors. The pure white light decomposes in seven distinct colors red,
orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet. Newton had the idea to draw a circle and on its
circumference to put the seven colors in the order they appear in the decomposition of the pure
white light. In his theory of mixing colors this circle is not the medieval symbol of completeness,
nor a symbol of unity and not a divine symbol. It is a perfect geometrical object used as a
framework for a mathematical analysis of hues in a color mixture. The hue circle is not a physical
property of the white light, it is a conventional man made structure used also to introduce the notion
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of symmetries of colors. Opposite colors on the hue circle are called complementary colors or
symmetric. The overlapping of two complementary colors will give a neutral gray. Our static
perceptions always offer us this symmetry. Intense excitation of our view with a color has an
answer from our eye or from our brain with the symmetric color. This symmetry is static. If we try
to break it rotating the hue circle we will obtain no colored spirals but a gray shadow. But if you
imagine a flower having the petals in the colors of the hue circle in a gentle autumn wind then you
will obtain a spiral with no order, no symmetries and full of meanings. This is the way I understand
Frantisek Kupka’s Disks of Newton.

Symmetry is a condition of balance of forms in nature. In the constant fight with gravitation,
asymmetric forms fail in their search for balance. The Art invokes symmetry as a primordial
condition, and the eyes look instinctively in work of art for symmetry. The golden section rules old
as the world prove that. But, if for bi-dimensional works represented by painting, the symmetry is
an aesthetic condition that can be sometimes neglected, the tri-dimensional condition of statuary
imposes symmetry as soon as the sculpture tries to defeat gravity through its position and attitude.
There is sufficient to observe the Brancusi’s columns with their factor of sliminess around a
splendid vertical symmetry. All his works prove an inner symmetry as a fundamental condition of
equilibrium. See Children heads, see the Birds that cannot fly without their splendid symmetry. In
fact all Brancusi’s heads respect this condition of equilibrium. All his sculptures stands are
symmetric forms and not only for functional reasons. Our need for order and symmetry is satisfied
by balanced forms. But we need to break these symmetries to keep our mind working. And one of
these types of breaking symmetries is the spirals. By them we can induce in our mind both ideas of
convergence and divergence. Let us see the difference between convergent and divergent spirals in
Rembrandt’s “God and Abraham” and Mondrian’s “Composition in red, blue and yellow”. The first
one starts from Abraham thru God to infinity the other one starts from red and decrease thru blue to
yellow.
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2

Art inducing mathematics

Mondrian’s painting and Euclid’s original algorithm are the starting point in an application in
cutting-covering algorithms.
Let us consider a rectangular planar surface of sides a and b (suppose a  b ) to be covered with
pieces from a rectangular planar surface of sides x and y ( x  y ) satisfying the relations a b  x y .
Keeping the orientation of the pieces in the covering process we have to make a convention: we
shall choose fitting units of lengths on a , b , x , and y so:- the same unit of length on a and x and
the same unit of length on b and y - the number of units of length on a coincide with the number
of units of length on y and the same condition for b and x .
We call unit rectangle a rectangle with the sides the unit length on a and b .
The covering algorithm is the original Euclid’s algorithm. The initial rectangle will be covered in
these conditions with this receipt:
x  q1 a  r1
a  q 2 r1  r2 ………… rn  2  q n rn 1 .
If we multiply every relation in the covering receipt by its divisor and then we add all the relations
results:
n

xa   qi ri 21
i 1

with r0  a and where qi , i  1, n are the quotients in and ri , i  1, n  1 are the correspondent
reminders in the Euclid’s algorithm.
With respect to the last identity obtained, the biggest rectangular pattern we can use in the covering
material has rn21 unit rectangles.
The hypothetical spiral of Mondrian’s „Composition in red, blue and yellow“ induced an
hypothetical spiral from Euclid’s algorithm.
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THE ART OF GLASS MAKING: NATURE AND MATHEMATICS
POPOVICI Dan, (RO)
Abstract. We shortly discuss some of the scientific aspects of the art of glass-making.
Key words. Art, Alchemy, Light
Mathematics Subject Classification: NONE

1

Glass, Nature and Alchemy

Glass is a fascinating material, even fabricating it being a fact of Art. In I century A.C., while the
miraculous invention of glass had already two thousand years of antiquity, Plinius describes "the
previously unknown translucent liquid flow, the result of talent that replicate nature by Art" – [1]
see Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 – Manufacturing Glass at Unarte (Bucuresti) – glass carving after fusion
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We notice that here the terms: Art, Nature, talent, craft ... are related so that, like in a Mathematics
application, they expresses a stylistic matrix of an era. The author of Natural History considers
"Art" the distillation of brilliant rocks, and glass can be considered one of the first products of
applied Alchemy: “spagiry” (term used by Paracelsius in XVI Century, referring to the Alchemy of
similarities, ancestor of modern Chemistry). In fact through this ancient Art one is not just aimed to
imitating the appearance, but rather the principles acting in Nature: artificial glass, i.e. an imitation
of the "natural glass" (obsidian), being obtained by reproducing the mechanisms of the geological
nature of the" primary oven" (see [2]) – see Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 – Manufacturing Glass at Unarte (Bucuresti) – a primordial alchemic egg

Over millennia, the fluidity and transparency of glass continued to delight the eye and provoke the
amazement. In this regard the testimony is eloquent of the monk Agostino del Riccio (XVI Century)
who, in the "Magic of Natural Elements", was fascinated and described the craftsmen's work in
Milan, Florence and, in particular, Venice "where you can find really rare and beautiful glasses".
Curiosity leads the observer in the territory of optics: "Being made a crystal ball, sunlight can burn
what is beneath it… but they are secrets that only a philosopher knows!”. See [2] and [3].

Fig. 3 – “Artis Magna” by Athanasius Kircher
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The treatise "Ars Vetraria" [4] by Antoine Neri, Christophe Merret and Johann Kunchel (XVII
century), perpetuates to modernity the ancient connections between Art and Science. In the chapter
called "Chemical & Spagiric Operations" they describe the manufacture and use of "philosophical
eggs". We find that the glass spheres, that continued to belong to divinatory magic, are also useful
for "philosophical knowledge of reflection and refraction". The coexistence of images in real space
with virtual-imaginary spaces, even explained by the laws of Geometrical Optics, continues to
exercise the magic. Parallel with the scientific development, in the XVII Century Optics continues
to belong to the field of “natural magic”, being presented by Athanasius Kircher [5] (Fig. 3) as Art
and Magie of Light and Shadow (“Ars Magna Lucis & Umbræ”) – Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 – A finished glass-work: topological forms and light in interaction (Dan Popovici)

Depicting the hypostasis of light in transparency, glass brings us closer to issues of esoteric
metaphysics, that studies, in the deepest antiquity, the supernatural principles of Nature (the ancient
Greeks called Nature with the term "physis"). Perpetuating the tradition of ancient thought
Avicenna [6], in X Century A.C., defines Mathematics as an intermediate area between the physical
and natural sciences, and metaphysics. Here the "number" and "measure" govern, and between the
branches of Mathematics we encounter: Geometry, Arithmetic, Science of Astronomy, Music,
Optics, the science (or Art) of “mobile spheres”... and other analogue sciences (Fig. 5). We notice in
Avicenna's classification the affinity into Mathematics between Sciences and Arts [6].
In this context glass-art, interceding the optic “avatars of light” and respecting the contemporary
scenarios of Science, expresses the fundamental compositional principles and exploits the heritage
of human measure's projection in understanding the visual space.
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Fig. 5 – “Alchemy”, glass-art by Dan Popovici
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ART INSPIRED BY SOME CLASSICAL GEOMETRY PROBLEMS
AND BY MODULARITY
SARHANGI Reza, (USA)
Abstract. This article presents the mathematics behind some of the artworks created by the
author. For the first three pieces, the author was inspired by three classical compass and
straightedge geometric constructions. All the other artworks are based on a different method
than compass and straightedge in creating designs used for tiling surfaces: modularity.
Key words. Compass and Straightedge construction, Modularity

1.

Introduction

It is a difficult if not impossible task to define Mathematical Visual Art so that it includes all the
numerous approaches that artists, with or without a solid background in mathematics, take to create
a mathematics-related piece of art. Nevertheless, if the art is coming from a mathematician or a
computer scientist, either it is the visualization of some algorithms and formulas or the idea gets
shaped outside of the domain of the computer, but it may be used to enhance its structure, details,
and beauty. In this article I am more in tune with the former approach.
There are interesting classical compass and straightedge geometric problems that amuse us by the
steps that a mathematician has taken to solve the problem.
In the first part of this article I will talk about some geometric constructions and their historical
aspects and then present their related artworks: I first present the construction of the regular
pentagon using a rusty compass along with an artwork inspired by this construction. The next is the
regular 17-gon construction. The historical significance of this construction, which lead Johann
Carl Friedrich Gauss to prove the impossibility of a 7-gon construction, will be discussed and then
I will present the second artwork. The last section of the first part will introduce an approximation
of the regular heptagon based on a construction presented by Abûl-Wefâ Buzjani. I will then exhibit
the third artwork.
The second part of this article is based on a different approach than using a compass in making
designs. The creation of geometric mosaic designs has long relied on compass and straightedge
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geometric constructions. Nevertheless, artisans have used other methods, such as modules formed
from “cutting and pasting” of single-color tiles. In the second part of the article I will present some
artworks whose layouts are constructed using modularity. For this, I will demonstrate how modules
created from simple tiles may be used as a medium for designing more complex mosaic patterns.

2.

Rusty Compass

As a mental challenge, and also to follow a principle in mathematics to purify a mathematical
process from unnecessary steps and assumptions, Greeks set limits on which tools should be
permitted to construct geometric shapes. They considered only compass and straightedge as
essential tools to perform and present geometric ideas.
Later, during the reigns of Abbasid caliphs in Baghdad, and under Buyid rule, the Greek
mathematical tradition was explored by mathematicians in Persia, as well as in the rest of the
Middle East, the Iberian Peninsula, and North Africa. All of the Greek texts were translated and
studied by mathematicians and scientists in the Abbasid Empire. They also created their own texts,
to be translated along with the Greek documents in Arabic, to European languages during the
Renaissance and later periods.
The study of the rusty compass, a compass that is rusted into one unmovable radius, goes back to
antiquity. However, the name most associated with this compass is Buzjani. Abûl-Wefâ Buzjani
(940-998), was born in Buzjan, near Nishabur, a city in Khorasan, Iran. He learned mathematics
from his uncles and later on moved to Baghdad when he was in his twenties. He flourished there as
a mathematician and astronomer.
Buzjani’s important contributions include topics in geometry and trigonometry. In geometry he
solved problems about compass and straightedge constructions in the plane and on the sphere.
Among other manuscripts, he wrote a treatise: On Those Parts of Geometry Needed by Craftsmen.
Not only did he give the most elementary rusty compass constructions, but also demonstrated rusty
compass constructions for inscribing in a given circle of a regular pentagon, a regular octagon, and
a regular decagon [1].
Until recently it was thought that the study of the rusty compass went back only as far as Buzjani. A
recent discovery of an Arabic translation of a work by Pappus of Alexandria, the last of the giants
of Greek mathematics, shows that the study of the rusty compass has its roots in deeper antiquity
[1].
Italian polymath Leonardo da Vinci, Italian mathematicians of sixteen century Gerolamo Cardano,
his student Lodovico Ferrari, and Niccolò Fontana Tartaglia, studied construction problems using
rusty compasses.

3.

Buzjani’s Rusty Compass Pentagon Construction

There are four known hand-written copies of the Buzjani’s treatise, On Those Parts of Geometry
Needed by Craftsmen. One is in Arabic and the other three are in Persian. The original work was
written in Arabic, the scientific language of the 10th century, but it no longer exists. Each of the
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surviving copies has some missing information and chapters. The surviving Arabic, although not
original, is more complete than the other three surviving copies. The Arabic edition is kept in the
library of Ayasofya, Istanbul, Turkey. The most famous of the other three in Persian is the copy that
is kept in the National Library in Paris, France. This copy includes an amendment to some
constructions, which are especially useful for creating geometric ornament and artistic designs.
This is the copy used by Franz Woepke (1826-1864), the first Western scholar to study medieval
Eastern mathematics.
In Chapter Three of the treatise, Regular Polygonal Constructions, Buzjani, after the presentation of
simple constructions of the equilateral triangle and square, illustrates the compass and straightedge
construction of a regular pentagon. The fourth problem is the construction of a regular pentagon
using a rusty compass. To present this problem, I use a recent book published in Persian that
includes all known Buzjani’s documents, Buzdjani Nameh [2]:
We would like to construct a regular pentagon with sides congruent to given AB , which
is the same size as the opening of our rusty compass. From B construct a perpendicular
to AB (This step is simple, therefore, Buzjani didn’t perform it) and find C on it in such
a way that AB  BC . Find D the midpoint of AB (another simple step dropped from
the figure) and then S on DC such that AB  DS . Construct K, the midpoint of DS .
Make a perpendicular from K to DC to meet line AB at E. Find M by constructing the
isosceles triangle ∆AME in such a way that AB  AM  EM ( M is not on DC ). Now
on ray BM find point Z in such a way that AB  MZ .  AZB is the well-known
Pentagonal Triangle (Golden Triangle). On side AZ construct the isosceles triangle
∆AHZ the same way as the construction of ∆ AME. Point T can be found using the
same procedure.
Z

C
H

T

S
M
K
A

D

B

E

Figure 1: (L) Detailed Construction of a regular pentagon using a rusty compass, (R) A Persian mosaic
design that inspired the artwork in Figure 2.L

Woepcke [4] presents the following proof:
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It is obvious that ∆KED  ∆BCD ( DK  DB and BDK is a common angle).
Therefore, ED  CD . This implies ED 2 BC 2 + BD 2  AB 2 + BD 2. So AB 2  ED 2
BD 2  AE . BE (This means B is the Golden cut of AE ). Therefore, AE is congruent
to the diagonal of the regular pentagon with side AB (see Theorem 8, Chapter 13, The
Elements, Euclid. It is also congruent to the legs of the Golden Triangle with the
base AB ). Now what is left to prove is to show that BZ  AZ  AE . For this, we
consider P on AE in such a way that MP  AE . Then MB 2 BP 2  ME 2 EP 2
 EA . EB  EP 2  2 ( EB + BP ) EB ( EB + BP )2  EB 2 BP 2. This implies MB  EB .
So AE  AB + EB  AB + MB  MZ + MB  BZ .
Since ∆BME and ∆MAE are isosceles, we have ZBA  2 MEB  2MAB. Also,
since ∆MAB and ∆MAZ are isosceles, we have ZBA  AMB  2MAZ and
therefore, MAB  MAZ, and ZBA  2 MAB  MAB + MAZ  ZAB. Hence
AZ  BZ  AE and the proof is complete.

Figure 2: (L) The geometric structure of the perimeter of the star in Figure 1.R, which is constructed based
on a regular (10, 3) star polygon [3]. (R) The “Buzjani Rusty Compass” artwork, which was created by the
author and Robert Fathauer, using the Geometer’s Sketchpad and Adobe Photoshop.

4.

A Plate for the Memory of Gauss

During October 2003 a call for entries to an art and design competition was posted by the
Mathematical Sciences Research Institute (MSRI). This research center is hosted by the University
of California, Berkeley, and was founded in 1982. MSRI’s primary functions include conducting
mathematical programs and workshops, postdoctoral training, development of human resources,
communication of mathematics, and education and public outreach.
MSRI is located in the hills above the campus of the University of California, Berkeley, off
Centennial Drive at 17 Gauss Way (named for Johann Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777-1855), who
discovered the construction of a 17-gon, the proof for which he published in his Disquisitiones
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Arithmetucae). During 2003 a new building addition was completed. The new building opens onto
a pedestrian access, which is along the extension of Gauss Way. The goal of the competition was to
provide a work of art, graphics, reliefs, or sculptures that would serve to enhance the entry forecourt
of the building.
I participated in this competition with the artwork presented in Figure 4 without success. However,
the work ended in the artwork for the second plate presented in this article. Along with the design, I
submitted the following note to members of the jury:
The ancient mathematicians discovered how to construct regular polygons of 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,
and 10 sides using a compass and straightedge alone. The list of other constructible regular
polygons known to them included the 15-gon and any polygon with twice the number of
sides as a given constructible polygon. No matter how much effort, mathematicians, until
1796, were not successful in constructing a regular heptagon by compass and straightedge,
nor were they successful in proving the construction is impossible.
After a period of more than 2000 years, Gauss, as a young student of nineteen years of age,
proved the impossibility of its construction. In fact, he proved that in general, construction
of a regular polygon having an odd number of sides is possible when, and only when, that
number is either a prime Fermat number, a prime of the form 2k + 1, where k = 2n, or is
made up by multiplying together different Fermat primes. Such a construction is not
possible for 7 or 9.
Gauss first showed that a regular 17-gon is constructible, and after a short period he
completely solved the problem. It was this discovery, announced on June 1, 1796, but made
on March 30th, which induced the young man to choose mathematics instead of philology as
his life work. He requested that a regular 17-sided polygon to be engraved on his tombstone.
This shows that for all his contributions, which place him in the circle of three of the world’s
all-time great mathematicians, Gauss chose his first discovery, a simple 17-gon construction,
to identify himself. A wish that was never fulfilled.

A6

B A5

A4

F
C
H E O D

A 13

G

A1

A 15

Figure 4: (L) The construction of the regular 17-gon, (R) The artwork of the second plate created by the
author and Robert Fathauer.
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To create a regular 17-gon, we select two random points O and A1, and construct a circle with center
O and radius OA1 . We find B on this circle in such a way that OB is perpendicular to OA1 . We find

C on OB such that OC is one-quarter of OB . Point D on OA1 can be found in such a way that
OCD is one-quarter of OCA1. We find E on line OA1 such that ECD = /4. Construct the
circle with diameter EA1 . This circle intersects OB at F. The circle centered at D and through F
intersects the diameter constructed on OA1 at two points G and H.

The perpendiculars to

OA1 through G and H intersect the original circle at A4 and A6 (and also A13 and A15). We can find
A5, the point that bisects the arc A4 A6. The arc A4 A5 divides the circle into 17 equal parts.

5. A Medieval Approximation to the Regular Heptagon Construction
Let us return to Buzjani’s treatise, On Those Parts of Geometry Needed by Craftsmen, to find an
approximation to the construction of the regular heptagon. For this, we present the image and the
constructions’ steps to this problem according to [4].

C

B

A
H

N

P
N

C

B

A
M
H

C

O
A

M

B

H

Figure 5: (UL) The construction of the heptagon, (UR)-(LR) The steps of the construction.
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Figure 5.a is from this book. Figure 5.b – 5.d illustrate steps that are taken in Figure 5.a: Side AB
of the heptagon is given. We find point C in such a way that CA  AB . We construct the equilateral
triangle with side CB and its circumcircle. We find point H on this circle so that HB  AB . After
finding the midpoint M we find N on the circle in such a way that NM  HB . We then find O, the
midpoint of AB and construct PO in such a way that PO  NM and PO  AB . The circle that passes
through the three points A, B, and P, which is congruent to the afore mentioned circumcircle, is the
circle that circumscribes the regular heptagon with side AB .
If the radius of the inscribed circle is 1, then AB = 3 /2 .8660. The exact measure of one side of a
heptagon is 2 Sin /7 .8678. This is the reason that even a modern software utility, such as the
Geometer’s Sketchpad, cannot pick up the error.
The treatise does not indicate whether or not the author knew that his construction was an
approximation and not an exact construction. Based on what is known about Buzjani and his
thorough study of geometry of his time, which included all the geometry produced by the Greeks,
we may assume that he was aware of this fact.

Figure 6: (L) A (7, 2) star polygon Persian mosaic and, (R) the generated artwork by the author and Robert
Fathauer based on the Buzjani’s approximation of the heptagon. The writings on the edges repeats the name
of Buzjani in Farsi.
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6.

Art Using Modularity

Figure 7

Consider two sets of square shape congruent tiles in two different
colors. By a “modularity” approach for creating tile designs, I mean
a method that uses the cutting and pasting of two different colored
tiles to create a set of two-color modules. Here, cutting means
breaking a tile into two pieces along a single line segment with the
endpoints on the edges of the tile.
Figure 8
The layout of the mosaic design in the
middle of Figure 7 can be the result of
any of the two methods presented in that
figure. From the left, the traditional
compass and straightedge method is used
to illustrate the design. From the right
this task has been achieved by the use of
two different color tiles. Each tile is cut
along a line segment that connects a
vertex to the midpoint of the opposite
side. Then one of the two pieces is
exchanged with the same shape piece of
the opposite color (Figure 8).
Figure 9
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Figure 9 is an artwork that I originally constructed by using the Geometer's Sketchpad. I then
created the digital artwork from this design using the computer software PaintShopPro.
The red area, the solution key to the approaches in which the layout of the design was
created, consists of four squares. Three of the squares are solid and only one is cut along
its diagonal. I used the three modules of solid black, solid yellow, and half black-half
yellow tiles to create this artwork.
Figure 10 is another artwork,
which was created using the three
type modules that were used to
construct the design in Figure 9.

Figure 10

The layout of the mosaic in Figure 11.L is more elaborate than the layouts of the previous two
mosaics. Figure 11.R shows the set of modules for this artwork. The fine lines in the left big star,
as well as the white lines dividing an octagram on the far right in Figure 11.L, shows the way that
the pieces of the modules in Figure 11.R were used to construct this tessellation.

G

F

D

H
A

E

B

C

Figure 11: (L) Calm, the artwork that was exhibited in the Mathematical Art Exhibition
of the 2010 Bridges Pecs, (R) The set of modules with extra cuts.
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Figure 12.L presents a metamorphosis tessellation that combines two different tessellations that
have been discussed in [5] in a way that from left to right starts with the cross and octagram
tessellation, then transforms to a new tessellation created from three motives – butterfly-shape,
cross, and octagram – and finally goes back to the cross and octagram tessellation, but in a fashion
that the crosses and octagrams replace each other.
We note that the two top images in Figure 12.R present the relationships between a cross and an
octagram. The blank space between four octagrams is a cross and the four crosses make an
octagram. So in some sense we may say that the cross and the octagram are each others’ duals.
An interesting observation about the butterfly-shape element in this figure is that the space between
each four of them could be either a cross or an octagram depending on their orientations.

Figure 12: A metamorphosis and its details.

Using this metamorphosis that was constructed in the Geometer’s Sketchpad, I created a few
artworks. For this, I used the computer software PaintShopPro. The artwork in Figure 13 is
now on the entrance wall of the Department of Mathematics at Towson University (Figure 15. L).
The second artwork (Figure 14) was exhibited at the 1065th AMS Meeting that was held at the
University of Richmond, Virginia, USA (Figure 15.R).
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Figure 13: A close-up of the artwork on the entrance wall of the department.

Figure 14: The swirling metamorphosis artwork
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Figure 15: (L) The entrance of the Department of Mathematics, Towson University, (R) The artwork
exhibited at the 1065th AMS Meeting that was held at the University of Richmond, Virginia, USA

In Figure 14 we see this metamorphosis in a new way when spirals are introduced to eliminate rigid
lines and present a new harmony and balance as the swirling girl exhibited in the Sand Painting
project during the 2010 Bridges Conference, Pécs, Hungary (Figure 16).

Figure 16: Two images from the sand painting on the floor of the old cathedral, before and after the
destruction of the pattern by the dancing girl (a project by Elvira Wersche presented during the 2010
Bridges Conference, Pécs, Hungary). The sand used for the design is not colored. As Elvira explained the
sand was collected in those colors from beaches and deserts all over the world. Photographs “Sand
Painting” and “Swirling Sand” are courtesy of Professor Craig Kaplan, University of Waterloo, Canada.
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Elvira Wersche, the Sand Painting artist, is active in the Netherlands since 1975 and has gained
international acclaim with her installations, paintings, and performance mixed media. Since 2003,
Elvira has been making geometric sand art, and she is now known especially for these sand
installations in which she uses sands from all over the world to make mandala-like, intricate
mosaics floor patterns.
Conclusion
In this paper I tried to describe my personal journey into visual art research and creativity through
the exploration of two topics: (a) the classical geometric constructions, and (b) modularity.
Poincaré said: “The mathematician does not study pure mathematics because it is useful; he studies
it because he delights in it and he delights in it because it is beautiful [6]”. I believe the beauty of
mathematics becomes more evident – and receives the attention and admiration of the public –
when some parts of it become the subject for creating visual art.
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ART AND MATHEMATICS, ABSTRACTION FROM OBJECTS:
GEOMETRIC MAN IN 3D SPACE
IN SEACH OF THE FOURTH SPATIAL DIMENSION
RINAUDO Daniela, (I), LARIA Giuseppe, (I)
Abstract. Starting from the relationships between Mathematic and Art, we create a geometric
man who lives within a virtual scenario and his whose movement represents a conceptual
abstraction of the real time. By using this artistic metaphor, our aim is to experiment new
methods to represent and then to simulate the geometric properties of the movement. In this
paper, first we describe the movement’s idea of movement from two perspectives: artistic and
mathematic. After, we give an overview of the geometric focuses on two physics properties:
space and time. Finally, by manipulating visual properties like reflections and refractions we
show how it is possible to create a fourth spatial dimension.
Key words. Art, Mathematics, Virtual Environment, Higher Dimensions
Mathematics Subject Classification: AMS_01A99

1

Introduction

Can Art give a body (o shape) to a scientific content? Can Art simplify the body of a scientific
content?
These questions gave birth to our Geometric Man, a virtual journey into the “imaginary Time”, in
search of another dimension into the Space. Time loses its linearity, gaining cyclicity: it becomes a
spiral. Our aim is to recreate an abstraction of Time, completely dissolved from any substance or
life. Everything is sacrificed for a mental, mathematical Time’s sake. Time doesn’t have thickness
anymore.
“Geometric Man” is meant to be a „shade“, (that is) an abstraction.

Aplimat – Journal of Applied Mathematics
Starting from Platonic theory of ideas, according to which the real essence of this imperfect world is
the perfect geometry, Geometric Man wants to be a pure and essential shape becoming
Mathematics: its shape is nothing but its mental hidden landscape (scenery).
Mathematical research is a study of real objects together with their properties and at the same time
a representation of life and the research of its origin.
Abstraction, in fact, is a process that starts from the object and then returns and stays on it, through
a mental itinerary leading to its essential formal and conceptual definition: what the Greecks called
„ideas“ for us becomes concrete „shapes“.
Fernand Léger, a French painter, adopted the typical combinations of Cubism, in particular of the
“Analytic Cubism”: a more rational objectivity, abolition of the mononuclear prospective vision; a
consequence of this choice was the adoption of several points of view, the decomposition of shapes
into fragments and its re-composition into shapes (with) a geometric simplification; figures lose
their material consistence, individuality and expression and come to their symbolic function, as it
already happened centuries before in the Byzantine Art. (Fig. 1)

Fig. 1 - Fernand Léger, The Town, 1919

Legér, nevertheless, gave his own interpretation of Cubism. During his time he was one of the first
ones to show interest toward the industrial world, mechanic elements and above all the research of
the pure dynamism of the image (Fig. 2).
He wrote: "How is it possible nowadays to keep on painting bottles, apples and tables with three
legs, when we’re surrounded by an excited life that no one has tried to paint? Modern man lives in
an industrial and technical order that has transformed our sensibility and vision; that’s why artistic
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expression has to change too, it has to try to be the interpreter of a new conception of the real".
Pictorial expression has changed because modern life made it necessary. The existence of modern
creative men is much more condensed e complicated than that of men living in former centuries.
The imagined thing is less fixed, the object itself is exposed less than once. A landscape crossed by
a car or a fast train loses its descriptive value, but gains a synthetic value: the doors of the wagons
or the crystal of a car, together with the speed acquired, have changed the ordinary aspect of
things. The condensation of a modern painting, its variety and thebreaking of shapes is the result of
this all. For sure the evolution of the means of transport and their rapidity are responsible of the
new way of seeing things..." (see [1]).

Fig. 2 - Fernand Léger, Abstraction, 1920

He also dedicated on cinema and in 1924 produced the cubist animation film Ballet Mécanique. It
was the first “multimedia” film of that time. The meaning of the images was amplified by a
performance with mechanic pianolas and pianists. Music was on purpose composed by George
Antheil (Fig. 3).
“Through iteration, deformation and decomposition of images and objects, Léger tries to put the
cubist experience on a rhythmic-figurative level, where the “totality” of the representation is
gained by being set free from the “story”. So the visual material, heterogeneous to insolence (it
varies from a photographic detail to the abstract drawing and the conventional shot, the illusionist
trick and the ironic and disconcerting particular), seems to arrange in a circular endless cadence,
photogram after photogram, frame after frame, scene after scene. In other words, any idea of
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“visual symphony”(i.e. any development of a theme) or a surrealistic vein, is absent in this film. On
the contrary, a Dadaist obsession, much more distressful and less explicit, is the link between
Léger’s work and the avant-garde classical currents, in particular of Cubism, as matrix of Ballet”
(see [2]).
This concept wants to underline that those works called “abstract” only apparently don’t show any
“visual symphony”, but they have for sure that idea which is carried out into a shape.

Fig. 3 - Fernand Léger, extracted from “Ballet Mécanique”, 1924

2

The Abstract Shape of Time

The (Newtonian) Physics law x=vt says that the space covered is proportional to the time multiplied
by the velocity. This equation of a uniform rectilinear motion links Space, Time and Velocity. The
substantial fact in Relativistic Physics is instead that there is a “universal constant”: the velocity of
light in the empty space. It would seem, then, that Velocity, and not Space or Time, is “absolute”:
in (Special) Relativity Velocity has therefore got a “universal character” (see, e.g., [3]).
The representation of Time as a Number in Physics equations allows us to generalize it as follows:
this Number can be a “Real Number”. A consequence is the continuity of Time as represented. A
Real Number can symbolize an “infinite Time”.
Actually, Time could be “quantized”, i.e. be in small but indivisible quantities. A second
generalization is the fact that the Real number that represents Time cannot be a negative number,
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from which the possibility of inverting the direction of Time would ensue. Physics equations,
indeed, can be inverted in the direction of Time and be “time invariant”. In this representation
nothing prevents us from going backwards in Time (see [4]). Geometric Man with a sphere in his
hands does not want to represent Time with a Number, but with a shape. He projects and reflects
himself on a reflecting surface: in this way we obtain a positive real shape and a negative imaginary
shape. Once our video runs backwards we shall observe a motion in accordance with the forecast of
the motion laws (Fig. 4).

Fig.4 - Daniela Rinaudo, Geometric Man, 2010.

The Theory of Special Relativity, the discovery of the invariance of the speed of light through
transformations between different systems of reference, had let us set up a theory where Time is not
absolute anymore. Each observer would have his own independent relative Time.
Our aim is to represent a metaphor of this concept with two shapes: a real one and an imaginary
one: Geometric Man in a real Space and Geometric Man travelling in Space. According to this
theory, Geometric Man in Space would see his own Time elapsing more slowly, since Time would
be still for a traveller at the speed of light. The concept of simultaneity of events acquires a new
meaning. In particular, present Time is not infinite anymore, but finite and dependent on the speed
of light.
In the Theory of General Relativity (see [5] for a popular review of it), gravity is interpreted as a
bending of Space and Time. Time and Space would be subject to the presence of gravitational
masses, bodies would move following a straight line, but, since the structure of Time and Space is a
bending line, trajectories themselves would turn out to be curved.
Also Geometric Man wants to be in a curved Space-Time, even if limited in a finite space.
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The quantic theory introduces an intrinsic unpredictability in Physics laws. The motion of an
electron cannot be described with the concept of trajectory. The equations are still determined in
Time, but a concrete object cannot be described with only one story: infinite compatible stories are
necessary to describe the motion of an object.
A typical paradox issuing from this theory is well described by the famous experiment of
Schrodinger’s cat.
He suggested to put a cat in a box where little amounts of cyanide are released after a subatomic
event, like the radioactive emission of a particle. As far as the box is closed the cat lives two stories
described by the determinist equations of the quantic mechanics. In a story the cat is alive, in the
other coexisting one it is dead.
This sequence in Geometric Man is represented with the metaphor of a shade (Fig. 5)

Fig. 5 - Daniela Rinaudo, Geometric Man, 2010

We can therefore think that the cat is both alive and dead. When the observer went opening the box,
the mixed state live-dead collapses in a defined state: the cat is alive or dead. All this suggests that
there may be action on the part of human consciousness on physical states of matter. The operation
results in an irreversible process of measuring the physical state that provides a direction to Time.
To avoid the involvement of the observer in the process of measuring some have postulated the
coexistence of infinite universes. The uncertainty principle of Quantum Mechanics states that it is
not possible to know both the velocity and position of a particle, or Energy and Time. A particle
could be anywhere in the universe absolutely firm. For an instant, infinitesimal particles can borrow
an infinite amount of Energy. The General Theory of Relativity (see [5]) states that the universe had
originated from the primordial big-bang. Observations on the motion of galaxies confirm such a
prediction. At the time of the big-bang Time and Space have arisen, and with them all the particles
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that make up our universe. The time had therefore a beginning. This singularity determines a limit
to the physical laws that would no longer be valid at that moment. A further generalization is to
represent the Time with a complex number: real and imaginary part. Using the imaginary Time can
eliminate the singularity provided by General Relativity. The imaginary Time allows us to build a
consistent and elegant theory about the nature of the universe. Using an imaginary time, the
distinction between Time and Space disappears completely. Using the imaginary Time the big-bang
is merely a point in a curved universe, like the north pole of the Earth with only two extra
dimensions. In this case the laws of Physics would continue to be valid even in the initial universe.
When you combine General Relativity with the uncertainty principle of Quantum Mechanics, such
as Space-Time can be finite but unlimited. Using the imaginary Time, or a Euclidean Space-Time
where the direction of Time is on the same floor of the directions in Space, there is the possibility
that Space-Time is finite and yet has no singularity that forms a boundary or a board, like the
Earth's surface (see [6], [7]).
Geometric Man born of a ball in motion, but closed in a finite Space (the rectangle) seeks to
embody the Space and Time finite but unlimited. He seeks the fourth dimension and others in a
finite but unlimited Space.
3

Conclusion

This work is a work in progress; the intent was to interpret a scientific content. It has also sought to
investigate around the bright optical effects obtained by electronic means such as computer,
metaphorizing "concepts-shapes" that cannot be seen in Nature ([8]). We started from the theories
of Leonardo and Galileo's experiments on the role of light in the vision of a 3D object (see [9]) and
in the future we want to experience virtually the role of light, to see a 4D object and others, by
simulating the infinite dimensions of Space-Time. We like to remark that this virtual Installation
was recently exhibited in London (November 2010) at the MOCA London (Musuem of
Contemporary Art).
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Abstract. Paper deals with the mathematical - artistic solutions for creation of a piece of art.
According to human experience, all concrete activities are preceded by good ideas. On the
background of these ideas constructions are born, and these link, compose and connect elements
that will form the final created objects.
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1

Introduction

Creation of a piece of art is a complex activity comprising many mental processes of the author and
start up activities that must be performed in order to fulfil the act of design and production.
According to human experience, all concrete creative activities are usually preceded by good ideas.
Ideas are born upon inspiration, which might come from whenever and occur at any time period of
the author’s life. Often these ideas are intuitive, based on our practical experiences or memories,
and they necessarily do not have to be closely linked to our main scope of interests, areas of active
performance or professional orientation. On the foundations of these ideas constructions are born,
and these link, compose and connect elements that will form the final created objects. Constructions
themselves, in this sense, do not reflect created objects as these will look like in reality, but they are
more or less just plans for their creation on the base of fantasy and mathematical calculations,
which ensure to a certain limit that the created objects will be functional.
Starting with a background, drawing some points, lines and curves in different styles, we define
created object virtually. We draw its views and sections, what we might expect to see really in the
future, after the object is realised. Designed proportions of the resulting object, its width, height and
length, are carriers of the quantitative relations and mathematical-geometric representation of the
integrity oíf its separate parts. In addition to proportions we can see also colour, while a suitable
colour scale must be decided at the very beginning. Every living creature on the Earth can see the
colour differently, as the Creator designed many possibilities of the shape and colour perception.
We will be interested in the human perception of mentioned characteristics of the created piece of
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art and describe different levels of its basic underlying models. The Creator created a piece of work
and creator author documented it. Reproduction rules of the Creator’s work can be expressed by
authors themselves and therefore there exist many „visions“, and consequently, many pieces of art.
2

Questions and answers of visual artist

Based upon these qualitatively different levels, different forms of the construction plans, several not
apparently congruent models of the created piece of art might be defined. Artistic sketch visualising
shape, colours, forms and proportions of the created object determines the first model at the virtual
visualisation level, where the emotional involvement of the creator is apparent as the immediate
reaction to the impact from the source if inspiration. Many questions appear consequently in the
author’s head. Some of them might be:
Creating something from nothing?
Must there be the beginning from something?
Was there a WORD at the beginning?
Was there a Big Bang at the beginning?
Do they exclude each other?
Is the Idea mother of the act?
Is the Creator father of the idea?
Let us assume the existence of what we see and feel. Then what exists once must have come to the
existence. This did not arise from nothing, but according to our experience, from an idea. An idea
can give rise to a construction, which assembles object that has to be created. Construction is not
a real image of the created object; it is just a plan on how to put it together, design and elaborate on
the base of our imagination and necessary technical details and mathematical calculations. These
details have to take into account necessary proportions, material requirements, dimensions and
many other aspects ensuring the full functionality of the created objects and pieces of work. This
should be a composition of qualitative and quantitative proportions and mathematical - geometric
integration of separate components.
Creator developed form of the mass according to certain plans, projects. He gave the mass its
characteristic texture: form, structure, colour, fragrance. Different projects enable different pieces of
work. These are all original and unique. And they allow various mutual interrelations. Presented
pieces of art in fig. 1 are plans, which were realized by the Creator, while visual artist is the creator
who documented and visualized these creations.

Fig. 1. Lýdia Jergušová - Vydarená: Apple 3, 4, 5 (Aquarelle).
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Author’s mind reflected designed object into different levels, worked out different plans written in
the symbolic language of abstract theories, such as projection methods and other mathematical
disciplines. Mathematical model is the plan from which not only the geometric form of the figure
can be defined, but its analytic representation can be received too, as well as computer based digital
representation of the created object image can be derived.

Fig. 2. Lýdia Jergušová - Vydarená: Apple 3 (Ink drawing and aquarelle).

Fig. 3. Lýdia Jergušová - Vydarená: Apple 1 (aquarelle and print).
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According to our visual experience, apple is round in the shape, it appears in the form similar to
sphere or ellipsoid, in the red-yellow-green colour shades. It is characteristic by own shape, colour,
fragrance and by its mystic connections to the origin of the life on the Earth. Its shape is similar to
the shape of planets, though it is far from them with respect to their mass. What they share is the
purpose of existence. Its meaning dwells in reproduction of its own species. Each apple is pregnant
with other apples. These are not exactly the same, but similar in all characteristics.
How do all these different models created in the co-ordinance with the same plan but satisfying
specific characteristics of various constructions interfere and co-act together?
Illustrations and straightforward confrontation of different models of the created object are
presented in pieces of art reproduced in fig. 2 - 4, where direct mental links between artistic visual
and abstract geometric model constructions are reflected as seen in the imagination of the artist.

Fig. 4. Lýdia Jergušová - Vydarená: Head (ink drawing and pencil), on the left,
Lýdia Jergušová - Vydarená: Bird (ink drawing and aquarelle), on the right.

Problem in visualization of the Creator’s projects were caused namely by the question, how the
stylization of the represented objects – apple, bird, honey bee, human being – should be adapted to
the human vision of things and therefore to be straightforwardly readable to the observer, or
whether it should be ciphered to differently chosen geometric shapes that induce thoughtful mystery
and ambiguity. The author has chosen the second possibility from the following reasons. Firstly,
plan for the production of the object should not resemble the logo - mark, which is commonly used
in advertisement and on information boards, and secondly, because the object itself is still unknown
and not exactly investigated by mankind, there is incorporated a hidden secret of existence in it,
unique for each object, as none of the apples is an exact replica of the other.
Evidently, it is a visible sign of the uniqueness and originality of the invention and creation.
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3

Questions and answers of mathematician

Mathematician works with ideal symbolic concepts representing particular characteristics of his
interests that are abstracted from the observed phenomena, which demonstrates certain regular
repeating behaviour. Sometimes, so called “mathematical intuition” indicates possible form of the
declaration, coded in the mathematical symbolic language and satisfying strict logical rules, which
can be delivered as a hypothesis. Hypothesis must be proved using apparent logical rules and
principles. No sooner then having obtained a commonly acceptable proof the hypothesis can be
assumed to be valid as a mathematical statement, preposition, theorem or lemma. Mostly, a real
model of the abstract concept has to be found, in order to support validity of the preposition with
evidence, and to underline its practical utility. Often, the real intrinsic beauty and elegance of the
declared rule can be revealed on particular models exclusively, which might be from completely
different surroundings and areas. This unbelievable power of abstract mathematical assertions valid
generally in different contexts, for various applications and completely distant areas incorporates
the outstanding substantial strength of abstract reasoning and considerations that are uncovering the
most fundamental principles of the Universe. Principles that are both effective under any
circumstances, and, fortunately, completely independent on humankind.
How does mathematician come to the basic original idea?
How a mathematical hypothesis can be born and articulated?
What intuitive indications are leading to the formulation of a hypothesis?
Are there any practical rules on how to invent valid mathematical prepositions?
How can be perceived the inner beauty of a mathematical rule?
Why are the most fundamental principles usually also the most evident and elegant?
And why is it so difficult, if ever possible, to prove them?
Geometry is part of mathematics, which is most closely connected to visual arts, design and
architecture. These disciplines deal with forms and geometric figures and create compositions
attacking our senses with their visual appearance. Enjoyment from concordant synergy of elegant
geometric shapes, tuning colours and appealing counter-balanced proportions has a strong
harmonizing effect on human mind and brings it into the state of a consolidated consonance. These
compositions demonstrate calming order, proper arrangement and pleasing finalization of our
efforts to understand essential principles, core characteristics and underlying relations of the
substantial mechanisms controlling regular behaviour of the miraculous life equilibrium.
Apple surface can be determined by linear geometric transformation, simple revolution of a suitable
curve segment about a fixed line in the space. Perfectly symmetric form results from the
determining generating principle. Many different colour schemes can be chosen from the colour
palette available in the computer algebra software.
Mathematical analytic representation appears in the form of surface parametric equations,
coordinate functions in two variables that determine Cartesian coordinates of each surface point
x(u , v)  (4  3,8 cos v) cos u
y u , v   (4  3,8 cos v) sin u
 1  v 
z u , v   cos v  sin v  11  sin v  log
  7,5 sin v
 10 
u, v   0, 2    , 
Visualizations of the apple surface views in different colour schemes and as surface patches with or
without net of isoparametric curves are calculated from these equations.
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Fig. 5. Apple surface.

The idea about construction of new objects in the Euclidean or non-Euclidean geometric spaces is
always based on certain generating principle, which when applied to a particular basic figure
generates a new, usually more complex figure in the same space. Basic figure is subdued to specific
modifications articulated by certain mathematical relations, e.g. special geometric (linear)
transformations or their classes and compositions, or non-linear deformations and manipulations.
These modifications represent constructions in the creator’s mind and they are synthetic
mathematical plans for creation of an object that is in a sense a real piece of art.
Some of the miraculous eye-pleasing forms of surface patches that are determined by means of
abstract algebraic set operations called Minkowski sum, Minkowski difference and Minkowski
product and visualize these set operations as their virtual geometric models are presented in figures
5, 6 and 7. Surfaces are mapped as nets of isoparametric systems of curves, which are the operands
of the determining set operations. Next to these grid views of surface patches also virtual models of
the two-dimensional manifolds are visualized and rendered as enlightened objects. Complex forms
of basic figures, curves like ellipse, helix, shamrock curve, versiére, and asteroid or chain curve
guarantee the exceptional aesthetic and tasteful shape of the resulting products. They reside on the
boundary between mathematical and artistic worlds of abstract imagination and creative
imaginativeness though they are created on the base of strict mathematical rules.

Fig. 6. Minkowski difference - sum (left) and product (right) of 2 ellipses in perpendicular planes.
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Fig. 7. Minkowski product of helix and ellipse (left) and 2 helices (right).

Created virtual objects are mathematical, both synthetic and analytic, construction plans for
production of real objects in the same form, colour and shape, which can be produced for instance
on a 3D printer using rapid prototyping technique. Sometimes, they resemble real objects, which we
meet in our everyday life, we can see in the natural forms and we recognize as familiar structures
available around us in the neighbourhood. This is just another proof of the wholeness and integrity
of abstract and real worlds that we are facing and intentionally responding to their inspiring stimuli.

Fig. 8. Minkowski product of two circles (top), Minkowski sum and product of shamrock curve and versiére (middle),
Minkowski sum and product of asteroid and chain curve (bottom).
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Exceptional examples of such compositions are surfaces determined by simultaneous revolutions of
basic curves about 2 axes in the space, which can be localised in various superpositions as parallel,
intersecting or skew lines. Created surface patches demonstrate powerful underlying construction
rules, elegance of the synthetic geometric reasoning and intuition, and visualise all these abstract
relations and connotations in the views of virtual models living in the digital environment of
computer algebraic systems. Several examples are introduced in Fig. 9, where surface patches of
spheroids, knotted tori and generalised two axial surfaces of revolution of Euler type are viewed.

Fig. 9.

Generalised two axial cycloidal surfaces of revolution (top),
spheroids - two axial cycloidal surfaces of revolution (middle),
knotted tori - two axial surfaces of revolution of Euler type (bottom).

Parametric equations of knotted tori, for each coordinate x, y and z are expressed using
trigonometric functions representing two simultaneous revolutions about skew axes by angles that
are whole non-zero multiples k and l of the full turn 2. Values of multiples k and l are
characteristic for the particular knotted torus; they define number of its arms and number of winds
between these arms. Compound knot patterns are those in which an additional trigonometric
function has been added to the x and y coordinate equations. This means, in geometric sense,
grouping of more then 2 knots of different style, forming thus compound multiple knots, from
which the easiest ones are triple or quadruple knots.
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Knot in the fig. 10, on the left, is represented by equations
x  0.59 cos   0.3 cos(2 )  0.45 cos(5 )

y  0.59 sin   0.3 sin( 2 )  0.45 sin( 5 )
z  0.1sin(9 )  0.25 sin(6 )
The following style of knot (fig. 10, on the right) has been created from between three and six outer
knots by minor alterations to the equations.
x  0.6 cos   0.25 cos(3 )  0.26 cos(9 )
y  0.6 sin   0.25 sin(3 )  0.26 sin(9 )

z  0.12 sin(16 )  0.06 sin(4 )

Fig. 10. Compound triple knots (top and left), compound quadruple knot (right).

In the general form the leading basic curve of a compound knot can be represented by the following
parametric equations
x  m cos( p )  n cos(q )
y  m sin( p )  n sin(q )
z  h sin(t )
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for 0    2 , where p, q are non-zero integers and p > 0. The loops face outwards when q < 0,
while when q > 0 the loops face inwards.
5

Conclusions

Any really successful creative activity requires much more than just a good idea, which is obviously
an inevitable beginning. To summarise, we can assume the following preparatory phases of design
and production of a piece of art - reasonable construction plans reflecting different levels of human
mental reasoning, which are covering all visual, proportional, material, technical and functional
details that describe the complex form and features of the created object in the state of integrity.
More than one level of mental reasoning is necessary, and each of them can be represented by an
individual construction plan. All particular construction plans are represented by models performed
in the symbolic language of the separate fields. Mathematical and visual construction plans are
based on similar principles and realise the beauty and elegance of the object in the sense of its
flawlessness, uniqueness and inner determining laws. They serve for the most involved observers,
as they are revealing substantial details and core characteristics of the created objects and are
accessible to perceptive spectators exclusively. Reward for their efforts to achieve understanding
lies in the remarkable experience and delight in the achieved magnificence of the piece of art.
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USE OF THE POWERS OF THE MEMBERS
OF THE METALLIC MEANS FAMILY IN ARTISTIC DESIGN
WINITZKY DE SPINADEL, Vera Martha (RA)
Abstract. The Metallic Means Family (MMF) was introduced by the author more than ten years
ago. In the meantime, there have been published many applications of the members of this
family to every type of Design, particularly artistic Design. The most preponderant of the MMF
are the Golden Mean, the Silver Mean, the Bronze Mean, the Copper Mean, the Nickel Mean,
etc. As is well known, the Golden Mean is linked to pentagonal geometry and the Silver Mean,
to octagonal geometry. There has not been found yet direct relations of the rest of the members
to any type of specified geometrical construction. But as all of them are irrational numbers, one
should look for optimal rational approximations. In the case of the regular pentagon and the
regular inscribed star in it, there appears not only the Golden Mean  but also integer powers
of it. Something similar happens with the regular octagon. All these positive irrational numbers
have a continued fraction expansion which rational approximants are successively in excess and
in defect. We are going to prove that the powers of the members of the MMF can be
approximated by an “excess continued fraction expansion”, which rational approximants
converge always in excess and therefore, much quickly than the normal one. This circumstance
opens the new possibility of using in artistic Design any of the powers of the members of the
MMF.
Key words. Metallic Means Family, Golden Mean, Silver Mean, continued fraction expansion,
excess continued fraction expansion.
Mathematics Subject Classification: 11A55, 11J70, 11K50, 30B70, 40A15

1.

Introduction

The Metallic Means Family (MMF) was introduced by the author [1] as the family of positive
q
irrational numbers  p which are solutions of the equation
x 2  px  q  0

The MMF is divided into two subfamilies:

p, q  N

(1.1)
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I)

the positive solutions  p of equation (1,1) with q  1
1

x 2  px  1  0
II)

(1.2)

the positive solutions  1 of equation (1.1) with p  1
q

x2  x  q  0 .

(1.3)

It is easy to verify that all the members of  p have a purely periodic continued fraction
1

expansion of the form



x  n, n,...  n

(1.4)

In fact, if we take p  1 , we get x 2  x  1  0 , which can be written x 2  x  1 and dividing
1
by x  0 both members, we have the equation x  1  . Replacing iteratively the value of x we
x
obtain



x  1  1

1

a purely periodic continued fraction which is equal to  

Taking p  2 we find the value

(1.5)

1 5
, the well known Golden Mean.
2



(1.6)



(1.7)

 21  2
that is called the Silver Mean  Ag = 1  2 .
For p  3 we have

 31  3

that is the Bronze Mean  Br and so on. This subfamily is called the PPMMF (purely periodic
Metallic Means Family).
With respect to the second subfamily, which members are  1 , it is easy to verify that they have a
periodic continued fraction expansion of the form
q





 1 q  m, n1 , n 2 ,...

(1.8)

Some of the members of this subfamily, denoted by PMMF (periodic Metallic Means Family) are
2
integers. In example,  1  2, 0  2 and these integers appear in quite a regular way [2]. The noninteger Metallic Means share the property of being “palindromic” about their centers, except for the
last digit of the period, which equals 2m  1 , as can be noticed in the following values.
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 3, 1,1,5:   3, 1,2,2,1,5;   3, 1,5:   4, 0  4



 1 4  2, 1,1,3 ;  1 5  2, 1,3 ;  1 6  3, 0  3;  1 7  3, 5 ;  18  3, 2,1,2,5 ;
1
2.

9

10
1

11
1

12
1

(1.9)

Excess continued fractions expansions

All the members of the MMF have an infinite continued fraction expansion called “simple” because
all the numerators are equal to 1.
As is well known [3], taking only a finite number of terms in such a continued fraction expansion
[ b0 , b1 , b2 ,... ], we get a sequence of rational approximants  n to the number x which converges to x
when n   . It has been proved [4] that these successive approximations are alternatively by
defect and by excess.
For some applications, it is interesting to find a faster convergence of the sequence of rational
approximants. To satisfy this condition, we consider the quadratic equation

x 2  px  1  0 ,

p N

(2.1)

p2

(2.2)

which positive solutions are of the form

x

p

p2  4
2

,

I.e., if we take p  3 , the equation x 2  3x  1  0 can be written x 2  3x  1 or, dividing by x ,
1
x  3  . Proceeding in a similar way as in the previous case, we obtain
x

x 3

 

1
 3
3 

(2.3)

a purely periodic continued fraction expansion for which we adopt the name of “excess continued
fraction” [5]. For them, all the rational approximants are greater than the value of the quadratic
irrational number and they converge much faster than the common ones.
In fact, for equation (2.3), the solution is equal to

x

3 5
 2,6180339...
2

(2.4)

And
8
3

 1   2,66...;  2 

21
55
 2,625;  3 
 2,619...
8
21

(2.5)

having the third rational approximant two decimal figures exact.
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As is well known,  2  1    2,6180339... and if we calculate  2  2, 1 in the normal way,
the rational approximants are

1 

34
21
13
8
5
 2,5;  2   2,66...;  3   2,6 :  4 
 2,625;  5 
 2,61538...
13
8
5
3
2

This result is important from the point of view of possible applications to proportion theory in every
type of Design, because using golden proportions, not only the Golden Mean appears but also its
powers [6], as can be seen at Fig. 1

Figure 1

These golden divisions determine the proportions of the beautiful mask designed by Hermes
(Medusa), which is shown at Fig. 2. It is a Roman relief in marble, reproduced taking the Greek
original dating from the first century BC and can be admired at the Glyptothek in Munich,
Germany.
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Figure.2

The Silver Mean, instead, is linked to octagonal symmetry, as it is the value of the second shortest
diagonal in an octagon of unitary side, like it is shown in Fig. 3

Figure 3

where we have used, for simplicity,  for the Silver Mean. There have been found also many
unexpected applications of Silver relations in the mathematical analysis of the electronic properties
of a one-dimensional quasicrystal. Calculating the fractal dimensions of the singularities which
appear in the Cantor set, the numerical values are all functions of powers of the Golden Mean [7].
3.

Degrees of approximation

The positive solutions of equation (2.1) are not Metallic Means but they are related to the powers of
the members of the PPMMF as Antonia Redondo Buitrago has proved [8].
At the last ICM 2010 held at Hyderabad, India from 19 to 27 August, we delivered a short
communication where we demonstrated that in the case of the Golden Mean, its uneven powers
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have a purely periodic continued fraction expansion while its even powers have an “excess
continued fraction expansion”. Now, we are going to extend this result to all the members of the
PPMMF:
3.1. Theorem

The uneven powers of the members of the PPMMD have a purely periodic continued fraction
expansion while the even powers have an “excess continued fraction expansion”.
Proof: Let us consider a generalized secondary Fibonacci sequence (GSFS)
a, b, pb  qa, p ( pb  qa)  b,...

(3.1)

that satisfies relations of the type
G (n  1)  pG (n)  qG (n  1) ,

We have already proved [2] that there exists lim
n 

p, q  N

(3.2)

G (n  1)
q
  p . For our purposes, we will consider
G ( n)

the case q  1 and we shall indicate, for simplicity,  p   p .
1

Starting with other couple of values and keeping the recursion law, it is possible to obtain another
type of GSFS defined by
L( p  1)  L(1) p  L(0) p 1

(3.3)

For L(0)  p; L(1)  3 p we get the following sequence

p,3 p,7 p,27 p,41 p,99 p,239 p,...

(3.4)

that is known as “Lucas Sequence”, introduced in 1877 by Edouard Lucas [9]. Obviously
lim

n

L( p )
 p
L( p  1)

(3.5)

A closed form for the Lucas numbers is the following
L(n)  ( p ) n  (

1

p

)n

(3.6)

from where we can get an expression for the odd powers of  p taking n  2m  1; m  N:
( p ) 2 m 1  L(2m  1) 



1
1
 L(2m  1) 
 L(2m  1)
2 m 1
L(2m  1)  
( p )



(3.7)

a purely periodic continued fraction expansion.
For the even powers of  p we can rewrite equation (3.6) in the form
[( p ) 2 m ]2  L(2m) p 2 m  1  0
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a quadratic equation of type (2.3). Putting L(2m  2)  L1 (2m) we have
( p

2m

 1) p

2m

 ( p

2m

 1)  L1 (2m)

from where

 p 2 m  1  L1 (2m) 

Finally



1
1



 L1 (2m),1 .

1

 p 2m  1  



 p 2 m  L(2m)  1, L(1), L(2m  2



(3.8)
q.q.d.

3.2. Examples

1. Calling  2   we have

     
 1153,1,1152;   2786;



 





 

  2 ;  2  5,1,4 ;  3  14 ;  4  33,1,32 ;  5  82 ;  6  197,1,196 ;  7  478 ;
8

9

2. Calling  3   Br we have







 





 





 Br  3 ;  B 2  10,1,9 ;  Br 3  36 ;  Br 4  118,1,117 ;  Br 5  393 ;  Br 6  1297,1,1296 ;
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